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3. Vertical resistivity profiles across a vertical dike of unit width b, Lee and Wenner configurations.

Center of configuration taken at various distances from dike. For all curves, p" = 4p'.
4. Vertical resistivity profiles across a vertical dike of unit width b, Lee and Wenner configurations. Center of configuration taken at various distances from dike. For all curves, p" = p' /4.
5. Observed vertical resistivity profiles at different stations along eastward- and northward-trending traverses across a
shale sink, Tri-State lead-zinc mining district, Cherokee County, Kans., Lee configuration.
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INTERPRETATION OF RESISTIVITY DATA
By

RoBERT

G.

VAN NOSTRAND

ABSTRACT

Electrical prospecting has grown from Fox's investigations of
natural earth currents in 1830, through Schlumberger's successful
use of applied direct currents, to a diversified art employing
both alternating currents and electromagnetic fields, as well as
direct currents. Early resistivity data were interpreted by empirical methods, which are still used widely. Other interpretative
methods include direct interpretation by transforming the
resistivity data into geologic information using mathematical transformation formulas; this method is as as yet restricted to horizontal bedding. This treatise is largely restricted to comparative
interpretation-that is, the comparison of field data with theoretical curves over assumed ore bodies and geologic structures.
A logical and mathematical interpretation of resistivity data,
even at present only partly successful, was initiated in 1928 by
Hummel. The mathematical approach to electrical-resistivity
prospecting draws upon all the principles of potential fields and
especially of electric-current flow. The assumption that the
current electrodes are point electrodes is valid at points whose
distances from the electrode are a few times the dimensions of
the electrode. The electric current field around this point electrode can be calculated from the fact that the field obeys Laplace's
equation everywhere except at the electrode itself. If the earth
is not uniform, but is divided into distinct zones of various
resistivities, the solutions to Laplace's equation are subject to
suitable boundary conditions. In some special cases, the terms
in the solution are identifiable with electric fields that would be
due to images of the original source; and these solutions can
therefore be obtained directly by use of the less sophisticated
image theory instead af the higher mathematics necessary for
harmonic analysis. These special cases include horizontal bedding, buried perfectly conducting spheres, and a single geologic
boundary dipping at certain specific angles.
The mathematical solutions are used to compute the potential
distribution about the current electrode in a given problem.
Using the reciprocity principle and the principle of superposition,
the potential distribution and then the apparent resistivity are
computed for various electrode configurations.
The many theoretical apparent-resistivity curves presented
in this treatise, which include horizontal and vertical profiles for
various electrode configurations, may be used for comparison
with observed field curves for specific resistivity contrasts in such
problems as vertical or dipping faults, vertical dikes, filled sinks,
horizontal bedding, and buried spheres. The curves presented
may be used for comparison with other resistivity contrasts, by
inference, or the equations may serve as the basis for computation
of other curves for further values of the various parameters.
The analysis for outcropping volcanic necks or cones, filled
channels, buried dome structures, and buried vertical faults is
also treated briefly.
The apparent-resistivity curves may serve as the basis for
general conclusions not limited to any specific problem, and
facilitate the choice of field techniques in the exploration of ore
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bodies and geologic structures with resistivity methods. It is
shown, for example, that a roughly spherical body buried deeper
than its radius would be difficult to find by resistivity methods;
that a profile crossing an outcropping vertical dike displays at
least two peaks and not one as might be supposed; that an equalresistivity map is sensitive to the direction in which the profiles
are laid out; and that the value of the apparent resistivity can
and does rise above the highest value of the true resistivity of the
medium or fall below the lowest value of the true resistivity. It is
demonstrated that many paradoxes exist in the apparentresistivity curves and that theoretical curves are necessary for a
correct interpretation of the resistivity field data over ore bodies
and geologic structures.
A comprehensive bibliography on the resistivity method of
prospecting is included.

INTRODUCTION

This treatise is the result of field and theoretical
work carried on intermittently since 1951, when we
first started a concerted attack on many of the problems
incident to the interpretation of resistivity data. In
previous field work, during resistivity surveys, we had
encountered specific problems over vertical discontinuities such as dikes, faults, and brecciated zones.
Interpretation was hampered because the analysis for
such simple features was not available for the Lee configuration, which was used principally by the U.S. Geological Survey. In 1951, during a resistivity survey
in the the Tri-State zinc and lead mining district, it
was reali2.ed further that no theoretical analysis had
been developed for features such as ellipsoidal and
hemispherical sinks, which gave characteristic and welldefined anomalies in this rl=strict.
As a consequenee, we began what eventually evolved
into a systematic study of the interpretation of resistivity data, the results of which are presented here.
The early work was confined to apparent-resistivity
anomalies for various configurations oyer simple plane
boundaries, such as vertical insulating and conducting
planes, and vertical faults. This elementary work
evolved into the study of more complex forms including
vertical dikes, dipping faults, and various curved surfaces such as hemispherical sinks. To this was added
the wealth of material already available coneerning
horizontal beds.
The typical method of attack on a given problem
took the following form: The necessary formulas were
1
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derived to describe the potential due to a point source
of current in the presence of the given geologic feature;
these equations were then used to calculate theoretical apparent-resistivity data from which were constructed albums of curves for typical values of the
parameters; and, finally, these curves were compared
with field anomalies over similar geologic features. In
those cases for which we have been able to complete our
treatment, this is also the sequence in which our
rna terial is given.
Our objectives in writing such a treatise were1. To develop in English under a single cover the subject of dire.ct-current electrical prospecting, such
that the discussion will serve both as a text for
students and as a reference for more advanced
workers. The only other book-length treatments
of electrical prospecting are in foreign languages,
namely that by Krayev (1951), in Russian, and
that by Fritsch (1949b), in German.
2. To present the theory necessary to solve problems in
electrical prospecting.
3. To present a wealth of theoretical resistivity curves
based on this treatment, including a sufficiently
large number of examples for which the conclusions
drawn may be of general, as well as of practieal
utility.
4. To show how the theoretical results and curves can
be used to interpret field data.
5. To compare present field techniques in the light of
these curve5 and data and to devise additional
techniques where they are necessary or helpful.
6. To assemble a comprehensive bibliography on the
subject of surface-resistivity methods of electrical
prospecting.
Because of limitations of time and space, the study
has been only partly successful in meeting the objectives. For example, particularly in studying buried
structures, we have done little more than present the
basic mathematical solutions. Although our solutions
are based solely on the exact and classical methods
of differential equations, we suggest that someone carry
the attack further by using numerical approximation
methods, and thereby extend the possibilities from a
limited number of regularly shaped bodies to an
unlimited number of structures, including those
irregular in shape.
Our treatment of horizontal bedding is limited
essentially to the principles involved. Rather than
include resistivity profiles for two- , three- , and fourlayer cases, which have already been published elsewhere, we merely indicate where these published
curves may be found.
Our coverage of vertical features such as dikes and
faults, and of filled hemispherical sinks is reasonably

exhaustive. We not only have accumulated material
from a wide variety of sources but also have added
much that is our own. The utility of this material
goes beyond the geologic features shown specifically,
inasmuch as inferences may be drawn that make some
of the conclusions applicable to other features. More
complicated structures are generally difficult for
quantitative analysis and often lead to solutions that
vary but little from these vertical features.
It must be emphasized that this volume deals with
direct-current methods of prospecting. The results
are applicable to alternating-current prospecting only
in the limit of zero frequency, or in practice, very low
frequencies. Even for perfectly homogeneous ground,
the depth of penetration for alternating current is not
proportional to the electrode spread but reaches an
asymptotic value as the distance between the electrodes
is increased. The same is true of commutated and
interrupted currents which in general have several
components of different penetration.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL PROSPECTING
EARLY HISTORY

Electrical prospecting is the art of measuring electrical properties of rocks in the study of the structure
and composition of those layers of the earth which are
sufficiently shallow to be exploited by man. Like
many other arts, electrical prospecting was conceived
long ago, and the elaborate instruments and carefully
devised methods of today result from ideas that evolved
in the minds of men more than 2 centuries ago.
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The earliest work in electrical prospecting appears
to have been done by Gray and Wheeler in 1720 and
by Watson in 1746 (Jakosky, 1950, p. 8). Gray and
Wheeler made electrical studies of rocks and listed
their electric conductivities. Watson discovered independently that the ground is an electrical conductor.
He also found that an electric current passed through
the ground between two electrodes two miles apart
fluctuates in an erratic manner different from that
where wire is used to complete the circuit.
The next recorded work in electrical prospecting
was done by Robert W. Fox. In fact, we prefer to
think that Fox made the first real contributions to the
art. Fox was a prominent scientist of his day and
lived most of his life (1789-1877) near Falmouth.
England, where he did research on such matters a~
high-pressure steam, geothermics, electricity, and terrestrial magnetism (Kelly, 1938a). As revealed in hi~
own publications, he was well versed in geologic
matters. Among other geophysical accomplishments,
he designed the first dip circle for the determination of
magnetic dip and magnetic intensity aboard Rhip
(Kelly, 1938a), and he was one of the first to recognize
the existence of the geothermal gradient in the earth
(Fox, 1830).
Fox conducted his original experiments in 1830 in the
copper mines of Cornwall, where he made the
momentous discovery that there are natural electric
currents associated with sulfide ore deposits. Underground in several mines, he succeeded in measuring an
electric current flowing between two points on the same
vein as well as between two points on different veins.
His electrodes consisted of copper plates that were
wedged against the vein to make contact. The
minerals in the veins included galena, copper, and iron
pyrites. His insensitive galvanometer consisted of a
3X-inch compass needle enelosed by 25 turns of wire.
He sometimes used as much as 1,800 feet of connecting
wire in these experiments. At first, he coated the wire
with sealing wax for insulation, but later he dispensed
with such precautions as being unnecessary.
Fox reported that the measured current varied in
proportion to the abundance of copper ore in the veins;
and, where there was little or no ore, there was litt]e
action. This fact led him to conclude, "Hence it seems
likely that electro-magnetism may become useful to
the practical miner in determining with some degree of
probability at least, the relative quantity of ore in
veins, and the direction in whieh it most abounds."
He also observed the striking resemblanee between the
eurrent phenomena associated with veins and those of
galvanic batteries which were known at that time.
In 1834 Fox conducted further experiments "in order
to prove that the electrical action is derived from the
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vein, and that it is not in any degree excited by the
mere contact of the metal with the ore, as some have
surmised." (Fox, 1835a.) He reported that the character and direction of the current was the same whether
eontact was made to the ground through two copper
plates or through a pair of zinc plates; also, the same
was true even when the plates were discarded and the
ends of the wire alone n1ade eontact with the ore.
In his 1834 experiments, Fox constructed the prototype of the present-day bucking potentiometer. Aceording to Fox (1835a), "The galvani~ apparatus consisted of a plate of copper, and another of zinc, plunged
into strong brine, to which some sulphuric acid was
added, and each plate exposed about 180 square inches
to the action of the liquid." In searching for an effect,
he sometimes connected the cell so as to oppose the
natural current and sometimes so as to augment the
earth current. At one position of the seareh electrodes he obtained no measurable current through his
galvanometer. He coneluded that the veins supplied
electric energy and suggested that "this method may
beeome useful to the practical miner, in helping him
appreeiate the value of his diseoveries, and enabling
him to aseertain whether the ores in distant parts of a
vein are connected or insulated, or whether what appear
to be parallel veins are really so, or ramifications of the
same vein.''
Through 1843, Fox (1843a,b) performed further
experiments to show conelusively that current actually
was flowing through the earth. In one set of experiments he demonstrated that even with one terminal of
zinc and the other of eopper, "the eurrent continued to
defleet the needle from 50 to 60 degrees, notwithstanding that any action between the copper . . . and
the zine . . . , if it had existed, would have been in an
opposite direction, and have tended more or less to
counteract the influence of the actual eurrent." In
his last experiments, Fox used precautions that he had
not previously used. He kept his wires apart and
insulated them from the walls of the mine by means of
poles, because he had by that time eome to believe
that "electric currents will traverse a very eonsiderable
thickness of rock or strata."
As word of his work spread, other workers commenced
similar studies. In 1833, in Germany, von Strombeek
(1833) attempted unsuceessfully to confirm Fox's
results by careful experiments on a large vein in whieh
quartz, sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and tetrahedrite occurred. From his lack of sueeess von Strombeck
concluded that Fox's result were not applicable to
veins generally. Henwood (1841) and Reich (1839)
were more suecessful in verifying the results of Fox
and, apparently, were able to come closer to the true
meaning of the phenomena than was Fox. In 1837,
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Henwood, who had been Fox's coworker in his 1830
experiments, made analogous experiments with electrodes at times as far apart as 3,600 feet. His results
corroborated those of Fox but he insisted that currents
are obtained only when the electrodes are in contact
with the vein and not when they are in contact with
the barren country rock. Henwood concluded that
the currents are purely local and are probably of
thermoelectric origin. In 1841, Henwood found that
the nature and position of the small metallic plates employed
materially affect, not only the intensity, but in some cases also
the directions of the currents; and also that there is a considerable difference in the results when the same plates of metal are
placed on different ingredients in the veins, even though these
may be in immediate contact with each other.

In 1839, Reich repeated all of Fox's experiments, confirming the latter's results. However, Reich was convinced that the currents are electrochemical phenomena
and not, as Henwood believed, thermoelectric. In 1844
Reich published the results of studies of the currents
probably existing in the rocks surrounding the vein,
rather than along or within the vein.
Fox also saw fit to study the electrical properties of
individual minerals. In his 1830 paper he listed 21
minerals as conductors, poor conductors, or nonconductors. Fox considered pyrite as one of the best
commonly occurring mineral conductors and sphalerite
as a nonconductor. He recognized that shale "seemed
to possess the property of conducting common electricity in a slight degree, but only in the direction of
cleavage, perhaps owing to the moisture it retained."
He also noted the paradox that silver, zinc, and copper
in the metallic state are excellent conductors, but combined as sulfides they are considerably less conducting:
he classified the sulfides of silver and zinc as nonconductors and copper sulfide as one of the best mineral
conductors.
Later, Fox (1835b, 1838) endeavored to classify
minerals with reference to their electrical activity. He
showed that ores possess the electrochemical properties
of metals, particularly with respect to the galvanic
action resulting when two ores, such as copper pyrites
and "vitreous copper ore," a1e placed in mine water.
He established to his own satisfaction that copper ores
are more active than those of lead, and he believed
that his field observations were con sis tent with this
fact.
In 1871, W. Skey also performed experiments on
single minerals. He enlarged the known list of conducting minerals and determined the direction of the
current when conducting minerals in contact with
solutions are connected by a wire (Wells, 1914). He
reemphasized Fox's viewpoint that conducting minerals
can be the electrodes of galvanic cells; and, in addition,

he called attention to the accelerating action of one
mineral on another in chemical changes.
These experiments were very significant and made a
considerable contribution to the art of electrical
prospecting. However, the limited concept of electrical
phenomena in general, which prevailed at that time,
restricted the conclusions of the workers. Although
self-potentials as we know them certainly existed, it is
probable that they were obscured by the large potential differences that exist when two electrodes are
placed in chemically different solutions. Moreover,
Fox's criterion for the "activity" of the earth materials
was the magnitude of the current which flowed in the
measuring circuit. When the electrodes were placed
in barren earth of comparatively high resistivity, the
contact resistance was high and little or no current
flowed, which fact explains why these early authors
repQrted no activity.
Fox was also apparently the first to postulate the
existence of telluric currents and their effect on the
geomagnetic field, although his reasoning was naive.
Fox (1830) wrote:
. . . assuming that metalliferous veins exist more or less in
primitive rocks generally, . . . , it may I think be presumed,
that the electrical currents, which so affect the needle of the
galvanometer, may likewise influence the direction of the magnetic
needle on the surface of the earth; at least no explanation of
this phenomenon appears to be so plausible, or so near-connected
with ascertained facts. Even the cause of the variations of the
needle, mysterious as it has hitherto appeared to be, may probably be referred to the relative energies of the opposing electrical
currents, which are perhaps subject to occasional modifications;
and the appearance of earthquakes and volcanic action, from time
to time, seem to countenance the probability of such changes.

Fox (1832) modified and supplemented his theory as
a result of his experiments on the thermoelectricity of
such rocks as slate, greenstone, and serpentine. He
found that these rocks differed in their electrical properties; when heated, some specimens became electrically positive, others electrically negative, on the hot
end. From these experiments he drew the following
conclusions concerning telluric currents and related
phenomena:
On the hypothesis of the existence of a very elevated temperature in the interior of the globe, it would necessarily follow
from the preceding experiments that electrical currents would
be produced from this cause, taking frequently different, and
even opposite directions, and exerting an important influence on
all the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism, both such as are
general, and also such as appear to be local anomalies.

The later researches of Fox satisfied him that the
directions of these currents are probably much
influenced by the geological structure of the globe;
which would in most cases tend to give them more or
less obliquity to the parallels of latitude. He ascribed
diurnal changes in the direction and intensity of
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terrestrial magnetism to the successive action of the
sun on the different portions of the globe.
Other studies concerning the origin of natural earth
currents were made by A. C. Becquerel. Even prior
to 1865 he made rather extensive studies of the electric
currents obtained between masses of water and the
surrounding rocks under different conditions (Matteucci, 1865). From 1865 to 1867, during a study of
the effects produced in capillary action, Becquerel also
noted the deposition of copper in capillary spaces and
suggested that the phenomenon was of an electrochemical nature (Wells, 1914).
The name that stands out in the early descriptions of
telluric currents is Charles Matteucci. As early as
1847, the Greenwich Observatory had noted the correlation between strong "spontaneous electric currents,"
as observed in telegraph wires, and the intensity of the
aurora borealis (Matteucci, 1865). Matteucci observed
the two coincident phenomena in the same year and
subsequently became interested in telluric currents.
He was familiar with the work on electric currents
that had been done by Fox (Matteucci, 1867).
In 1865, Matteucci (1865) strung up guttapercha
covered copper wire (well insulated for that time) on
military telegraph poles on the St. Maurice plain in
France. One wire was in the plane of the magnetic
meridian and a second was normal to this direction.
Each wire was 6 kilometers long. Contact with the
ground at each end of the wire was made by means of a
nonpolarizing electrode which consisted of a strip of
amalgamated zinc immersed in a porous porcelain pot
containing a saturated solution of zinc sulfate. The
porous pot was brought in contact with water in a
porous porcelain vase which was in turn embedded in
the soil. Matteucci used a galvanometer in series with
the line to measure currents directly. He observed
the diurnal variations and other fluctuations in the
flow of telluric currents. These experiments were
followed by others in which he used lines as much as 36
kilometers long (Matteucci, 1867).
Until M·atteucci's time, little or no attempt had been
made to describe the phenomena quantitatively, and
no systematic experiments had been performed with a
preorganized plan. Generally, conclusions had been
made from the deflection of a galvanometer needle
without sufficient consideration of the probable variation of the resistance of the different circuits. During
the period between 1844 and 1882, research on the
electrical activity of ores bodies was apparently
abandoned. The results of Fox and Reich had led
Bernhard von Cotta to recommend earnestly that
these experiments should be further pursued, as they
seemed likely to lead to results of practical discovery of
ore bodies. If this recommendation was ever carried
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out, there is no record of the work until 1882, when
Carl Barus (1882) published his classic paper "On the
electrical activity of ore bodies." The following
account of his contribution is taken from that paper.
Carl Barus was a physicist invited to join the U.S.
Geological Survey for the express purpose of continuing
the investigation of the electrical activity of ore bodies.
The invitation had been extended at the suggestion of
George F. Becker, U.S. Geological Survey, who had
long felt an interest in this subject. Barus made his
electrical measurements during 1880 and 1881 on the
Comstock lode and in the Eureka mining district, both
in Nevada. Becker realized that neither of these two
districts was the best choice, but they were the only
ones accessible through extensive workings.
Actually, Barus did have difficulty in making the
measurements of the small potentials found in the two
districts in which he worked. The mine workings
along the Comstock lode at that time were without
exception in very barren or nearly exhausted parts of
the vein. Therefore, there were probably more minerals possessing anomalous electrical properties in the
country rock than there was ore in the ore stopes. In
such a situation, the term "ore body" was hardly an
applicable term. Also the mines were hot and permitted only intermittent work. Barus found no
evidence of currents due to the lode it&elf on the
Comstock. For various reasons, he abandoned the
work on the Comstock without ever trying there the
better techniques which he developed as his studies
progressed.
The geologic conditions were more suitable for such
tests at Eureka; but, in the light of our present knowledge, they were still far from satisfactory. The ore
is principally lead carbonate, lead sulfate, and iron
oxides. It contains silver and gold in variable quantities and occurs in huge, apparently isolated masses in
limestone. The large unmined ore bodies were at a
mean distance of about 400 feet from the surface and
in some places extended upward within 100 feet of the
surface. Because of extensive workings, the electrical
surveys could be made over, through, and under the ore
bodies.
After studying the then available literature, Barus
concluded that his problem was not difficult, as it consisted simply in measuring the earth's potential at
many points near the ore body and in tracing the
equipotential surfaces. He assumed at the outstart
the validity of Reich's hypothesis that any lode currents present are due to electrochemical action. He
reasoned that currents are generated, analogous to
local currents in a battery, at the contacts between the
variety of ore minerals which are commonly present
in a single ore body. He reasoned further that such
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currents would be constant both in magnitude and
direction because the process had been going on for a
very long time. Therefore, the equipotentials would
have fixed and definable positions relative to the ore
body. He also realized that, if an ore body generates
electric currents, a self-potential anomaly may be found
even though the electrodes do not actually touch the
ore body. Barus anticipated that the potential gradient would be a maximum near the ore body and
would die out farther from the ore body.
Barus' first electrodes were gads, which are pointed
iron or steel bars used for loosening ore. Unlike Fox,
Barus took great pains to avoid leaks in the copper
wire connecting the electrodes with the galvanometer.
In the hot and damp atmosphere of the Comstock, he
found that wire covered with a double thickness of
cotton and waxed proved inadequate, as did guttapercha wire. After testing a number of devices, he
suspended the wire from silk or waxed cotton threads;
care was taken to prevent the wire from touching
either rock or timbers. He followed this plan of
"swinging" the line throughout his measurements.
In his experiments on the Comstock, the use of dry
electrodes caused circuit resistances of 1,000 to 8,000
ohms, and with these electrodes he measured voltages
from 10 to 90 miJlivolts. With wet electrodes the
resistance was one-third to one-sixth as much and the
voltages remained about the same. When the electrodes were interchanged, both the resistances and
potentials changed by large amounts. From these
facts plus the evidence that the direction of the electromotive force followed no ob5ervable law, Barus
concluded that electrode potential::; were of the same
order of magnitude as the potential differences due to
the electrical activity of the lode.
In his early work in the Eureka district, Barus sought
first· of all to eliminate the troublesome electrode
effects. He recognized that the use of metallic electrodes was undesirable, and was thus led to the
invention of an ingenious nonpolarizing electrode which
he referred to as a "bag."
His nonpolarizing electrode consisted of an amalgamated metal strip immersed in zinc sulfate solution.
The solution was contained in a nearly cylindrical bag 1
to 1~ inches in diameter and 6 to 10 inches in length.
The sides were made with a piece of beef gut plugged
at both ends with cork. Barus attached the. beef gut
snugly to the cork with twine. A hole in the top cork
permitted insertion of the zinc terminal into the solution in the bag. A wooden 5tick, to which the zinc
was affixed for support, also passed centrally through
the top cork and a short way into the bottom cork to
make the device more fieldworthy.

For field use this nonpolarizing electrode was fitted
into a hole of just the right size which had been drilled
into the rock at an angle of about 30° from the vertical.
Before inserting the bag the hole was filled with water
that had previously been placed in contact with zinc
for sufficient time to precipitate all dissolved matter
which might act upon the electrode.
Barus attained an accuracy of measuring ground
potentials that is close to what is accomplished in
modern self-potential surveys. The potential between
two of his similar nonpolarizing electrodes placed in the
same liquid was seldom found to be greater than five
millivolts and was usually much less. For his work in
the Eureka district Barus measured potentials with
great accuracy, using a Grunow galvanometer. The
readings of this instrument are magnified by an optical
lever device.
His· field technique for measuring potentials was
similar to that used today. He kept one nonpolarizing
electrode fixed in position and moved a second one
about, measuring the potential difference between
them. He took the added precaution of using a total
of four electrodes in order to check his results. The
station intervals between successive readings of the
movable electrode averaged from 50 to 80 feet. He
plotted self-potentials against position along the traverse, as is commonly done today.
Barus published data on two profiles, both taken in
the Richmond mine, Eureka district. The first profile,
which started on the 400-foot level and passed to the
500-foot level, was 1,332 feet long. It passed through
the ore body and far into the barren country rock on
either side of the ore body. His self-potential anomalies
did not exceed 36 millivolts along this traverse. He
noted that a negative self-potential anomaly of about
20 millivolts occurred in the area of the ore body; but
as this anomaly was no larger than his noise level, he
concluded that no prediction as to the occurrence of
ore or electroactive material would be justified. He
attributed at least part of the noise level to the passage
of his movable electrode over "a great number of
varieties of rock, and therefore also, probably through
a great variety of absorbed liquids, holding more or
less saline matter in solution."
Barus had more success in the profile along the 600foot level in the Richmond mine. The traverse was
1,630 feet in length and passed beneath the ore body
without actually entering it. All stations were in
essentially the same kind of rock. A negative selfpotential anomaly of about 80 n1illivolts over a horizontal distance of about 800 feet coincided with the
region of ore. Barus found that the potential anomaly
along this traverse remained unchanged, even after an
interval of 4 months. He thus reasoned that the
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anomaly indicated the seat of the potential and was
associated with the ore body.
Because of the small anomalies he had observed,
Barus was forced to conclude that his experiments
"cannot be said to have settled the question as to
whether lode currents will or will not be of practical
assistance to the prospector." He felt that, especially
in the light of the work done by Fox and Reich, it
was probable-but not certain-that the currents were
associated with the ore. Barus had met with indifferent
success principally because of the unfortunate choice
of sites for his experiments, but his contributions were
a milestone in the art of electrical prospecting.
Barus also made measurements of the capacity of
the rocks in place to carry an electric current. He
found that fissured, impermeable, or especially dry
rocks tend to have a maximum resistance; whereas
porous or moist rocks have a minimum resistance.
From these facts he seems to have been the first person
to conclude "that the conductivity of the rock is largely,
if not wholly, due to the presence of moisture in its
pores, and is therefore electrolytic."
As a result of his work on self-potentials, Barus made
several recommendations, some of which later became
the basis for the experiments of R. C. Wells. Although
Barus himself used only self-potential profiles, he
thought that a single line survey was far from adequate
and that "The endeavor should be made to map the
equipotentials as surfaces traversing the whole mine,
carefully considering their position and contour relative
to any ore already in sight, and their change of form
on leaving it." In this same trend of thought, he also
advocated that surveys be made on the surface of the
earth over a large area in the region of the mine. He
felt that the field work would be enhanced by a continuation of Fox's study of the electrical properties of
ore and the associated minerals of the heavy metals.
He also believed that a study should be made of the
effects of electric-potential changes with depth which
Matteucci had emphasized.
From 1890 to 1910, advances in the field of electrochemistry were applied to the geological problems of
alteration and replacement processes in ore deposits,
and although the research was directed principally
toward the solution of these problems, it eventually
proved to be a boon to the art of electrical prospecting
because of basic principals that evolved in this research.
In 1891 Braun proved that certain phenomena
attending the formation of sulfides and the deposition
of copper in capil1ary spaces are of electrochemical
nature, as Becquerel had suggested (Wells, 1914).
Experiments similar to those suggested by Barus were
made in 1897 by Bernfield, who particularly studied
the electric behavior of galena, and in 1912 by Gotts ..
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chalk and Buehler, who showed that the oxidation
and solution of certain natural sulfides are accelerated
by the presence of pyrite and marcasite. Gottschalk
and Buehler ascribed this catalytic action partly to
electric action. They listed many conducting minerals
and tabulated the electromotive forces shown by several
minerals with respect to copper, water serving as an
electrolyte. They also pointed out that the electrolytic action of the sulfides "would be analogous in
every respect to the action of metals" (Wells, 1914).
R. C. Wells (1914), of the U.S. Geological Survey,
made systematic and comprehensive investigations on
the electric activity of ore bodies in order to apply a
knowledge of this subject to the problems of ore depo..
sition. In this approach Wells was following the
recommendations of Barus, whom he quoted.
Wells commenced his studies by thorQughly familiarizing himself with the works of the persons mentioned
above. He extended the work of Gotts chalk and
Buehler by showing quantitatively the effect of varying
concentrations of the ions in solution on the contact
potential between a mineral and the solution. He
sho,wed that different minerals employed as electrodes
exhibit different potentials in a given solution and a]so
that the potentials shown by most minerals, certainly
the initial values, depend to a marked degree on the
nature of the solution in contact with the minerals.
With common minerals such as pyrite, galena, and
magnetite on the one hand and various naturally
occurring solutions such as acidified ferric sulfate and
sulfuric acid on the other, he learned that the contact
potentials are of the order of 500 to 1,100 millivolts.
Wells next showed by laboratory experiments that,
when using a resistance of 3,000 ohms in series with
the circuit to simulate the resistance of geologic
strata, the external current produced by electrodes
of pyrite immersed in normal solution3 of sodium
sulfide and acidified ferric sulfide, respectively,
amounted to about three-tenths of a milliampere with
an effective electromotive force of about 1 volt. The
solutions were in separate beakers connected by a
wick-type bridge saturated with normal sodium sulfate
solution. Using the results of these and similar experiments in which polarization effects were studied, he
reasoned that " . . . sufficient evidence has been
presented above to show that appreciable currents
may be developed by variouc:; combinations of solutions
and minerals."
In spite of the relatively large potentials and currents
created by these electrochemical processes and measured by him in the laboratory, Wells was still greatly
influenced in his thinking by the relatively small
anomalies that Barus had found in the field. Yet he
believed that Barus' results "do not exclude the possi-
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bility that local electric action may be a potent agency
in hastening chemical adjustments or that very small
currents acting for long periods would be capable of
accomplishing great results."
Wells' principal contribution to electrical prospecting
lies in the fact that he was the first to recognize the
major cause of self-potential anomalies near ore bodies
and to specify the direction in which the current flows
near an ore body. Because of the importance of this
classic observation, we quote Wells (p. 64) directly:
If a considerable mass of ore is in contact near the surface with
an oxidizing solution-for example, acidified ferric sulphateand at depth with a less oxidized solution-as ferrous sulphate
(there being also any circuitous liquid connection)-electric
action should result in the oxidation of the lower solution and
reduction of the upper solution until equilibrium is attained.
The current would pass downward in the solid conductor and
upward in the electrolytic conductor-a vein solution, for
example-in which the current would consist in the migration
of cations upward and of anions downward.

Wells emphasized that the currents, and their effects,
might manifest themselves in an extended zone roundabout an ore body, and he called this phenomena
"chemical action at a distance."
Early attempts to use the resistivity and allied electrical methods, other than self-potential, were qualitative only. Neither potential differences for fixed
electrode spacings, nor even equipotential lines, as
suggested by Barus, were observed. Several qualitative approaches to these electrical methods were tried
just before and at the turn of the century and finally
culminated at about the start of the First World W~r
in more quantitative approaches to the subject. These
experiments were at first carried on independently by
what evolved into the American, French, Swedish, and
other schools of electrical prospecting.
Even as major advances were being made, a prevalent
attitude was expressed in 1914 by George Otis Smith,
Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, who stated
(Wells, 1914, preface):
It should be emphasized that the results thus tar obtained afford
no adequate basis for any method of electric prospecting nor
any promise of the development of such a method by connecting
the presence of ore deposits with readily or definitely measurable
electric activity.
FRENCH SCHOOL

Conrad Schlumberger (1878-1936) was perhaps the
most colorful personality in the field of electrical
prospecting. He and his colleagues initiated what
some called the "Schlumberger school" (Migaux, 1941a)
but which we designate the "French school." As a
combination geologist, physicist, and miner, Conrad
Schlumberger was in a unique position to develop
techniques of geophysical prospecting not only when
they were needed by the mining industry but also at a

time when general technical knowledge had only
recently become available to furnish an adequate background for his studies. The use of electric fields was
doubly attractive to him-first, because of the ease
with which an artificial electrical field can be applied
to the earth, and, second, because the electrical resistivity of earth materials varies more widely than any
other property.
Schlumberger's first approach to electrical prospecting was to map equipotential lines about a point source
of current. Schlumberger at first tried both an alternating-current inductor and a 1,000-cycle vibrator as
sources of current; whence in principle he was able to
map equipotential lines using a phone as a null indicator.
Because of direct induction into his measuring lines,
however, he changed to a direct-current source with a
potentiometer and nonpolarizing potential electrodes
to measure potential differences quantitatively. He
was then able to make both equipotential-line maps
about a single electrode and potential profiles between
two current electrodes.
If the ground is homogeneous, or if the only resistivity variation lies in that found going from one
horizontal bed to another below it, the equipotential
lines would be concentric circles with the current
electrode at their common center. If there are lateral
variations in the earth resistivity, however, these variations would express themselves in distortions of the
circles.
Schlumberger, in the summer of 1912, assembled the
necessary equipment and field-tested it successfully at
his aneestral hon1e of Val Richer, in Normandy
(Sehlumberger, 1920b). From 1912 until 1914, he
earried out a long series of experiments at Calvados, in
Normandy, where hematite and siderite are important
iron ore minerals in Silurian formations. The Silurian
here eonsists of sandstone overlain by about 300 feet of
shale, which contains the iron ore, and a series of linmineralized shale and sandstone. The beds are generally upturned and are covered unconformably by horizontal beds of Jurassic limestone as much as 270 feet
thick. Schlumberger showed by these experiments that
his new method was a valuable tool in roughly delineating the ore-bearing formations and he even went so far
as to show qualitatively the direction of dip of the beds.
In his memoirs (1920b), he gives several field examples
that have often been reprinted by other authors.
Almost from the beginning of his work, Schlumberger
was aware of natural-potential differences which exist
in the earth (Schlumberger, 1920b, p. 34-35), undoubtedly because they interfered with his potential
measurements. He attributed them to two causes,
namely, those due to chemical action and those due to
telluric currents which are associated with the terrestrial
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electric and magnetic fields described above. His approach to correcting for these spontaneous potentials
was the direct one; he measured their values and then
subtracted them from his measured potentials when
current was flowing. He also suggested that one might
take potential measurements with the current flowing
first in one direction and then in the opposite; the
natural ground potential is eliminated from this pair
of readings by taking a simple average.
Conrad Schlumberger also recognized early the geophysical importance of the spontaneous potentials due
to the oxidation of sulfide ores. By means of this effect
he made one of the earliest geophysical discoveries of a
sulfide ore body. Early in 1914 (Migaux, 1941a, p. 16)
at Borin Serbia, he found a rich deposit of chalcopyrite
in an area where exploration had already been
abandoned.
The equipotential-line method is less sensitive to
variations in lateral resistivity than one would desire
and rather insensitive to horizontal discontinuities in
resistivity. Therefore, it seemed reasonable that Conrad Schlumberger, even as he was writing his memoir in
1920, was turning to the concept of earth resistivity,
which had been promulgated by Wenner in 1915.
(See discussion of the American school.) He used the
configuration of electrodes proposed by Wenner and in
connection with his measurements he independently
proposed the use of a double commutating device to
overcome the difficulties imposed by natural earth
potentials. His proposal was described in a French
patent issued to him on September 15, 1925. The
technique has come to be known in this country as the
Gish-Rooney technique after the men who also described
it independently in 1925.
The Schlumberger group eventually standardized
upon an electrode configuration in which the potential
electrodes are close enough together that the electric
field· midway between the current electrodes is the
quantity which is effectively measured. We choose to
call this arrangement the Schlumberger configuration.
In 1920 Conrad Schlumberger first successfully
measured earth resistivity in the iron-bearing basin of
May-Saint-Andie. During 1923 he successfully delineated, by the resistivity method, the Arisesti dome
in Rumania (Rothe and Rothe, 1952, p. 410; Migaux,
1941a, p. 16). This delineation work constituted the
first practical application of any geophysical method to
the field of petroleum exploration. In 1926 and 1927
he discovered, with the resistivity method, several salt
domes in the upper Rhine Valley in Alsace (Carrette
and Kelly, 1928). During this phase of development,
Schlumberger was joined in his efforts by his brother
Marcel, as well as by many others, including his son-inlaw, H. G. Doll, and E. G. Leonardon, S. S. Stefanesco,
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Raymond Maillet, V. A. Kostitzin, and E. Poldini.
He left teaching in 1923 and, in 1926, inaugurated
La Societe de Prospection Electrique, which eventually
led to such world-wide organizations as the Compagnie
Generale de Geophysique and the Schlumberger Well
Surveying Corporation. The Compagnie Generale de
Geophysique has continued to this day carrying on
successful surface electrical-prospecting projects in
almost every part of the world. Projects include civil
engineering, mining geophysics, and petroleum exploration. Reports on most of these projects still are
kept in the confidential files of the mining and oil
companies for whom the work was done. Many of the
later contributions of the French school were theoretical
in nature and are thus recounted in later sections.
In 1927 the Schlumberger group conceived the idea
of electric -logging (Migaux, 1941a, p. 17) which initially used, with only slight modification, the principles
that apply in surface prospecting. The in-hole technique was tried initially in 1928 in an oil field in Alsace.
Successes followed in 1929 in fields in Venezuela, the
United States, and Russia; and the use of electric
logging was thoroughly entrenched.
In about 1934, the Schlumberger group initiated work
on the telluric current method of prospecting (Schlumberger, 1939, p. 272-3). This method evolved from the.
principle that, in using such configurations as the
Wenner, the deeper the investigation the larger must
be the electrode separation; in the limit, the current
electrodes must be placed infinitely far apart to create
a uniform electric current field. The sheets of telluric
currents which flow in the earth, however, already
furnish a field which has approximately the characteristics desired. Since the method uses a natural field,
only potential measuring devices need be used. A
fundamental difference between this and conventional
methods stems from the extreme difficulty in measuring
accurately the true potential differences between two
points on the ground. In order to circumvent these
difficulties due to spurious electrode effects, one measures the very low frequency variations in the potential
differences. The data at a given station are useless
alone and must always be compared to a record made
at the same time at a base station. The telluric method
has been developed to a fine degree and now furnishes
a valuable tool in widespread reconnaissance surveys
(Migaux, 1951). It is used particularly in Europe and
North Africa, where there are many crews now (1955)
at work.
'
Louis Cagniard is the latest member of the French
school to Inake a significant contribution to electrical
prospecting. In order to establish a technique which
would have the advantages of the telluric method but
which would eliminate the disadvantage of requiring
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a base station, he has devised his magneto-telluric
method (Cagniard, 1953). Instead of measuring only
the variations in the telluric field, he also proposed to
measure the corresponding variations in the horizontal
component of the geomagnetic field. Then, using wellestablished principles of electrodynamics, he claims to
be able to predict the nature of the substrata without
referring his data to data taken at a base station. At
present (1955), he is preparing his apparatus. Lacking
knowledge of a thorough field test of his method, we are
not in a position to judge the field-worthiness of the
magneto-telluric method. Some applicable observatory data do, however, point to the strong possibility
of this method's having equal success with the other
ideas of the French school.
AMERICAN SCHOOL

We have traced the development of fundamental
experimental studies in the United States through
the work of R. C. "'Tells. We will now consider the
more practical aspects of electrical prospecting as they
developed during the early part of the 20th century
in the United States and Canada. This phase actually
started somewhat before the 20th century when, in
America in 1883, Fred Brown devised and patented a
resistance method of prospecting that was shortly
afterward improved by McClatchey (Barton, 1927).
About 1902, Leo Daft and Alfred Williams, in their
English and American patents, suggested the use of
potential-difference observations for resistivity work
(Heiland, 1932b). They devised a method in which a
low-frequency alternating current was sent into the
ground by means of electrodes, and the resulting
current distribution was studied by means of a sensitive
telephone receiver connected to two search electrodes
placed on the ground (Barton, 1927). They were
troubled by serious difficulties due to induction between
the transmitter and receiver (Migaux, 1941a); and,
owing to the inherent weakness in this type of measurement, the reliability of the observations depended
largely on the personal impression and skill of the
observer. They noted, however, that ore bodies
changed the intensity of the electric field.
The father of modern quantitative resistivity methods in the United States was Frank Wenner, a physicist
at the U.S. Bureau of Standards. In his work for the
Bureau, Wenner (1912) was a specialist in the design
of standards of resistance and in the accurate measurement of resistances. His analysis of the theory of the
four-terminal resistance-measuring device and its applications resulted in two important contributions to
electrical prospecting. The first contribution, which
was made in 1912 and which has received inadequate
emphasis in the geophysical literature, consisted of

giving a clear statement of the theorem of reciprocity
as applied to his four-electrode measurement. We
will discuss this principle, together with its applications and limitations, in a later section (p. 38). Wenner's second major contribution, for which he is
known primarily, was his invention in 1915 of what
is designated today as the Wenner configuration of
electrodes (Wenner, 1915). As a natural outgrowth
of his measurements of the resistivity of metals, he
placed four electrodes on the ground, spaced at equal
intervals along a straight line. Current was made to
flow through the ground between the two outer electrodes while the potential difference was measured
between the two inner electrodes. Wenner recognized
the difficulties that arise from polarization effects
when direct current is used with metal electrodes, and
for this reason he used alternating current (not commuted, which was introduced later). Wenner applied
from 50 to 150 volts across his current electrodes,
which were 3 or 4 centimeters in diameter and initially
placed 30 to 50 centimeters apart at a depth of 125
centimeters. The current was read by means of an
ammeter. Across this current line was connected a
10:1 or 20:1 stepdown transformer with the low voltage side of the transformer connected to the ends of
a slide-wire potentiometer. A vibration galvanometer, a phase shifter, and a voltmeter were employed
in the low-voltage circuit to measure the potential
difference between the two inner electrodes. Wenner
did not state what frequency he used, but it was
apparently less than 300 cycles per second. The
apparent resistivity, which he called "effective resistivity," was calculated from the measured ohmic resistance and the geometry of the electrode configuration.
Wenner called attention to the fact that the measured
apparent resistivity
. . . depends mainly upon the resistivity near and between the
inner or potential electrodes, and very little upon the resistivity at
distances from them equal to or more than the distance between
the outer or current electrodes, providing the four electrodes are
approximately uniformly spaced.

Although Wenner hin1self in 1915 used his method
only for deterrnining resistivities in an area a few meters
or less in radius, he pointed out that it is possible to
measure resistivities to a much greater depth by placing
the electrodes a much greater distance apart and that
such measurements could be made with the electrodes
"practically on the surfaee." He stated that, by
estimating the effect of the surface layer from results
obtained with the electrodes close together, one could
gain some idea as to the resistivity at different depths.
He also suggested that "such a measuren1ent might be
of assistance in locating deposits of ore of high conductivity."
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Some of Wenner's contemporaries at the Bureau of
Standards also contributed to the knowledge of electrical prospecting by discovering certain fund amen tal
principles involved in the flow of current through the earth.
One such person was Burton McCollum, an electrical
engineer. Although McCollum's immediate objective
was to study electrolysis as it concerned current leakage along railway tracks, and corrosion of pipes and
other metallic structures, his studies led to the measurement of the resistance of soils and of polarization.
McCollum and Logan (1913) recognized two general
types of electrolytic corrosion-that due to "selfcorrosion" currents between the pipe and the earth and
that due to the fact that the pipe forms part of the circuit for stray currents flowing in the earth. They
studied quantitatively how the rate of corrosion depends on current density, nwisture in the soil, temperature, depth of burial of the metal, the presence of
oxygen and chemicals in the ground water, and the
kind of iron involved. They also initiated polarization
studies in soils and measured the polarization effects of
metals. For example, they noted that as soon as 6
volts is applied between two short lengths of pipe
buried about 12 feet apart "the current drops off
rapidly with time, especially during the first few
minutes, due to the setting up of counter emf's and the
formation of film resistances." Their extensive polarization studies continued through most of their work
but was limited to electrode effects which are relatively
unimportant in ordinary resistivity prospecting. They
demonstrated that the polarization voltage or back
emf is a function of the electrolyte, the character of the
electrode, the current density at the electrode, and the
time the current has been flowing (McCollum and
Logan, 1915).
McCollum and Logan (1913) initially made measurements of the resistivity of the soil in place by means of
the voltmeter-ammeter method. In order to overcome
polarization and other electrochemical effects, they
used alternating currents. The technique was to expose a block of earth by making two excavations close
together and several .feet deep. A "guard ring"
arrangement of electrodes was used so that current was
caused to flow through the block of earth essentially in
parallel lines. The resistance of the block of earth was
then measured by noting the potential drop across the
block and the current flowing through it. Later,
McCollum and Logan (1915) used the technique devised by Wenner to measure the soil resistivity.
In the laboratory, McCollum and Logan (1915)
determined the resistivity of soil samples by compressing the sample into the shape of a cylinder and by
applying the voltmeter-ammeter measurements to the
flow of alternating current through the sample. Using
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this method, they tested samples of soil from many
widely separated places in the United States; in each
sample, they took great care to preserve the original
rnoisture content of the soil. In connection with these
tests they showed quantitatively the effect of moisture
content and the effect of temperature on the resistivity
Since they found that the resistivity increases tremendously when the soil temperature is below the freezing
point of water, they cautioned that resistivity measurements of the soil should not be made when the atmospheric temperature is too low.
McCollum and Ahlborn (1916) developed and used
nonpolarizing electrodes to measure potential differences
on the earth's surface in connection with their studies of
leakage currents along electric-railway tracks. This
electrode was similar in principle to the one which
~latteucci (1865) had devised some 50 years earlier.
The nonpolarizing electrode of McCollum and Ahlborn
consisted of a copper electrode immersed in a saturated
copper sulfate solution contained in a porous cement cup
An excess of copper sulfate crystals was provided to
insure that the solution would always be saturated.
The cup was 5 centimeters in outer diameter and 21
centimeters high; it was covered at the top by a hardwood lid held on by friction tape. Another type of
nonpolarizing electrode consisted of an iron tube containing a solution of ferric chloride, the lower end of the
tube being closed with a porous plug. The outside of
the tube was insulated so that electrical contact with
the earth was made only through the porous plug,
usually a moist sponge. They remarked that the
resistance between their electrode and moist soil rarely
exceeded 250 ohms which was unimportant with the
use of a high-sensitivity voltmeter. In the field, the
nonpolarizing electrodes were placed in holes that had
been partly filled with water.
In 1916 McCollum and Ahlborn reported that they
could locate concealed metal conductors such as buried
pipes and rails. Their system apparently worked best
when used to locate buried cross bonds in the tracks
and buried metallic connections between pipes. A
high-frequency buzzer was connected in series with a
battery between the two pipe systems at a convenient
point. The resulting electromagnetic induction signal
caused by this intermittent current in the pipe system
was detected by an exploring coil and a telephone
receiver that was carried along the surface of the earth.
McCollum (1921) designed a device for measuring
the soil resistivity and current density in the earth
surrounding pipes or other objects of interest. His
electrode arrangement was an inverted Wenner system,
with the inner pair of electrodes for current electrodes
and the outer pair as potential electrodes; the fixed
electrode spacing of the probe was about 3 inches.
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The potential electrodes were of the nonpolarizing
type so that self-potentials could be measured. A
hand-driven commutator provided alternating current
between the two inner electrodes, and a simultaneously
commutated voltage was read between the two potential electrodes. The unique feature of McCollum's
device was its capacity for indicating in a single operation both the voltage due to the impressed current and
the natural ground potential. The current density
then is the natural potential gradient divided by the
earth resistivity, both of which can be computed from
the measured quantities. Measurements could be
made on the wall of a pit, in a hole, or at the surface of
the earth. Later, McCollum and Logan (1927a, b)
produced a more refined model of the instrument.
This instrument actually embodied the principles of the
modern electrical well-logging instruments.
Concurrently with the early electrical studies at the
Bureau of Standards, H. R. Conklin (1917), after 3
years of laboratory and field tests, reported using a
high-frequency electromagnetic method in an attempt
to find conducting sulfides (galena and pyrite) in the
Tri-State zinc and lead district. His work constituted
the first serious experiments with the electromagnetic
method (Lundberg, 1929). His primary transmitting
coil, in the shape of a circle 200 feet in diameter, was
laid on ·the ground; and the electromagnetic field
produced within the loop was measured by two small
identical exploring coils that were balanced against
each other in series opposition and were connected
through a detector to a galvanometer. With one coil
held stationary, the other was moved along a curve in
such a way that the galvanometer reading remained
zero. Over homogeneous subsoil each traced curve or
con tour, called by Conklin an ''isogonic line,'' was a
circle. Inhomogeneities in the earth produced deviations from this normal shape. He believed that his
device with a primary coil 200 feet in diameter would
give a recognizable response for a conductor lying within
130 feet of the surface. He did not say how large the
conductor should be. His field experiments in the TriState district lasted over a year but resulted mostly
in the discovery of pyrite as the . conducting body
causing the disturbance. The principles of his method
were sound, but, just as is true of Barus, it is unfortunate
that he tried the new technique in a district now believed unsuited to electromagnetic techniques. In
1922, Sundberg introduced Conklin's method into
Sweden (Rust, 1938).
S. F. Kelly brought to North America the selfpotential method as it had been developed and perfected by the Schlumberger school. Using nonpolarizing electrodes and a potentiometer that was
sensitive to one millivolt, he measured the self-potential

along straight-line profiles and also mapped equipotential lines about a fixed current electrode.
At Ducktown, Tenn., where the ore bodies consist
principally of pyrrhotite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite and
are within 100 feet of the surface, Kelly (1922) found
that the equipotential curve outlined the strike and
shape of the ore body rather well, but the negative
center was not pronounced. At Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
where anthracite coal veins 3 to 12 feet thick are exposed, self-potential anomalies were detected over the
coal veins. Schlumberger had previously discovered
this same phenomenon. Near Sudbury, Ontario, where
nickel-bearing pyrrhotite occurs beneath an overburden
of nearly 200 feet, Kelly found self-potential anomalies
over the ore or mineralized zones. In the Porcupine
camp, Ontario, he found a self-potential anomaly along
a profile over veins containing auriferous pyrite. At
Cobalt, Ontario, where the mineralization consists of
native silver in veins of smaltite, small but recognizable
self-potential anomalies were obtained when 5- to 10foot station intervals were taken. Other experiments
included work on copper-bearing sulfide deposits at
Flin Flon Lake and Lake Athapapuskow, Manitoba.
The first discovery of a new deposit in North America
through the use of the self-potential method was made
by Kelly (1924). The anomaly was found in the Lake
Athapapuskow region of Manitoba. It was rnore than
400 millivolts in maximum amplitude and extended
several hundred feet along one of his profiles. Unfortunately, the deposit was not commercially valuable,
but trenching did reveal "a narrow set of interlacing
pyrite and chalcopyrite stringers."
In the Keweenaw Peninsula, where native copper
occurs as veins in basalt and quartz porphyry conglomerate, no distinctive self-potentials attributable
to the copper were obtained. As a result, Kelly (1922)
experimented with Schlumberger's original method of
mapping equipotential lines about a fixed current electrode. The area chosen was one in which an 18-footthick vein of copper with a dip of about 51° lay
between basaltic wails and was covered by overburden
less than 5 feet thick. Current was introduced into
the ground through a fixed current electrode that consisted of "about ten copper bars,~ in. square and 1~ ft.
long, driven into the ground in a circle of about 10 ft.
radius," all connected together with bare copper wire.
The second electrode was placed 1,500 feet from the
fixed electrode in a direction perpendicular to the strike
of the vein; Kelly considered this electrode to be, in
effect, at infinity. When the fixed current electrode
was placed over the probable apex of the vein, the
equipotential lines were elongated in the direction of
the strike, because the vein was of lower resistivity
than the surrounding country rock. When the fixed
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current electrode was placed on either side of the vein,
the equipotential lines were flattened near the vein on
the side of the current electrode and were bulged out on
the far side. From the degree of flattening and bulging,
Kelly could predict whether the current electrode was
on the foot-wall or hanging-wall side of the vein.
Kelly concluded that the equipotential-line method
could be used to explore for tilted strata that are
hidden by a shallow overburden and to detect faults
that contain water of greater conductivity than the
country rock.
Some of the greatest contributions to electrical
prospecting, especially those in early field measurements, were made during the 1920's by Gish and
Rooney, who were studying telluric currents for the
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington.
Gish (1923) gave the general requirements for measuring telluric currents. To define them completely, it
was necessary to measure both the natural potentials
from which the surface-potential gradients may be
determined and also the resistivity of the earth in the
same region. In connection with the natural potential
V in his equations, he stated (p. 91) that
It is entirely probable that V is not in all cases an analytical
function of the space coordinates. - For example, polarization,
or electrochemical effects, may exist across planes where two
different geological formations meet, thus giving rise to discontinuities. Consequently, unless the structure in the region
where earth currents are to be studied is very homogeneous it
would seem advisable to make a survey of the earth potentials
and thus determine the magnitude of such discontinuities as
occur.

To study the earth currents, Gish had installed at
Carnegie Institution's observatory at Watheroo, Australia, lines and equipment for the continuous recording
of natural potentials. Lines were laid, both east and
west and north and south. The work of Mauchly
(1918) had indicated that carefully buried electrodes of
lead were more suitable for long-range telluric-current
studies than were nonpolarizing electrodes. For this
reason, Gish used buried lead electrodes.
During late 1923, Gish (1924b) made preliminary
resistivity measurements of the earth by modifying
the McCollum "earth-current meter" and using the
Wenner configuration. In all, four vertical resistivity
profiles were taken, in which the electrode separation
was varied regularly from 3 to 60 feet. Gish recognized that both lateral and depth variations manifested
themselves in these vertical profiles. During the fall
of 1924 Rooney and Gish (19 25a, b) measured the
resistivity of still larger volumes of earth and correlated
changes in resistivity with changes in the strata.
The areas surveyed were all in the vicinity of Washington, D.C. During 1924 and 1925 they occupied
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several hundred stations in taking both vertical and
horizontal profiles (Gish and Rooney, 1925). Their
test measurements of earth resistivity were made in
four areas: (1) in a small tract in the northwestern part
of the District of Columbia, where they studied the
effects of a ravine 30 feet deep that was artificially
filled with loose material of higher resistivity than the
country rock; (2) in a fairly level site near College
Park, Md., where they determined a thickness of 100
to 300 feet for the unconsolidated Pleistocene deposits
overlying granite, and where they found a high resistivity zone over a surface-gravel deposit; (3) at Bradley
Hills, Md., where a resistivity minimum at an electrode
separation of 70 feet in their resistivity vertical profile
was interpreted as the depth to the granite-gneiss
bedrock; and (4) at the surface of the water in the Tidal
Basin in Washington, where they mounted the Wenner
configuration on a float and obtained a resistivity value
for the water that compared quite favorably with
corresponding laboratory measurements. Later work
included resistivity studies near the Carnegie Institution's Watheroo Observatory where a surface layer
of dry sand of high resistivity gave them considerable
trouble in getting sufficient current into the ground,
and led them to conclude that "practically all the
resistance of the measuring circuits can be considered
as concentrated at or near the contact surfaces of the
electrodes and the ground" (Rooney and Gish, 1927).
A similar condition at their potential electrodes reduced
the sensitivity of the potential galvanometer.
During the summer of 1927, Rooney and several
members of faculty of the Michigan College of Mines
and Technology jointly conducted a series of earthresistivity measurements (Rooney, 1927; Hotchkiss,
Rooney, and Fisher, 1928). Their purpose was to
use the copper country of northern Michigan, where
the geological structure is well known, to determine the
value of resistivity measurements to help indicate
geological structure at depth. Their results were not
consistent. Failure to obtain expected changes in
slope on the apparent resistivity curves corresponding
to several known geological discontinuities were attributed to local conditions, such as topographic relief.
Two major contributions evolved from the work of
Gish and Rooney. The first involved instrumentation
and the second an empirical method of interpretation.
Gish (1924h) started with the McCollum "earth current meter" and modified its design, as time went on,
into what is now known as the "Gish-Rooney double
commutator." The original purpose of the double commutator was to apply current to the ground alternately
in opposite directions to overcome polarization and selfpotential effects and at the same time to measure the
commutated potential between the potential electrodes
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as though it were a constant potential in one direction.
The final form of the double commutator was designed
by Gish (1926). The separate commutators for the
current and potential circuits were so adjusted that
the current circuit was always closed before and opened
after the potential circuit. In this way, the potential
circuit is ideally never connected while there are transients in the current circuit. The current circuit of
the equipment at W atheroo was designed in this manner, so that it worked satisfactorily when passing two
amperes at 1,000 volts. Gish was able to improve the
operation of the equipment by placing a 20-microfarad
condenser "in one of the lines which connects with an
intermediate electrode." The commutator was turned
by hand about 30 times per second; hence, the current
instruments, because of the inertia of their parts, registered on the instruments as a steady current.
In all their work Gish and Rooney (1925) were
striving for some sort of empirical· rule upon which
they could depend. As a result of their early work,
they reasoned (p. 162) that
The value of the resistivity thus found must, however, in general
be considered an average in which the resistivity of the earth
near the line of terminals is the more heavily weighted, while
the weighting diminishes with distance from this line until at a
depth, or lateral distance, equal to the distance between adjacent terminals the weights have become so small that all the
earth beyond this range contributes comparatively little to the
total result. Thus, the body of earth involved in a single determination has linear dimensions of the same order as the
interval between terminals. By increasing this interval, greater
depths of earth may be included so that from a series of such
measurements a fairly satisfactory knowledge of the variation
of resistivity with depth can be obtained provided the series are
repeated at positions suitably distributed over the region.

As will be illustrated in a later section, this rule that
the "depth of penetration" equals the electrode separation has been the subject of severe criticism from
most of the theoretical workers in resistivity interpretation; in spite of the opposition, the rule is still used
literally in the field.
In his work in Michigan, Rooney (1927) tried to
apply a related empirical rule that a major discontinuity in slope of the apparent resistivity curve occurs at
an electrode separation approximately equal to the
depth of the horizontal geological feature causing the
discontinuity in slope. He was unsuccessful in that
particular area, but the enunciation of this rule precipitated a continuous argument between proponents
of the "curve matching" method of interpretation and
proponents of the empirical method. Both groups
have reported some outstanding success and both have
had failures. The theoretical aspects of this question
will be included in a later section.
Gish and Rooney (1925) also suggested the possibility of a quantitative approach to the problem of

resistivity interpretation. For example, when speaking of the two-layer case, they reasoned that
if the resistivity changes abruptly at a certain depth, if the
boundary between the two types of earth is approximately
plane, and if each part is homogeneous, then from a series of
measurements with different electrode separations, a set of observational equations may be set up in which the two unknown
resistivities are given weights which are a det"lrminable function
of the electrode separation. The solution of the normal equations will then yield the absolute resistivities of the two parts.

In 1927, Scott Turner, then director of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, recognized the possible value of a
study of modern prospecting methods and initiated
a program of investigation that has had a profound
influence on the art of electrical prospecting. Turner
began the investigation by employing A. S. Eve and
D. A. Keys, both professors of physics at McGill
Univeristy, and C. A. Heiland, professor of geophysics
at the Colorado School of Mines. F. W. Lee also began
his work with the Bureau of Mines the same year.
Eve and Keys (1927) published a brief but excellent
summary of geophysical methods being used at that
time. Emphasis was placed on the possible use of
the basic principles of these methods for finding
ore deposits. Eve and Keys (1928) published the
results of electrical tests that they had made during
1927 at various test sites selected by C. A. Heiland
near Caribou, in Boulder County, Colo. The tests
were made over small deposits of titaniferous magnetite in porphyritic monzonite. The excellent electrical
conductivity of the deposits rendered them particularly adaptable to electrical-prospecting methods,
and their strong magnetic properties enabled Heiland
and Malkovsky to make an accurate magnetic survey
with which the electrical data could be compared
with confidence.
In this work, Eve and Keys tested various methods.
They used the Lundberg method of mapping equipotential lines between parallel line electrodes excited
by direct current. They observed a spreading of the
equipotential lines over the known conductor. They
also determined the equipotentials in a field between
parallel wires excited by a 1300-cycle-per-second
alternating current. For this audible frequency, a
telephone receiver with a probe of bare copper wire,
instead of porous pots, was used for charting the
equipotentials. They also tried various electromagnetic methods, including radio frequency techniques,
and self-potential methods. For the self-potential
method, they found that the use of 9: potentiometer
was superior to a direct-reading microammeter.
In these tests Eve and Keys (1929) devised a "leapfrog" method. Three parallel copper wires X, Y, and
Z, each 100 feet long, were well pegged to the earth 100
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feet apart and every peg was well watered. A known
voltage was impressed acrosg the outer wires X and Z
and, while the direct current was flowing, the potential
differences between the central wire Y and the outside
wires was taken with a portable voltmeter. Asymmetry in the potential-drop readings would indicate
which of the two ·3ections between the wires was the
better conducting ground. Then the three pegs of X
were pulled up and the wire was leap-frogged over Y
and Z to a new position A, located 100 feet from wire Z.
Measurements were then repeated with the current
flowing between Y and A. This procedure was repeated
several times. By finding the ratios of the voltage
drops, the relative conductivity of each 100-foot-wide
zone could be obtained and this was designated a
"figure of merit" for that area. This method, which
Eve and Keys designated the "triple leapfrog" method,
was used to outline succes Jfully the general area of the
magnetite body in the test area in Colorado. In dry
areas this method worked well; but in marshy areas or
in areas of abrupt change from dry to wet conditions,
the stake resistances varied so much that the method
failed. Thus, in northern Quebec where the method
was also tried, the great variations in stake resistances
and the difficulty of making good contact on rock as
compared with swamp rendered the indications value~
less. For this reason, Eve and Keys (1929, p. 80)
predicted that the Gish-Rooney method "is likely to
have wider applicability than the leapfrog method."
It should be noted, however, that the principle which
Eve and Keys tried to evoke is the same one which the
Lee configuration, to be described later, employs
successfully. They also used a "single leapfrog"
method, which involves only stake electrodes instead of
line electrodes, but they found the same objections to
both systems.
Eve, Keys, and Lee (1929) devoted the summer of
1928 to obtaining information on the depth attainable
by electrical-prospecting methods. The tests were
made at Barton Hill and Fisher Hill, N.Y., over mag..
netite bodies so that the electrical measurements could
be checked by magnetic methods; the two experimental
areas had also been tested by diamond-drilling.
For this work Lee (1928) suggested and used the
"Megger" to measure earth resistivity with the Wenner
configuration. A Megger is a type of ohmmeter which
has long been used as a standard electrical engineering
tool for testing "grounds" and insulation resistances.
It is based on the principle of simultaneous commutation, but differs from the Gish-Rooney aiTangement in
that a direct-reading ohmmeter, of the cross-coil type
giving the ratio of voltage to current, is substituted for
the ammeter and potentiometer; moreover, the current
in the Megger is generated by a hand-driven magneto-
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generator. The repetition rate of this instrument is
about 50 times per second. The original Megger had
only four terminals corresponding to the four electrodes
of the Wenner configuration, but later models could
accommodate three potential electrodes in addition to
the two current electrodes, thus making it possible to
use the Megger with the Lee configuration.
During this work in 1928 a careful comparison of
vertical-profile measurements with the Wenner configuration were made by Lee using the Megger, by
Rooney using the Gish-Rooney equipment, and by Eve
and Keys using the direct-current method in which the
current is rever8ed manually and the final potential
difference used is the average of the direct and reverse
readings. The electrode positions in all these methods
were effectively the same. At Fisher Hill all three
methods gave the same qualitative results; however,
the Megger gave systematically lower apparent-resistivity readings than the Gish-Rooney equipment,
which in turn gave consistently lower readings than the
direct-current method. Lee (1928) claimed that the
Megger registered low because it requires that some of
the current flows through its measuring coils, which are
in parallel with the earth circuit; this source of error
could be minimized by keeping the stake resistances as
low as possible. It is also possible that some of the
lower readings for both the Megger and Gish-Rooney
apparatus could have been due to transient phenomena
which were not entirely compensated.
At Barton Hill, where a dipping sheet of conducting
magnetite was known from drilling to lie at a depth of
about 700 feet, a less exact comparison was made between measurements taken with the Megger and the
Gish-Rooney equipment. Identical electrodes were
not used at Barton Hill, and only one profile was exactly
duplicated in location by the two methods. Reasonable
agreement was reported between the true well-data
depths and the depths indicated by abrupt changes in
apparent-resistivity curves at 500 to 700 feet; somewhat
better accord with the drill data was obtained with the
Gish-Rooney equipment. Lee (1928) concluded that
the Megger, as it was then built for general electrical
engineering, was not entirely suited fo.r geophysical
exploration, and he listed the various improvements
that he deemed desirable if the instrument was to be
used for exploration.
Weaver (1928) proposed an electrode configuration
in which the two potential electrodes are placed symmetrically along a line perpendicular to the line joining
the current electrodes and midway between these
electrodes. In the spring of 1925 Weaver had made
model studies with this method over an almost perfectly
conducting mass, 4 by 3 feet in horizontal dimension,
8 inches thick, and buried 4 feet. Each of the four
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electrodes was located at the corner of a square of which
the diagonal was 8 feet, and the whole configuration of
four electrodes was moved fron1 point to point along the
line joining the power electrodes over the conducting
body. The potential differences which he measured
were indicative of the asymmetry in the current field
as the configuration was moved over the conducting
body.
At Fisher Hill, Eve, Keys, and Lee (1929) gave
Weaver's method a thorough trial with the Megger.
Using the same square configuration of electrodes, with
a diagonal of the square equal to 200 feet, they took
readings at stations spaced 100 feet apart on several
traverses. Their anomalies were difficult to interpret
and they concluded that "with a full knowledge of the
ore distribution it is possible to discern its influence,
but as a method of determining the unknown this
scheme seems to involve unnecec:;sary perplexity as
compared with more direct methods." Lee, Scharon,
and Sandberg (1946) successfully used a combination
of the Weaver and Lee configurations to map dipping
contacts in the Newton Flats area of California. The
new system consisted simply in adding two potential
electrodes to the regular Lee configuration; the new
electrodes were placed on a line through the midpoint
of the configuration and perpendicular to the original
line of electrodes.
Crosby and Leonardon (1928) applied electrical
methods successfully to map bedrock topography at a
proposed dam site on the upper Connecticut River in
what was apparently the first engineering application
of these methods in the United States. The bedrock
consisted of a high-resistivity Precambrian schist overlain by about 150 feet or less of glacial drift; the
resistivity contrast was about 10:1. The Schlumberger
method of taking a vertical profile about a single electrode was used. Of the results of the measurements at
eight holes where tests were made prior to the fullscale survey, five gave accurate depths within 5 percent
and the others were within 20 percent.
Pullen (1929) made lahoratory resistivity measurements, by both alternating- and direct-current techniques, on many cores mostly of metamorphic rocks
from the Mineville district of New York and on hand
specimens of serpentine and chromite. He found that
(1) resistivity measurements varied with time because
of electrical polarization, (2) the rate of polarization
differs in various rocks, (3) resistivity varies as a function of applied voltage and frequency, (4) water content
greatly alters the resistivity of materials, and (5) the
resistivity of an ore containing conducting miner!1ls
may be high if the ore minerals are disseminated.
Lee, Joyce, and Boyer (1929) pointed out the advantage of measuring resistivity by the Gish-Rooney

method over mapping equipotentials at the surface of
the ground when an artificial current is impressed
through the ground, and they suggested various other
configurations for measuring earth resistivity. As
designated by us, these new configurations were the
asymmetrical Wenner configuration in which the second
current electrode in an otherwise conventional Wenner
configuration is placed effectively at infinity, the Lee
configuration in which a third potential electrode is
placed midway between the two potential electrodes of
the Wenner configuration, and azimuth measurements
in which . the asymmetrical Wenner configuration is
rotated about the single current electrode. Actually
azimuth measurements should be added as an additional technique in the class with vertical and horizontal
profiling.
They made a comparison in the field between vertical
resistivity profiles with the Wenner configuration, the
Lee configuration, and the asymmetrical Wenner configuration. Electrode separations were taken up to
600 feet. Various methods of plotting were used to
ascertain which method best correlated with the 200foot depth to a highly resistive traprock known from
drilling data to lie in the test area. Apparently lateral
variations in resistivity prevented a definite conclusion
to be made by the authors, although each configuration
gave indication of approximate correct depth of the
traprock by a break in the apparent-resistivity curve.
Their field tests confirmed Pullen's laboratory work
which showed that the resistivity measured is affected
by the magnitude of the current flowing. In taking a
vertical resistivity profile up to an electrode separation
of 700 feet, they changed the current flowing through
the ground by 50 percent for each set of electrode
positions; the apparent resistivity decreased in some
cases and increased in others, with no general rule
governing the change.
Lee (1930) gave results obtained with the Lee partitioning method and the asymmetrical Wenner configuration over two ore deposits near Sudbury, Ontario.
Both properties had been thoroughly tested by diamond-drilling and mine exploration, thus making good
test areas. In one of the deposits the low-resistivity
ore which comprised pyrrhotite, pen tlandite, and chalcopyrite in various proportions, was covered by about
100 feet of glacial till. Measurements with the asymmetrical Wenner configuration gave accurate indication
of depth to the water table and indicated an area of low
resistivity at a station 100 feet south of the ore body,
but it did not differentiate between conditions in directions roundabout the station as clearly as did measurements with the Lee configuration about the same
station. Results over a second ore body were
apparently inconclusive with both configurations.
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J. H. Swartz (1931) performed a group of experiments on the resistivity of artificial beds. For this
purpose, he dug in the ground a large hole 15 feet long,
12 feet wide, and 3 feet deep. He filled the hole with
alternating layers of clay and sand, making a total of
seven layers. Lateral changes in topography and
lithologic character were also modelled. Vertical
resistivity profiles were taken with both the Lee and
Wenner configurations. Direct-current methods, using
small nonpolarizing electrodes, were employed; and
Lee's instruments and field equipment were used. The
Lee configuration seemed to give better correlation
with the known geologic conditions within the model
than did the Wenner configuration. For the Lee
configuration, the depth at which a given true resistivity change occurred in the model corresponded
in the eyes of the author with striking accuracy to the
value of the electrode separation at which breaks
occurred in the vertical resistivity profiles. Swartz
said that if topographic effects are present, the depth
reached must always be measured beneath the current
stake on the side of the Lee partitioning plane under
consideration, and not beneath the station at the center
of the configuration. Swartz explained this as due to
the fact that the equipotential shell on which the
measurement is niade surrounds the current stake and
not the station. Swartz also used a single-electrode
probe method by using direct-current techniques and
measuring the potential drop with porous potential
electrodes. When using the asymmetrical Wenner
configuration with a fixed current electrode, the results
were less clearcut than with the Lee configuration and
were difficult to interpret. When using a constant
spacing between the potential electrodes and moving
them along the surface away from the single fixed
current electrode, in a technique which he attributed
to S~hlumberger, Swartz found rapid variations in the
apparent-resistivity curve but no apparent resemblance
between this curve and that for the asymmetrical
Wenner configuration. Moreover, he could find no
rational means of interpreting the curve.
Lee and Swartz (1930) conducted experiments over
oil-bearing beds in Allen County, Ky., where the oil
formations occur at very shallow depth in porous
lenses of limestone. Both the direct-current technique
and the Gish-Rooney commutator technique were used.
The work was continued and extended by Swartz (1932)
in nearby areas where the strata are essentially horizontal, simplifying interpretation. Using the Lee
configuration, Swartz interpreted the resistivity highs
on the vertical resistivity profiles as indicative of oilor gas-bearing formations directly; indications were
obtained to a depth of 800 feet that correlated well
with drilling results.
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Swartz established the facts that the vertical
resistivity profiles at certain places in his area were
jagged rather than smooth and that these jagged
break<:~ always occurred within the same range of
electrode separation, indicating that they were apparently characteristic of stratigraphic horizons.
Swartz recognized the .necessity of disentangling depth
effects from those produced by the horizontal movInent of the current stakec:~ during vertical-profile
measurements; and he discussed methods of procedure
for recognizing such latera] effects, if present.
He confirmed to his own satic:~faction his earlier
mode] results that the depth of the geologic discontinuity for horizontal beds is given by the value of
the electrode separation at which a break occurs in the
vertical resistivity profile. He clearly recognized
that theoreticaJly the observed vertical profiles should
show no sharp changes and that boundaries should
not be detected by breaks in his curves. However, he
had observed the breaks, about which he commented:
"How much significance they possess and how far
interpretations of this nature can be useful are at this
time still open to quec:~tions" (Swartz, 1932).
In the years following the early 1930's most of the
work done by the American school, as well as the other
schools considered herein, consisted of making improvements of instrumentation, refining already established field techniques, and theoretical interpretation.
OTHER WORKERS

In addition to the investigators in France and in
North An1erica, the Scandinavians also have made
significant contributions to electrical prospecting through
their basic interest in mining problems. From the
beginning their interest in electrical prospecting has
tended more toward the electromagnetic and the
equipotential-line resistivity method.
In 1904 Trustedt in Finland suggested using an
electromagnetic method for prospecting (Lundberg,
1929).
In 1906, in Sweden, the Daft-Williams method was
tried in thorough experimen'ts by Petersson and
Wallin that served as a starting point for a long series
of Swedish experiments on electrical prospecting
(Barton, 1927). As described by Petersson (1907),
who as early as 1907 had formed the "Electrical Ore
Finding Company, London," the method was of the
very low frequency type. He impressed directly
into the ground through two electrodes an alternating
current of 10 to 40 milliamperes using a voltage of
5,000 to 60,000 volts. A mercury circuit breaker
acted as a buzzer that interrupted the current 300
times per minute. The intensity of the sound in a
telephone receiver, which obtained its signal from
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two electrodes driven into the ground, gave an indication of the ground conductivity (Heiland, 1932b).
Although the method was qualitative, it was used
successfully in Sweden in 1906 in te~ts on an ore body
over which a vertical magnetic anomaly had also been
found (Petersson, 1907).
In 1907, an official systematic test of the DaftWilliams method was made in Sweden by the Swedish
Institute of Iron and Steel (Lundberg, 1929). The
chief object of these early experiments was to test the
feasibility of using the method to locate nonmagnetic
specularite ore. The results of the tests indicated
clearly the possibilities of the method, but the tests
were not followed up. Further experiments with the
Daft-Williams method were made in Sweden by the
Geological Survey of Sweden-in 1912 by Tegengren
and Bodman and in 1913 by Bergstrom (Lundberg,
1929). Bergstrom modified the method to include the
mapping of equipotential lines, using the null or
minimum signal in his phone as an indicator. The
similarity is apparent between this method and the
technique introduced by Conrad Schlumberger for
mapping equipotential lines about a point electrode
through which direct current was flowing. Detailed
studies and tests were made with this new method.
The apparatus filled all the requirements of field
efficiency, but the field survey maps were difficult to
interpret.
In 1907 a Norwegian named Muenster made the
first discovery of a previously unknown ore deposit of
commercial value with electrical-prospecting methods.
The discovery was made in N autanen, Lapland (northern Sweden), through the use of the self-potential
method as it had been described by Barus (Lundberg,
1929). His self-potential measurements were taken
along each of several profiles, as profiling techniques
had already been systematized in Swedish magnetic
surveys for iron ore.
During the decade following 1907 other attempts
were made in Sweden to discover an electrical method
that would be both reliable and convenient for the
investigation of ore deposits. A brief account of some
of these extensive operations are given in the Year
Book of the Geological Survey of Sweden for 1913.
Bergstrom (1914), in a report on trials that had been
made with electrical prospecting, drew up the first
plan for a practical method of prospecting that was
later developed and improved in Sweden as well as
in other countries. During World War I, the urgent
need for sulfide ores stimulated renewed development
of electrical methods in Sweden. However, no practical
apparatus or method was perfected until the mining
engineers, Hans Lundberg and Harry Nathorst, in-

vented their equipment in 1918 (Barton, 1927; Gavelin,
1923).
The Lundberg and N athorst system, usually designated as the "old Lundberg method," comprised an
arrangement of two parallel line electrodes which were
about 1,000 meters long and which were laid on the
ground about 1,000 meters apart. Contact with the
ground was accomplished by metal pegs driven into
the ground at regular intervals and attached to the
bare cable of which the line electrode was made. By
means of these line electrodes Lundberg sought a
simple homogeneous field such that the equipotential
lines would be straight and parallel to the electrodes
in a homogeneous earth. He reasoned that a good
conductor at depth in the lesser conducting country
rock would cause the equipotential lines at the surface
to be thrust apart, since the conductor would serve to
concentrate the flow of current. Contrariwise, a
poorer conductor than the country rock would act as
an obstacle to the current, thus causing a constriction
of the equipotential lines at the surface of the earth.
In his thinking, Lundberg emphasized the enormous
differences on the conductivity of different rock types
and of different minerals. He also emphasized that
the conductivity of rocks and soils depends on their
moisture content.
Lundberg and N athorst passed an alternating current
of audio frequency (50 to 10,000 cycles per second)
through the earth between the line electrodes (Lundberg, 1928a). The equipotential lines-or more correctly, curves of equal root-mean-square potentialwere traced between the current electrodes by means
of two metal "searching rods." Points of equipotential
were located by finding a null point with telephone
earphones when the rods were forced into the ground
to make contact. Also, direct potential observations
were made with a resistance bridge. The techniques
as used by Lundberg and his associates in his early
work 'Yere good fo:r: the detection of conducting sulfide
ore bodies within about 300 feet of the surface.
Lundberg's early discoveries with his equipotentialline method constitute geophysical triumphs that stand
as c. milestone in the art of electrical prospecting.
In the autumn of 1918 he discovered the Kristineberg
ore field in northern Sweden and delineated the separate
ore bodies of that field during the following summer.
Here the ore, comprising pyrite and chalcopyrite, was
at a shallow depth beneath the glacial overburden.
The ore bodies were hidden, and workers using surface
geology had been misled because boulders containing
pyrite ore were found in the till along a northerly trend;
the electrical survey showed that the ore bodies actually
trend eastward.
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In 1919 another sulfide ore body was discovered at
Remdalen by an electrical survey in the Vasterbotten
Mountains (Lundberg, 1929). During 1919 to 1922 a
series of intermittent electrical surveys over a driftcovered area about 30 miles east of the first discovery
at Kristineberg culminated in the discovery of the
Bjurfors ore field in the summer of 1922. Here the
ore was hidden as it had been in the previous field,
and the only surface indication was a boulder containing
ore nearly 2 miles from the original deposit. The
Geological Survey of Sweden cooperated in the geological aspects of the search which was complicated by
the variation of the direction of glacial striae and the
glacial transport of the ore boulders that had probably
been diverted by a nearby prominent hill. By December 1922, Lundberg had investigated or tested about
60 deposits of ore with his equipotential-line method
(Sundberg and others, 1923).
The main development of electromagnetic methods
in Sweden occurred in 1921 when Karl Sundberg, a
mining engineer, began to experiment with a number of
these methods (Lundberg, 1926b). During that year,
the first new ore body to be discovered with electromagnetic methods was found in northern Sweden by
Sundberg's method (Lundberg, 1929). He used both
electromagnetic galvanic methods, in which current is
introduced into the earth directly through electrodes,
and induction methods, in which current is caused to
flow in the ore body inductively by currents varying
in loops of wire insulated from the ground. Lundberg
and his company used these methods in the field with
considerable success. By 1928, Lundberg (1928b) and
his associates had discovered between 40 and 50 commercial ore bodies in Sweden. He had also made
discoveries in North America. In Newfoundland, for
example, he found by the equipotential-line method
the well-known Lucky Strike ore body near Buchans
after following a zone of weak mineralization for about
a mile.
The Germans also made lasting contributions to the
art of electrical prospecting, especially through their
fundamental research in electromagnetic and electrochemical processes. During 1910 and 1911 in Germany,
Lowy and Leimback used a high-frequency electromagnetic method for a large number of experiments.
However, low penetration caused failure to obtain
useful results (Migaux, 1941a; Lundberg, 1929). In
1913 K. Schilowsky patented a method to study the
electromagnetic effect of subsurface disturbances (Rust,
1938).
Richard Ambronn was one of the most active German
students in the field. He made several suggestions for
improving the equipotential-line method. Most of his
own work, as well as that of his German contemporaries,
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dealt with the electromagnetic method, which will not
be considered further. Other workers in this category
were Mueller, Fritsch, and Belluigi. The last-named
is an Italian. One of Ambronn's greatest contributions was his text on the elements of geophysics, originally published in 1926 in German and later translated
into English by Margaret C. Cobb. This book contains
a con1prehensive bibliography of papers on electrical
methods to the year 1926.
During February 1928 to February 1930, the Imperial
Geophysical Experimental Survey w:as organized in
London and was conducted in Australia. Its purpose
was not to find minerals but to test the applicability of
the various geophysical methods under various field
conditions. The report of that series of experiments
(Broughton Edge and Laby, 1931) remains even today
a classic in the geophysical literature. The wide range
of geophysical methods tested included self-potential,
resistivity, potential mapping, and electromagnetic, all
of which were often tried in the same mineral region.
The work was usually done in areas of known mineral
occurrences and with relatively good geologic control.
Thus, the report contains a good comparison of the
various methods, together with the uses and limitations
of each. This report also contains some theoretical
development which parallels work by other authors
reported in the next section of this treatise, but which
apparently was done quite independently.
In 1924 Petrowsky (1925c), made detailed investigations at Ridder's rnine near Altai, in central Asia,
where he measured not only natural earth currents but
also artificial direct currents, using Sherwin Kelly's
method with some of his own modifications. To introduce current into the ground, Petrowsky used what
he termed the "dot system" of arranging electrodes.
This system consisted of a great number of small electrodes placed along the boundary of the field to be
investigated and connected together with wires so as to
keep them in a state of equal potential. This system
was apparently similar to ones proposed by Lundberg
and Schlumberger. In 1926 Petrowsky, Skaryatin, and
Kleiman (1927) made systematic electrical surveys in
the Beloretsk mining district in an abandoned mine
where pyrite occurs at a depth of about 16 meters.
Both direct- and alternating-current resistivity techniques were used. The current was introduced into
the ground through two simulated line electrodes, each
of which consisted of 21 stake electrodes. For the
equipotential-line survey, they used 1,000-cycle alternating current, mapping the equipotential lines with
probes and an earphone. In order to measure potential
gradients with direct current, they used nonpolarizing
electrodes and a galvanometer. Their results of the
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equipotential-line survey show a bulge of the equipotential lines over the known conducting ore body.
There have undoubtedly been many other investigations of electrical prospecting in the U.S.S.R. However, the comparative difficulty in searching the Russian
literature, not only because of the language barrier but
also because of the inaccessibility of many Russian
references, makes it doubtful whether the work of the
Russians has had much influence on the development of
the techniques which we will report in the main part of
this treatise. For these reasons, we are not able to
report further on the Russian work, except for some
theoretical studies that will be discussed later.
Many more names should be added to the list already
given above for workers in electrical prospecting in all
parts of the world. The most notable of these are given
in the following section.
DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY

The theory used in the art of electrical prospecting
is based entirely upon electrical-potential theory. The
equations of Laplace and Poisson and the potential
theory, as developed by Maxwell and extended by
others, constitute the foundation upon which rests
today the interpretation of resistivity data. Most of
the problems arising in electrical exploration are not
new in that they involve recent theories, but they are
new in that they involve the application of classical
theories to specific situations that previously were not
of interest.
As early as 1887 Franz Neumann derived the equation for the potential at any point in or on the earth
near two current electrodes, placed on the earth's
surface, between which a current I is flowing. Where
p is the resistivity of the homogeneous earth and the
distances from the two electrodes are :r1 and :r2 , the
potential is

Newmann, at the same time, also developed the
corresponding formula applicable when the two electrodes are on the surface of a homogeneous sphere.
Equations comparable to that given above were used
in 1912 by Schlumberger (1920b) to describe his normal
equipotential lines about one or two point electrodes
and in 1915 by Wenner to derive the expression for the
apparent resistivity as determined with his electrode
configuration.
In spite of the very early application of this theory,
the real development of quantitative resistivity interpretation did not begin until nearly 1930. Warren
Weaver (1930) gave a pictorial resume of the prospecting problems which had already been solved for

both point electrodes and long-line electrodes. The
geologic features that he included are:
1. One or more parallel vertical planes across which the
resistivity suddenly changes. This situation
would include a vertical fault which he included,
a vertical dike or brecciated zone which he implied
but did not show, and three vertical planes of
discontinuity separating four media of different
resistivities, an example of which he also showed.
2. One or more parallel horizontal planes across which
the resistivity suddenly changes. This situation
includes the two- and four-layer cases, examples
of which he showed, and other multilayer cases
which he implied.
3. A burietl sphere imbedded in a homogeneous earth.
4. A sphere buried beneath a horizontal layer differing
in resistivity from the material in which the
sphere is imbedded.
Weaver did not give the solutions for these problems,
but stated only that the solutions were available and
showed selected examples of the resistivity curves.
Although knowledge in the field has broadened since
that time, there have been very few new basic principles
added to the concepts summarized by Weaver. In
the same paper Weaver also pointed out other important
geologic features which were still wanting of solutions.
These included a buried ellipsoid imbedded in a homogeneous earth, a vertical dike covered by overburden,
a fault of infinite displacement covered by overburden,
a fault with finite displacement and a dipping fault or
dike. Of these solutions, the fault with finite displacement and the dipping dike even yet have not been
solved exactly.
The most widespread interest in electrical-prospecting theory has been in its application to the problem
of horizontal bedding. This emphasis clearly arose
in the hope that resistivity prospecting would eventually help to locate structural oil traps, a hope that
has not been fulfilled. The mathematical analysis
involved in the layered-earth problem was indicated
by Maxwell (1891). However, the main development
of this subject occurred from 1929 onward, and was
accmnplished by a group of men who for the most part
worked independently of each other. Hummel (1929
c, d) used the image theory to derive formulas for the
two- and three-layer problems. For the two-layer case
Hummel gave a table which facilitates computation
of the formulas, and he gave several sample curves for
the Wenner configuration. Hummel confirmed the
fact, already pointed out by Weaver (1928), that for
a two-layer case a bed of better conductivity at depth
can be detected more readily than a bed of lesser conductivity, other factors being equal. When the
second layer is perfectly insulating, Hummel showed
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that the curve of apparent resistivity plotted against
electrode separation is asymptotic to a straight line
which passes through the origin and has a slope of
1.386. The limiting value of the slope is effectively
reached when the electrode separation a is 1.5 times
the thickness of the upper bed. Similarly, Hummel
showed that for this limiting case the apparent resistivity is 1.5 times the resistivity of the upper bed
when the electrode separation equals the thickness of
the bed. For all practical purposes these limiting cases
are reached if the resistivity of the lower bed is more
than 10 times that of the upper bed. Hummel also
showed some curves for the three-layer case and
demonstrated how a graphic approximation can be
used in the interpretation of the three-layer case.
Stefanesco, Schlumberger, and Schlumberger (1930)
also solved the problem of the distribution of potential
inside an earth composed of horizontal layers, each of
which was homogeneous and isotropic. Following the
suggestion of Ollendorf (1928), they started with the
appropriate differential equation and obtained their
solution in the form of integrals involving zero-order
Bessel functions of the first kind. They extended their
solution of the two-layer case to the three- and fourlayer cases, and they showed how it could be carried to
any number of layers. They demonstrated the equivalence of their solutions and those given by Hummel,
but they preferred their own because they thought that
the series representations of Hummel were too cumbersome.
Lancaster-Jones (1930), in a completely independent
effort, duplicated the analysis of Hummel and came to
many of Hummel's conclusions. In addition, he emphasized the fact that the influence of buried layers
manifests itself fOP- very small electrode separations.
As a result of his theoretical work, Lancaster-Jones
concluded that Gish and Rooney's (1925) empirical
rule for the Wenner configuration that "the electrode
spacing equals the depth of penetration" should be
taken only as an approximate guide. He also cautioned
against using breaks in the resistivity curves for estimating depth of a horizontal layer, as many workers advocate. However, he added an empirical rule that, when
the bottom bed of a two-layer problem has the higher
resistivity, an inflection point occurs in the Wenner
resistivity curve when the electrode separation equals
1~ times the thickness of the upper bed. More than
20 years later, Palmer and Hough (1953) investigated
systematically the question of inflection points for the
two-layer case. They set up an expression for the
apparent resistivity for a symmetrical electrode arrangement with the potential electrodes separated by an
arbitrary fraction of the distance between the current
electrodes. They differentiated this expression twice
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with respect to the distance between the current electrodes. Using approximations, they determined the
values of this distance at which there were inflection
points in the resistivity curves for specific ratios of the
potential electrode separation to the current electrode
separation. For the Wenner configuration, this ratio
is one-third. Palmer and Hough concluded that the
Gish-Rooney rule can be theoretically JUstified only
for high negative values of the reflection factor and
that the Lancaster-Jones rule is applicable only for
positive reflection factors of about one-half. For all
preliminary approximations, in which the inflection
point is used in the field, they recommend the rule that
the thickness of the top layer is equal to one-quarter
the distance between the current electrodes at the
inflection point.
Tagg (1930) also criticized the depth rule used by
American workers and emphasized that no theoretical proof had shown that a break or abrupt change
occurs in apparent-resistivity curves for horizontal beds.
At the same time he outlined the rnethod for depth
determination which now bears his name. Unlike
previous empirical methods, Tagg's graphical solution
of the problem is theoretically exact.
Ehrenburg and Watson (1931) generalized the use
of images to apply to a mutilayer problem, provided
the thicknesses of succeeding beds are a series of
rational numbers. They gave both numerical calculations and sample curves for two- and three-layer
cases. These authors emphasized once more "that in
not one case does a maximum, minimum, or point of
inflection correspond in electrode spacing to the depth
of an abrupt change in resistivity." Roman (1931),
1.n the most comprehensive treatment up to his time,
used image theory to ca1culate the potential due to a current
electrode at the surface of a two-layer earth. For the
quantity k= (p" -p')j(p" +p') he designated the term
"reflection factor," which has since been used almost
universally to specify resistivity contrast. Here, p' is
the resistivity of the upper bed and p" is the resistivity of the lower bed. Roman concluded his discussion by giving a table from which the theoretical
apparent resistivity could be calculated for any given
electrode separation with the Wenner configuration
over a given two-layer earth. His table included all
reflection factors from -1 to + 1 in increments of onetenth. He later (Roman, 1934) gave apparentresistivity curves, based on these tables, and thus
became the principal advocate of "curve matching."
One of his most important contributions was in plotting
these curves on logarithmic paper. This technique
removes the scale factor from the problem and eliminates the necessity of plotting a separate family of
master curves for each new geologic problem. Roman's
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(1933) treatment of the two-layer problem was the
first satisfactory image analysis for this problem.
L. V. King (1933), Morris Muskat (1933), and L. B.
Slichter (1933) went much further than solving the
basic multilayer problem analytically; each, in his own
way, gave a formal solution to the problem based on
harmonic analysis and then went on to investigate
some of the ramifications of the solution. King
departed from the usual viewpoint by solving his
potential problem~ in terms of an "electric current
function" and by replacing the usual apparent resistivity with a "surface gradient characteristic." These
quantities can be easily related to the quantities more
commonly used in ~lectrical prospecting. The fact
that these terms are rarely used in geophysics does not
detract from the contribution which King made in his
mathematical analysis. Muskat, working quite independently, covered much the same ground mathematically as did King but extended King's work in many
respects. However, he worked directly with the potential functions and the apparent resistivity.
Both King and Muskat used more sophisticated
mathematics than had been used by previous authors.
They expanded their solutions in terms of certain
hyperbolic functions instead of the usual powers of the
reflecting factor. They also obtained a variety of
solutions which contained expansions in terms of many
types of Bessel functions other than the ordinary
Bessel function of zero order. From his basic solutions
for the two-layer problem, Muskat derived separate
expansions suitable for numerical computations
for radial distances from the current electrode
both large and small in comparison to the thickness of
the top layer. He also included other special expansions. He concluded that his results compare very
favorably with the laborious calculations required
when the series of images are summed directly. These
computation shortcuts for tha two-layer problem did
not serve the progress of electrical prospecting directly
because the necessary computing had already been
done by Roman and others. However, the authors
did show how to apply their methods to multilayer
problems and thus served to enlighten persons who
were to do later work on the more complicated cases.
Slichter considered another line of thought in
resistivity interpretation. He regarded the problem
of homogeneous horizontal mul~iple layers as an
unusual boundary-value problem in that the function
to be determined is one which expresses the unknown
variation of the resistivity with depth, whereas the
potential function itself is considered to be known on
the boundary, which in this problem is the surface of
the earth. Slichter sought to replace the trial-anderror method of curve matching by a more direct

method of interpretation. The basis of his idea was to
use transformation theory to solve for the resistivity
function directly from the potentials observed on the
earth's surface-a possibility which King (1933) also
pointed out. In working out his theory of direct
interpretation, Slichter also developed some new forms
for the solutions to what he called the "inverse problem"-tbat is to say, solutions for the potential as a
function of an assumed resistivity distribution with
depth. Actually, Slichter did little more than to
propose the direct interpretation method, to show that
it was possible, and to prove that a unique solution
existed if the resistivity is a continuous function only of
depth.
Stevenson (1934) continued the work on the direct
interpretation method. At first, he assumed that
resistivity was a continuous function of position, not
only of depth; which assumption be showed did not
lead to a unique solution. Where resistivity is a
function of depth only, Stevenson gave an approximate
solution which is to be compared to Slichter's exact
solution. However, Stevenson claimed that his approximate solution, based on successive approximations,
might still give a rough answer where Slichter's method
would break down completely-namely, where the
resistivity is a stepwise function of depth, which is the
situation of most interest in geophysics. Actually
Stevenson admitted that neither his method nor
Slichter's is particularly good from the practical
viewpoint. He demonstrated his statements with computations on a three-layer curve that Muskat had
published. A serious disadvantage of both methods
from the practical point of view, even when they work,
is the large amount of computation required· for each
individual case. Stevenson (1935) later obtained solutions of the direct problem in the form of Fourier series,
but the following year he admitted error and stated
that Fourier series are not valid for this unless the
resistivity as a function of depth can be expressed as a
Fourier series. If the resistivity is a stepwise function,
it cannot be expressed as a Fourier series.
King (1934) indicated that, although no unique
solution for the variation of resistivity with depth for
the multilayer problem-that is, that in which the
resistivity function is not continuous with depth--can
be obtained from the knowledge of the potential about
a point source of current, it is possible to obtain a
solution when the potential is known near an infinite
line electrode.
Evjen (1938) investigated the possibility of calculating the strength of images and their depths from a
knowledge of potential measurements made at the
surface only. He stated that the exact solution can be
obtained by a double infinite integral involving Bessel
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functions of complex argument, but he discounted the
value of this method on the grounds that field measurements were not accurate enough to warrant an exact
solution. Instead he turned to an iteration method to
solve the problem. He finally concluded that, although
the problem of direct analysis theoretically has a unique
solution, the solution can rarely be realized in practice.
Pekeris (1940), starting with Slichter's exact method,
showed how it could be used to determine the variation
of resistivity with depth for a horizontally stratified
earth. To test his method, Pekeris treated potential
data from three unknown (to him) situations: two
three-layer problems and one for a conductivity
function continuously varying with depth. The computed results for small values of depth were in good
agreement with the actual conditions of the problem.
His method, however, requires a large amount of computational time. Keck and Colby (1942) solved the
problem of determining earth conductivity from surface
measurements, when it is a continuous function of
depth only, by a perturbation method.
Additions and refinements of the above-mentioned
studies of horizontal-layer problems have appeared in
the literature from time to time. Most of these have
been concerned with theoretical curves for multilayer
problems or empirical methods of interpreting resistivity data. Poldini (1932) showed how three-layer
problems can be interpreted by curve matching with
two-layer curves, provided the bottom bed is assumed
to be sufficiently deep. Pirson (1934) revealed a successive approximation method for the interpretation of
resistivity curves when Tagg's charts for the two-layer
problem are applied to the three-layer problem. Tagg
(1935) stated that sometimes it is almost impossible to
use Poldini's method to obtain satisfactory results and
that Pirson's method may become very laborious. Tagg
offered a method of his own to overcome the objec~
tions by applying his two-layer method to a three-layer
p1oblem.
Watson (1934) gave eight apparent-resistivity curves
for the four-layer problem, chiefly to show the chances
for error when an empirical rule is used for depth
determination. He also showed the results of 14 model
experiments to serve as a check for his mathematical
analysis. Watson and Johnson (1938) gave additional
families of curves for both three- and four-layer problems.
Rosenzweig (1938) gave a method, similar to Tagg's,
of computing the thickness of the top layer and reflec~
tion factors for the two-layer problem. The following
year he proposed a solution of the two-layer problem
based on ''lens-sources.'' He also extended this method
to the multiple-layer case. He claimed that his
method is more systematic than the method necessarily
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used for computations based on the image theory.
Longacre (1941) suggested a modification of Tagg's
method for the three-layer case. He showed examples
of how it worked and stated that situations where it
would not work were easily recognized. Moore (1944)
proposed an empirical cumulative-curve method, which
he emphash:ed was without theoretical basis but which
became the object of severe criticism by Muskat (1944).
Recently, several large albums of tables and curves
for multiple-layer cases have been published. Roman
(1960) extended his tables for two-layers; the
Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (1955) published
three-layer data for the Schlumberger configuration;
and Mooney and Wetzel (1956) published an album
consisting of one sheet with 20 two-layer curves, 35
sheets with about 350 t~e-layer curves, and over 200
sheets with more than 2,000 four-layer curves for the
Wenner configuration.
In all these, the authors assumed that the material
within any given horizontal layer is homogeneous and
isotropic. This assumption is questionable, especially
for shales.
Slichter (1933) solved Laplace's equation for anisotropic media but immediately specialized his solution so
that it applied only to isotropic layers, whose resistivities vary with depth only.
Maillet and Doll (1932) considered completely the
propagation of current in anisotropic media in terms of
tensor analysis. They discussed and gave examples of
the conditions under which the potentials in a currentflow problem remain invariant at homologous points
under transformation of the space metric and of the
conductivity tensor. They used a coefficient of anisotropy which is <Jefined as the square root of the ratio of
the "longitudinal resistivity" to the "transverse
resistivity."
Schlumberger and others (1933b) recognized the
problem of anisotropy and made a praiseworthy con·
tribution to the study of anisotropic media. They
commenced their study by examining the current
flowing parallel to and perpendicular to the contact
between two thin, homogeneou&, isotropic beds. They
then extended the analysis to include many thin,
parallel beds. They defined a coefficient of anisotropy
as the reciprocal of the one used by Maillet and Doll.
They also distinguished between a microscopic aniesotropy, which depends on preferred orientation of the
grains in the rock, and a macroscopic anisotropy,
arising from a thin-layering which is visible to the
naked eye. They extended their theory to include
multiple-layer problems and showed that solutions
which are unique under the assumption of homogeneous
and isotropic beds are no longer unique when the beds
are anisotropic. They demonstrated this ambiguity of
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the resistivity method by giving three different geological situations that would give the same vertical
resistivity profiles. They showed how their concept of
anisotropy could be used to detect qualitatively suc11
features as dipping beds, synclines, and anticlines.
Maillet and Doll had also presented this possibility.
Pirson (1935) solved the problem of anisotropy
theoretically by reducing the original space into one in
which the scales are changed to compensate for the
anisotropy so that Laplace's equation in its usual forrn
is valid. He then used Hummel's solutions for the
ordinary horizontal-layer problem and transformed
them into solutions valid for the anisotropic layers. In
these new solutions the strengths of the images are not
changed, but their positions are changed.
Maillet (1947) discussed in detail the fundamental
equations in the direct-current method of electrical
prospecting for the case of horizontal stra.ta only. He
established the relationship between the earth resis··
tivity as a function of depth and the apparent resistivity as a function of electrode separation. He also
defined a new diagram which he called the "Dar
Zarrouk curve." In this classic paper Maillet effectively integrated much of the fundamental mathematical rna terial that had been developed by the
Schlumberger school during the previous generation
and, in addition, introduced new fundamental ideas.
He reviewed and extended his previous work on anisotropy and recognized the "principle of equivalence"
originally promulgated by Pirson.
Theoretical treatments of types of geological problems
other than horizontal beds have scarcely reached the
the volume of this subject alone, although work on
the other subjects had as early a start (Weaver, 1930).
Tagg (1930) gave, apparently for the first time, the
formulas and apparent-resistivity curves for horizontal
and vertical resistivity profiles across a vertical fault.
The curves are for the Wenner configuration. Each of
his families contains curves for all values of the reflection factor from + 1 to -1 in increments of one-tenth
between adjacent curves. For the first time Tagg
showed that a horizontal profile contains four discontinuities in slope when it crosses a fault. In this paper
Tagg gave a family of vertical resistivity profiles made
with the electrode configuration oriented both perpendicular to and parallel to the fault. He showed
that the effect of the fault in the parallel orientation is
practically negligible if the distance from the traverse to
the fault is 4 times the electrode separation a.
L. G. Howell (Hubbert, 1932: Discussion) gave
formulas and curves for horizontal profiles with the
Wenner configuration across both a perfectly conducting and perfectly insulating vertical thin sheet. His
solutions, which were based on the method of images,

offered a possible solution to the problem of a filled
fault zone, on both sides of which there was identical
country rock.
Although some applicable papers on a related problem
in electrical well-logging (for example, Buckner, 1954)
were published during the ensuing interval, few studies
of vertical boundaries were published until Logn (1954)
discussed the general problem. He used the method
introduced by Stefanesco and others (1930, 1932) to
solve for the potential functions which he used to get
apparent-resistivity expressions. His electrode configuration resembles the Schlumberger configuration
except that it uses only one current electrode. Logn
extended the previous mathematics on the subject by
developing expressions for the apparent resistivity over
very thin vertical sheets.
Because of long-standing interest in mining problems
in Scandinavia, it is not surprising that early studies of
the electrical effect of dikes and similar bodies were
made in that region. From these studies evolved the
potential-drop-ratio method, a technique still widely
used. Lundberg and Zuschlag (1931) introduced the
potential-drop-ratio method and showed typical
potential-drop-ratio curves over a vertical fault and a
vertical dike. They also showed the corresponding
curves for the two-layer problem and claimed an
advantage in the resolution of the potential-drop-ratio
method over ordinary resistivity methods.
Hedstrom (1932), using the method of images, derived
formulas and gave curves associated with a vertical
dike in an otherwise uniform country rock. He considered only one current electrode in the vicinity of the
dike and plotted the ratio of the potential when the
dike is present to the normal potential for a homogeneous earth. He plotted families of curves for
resistivity contrasts of 3:1 and of 10:1. Each family
contained curves for distances from the electrode to the
dike equal to the width of the dike and 2~, 5, 10, and 20
times the width of the dike. He included curves for corresponding cases when the resistivity of the dike was less
than the resistivity of the country rock. He demonstrated that for a dike of a given width the potential at a given point on the far side of the dike from the
current electrode is the same whether the resistivity
contrast is 3:1 or 1:3. He also made similar studies
of the situation in which the country rock on either
side of the dike has different resistivities.
Hedstrom next studied the gradient over the same
features. As a result of his studies, he concluded that
it would be more advantageous to base inter.pretation
on the potential gradient rather than on the potential.
Only for a vertical fault did he conclude that anomalies
in both quantities would be of the same magnitude.
Actually, his findings point to the advantage of the
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resistivity methods over the earlier potential-mapping
methods.
The dipping-bed problem has been the subject of a
long study which began in the mid-1930's. Aldredge
(1937) attempted a general solution to the problem
using the method of images, which is applicable in
special cases only. Aldredge's theoretical work, without modification, became the basis for four other papers
(Sanjeevareddi, 1936 1 ; Jameson, 1941; Carreno, 1948;
and Trudu, 1952), all of which obviously contain the
same shortcomings in theory as did Aldredge's original
paper. The final expression of the image school
appeared in a paper by Unz (1953) in which he pointed
out the restrictions, as well as the possibilities, of the
image theory. He showed how image theory can be
used to make adequate approximations in certain
problems. The correctness of these approximations
was discussed and illustrated by Van Nostrand and
Cook (1955).
Correct general solutions of the dipping-bed problem
had their beginning in the corresponding dielectric
wedge problems in electrostatic theory. The most
notable electrostatic solutions were published by
MacDonald (1895), Rice (1940), and Grinberg (1940).
The first geophysical application was published by
Skal'skaya (1948). She used Fourier-Bessel transformations to solve an integral equation. She applied
her general solutions, which are applicable to cases
with both arbitrary dip and arbitrary resistivity
contrasts, to many special cases to show when image
theory is valid. She also manipulated her solutions
into convenient forms for computation for certain
special angles. Chastenet de Gery and Kunetz (1956)
worked out much more refined computational forms of
Skal'skaya's solution. Moreover, they reported that
the Compagnie Generale de Geophysique had computed
sets· of curves for the Schlumberger configuration for
angles that are submultiples of 1r down to 1r/12. They
presenterl some of these curves.
Two other general solutions of the dipping-bed problem have been given by Maeda (1955) and Huber
(1955). Maeda is the only geophysical writer to solve
directly the differential equation; he carried his solution to
the form of the summations originally published by
Rice. Huber pointed out that the infinite-series solution of MacDonald and Rice, and thus of Maeda, is
inconvenient for numerical computations, especially
because it contains Legendre functions of the second
kind which have a singularity when the argument is
unity. Huber, therefore, transformed Rice's solution
into the general solution which had been derived earlier
1 Sanjeevareddi, B. S., 1936, A theoretical and experimental investigation of the
earth-resistivity method as applied to dipping strata: Colorado School Mines, Dept.
Geophysics Series Pub., no. 69, 25 p. (unpublished Master's thesis).
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by Skal'skaya, and Maeda. The methods used by
Skal'skaya, Maeda, and Huber are distinct and independent.
Work on buried bodies of finite extent has been
restricted largely to buried spheres. Maxwell (1891)
developed the theory for the disturbance due to a
conducting sphere placed in a uniform electric current
and in an otherwise homogeneous medium. Petrowsky
(1928a) studied the potential distribution at the surface
of the earth due to a buried electrically polarized
sphere. His analysis is particularly useful in the
interpretation of self-potential anomalies over sulfide
ore deposits, and has been used recently as a basis for
more specific interpretive techniques.
The most general solution of the buried-sphere problem with arbitrary resistivity contrast is the one given
by Webb (1931a). He developed a formula for the
potential at the surface of the earth due to a buried
sphere of finite resistivity contrast with the surrounding
medium when a point current electrode is located at
the surface. The boundary condition requiring that
no current flows across the earth's surface is satisfied by
placing an image sphere above the earth's surface.
The resulting complication of interaction between the
original sphere and its image is handled by means of a
special transformation in spherical harmonics. He
showed to what degree of approximation the various
parts of his solution are valid. Webb (1931b) extended
his theory for buried spheres to obtain similar solutions
for both buried prolate spheroids and buried oblate
spheroids.
Apparently incognizant of Webb's work, Lipskaya
(1949a, b, and 1953) made a comprehensive study of
the buried-sphere problem. In her first paper she
solved the problem of the buried perfectly conducting
sphere through the use of bipolar coordinates. She
obtained her solution by superposing two solutions
given by Neumann (1887) for the corresponding electrostatic problem, one for the disturbance due to two
spheres kept at zero potential in the presence of a
point charge and the other for the potential distribution about two spheres maintained at some constant
potential. She gave no curves in this paper.
In her second paper Lipskaya solved the problem by
the iterated application of the method of images. The
degree of approximation afforded by each of the first
three terms in the resulting series is given and compared
with the exact solution as obtained in her first paper.
She illustrated these approximations with curves. She
also plotted curves showing the intensity of the electric
field on the earth's surface for different positions of the
electrode and for different depths of the sphere. She
ended her discussion with some resistivity profiles made
with a two-electrode configuration. In 1953 she con-
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tinued her studies by discussing the problem of a buried
sphere with finite resistivity contrast. Following
Lipskaya's earlier work, Van Nostrand (1953) showed
that a sphere with its center buried to a depth equal to
its diameter cannot be expected to be found in a resistivity survey with the Wenner configuration.
Cook and Van Nostrand (1954) discussed electrical
surveying over filled sinks. They gave the applicable
solutions of Laplace's equation in both prolate and
oblate spheroidal coordinates, as well as in spherical
coordinates. They showed a wide variety of resistivity
curves to be expected with the Lee and Wenner configurations over and near filled sinks. Seigel (1952)
also used these same mathematical solutions, independently derived, to evolve techniques for studying an
underground ore body which has been penetrated by a
bore hole. Clark and Salt (1951) had previously used
an image solution for deriving a method of locating a
buried ore body passed by a drill hole. The solutions of
Seigel and Clark and Salt are only approximate because
of the disturbing effect of the earth's surface.
Frank and von Mises (193.'5), collaborating with
Noether and Ollendorf, gave the exact solution for the
potential at the earth's surface due to a point current
electrode over a buried cylinder with its axis horizontal
(Huber, 1949). The problem was solved exactly by
means of Hankel's function, but the solution is so complicated that numerical values can be obtained only by
an unusually troublesome amount of computation.
Tikhonov (1942) a.Iso studied this problem. Huber
(1949) recognized the difficulty of computations based
on von Mises' solution and suggested that studies
should be restricted to the region midway between the
two point electrodes where the current field is approximately uniform when the earth is homogeneous. He
tried to analyze the error due to the assumption of a
homogeneous field. Then he gave potential curves over
a buried cylinder in a homogeneous field. Later Huber
(1953) gave curves for the values of the potential on the
surface of a perfectly insulating cylinder of infinite
length due to a. point-current electrode which is also on
the surface of the cylinder.
Mukhina (1950a., b) has given apparently the only
solutions for potentials due to a point source near a
buried dike or fault. The problem is not easily solved
and his solutions are only approximate. However, the
solution of this problem, even in an approximate way,
marks an important step forward in the interpretation
of resistivity data.. This problem was one of the
unsolved problems listed by Weaver (1930).
The above theoretical work was concerned mostly
with the Wenner and related configurations. The
same basic potential theory applies to electrical studies
using an infinite line electrode for the current source.

The mathematics in the latter is somewhat different
because this type of field leads to a logarithmic potential. Many more problems can be solved in this
"two-dimensional" case because of the applicability of
conformal mapping.
It was shown early that the potential anomaly over
a perfectly conducting spherical ore body is greater
with a line electrode than with a point electrode
(Sundberg and others, 1923). However, with the
advent of resistivity prospecting, which is superior in
resolving power to potential mapping, the use of line
electrodes assumed a minor role. One of the earliest
and most comprehensive theoretical studies on line
electrodes was made by Peters and Bardeen (1930),
who derived the expressions for the potential due to
two parallel infinitely long line electrodes lying on the
surface of a homogeneous, isotropic earth. They investigated the current density and the depth of current
penetration for this current electrode configuration,
and used the image theory to derive formulas for the
potential for this configuration over a two-layer earth.
Mter deriving the formulas they charted, both in pro..
file and plan view, the potentials at the earth's surface
between and outside the two line-current electrodes for
several resistivity contrasts and for several thicknesses
of the top layer. They did the same for certain threelayer problems. They also applied the image theorybut only for angles for which it is applicable-to the
dipping-bed problem when the line electrodes are
parallel to the strike. In this problem they worked
only with a lower bed that was perfectly insulating or
perfectly conducting. Peters and Bardeen also derived the equation for the potential over a buried
conducting sphere ne·ar two line electrodes. In this
problem, they used the method of inversion. They
found that a sphere, whose radius equals one-fourth
the distance between the line-current electrodes, produced negligible perturbation on the normal potential
distribution when its top is buried to a depth equal to
its radius.
Muskat (1935) gave an extensive treatment of the
potential distribution about a line-current electrode on
the surface of a horizontally stratified earth. He gave
a complete analysis of the problem for both two and
three layers. Following Slichter's analysis for a. point
electrode, he also outlined briefly the solution for the
direct interpretation problem for the line electrode.
Muskat's studies of the line electrode are especially
instructive because he followed the same thorough
approach he had used in his analysis of the point electrode, and he makes many appropriate comparisons of
the two problems.
Although the line electrodes are of questionable
practical value, the same "two-dimensional" mathe-
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matics is useful in obtaining approximations to certain about a partially penetrating, verticu.l-line electrode.
three-dimensional problems which are difficult to solve Although he used image theory, he iodieated th1t he
exactly. Kiyono (1950a, b, c) used this technique could have used the more sophisticated approach with
extensively to study resistivity curves with the Wenner Bessel and Hankel functions. His solution is valid
configuration in which line-current electrodes and point- only for constant flux density along the penetrating
potential electrodes are used. He made model experi- electrode. l\1uskat's discussion is strictly valid only
ments which proved that his two-dimensional approxi- for a two-layer case in which the bottom layer is
mations are sufficiently accurate. Using this method, perfectly insulating, but his analysis is fundamental
Kiyono computed and plotted horizontal resistivity and can be used as a guide in analyzing certain features
profiles over a variety of features which included a of any two-layer problem.
buried fault modelled by a buried semi-infinite horiFUNDAMENTALS OF PROSPECTING
zontal plate; a dike modelled by a buried semi-infinite
WITH DIRECT CURRENT
vertical plate; an anticline modelled by a vertical
In all direct-current methods of prospecting, current
wedge-shaped projection protruding from a horizontal
plane; and a syncline similarly modelled. In each of is impressed Brtificially into the ground and the effects
these cases the buried body was perfectly conducting. of this current on or within the ground are obtained
Kiyono (1952a, b) also applied this method to several by measurements of potential, differences of potential,
topographic features which might affect an electrical ratio of potential differences, or some parameter that
survey, as Hurd (1944) had done previously by model is related directly to these variables. The fundamental
experiments.
theory involved in each of the different methods is the
In many respects an insight into the fundamental same and is predicated upon the validity of Laplace's
concepts was slower in being realized than were solu- equation for obtaining the electrical potential and the
tions to some of the geologic problems. Lee and others pattern of current flow a.bout one or more current
(1929) analyzed the potential field about two electrodes electrodes placed on or within the ground. The prinon the earth's surface, as Schlumberger (1920b) had cipal differences among the various rnethods of directdone about a single electrode, when the earth is homo- current prospecting lie in the number and spacing of the
geneous and isotropic. They concluded that, even current and potential electrodes employed, the varithough the equipotential shells are fourth-order sur- able electric quantity determined, and the manner of
faces, these shells may be approximated by a family plotting the resulting data.
of accentric spheres whose centers fall on the surface
FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
of the earth. Weaver (1928) had already given the
POINT SOURCE OF CURRENT
potential distribution about a current electrode in
The usual practice in the theoretical treatment of
homogeneous ground and had presented a curve showing
the fraction of the total current, from a dipole (two electrical prospecting is to assume that each separate
current electrodes, one a source and the other a sink) geologic unit-for example, each of the beds in a
which penetrates below a given depth for homogeneous layered sequence-is electrically homogeneous and
ground. Stefanesco (1929) gave a carefully prepared isotropic. Although the assumption is not strictly
chart of the current flow lines and the equipotential valid, it does lead to useful conclusions.
Consider a point source of current placed on the
lines for a horizontal dipole on the surface of the earth
and he gave the equations for these families of curves. surface of the earth, as is illustrated in figure 1. I amHe also derived the expressions for the electric field peres of current flow through the source 0 into the
due to this dipole. He went on to derive expressions earth whose true resistivity is p ohm-meters. The
for the magnetic field due to the current flowing, which distance, without regard to sign, from the potential
electrode P to the current electrode 0 is R meters. It
was the main purpose of his paper.
is
now required to determine the potential at P due to
Once again, the most extensive treatment of the
current flowing into thP. ground through the current
the
subject is due to Muskat (1932) who studied the elecelectrode.
As is usual, we refer the potential at the
trical problem because of its analogy with the flow
point
P
to
the
potential at infinity which we consider
of fluids in porous n1edia. He analyzed the problem in
to
be
zero.
terms of an electrode placed at the center of a cylindrical
Since the medium is isotropic, the current flow outdisk of very large radius and of uniform resistivity.
ward
from 0 must be the same in all directions into the
He first studied the point electrcde at the surface of
earth;
no current flows upward because the air has
the disk. Later, he used an image method, introduced
infinite
resistivity. Hence, the current lines are uniby Samsioe (1931) in aless complete treatment of the
radial lines and the equipotential surformly
spaced
same problem, to study the potential distribution
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FIGURE

I.-Diagram showing a point source of current placed on the surface of the
earth and the various symbols used in the problem.

will, therefore, develop an expression for the potential
due to a vertical-line electrode in a homogeneous earth
and compare this expression with the corresponding one
for a point electrode in order to determine under what
circumstances the corresponding approximation is justified. In addition, we will use this opportunity to
illustrate an important concept in the solution of potential problems-namely, the use of symmetry to facilitate
mathematical treatment.
Consider an infinite medium of resistivity pin which
we establish a rectangular coordinate system with the
positive z-axis directed downward. We then place an
electrode in the form of a line extending along the
z-axis from z= +b to z= -b (fig. 2), through which a

faces are concentric hemispheres with their centers at
G. Consider two of these equipotential surfaces, the
first of radius rand the second of infinitesimally greater
radius r+dr. All the current I must flow outward
through the shell bounded by these equipotential lines.
Because this shell is very thin, we may assume the
flow of current through the shell to be linear and apply
Ohm's law in its usual simple form for linear conductors.
Thus, the potential drop dU from the inner surface to
the outer surface of the shell is
dU=l( pdr2),
211'r

-Z

z= -b

(1)

where dr is the length and 21rr2 is the mean crosssectional area of our linear conductor. In order to get
the potential at P with respect to that at infinity, we
integrate equation 1 from R to infinity:
(2)

In the practical units that are being us0d, the potential
U is in volts. Equation 2 is the basie equation of this
whole study.
The assumption of a point electrode in electrical
prospecting is a.t best only approximate. Therefore, it
is useful to realize to what extent this approximation is
valid. The following section represents an analysis of
this problem.
CURRENT FROM A DRIVEN STAKE

The usual form of current electrode is a steel stake
which is driven into the ground to a depth of 18 to 24
inches. Usually the stake is cylindrical in shape except
for a point at the end. Muskat (1932) developed a
theory which would be applicable to a truly cylindrical
stake, but we feel that his theory is overly complicated
for presentation here. The usual approximation for
the stake is a point electrode. An approximation,
much more satisfactory than the point electrode, would
be a vertical-line electrode of the proper length. We

z= +b

y

FIGURE

2.-Verticalline electrode of length 2b extending along tbe z-axis.

current 21 passes into the medium. We further assume
that the same fraction of current emanates from each
element of the line electrode-that is, that there is a
constant flux density along the electrode. We will
discuss and justify this assumption later.
Considering each element of length of the electrode
to be a point source of current of strength ldz/b, we
are now able to use equation 2, modified by changing
21rR in the denominator to 4?rR which is necessary
when one is considering an infinite instead of a semiinfinite medium. The total potential at some point
P is then the sum of the potentials at P due to each
of the infinitesimal elements of the line source of
current. We note that R is a variable given by
R=~x 2 +y 2 +(z 0 -z) 2 • The variables without subscripts refer to the coordinates of the point P, and z0
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refers to the coordinate of a given element of the source.
Then,

TA~LE

1.-Compariso!L of the electric-current fields due to a verticalltn_e .electrode of umt length (b=1) and a point electrode at the
ongm

[If the .tot~ current I passing in~o the ground is 211" amperes, if the resistivity of the
~edmm 1s 1 ohm-meter, and 1f the stake is 1 meter long the potentials listed are
m volts and the gradients listed are in volts per meter. 'Error in assuming point
electrod~,

when line electrode is actually used, is expresood as a percentage of values
for the lme electrode]
·

or, after integrating,

Vertical-line electrode

(3)

From symmetry considerations it can easily be seen
that no current flows across the xy-plane; all the current
flowing out of the lower half of the line source remains
in the lower half-space. Therefore, we do. not disturb
the current field in the lower half-space if we discard
the upper half of the line source and consider the upper
half-space to be air with infinite resistivity. In this
case, a current I flows from the electrode into the
ground.
It can be shown that the equipotential surfaces
described by equation 3 are confocal prolate ellipsoids
of revolution. The z-axis is the axis of revolution
and the points z=+b and z=-b are the foci of the
ellipsoids. Let us consider the ellipsoid on whose
surface the potential is 1,000 volts. If we choose a
stake whose surface coincides with the given ellipsoid
and we maintain the potential of that stake at 1,000
volts, I amperes will flow into the ground and the
potential at all points in the ground will remain unchanged. Therefore, the assumption of a line electrode
is valid to the extent that a stake has the shape of a
prolate ellipsoid of revolution. Actually, the shape
of a pointed stake is reasonably close to that of a hemiellipsoid. In any event, the assumption of a line
electrode is considerably better than that of a point
electrode for computing potentials in the vicinity of
the electrode. In this connection it is noted that a
given line of finite length is the limiting case of one
family of confocal prolate spheroids.
In order to compare the field of a vertical-line electrode with that of a point electrode, we consider only
two principal directions, a horizontal direction along
the x-axis-for example, radially out from the electrode along the xy-plane-and the vertical direction
along the z-axis. Table 1 contains the data from which
we draw our conclusions.
Most electrical prospecting is concerned with the
potential difference between a given pair of points.
Such a potential difference is the integral of the gradient
between these two points. Therefore, although the
potential is given in table 1, it is the gradient upon
which attention should be focused.
The values of the potential and the gradient, for
which x is specified, are for any horizontal radial line

Axis-

-:-,-z

Potential
(volts)

Potential
gradient
(volts per
meter)

Point electrode

Potential
(volts)

Potential
gradient
(volts per
meter)

Error in assuming
point electrode
Potential Potential
(percent) gradient
(percent)

On surface
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10

o____
o____
o____
o____
o____
o____
0 ____
•.••
o

0. 8814
.4812
.3275
.2475

0. 7071
.2236
.1054
.0606

.1987
.1659
.1247
.0998

.0392
.0274
.0155
• 00995

1. ()()()()
.5000
.3333
.2500

1.0000

.2500
.1111
.0625

13.46
3.91
1. 77
1.01

41.42
11.81
5.41
3.13

.2000

.0400
.0278
.0156
.0100

.48

.65
.24

.20

2.04
1.46
.65
• 51

8.98
3. 84
2.12
1.38

24.99
11.12
6.30
4.08

.95
.56

2.80
1.92
.99

.1667
.1250
.1000

Below surrace
0
0
0
0

2____
••••
43 ____
5____

0. 5493
.3466
. 2554
. 2028

0
0
0
0

6 ____
8 ____
10 •••
12 ••.

.1683
.1257
.1003
.0835

0.3333
.1250
.0667
. 0417
.0286
. 0159
.0101
.00699

0. 5000
.3333
. 2500
.2000
.1667
.1250
.1000
.0833

0.2500
.1111
.0625
.0400
.0278
.0156
.0100
. 00694

.30
.24

.71

on the surface of the earth. By examining the potential, we would be led to believe that the field of a
driven stake is approximated by the field of a point
source (within one-half of 1 percent taken as a standard)
at a horizontal distance from the stake equal to six
times the length of the stake. However, when we
consider the gradient, as we should do when using
potential differences, we find that the field of the stake
does not approach that of a point source except at
horizontal distances from the stake of 10 times its
length. On the other hand, we must go much farther
than that in the vertical direction-values for which z
is specified-before finding the same degree of approximation. This informatiol). should form a guiding
background for those who wish to work with very
small electrode separations or those who are examining
geologic structures which are buried to a depth of
the order of 10 times the depth to which the electrodes
are driven.
In connection with the above discussion, we point out
that the practice of balancing electrode resistances
during resistivity measurements has no justification
in theory. The important characteristic of electrode
resistance is its distribution and not necessarily its
magnitude. Regardless of the shape of the electrode
and the manner in which the current enters the ground,
there is some distance from the electrode beyond which
the current can be assumed to be originating from a
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point source. Since most of the theory of electrical
prospecting is predicated on the assumption of a point
source and a point sink, this theory is valid only in the
regions far enough from the electrodes that the basic
assumption is valid. Moreover, in the regions where
the assumption is valid, the potential differences in
isotropic media are dependent only on the geometry
of the electrode configuration and the magnitude of the
energizing current; the potential differences and consequently the apparent resistivities are completely
independent of the magnitude and distribution of the
resistances in the immediate vicinity of the electrodes.
Small objects of very high resistivity in the i:rr..mediate
vicinity of the current electrode or poor stake contacts do necessitate greater voltages to be impressed to
produce a sufficiently large energizing current; but once
the required current is obtained, the current distribution
in the region where the point-current-electrode assumption is valid is affected negligibly by these small
irregularities adjacent to the current electrodes.
CURRENT SOURCE AND SINK ON THE SURFACE
OF A HOMOGENEOUS EARTH
CURRENT LINES AND EQUIPOTENTIALS

In resistivity prospecting there must always be at
least two current electrodes in contact with the earth,
one as a source and the other as a sink. In order to
understand even the minor complications of electrical
prospecting, we must investigate the normal flow of
current in a homogeneous isotropic earth. We will
first study the pattern of the equipotentials, from which
the current lines of flow can be obtained by drawing
perpendiculars thereto; we will then study quantitatively the current flowing through the earth.
By using equation 2, assuming that the current I
flows into the ground at 0 1 and out at 0 2 , and by
writing the distances from 0 1 and 0 2 in terms of the
rectangular coordinates shown in figure 3, we find
that the potential at any point P(x, y, z) is given by
1

( 4)

or, more simply, by
U=I P
271'

(__!__..!_),
R1 R2

(5)

where R1 and R2 are the distances from each current
stake, respectively, to the measuring point.
The equipotential surfaces are defined by equation
5 by making U equal to a constant and are surfaces of
revolution of the fourth order about the line of electodes.
The potential and current distribution in a vertical
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FIGURE

3.-Diagram showing source of current C1 and sink Cz on the surface of the
earth, and conventions of coordinate system and symbols used.

plane passing through the line of electrodes is shown in
figure 4. The potential and current distribution on
the horizontal surface of the earth can be obtained by
rotating this same diagram about the line of electrodes
so that a complete pattern is obtained on both sides of
the line of electrodes; the pattern shown in figure 4
represents half of the surface pattern that will result.
The current lines of flow in figure 4 represent the surfaces of spindles each of which carry one-tenth of the
total current I; the potential drop between successive
equipotential lines is constant.
The values of the potential along the line of electrodes
for a point source and sink on the surface of a homogeneous earth are shown in curve A, figure 5. Very
rapid changes in potential occur near the electrodes; in
the remaining broad central region, the potential is
comparatively small and its slope is gentle and rather
uniform (see fig. 5). The uniformity of the slope can
be judged by comparison of the potential curve with
the straight line which has been drawn tangent to that
curve at its midpoint.
For comparison, the corresponding values around a
single-point current electrode are shown in curve B
of the same figure. For the two electrodes, the values
of the potential are always less and the potential gradient greater, especially in the central region, than for
the single electrode. At a distance of L (which equals
the distance between 0 1 and 0 2 ) to the right of electrode
01 and along the extension of the line of electrodes,
the value of the potential with two electrodes present is
exactly half the value of the potential with only the
single electrode 0 1 present.
DEPTH OF CURRENT PENETRATION

We will investigate the problem of the depth of current penetration in a homogeneous isotropic earth in
terms of the distance L (which equals 3a) between the
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FIGURE 4.- Potential and current distribution in a vertical plane along the line of electrodes. Current lines of flow represent the surfaces of spindles each of which carries one-tenth of the total current. The potential drop between successive equipotential lines is constant. Adapted

from Stefanesco (1929).

two current electrodes (fig. 3). The problem will be
studied from two points of view: (1) the current density
in various parts of the field is computed and (2) the
total amount of current that penetrates certain regions
of the earth is determined. In both; we note that current density is a vector quantity and that its x-component is given by

au

1
J
= -p -oz
z

(6)

where pis the resistivity of the medium and U is the
electric potential. Since the components of a vector
are scalars, the x-component of the total current density
at a point may be found by adding algebraically the
x-components of the current densities due to each of the
electrodes taken separately.
Using the expression for the potential given in equation 4 and the conventions given in figure 3, it is seen
that the x- and z-components of current density at
point P(x, y, z) are

Il

Jz=2 [ (
r

z-

z-3a/2
3
2a +y2+z2

)2

]3/2 [(z+:3z+3a/2
)2 +y2+z2]3/2) '

(7)

It is fundamental that the current densities in homogeneous ground in the problem are independent of the
true resistivity of the ground, although, as has already
been pointed out, the potential does depend on the true
resistivity of the ground.
Figure 6 shows the values of the x-component of the
current density (Jx) along two vertical lines, one passing
through the positive current electrode C1 (curve A),
and the other along the z-axis midway between 01 and
0 2 (curve B). For this example, the current I is one
ampere and the current electrodes are separated a
distance L= 30 meters. Current densities for other
values of the parameters may be obtained easily from
these curves, together with a consideration of the manner
in which the parameters enter equations 7 and 8. For
example, if L were made 60 meters, the scale on the
abscissa of figure 6 would need to be doubled also, and
the scale on the ordinate would need to be reduced by
a factor of 4. The x-component of the current density.
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Jx, at the surface along the y-axis for any specific value
of y is equal to the Jx value of the same value of z given
in curve B (fig. 6); this fact results from symmetry of
the lines of current flow about the line of electrodes
0102. The current density Jx at any point along the
z-axis midway between cl and
can be shown to be
Jx=10 sin 3 4>, where 4> is half the angle subtended by the
line of electrodes at the point. ] 0 equals -4J/(7rL2) and
is the current density at the surface mid\\ray between
C1 and 02; and L is the distance between 0 1 and 0 2.
For comparison purposes the z-component of the
current density along the ve-rtical line through 0 1
(curve 0, fig. 6) ar.td the x-component of the current
density on the surface along the horizontal x-axis
(curve D, fig. 6) are shown; for a depth (curve 0') or
distance (curve D') less than 10 meters only, a change
in scale of plotting the ordinate value (see inset)
is used for these two curves to facilitate the plotting
and comparison. The z-component of the current
density either along the surface of the ground in the
xy-plane or at depth at any point in the yz-plane is
obviously zero.

c2

It should be emphasized that the current densities
in most of the region under investigation are very small.
This fact-must be borne in mind when one considers the
theory of electrical prospecting.
The total amount of current which penetrates the
assumed homogeneous earth to a given depth can best
be studied by determining how much total current
passes at various depths through an imaginary vertical
plane midway between current electrodes 0 1 and 0 2 and
perpendicular to the line of electrodes. This imaginary
vertical plane coincides with the yz-plane (fig. 3) and
extends to infinity in the +y, -y, and +z directions.
On this plane, x=O, and equation 7 becomes
12la

J :el:e=o=- v[9a2+4r2]3/2

4IL

(9)

where r=.,jy 2 +z2 and is the distance to a given point
from the midpoint of the line of electrodes. The negative sign in equation 9 merely indicates that the current
flows from right to left (from 0 1 to 0 2 ) with the convention used. To get the total current ] 1 flowing above a
given depth Zt, we integrate the current density over
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the given vertical plane down to that certain depth:

. fcz'fc"" J

l1=2

0

0

:r

J

x=O

dydz.

By carrying out the integration and expressing the total
current /1 down to depth Z1 as a fraction of the total
current I passing between the electrodes, we obtain:
(10)

A plot of this relationship is given on curve A in figure 7.
An analogous plot of the solution of this problem was
first published, in slightly different form, by Weaver
(1928).

The total amount of current / 1 that flows across this
same vertical yz-plane within a radial distance r1 of
the midpoint of the line of electrodes can be obtained in
the same manner, except that the integration is carried
out in terms.of r:
11=

JorrlJ%1 =o dr.

By carrying out the integration and expressing the total
current / 1 within a radial distance r 1 as a fraction of the
total current passing between the electrodes, we obtain:

!.!=1
I

(11)

A plot of this relationship is given on figure 7, curve B.
Relative to an imaginary horizontal plane, only half
of the current penetrates to a depth greater than half
of the distance between the current electrodes. Thirtyseven percent of the total current passes completely
above a plane at a depth equal to the electrode separation a, and 70.5 percent passes above a plane at a depth
equal to the distance between the current electrodesthat is, three times the electrode separation.
Within an imaginary horizontal cylinder whose axis
coincides with the line of electrodes, exactly two-fifths
of the total current remains within a cylinder whose
radius is equal to two-thirds the distance between the
current electrodes. Thus, any small inhomogeneity
that lies near the line of electrodes can easily obscure
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the effect of a comparatively large inhomogeneity far
removed from the configuration.
For two parallel infinitely long current line electrodes
located at the surface of an assumed homogeneous
earth, the fractional amount of current l 1fl that passes
completely above a plane at depth z1 is also given by
equation 10 and curve A in figure 7, provided that
here /1 represents the current crossing a vertical strip
of the yz-plane 1 meter wide extending from the surface
to a depth of z1 meters, and the line electrodes are
parallel to and equidistant from the y-axis (Peters and
Bardeen, 1930, p. 26). Although this particular
analogy exists, the patterns of the equipotentials and
current lines of flow for the line-electrode problem
differ from that of the point-electrode problem and is
treated further in the next section.
UNIFORM FIELD

When the two current electrodes are widely separated,
the field in the region midway between the electrodes
is effectively uniform-that is, the current lines are
nearly parallel and uniform in density. It follows

that the equipotential lines here are also nearly parallel
and uniformly spaced. The degree to which the
uniformity extends in depth in this central region is
evidenced in curve Bin figure 6, which shows that the
current density decreases only about 5 percent below
the midpoint surface value at a depth equal to onetenth the distance between the current electrodes.
The same values apply along the y-axis at the surface
of the earth.
The departure of the nonhomogeneous field due to
two electrodes at t}:le surface of the earth from a truly
homogeneous field has been computed by Huber (1949).
He charted the values of the fractional difference
o= ( U- U0 ) I U0 through a vertical cross section taken
along the line of electrodes, where U is the value of
the true potential and U0 is the value of the potential
with the assumption of a homogeneous field (see
fig. 8). He showed that at the surface, where the
potential measurements are ordinarily taken, the
charted error in assuming a homogeneous field rather
than the true field is about 10 percent and 20 percent,
respectively, at distances of about l/3 and 2l/5 from
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the midpoint between electrodes, where lis the distance
from the midpoint to either of the two current
electrodes.
NATURAL EARTH CURRENTS

The electrical prospector must always contend with
extraneous electric currents, which consist of telluric
currents, natural local currents, and currents derived
from industrial sources. All are detected by observation of the potential difference between two electrodes
embedded in the earth.
Telluric currents flow in fairly uniform sheets over
large areas; their exact cause is still in doubt. Telluric
currents change continually in magnitude and direction
with component periods varying from less than a second
to many days. Qualitatively, these variations are related to the corresponding variations in the geomagnetic field. The principal variation, which is daily,
has a normal maximum amplitude of a few tens of
millivolts per kilometer. Disturbances, such as those
due to magnetic storms, display amplitudes as much as
30 times the normal in middle latitudes and 150 times
normal in high latitudes. Extremely large earth currents flow during thunderstorms, but they are more
random and more localized than normal telluric
currents.
Steady local currents, of much larger magnitude
than telluric currents, are produced by strong electro-

chemical reactions in the earth-for example, oxidation
of that part of a sulfide deposit lying above the water
table, in contrast to the inactive part lying below the
water table, causes current to flow along the surface of
the earth toward the zone of oxidation. Potential differences above 500 millivolts in 100 feet have been
observed. The same type of differential electrochemical
reaction in the corrosion of buried pipes causes the
flow of currents that may be used to detect the centers
of corrosion.
Artificial direct currents of large but variable magnitude are caused by the ground returns of electrical
installation as, for example, electric railroads. Alternating currents of comparatively low and unpredictable
magnitude are associated with power lines; frequencies
of sixty cycles per second, and its odd harmonics,
predominate.
Several excellent electrical-prospecting techniques
use these natural earth currents. However, since this
paper is co11cerned only with resistivity interpretation,
we are interested in natural currents only insofar as
they influence resistivity measurements. It is obvious
that natural earth currents will interfere with resistivity prospecting if they are great enough. If the
natural currents flow in the same direction as the applied current, the observed potential difference is too
high; if the natural currents oppose the applied current, the observed potential difference is too low.
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8.-Diagram showing values of fractional difference&= (U- Uo)/Uo through a vertical cross section taken along the line of electrodes, where U is the
value of the true potential and Uo is the value of the potential of a homogeneous fl.eld. Adapted from Huber (1949) by permission of Springer-Verlag,
Vienna, Austria.
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There are two commonly used ways to overcome this
difficulty. The most obvious way is to take two readings of the potential difference: first, with the current
flowing in one direction and then with the current
flowing in the opposite direction. The average of these
two values is in principle the true value. If the natural
currents or the spontaneous electrode potentials are
varying with periods which are comparable in magnitude to the time required for a complete set of measurements, this technique is unsatisfactory. For example,
in the far north, earth currents associated with the
aurora borealis sometimes make the application of this
method practically impossible. Similar difficulties are
often encountered near facilities that use direct current,
such as mines using direct-current tramming operations.
If, however, the variations are of relatively high frequency or if the earth currents are comparatively
constant, this technique works very well.
The second and surer method of eliminating the
effect of natural earth currents is to use commutated
direct current instead of continuous direct current.
The potential-measuring circuit is also commutated,
with provisions for an additional gap between commutator segments so that under normal field conditions
the potential electrodes are connected only after
the current transients have ceased; also the potential
circuit is opened before the current circuit. Measurements are then made just as they are when continuous
direct current is used. In effect, this method carrie<s
out instrumentally the averaging process which the
previous method requires to be done manually. This
do uble.-commutator technique is known in the literature as the Gish-Rooney method. This method fails
if the earth currents have essentially the frequency
as the commutating rate used. The method will
also lead to errors if the capacity of the rocks in the
area is sufficiently large so that the current transients
do not cease before the potential electrodes are connected.
EQUIPOTENTIAL METHOD

The earliest attempts at prospecting with applied
electric currents were made by studying the potential
distribution in the ground (Schlumberger, 1920b).
Several variations of this method are available. When
two driven stakes are used for current electrodes,
one can measure the potential along a line connecting
the electrodes in order to prepare a potential profile.
It has been shown that in homogeneous ground, such
a profile exhibits very rapid changes in potentia] within
a distance from each stake equal to about one-tenth of
the distance between the electrode<s; in the remaining
broad central region, the potential is comparatively
smaH and its slope is very gentle (see fig. 5).

If the electrodes are separated by a comparatively
great distance, the field in the vicinity of one of the
electrodes is little affected by the second electrode or by
the environment of the second electrode. Therefore,
except for the restrictions due to the electrode being
a stake, the field in the immediate vicinity of an electrode can be treated as though the electrode were a
single point source acting alone. The nature of this
field in a homogeneous earth was discussed on pages 30
to 34. It was shown that the equipotential surfaces
all would be hemispheres with their centers at the point
electrode. Thus, the equipotential lines at the surface
of the earth would be concentric circles. The practice
is to map these equipotential lines, either by mea<suring
potentials at the points of a grid and contouring, or by
actually tracing equipotential lines using some sort of a
null measurement. Any inhomogeneities in the vicinity
of the electrode are indicated as distortions in the concentric circles.
It has been pointed out that when the current electrodes are widely separated, the field in the region
midway between the electrodes is effectively uniform.
It is common practice to map equipotential lines in this
region where the field is comparatively uniform, in
search for conditions which might upset that uniformity.
Another system, which provides parallel equipotential
lines in homogeneous ground, uses as electrodes two
long parallel wires grounded at frequent intervals or
continuously along their lengths. The field in this
system differs from the "inverse square" fields of a point
source in that it gives rise to a "logarithmic" potential
if the electrodes are assumed to be infinitely long.
As above, it is customary to map the equipotential
lines between the line electrodes. The assumption of
infinitely long electrodes is valid, except 'near the ends
of the current line electrodes, if the line electrodes are
long with respect to their separation.
Where the earth consists of zones of different resistivities instead of being homogeneous, the potential
distribution is affected. The theoretical calculations
of this new distribution, for certain special cases when
point electrodes are assumed, are a large part of the
remaining sections of this paper. However, such
calculations for the most part are usually prohibitively
difficult. In the present section, we restrict ourselves
to general statements.
Suppose, for example, that in the region of otherwise
essentially uniform current density where the equipotential lines are being mapped, there is buried a mass
of material which is more conducting than the sur..
rounding material. We can understand better what
happens in this example if we assume that the foreign
body is perfectly conducting. The ourrent lines tend
to concentrate through the buried body, which is raised
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to some constant potential throughout. In the vicinity
of the foreign body all equipotential surfaces except
one pass around the body and are more closely spaced
than normal in the adjacent country rock where the
current enters and leaves the body. In other regions,
where current lines are nearly parallel to the boundaries
of the body, the equipotential lines are more sparsely
disposed than normal. In regions far from the foreign
body, the disturbance diminishes and becomes negligible.
If the foreign body is a better conductor than the
country rock but is not perfectly conducting, the same
generalizations apply except that there is some potential drop through the body. If the foreign body is less
conducting than the country rock, a similar set of rules
are established, based on the fact that current is directed away from the disturbing body. It is found,
however, that for the same geometry and the same
resistivity contrast there is a greater anomaly percentagewise where the foreign body is more conducting
than the country rock than where it is more insulating.
The interpretation of equipotential maps and potential profiles is largely empirical. Successful interpretation depends upon a sound knowledge of potential fields
and previous experience on the part of the interpreter,
as well as upon a careful consideration of the general
geological features of the area being studied.
The disposition of the equipotential lines is much less
sensitive to disturbances due to foreign bodies in the
earth than is the potential gradient. Therefore, the
potential profile enjoys one advantage over the equipotential map in that changes in the potential gradient-that is, changes in slope of the potential profile
curve-are more evident on the potential profile than
on the equipotential map._ Since the gradient-or the
potential difference, which are related to the gradientis the principal ingredient in the measurement of apparent resistivity, the resistivity techniques are in general superior to the simple potential studies discussed
above. Only in a few special mining problems are the
potential techniques superior because of the greater
speed which they offer.
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we consider first the electric field that would be expected
with the given configuration in homogeneous ground.
We note that, even for a given current and in spite of
the homogeneous ground, the quantity we wish to measure varies greatly from one part of the field to another.
This quantity may be either potential gradient or the
potential itself measured with respect to the potential
at son1e fixed point. So we proceed to derive a 1nathen1atical expression for this quantity-potential or potential gradient-in terms of the current, the actual
resistivity of the assumed uniform medium, and the
geometry of the electrode configuration. Then we solve
this equation for the resistivity in terms of the potential or potential gradient, the applied current, and the
interelectrode distances. This particular combination
of these quantities then becomes the desired indexapparent resistivity-when the measurements are made
over heterogeneous ground. The apparent resistivity
is, therefore, a function not only of the region in which
the measurements are made but also of the geometry
of the electrode configuration used.
The most important part of this definition is the
adjective "apparent." The apparent resistivity usually
falls within the range of true resistivities of the materials
within the ground over which measurements are made.
Due to anomalpus "pseudofocusing" effects, however,
the apparent resistivity sometimes rises above or falls
below the true resistivities of all of the materials present.
This effect can readiiy be seen in many of the albums of
theoretical apparent-resistivity curves to be presented
later.
In order to illustrate the above abstract discussion,
we refer to figure 9 in which a generalized configuration
of electrodes is shown. We assume that the ground is
homogeneous with a true resistivity of p ohm-meters
and that a potential difference of V volts exists between
the potential electrodes P1 and P2 when I amperes
flow between the current electrodes 01 and 02. The
interelectrode distances are as shown in the diagram
and are expressed in meters. V is readily calculated

RESISTIVITY METHOD
CONCEPT OF APPARENT RESISTIVITY

In any prospecting method it is useful and sometimes
imperative that some index be devised to describe the
data taken. The most important characteristic of such
an index is that it should normalize the data and thus
facilitate the comparison of data which may have been
taken in widely separated areas and under a wide variety of conditions. The index most commonly used
in electrical prospecting is called "apparent resistivity."
. The basic principle of defining an apparent resistivity
1s as follows. For any given arrangement of electrodes,

FIGURE 9.-A general con.'iguration of electrodes. Plan view, with all electrodes at
the surface of the earth.
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by means of equation 2. The technique is to calculate
the potential at pl due to both 01 and 02 taken separately, and then to add these two potentials to get the
total. The same process is applied at P 2 • The desired
potential difference is then obtained by subtracting the
second value from the first. This procedure is known
as the "method of superposition" and will be used in
all the more complex numerical cases which follow.
Remembering that the current at 0 2 is negative, we
have:
1
V= PF(R's)
211"
'

(12)

where F(R's) is a simple function of the interelectrode
distances. This function was designated the "form
factor" by Roman (1951, p. 174).
Whet~er the earth is homogeneous or heterogeneous,
we are still able to make a measurement of the potential
difference. Moreover, V, I, and the R's may always be
related in this manner if some constant which has the
.
'
dimensions of resistivity, is introduced where p appears
in equation 12. As this new constant or index for inhomogeneous earth is not related in a simple manner
to the actual resistivities present, but has the dimensions
of resistivity, we choose to call it the apparent resistivity. Therefore, solving equation 12 for p and
appending the subscript "a" to denote its new "apparent" character, we get for the apparent resistivity:
Pa=211"f/ F(R's).

(13)

This is one of the fundamental equations of resistivity
prospecting. For several different configurations in
which potential differences V are measured in the field,
equations of this form are used to compute the apparent
resistivity, even though it is realized that the ground
being surveyed is heterogeneous. The observed field
curve is then compared with theoretical-resistivitv
~
curves derived from this same type of equation.
Because the potential difference Vis merely the line
integral of the potential gradient from one electrode to
the other, the apparent resistivity Pa is in a sense a
function of the average gradient between the potential
electrodes. Because this averaging process tends to
subdue the anomalous values of the gradient that indicate abnormal geologic conditions, the best configuration is the one with the shortest distance between potential electrodes, other things being equal. This
point will be illustrated below in the descriptions of the
common electrode configurations. This particular advantage of the shortest distance between potential
electrodes must be compromised with the disadvantage
arising from the fact that the smaller the potential
measuring base, the smaller and more difficult to
measure is the potential difference.

If the same current I is passed between P 1 and P 2
(fig. 9), the potential difference between 01 and 02 is
identical to that previously obtained between P 1 and P 2 •
Hence, the apparent resistivity is unchanged by this
interchange of electrodes. Strange as the above statement may seem at first, this "principle of reciprocity"
can be proven rigorously for any electrode configuration,
even when the ground is heterogeneous. The only
necessary assumption is that Ohm's law in its threedimensional form applies to the flow of current in the
earth. 2 Not only is the principle very useful in simplifying
computations of theoretical-resistivity data, but it also
can serve a useful purpose in planning a resistivity
survey. To show the solid theoretical foundation of
the theorem of reciprocity, as well as its possible limitations in electrical field work, we summarize briefly
Wenner's analysis of this important topic.
Wenner (1912, p. 563) stated the theorem of reciprocity as follows:
In any conductor or system of conductors having four terminals
1, 2, 3, and 4 selected in any way, the drop in potential from 1
to 2 caused by a current entering at 3 and leaving at 4 is equal
to the drop in potential from 3 to 4 caused by an equal current
entering at 1 and leaving at 2.

In 1847 Kirchoff had given this theorem for a network
of linear conductors. In 1853 Helmholtz had developed
the theorem theoretically for an isotropic and homogeneous nonlinear conductor. Helmholtz had also
considered the case of a conductor having two parts of
different conductivities, and had tested the relation
experimentally on a carbon cylinder 3.5 inches long
and 2 inches in diameter; in this work electrical connections were made by means of four small quantities of
mercury held in place by paper rings, and the currents
compared by reading the deflections of a galvanometer.
Rosen (1887) extended the proof of this theorem to include the case of nonhomogeneous and nonisotropic
conductors. Searle (1911) gave two proofs of the
theorem, one by Hea viside and one by Bromrich, both
of which are somewhat similar to that given by Rosen
(Wenner, 1912, p. 564). Wenner (1912) extended the
theorem to the case of an alternating current in both
isotropic and nonisotropic conductors. He en1phasized,
however, that the theorem of reciprocity has limitations:
(1) the theorem assumes that the conductor is free from
sources of current, such as thermoelectromotive forces,
the Hall, and similar effects; (2) it assumes that in the
conductor
there are at least three axes in each element of volume along
which the current flows parallel to the potential gradient, and
2 Some workers (Lee, 1939b) have suggested that under certain circumstances the
flow of current in the ground is nonlinear and does not obey Ohm's law. If they are
correct, the principle or reciprocity would not hold under the same circumstances.
We suggest that one direct test of the nonlinearity theory would be to test rigorously
the principle of reciprocity under a great variety of geologic conditions.
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either that these three axes are mutually perpendicular, or the
conductivities to current along each of the three axes are equal,
or the conductivities to current along each of the two axes
are equal and these two axes are both perpendicular to the third;

(3) in order that the theorem be applicable for alternating current, the total mutual inductance between the
two circuits must be taken into consideration; and (4)
the effect of electrostatic capacity has not been considered.
Even to this day, these serious limitations of the
theorem of reciprocity have apparently not been more
clearly stated than by Wenner in 1912; and, indeed,
his warning has often gone unheeded when adapting
the theorem to actual field conditions, where the assumptions for its validity often do not hold.
ELECTRODE CONFIGURATIONS

With his background of measurements of the resithe four-electrode method,
Wenner (1915) was the first to establish a system for
the measurement of the resistivity of earth materials
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An electrode system used widely in the U.S. Geological Survey is the Lee "partitioning" configurat~on
(fig. lOB). It differs from the Wenner configuratwn
in that a third potential electrode Po is placed at the
center of the configuration. Potential differences are
measured between the pairs P1- Po (that is, Vto) and
P 0 -P2 (that is, V02 ). Apparent resistivities are then
derived on the basis of these potential differences, as
was done in the case of the Wenner configuration.
They are

P2
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in place. He proposed the use of four electrodes, spaced
along a line and with equal interelectrode distances
(fig. lOA). Current is passed into the earth through
the two outer electrodes, designated cl and 02, and the
potential difference is measured between the two inner
electrodes, designated P 1 and P2. Throughout this
study, we use the convention of letting the subscript
"1" indicate the easternmost (or northernmost) electrode of n given pair, where geographical positions are
involved. This convention has long been used in the
field by the U.S. Geological Survey and others.
The electrode separation-the distance between
adjacent electrode.s-is designated "a" meters. Therefore the interelectrode distances are Rn =R22=a and
'
R 21 =Rl';,=2a (figs. 9 and lOA). Substituting these
values into equation 13 leads at once to the conclusion
that the apparent resistivity for the Wenner configuration is

c

'f

10.-Various electroae confitmrations to be studied in this work.

Thus p 1 is the .apparent resistivity on the right-hand
side of the partitioning plane-which is an imaginary
vertical plane perpendicular to the line electrodes at
P 0-and p2 is the apparent resistivity on the left-hand
side of this plane.
The reciprocity theorem is applied to the Wenner
configuration by passing current through the two inr:er
electrodes, at the same time measuring the potentml
difference between the two outer electrodes. If the
reciprocity theorem is applied to the Lee configuration,
all three central electrodes must be made current electrodes and they must be used in pairs corresponding to
the potential-electrode pairs n1entioned above; the
potential difference would always be measured between
the two outer electrodes.
ln general, the Lee configuration holds a distinct
advantage over the Wenner configuration. In particular, for detailed surveys over areas of special interest,
the Lee configuration offers greater anomalies and clos~r
definition of geologic boundaries. The reason for th1s
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superiority lies in the fact that with the Lee configuration the potential difference is measured between two
points which are only half as far apart as are the corresponding points in the Wenner configuration. The
principle involved was discussed in the paragraph
immediately following equation 13.
In order to reduce to a minimum the amount of work
required in a field survey, let us inquire whether it is
possible, in getting sufficiently large anomalies, to
leave one of the current electrodes fixed at some point
far removed from the other electrodes. Several asymmetrical configurations of this sort have been proposed
but, since the principles involved arc the samt in all
such cases, we will discuss only two. These particular
configurations are chosen for study because theoretical
resistivity curves can be readily constructed for them
from data already computed for the electrode configurations described above.
If we remove 0 2 to infinity in the Wenner configuration, we get what we shall call the asymmetrical
Wenner configuration (fig. 100). Other authors have
referred to this system as the "unsymmetrical method"
(Jakosky, 1950, p. 518) and the "double equidistant
probe method" (Heiland, 1940, p. 710). In this case,
the interelectrode distances are R 11 =a, R 12 =2a, and
R21 =R22 = oo. Therefore, the apparent resistivity is
given by:

In the discussion of equipotential lines and maps we
stated that changes in the gradient are much easier to
recognize and to interpret than anomalies in the
potential itself. At least two currently used electrode
configurations take advantage of this fact: the Schlumberger configuration, and the "one-electrode configuration" (Logn, 1954), which we here designate the Logn
configuration.
The Schlumberger electrode configuration (Chastenet
de Gery and Kunetz, 1956; Compagnie Generale de
Geophysique, 1955) consists of two current electrodes,
A and B, and two potential electrodes, M and N, all
along a st.raight line (fig. 10E). The potential electrodes are placed symmetrically about the midpoint
between A and B and are kept sufficiently close
together so that the electric field E between them can
be considered constant. In practice, the separation
between the potential electrodes M and N is always
less than one-fifth the separation between the current
electrodes A and B, and is usually kept less than
one-tenth this separation. In computing the apparent
resistivities from field measurements, the exact relative
locations of the four electrodes is taken into account.
The formula used for the apparent resistivity is

where ~ V is the potential difference between the
potential electrodes, and the geometrical term is
The second asymmetrical configuration is similar to
the first and is obtained by removing 0 2 to infinity in
the Lee configuration. We shall call this arrangement
the asymmetrical Lee configuration (fig. 10D). Reference to this sort of arrangement has been made in the
literature in connection with the potential-drop-ratio
method (Heiland, 1940, p. 747) to be discussed later.
For this configuration p 1 and p2 are represented by
different expressions:

In the theoretical work to follow in this paper, both
of these asymmetrical configurations are studied to
determine their relationships to the corresponding
symmetrical configurations-that is, to study the effect
of the second current electrode. One effect of the
second current electrode can be observed by studying
figure 5: for the same power expenditure or for the
same current strength used, the measured potential
differences in the region between the two electrodes are
much greater (about double) when two current electrodes are included in the configuration than when
only one is used. The larger these potential differences
are, the easier it is to measure them accurately.

Because of symmetry, it is readily shown that
7rl2

K==,
MN

where l is the distance from the midpoint of the
configuration to either current electrode A or B. Thus
the apparent resistivity is
(16)

ln order to construct theoretical curves for the
Schlumberger configuration, the apparent resistivity
is computed from the electric field E existing midway between the two current electrodes. Because
E~~ VjMN approximately and is exactly the magnitude
of the electric intensity-that is, the component of the
gradient along the line of electrodes-at this midpoint
when MN becomes infinitesimally small, another
appropriate equation for the apparent resistivity,
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which is obtained by making this substitution in
equation 16, is

In order to obtain comparable data in the field, the
potential electrodes would need to be infinitesimally
close together. Discrepancies, arising from the fact
that the actual distance MN is not infinitesimally
small, usually do not exceed 2 or 3 percent, provided
MN does not exceed 2l/5 in accordance with the field
techniques adopted by the Schlumberger organization
in using this configuration.
The only vertical profiling field technique described
in the literature to date for the Schlumberger configuration of electrodes is an expanding-type technique in
which either the distance between the current electrodes
or that between the potential electrodes is increaseu;
but only a single set of electrodes is increased between
successive measurements. This technique is in marked
contrast with the regular vertical profiling technique
with the Wenner or Lee configuration, in which both
the potential and current electrodes are usually moved
simultaneously, except in difficult areas. For the
Schlumberger configuration, potential electrodes are
moved only once out of every four or five changes of
the current electrodes. Thus, for the five or f:>ix
different values of AB in the interval fron1 100 to 800
meters, MN would have the fixed value of about 20
meters. In the following interval for AB up to 4,000
meters, MN would have a fixed value of about 100
meters. Both values of MN are usually used for sorne
readings in the transition from one interval to the next.
The principal advantage in the Schlumberger technique is that the influence of local inhomogeneities
close to the potential electrodes can be clearly located
on the apparent-resistivity curves. These effects are
shown by the differences between the results obtained
with the same AB and different MN's. On the other
hand, these local heterogeneities do not appreciably
alter the shape of those arcs of the resistivity curves
which have been obtained with a given J.11N; they only
displace the arcs as whole units. This fact often
allows one to make a correction and to trace the diagram which would have been obtained in a laterallvhomogeneous earth. The Schlumberger configuratio;1
apparently sacrifices accuracy, which comes from
measuring larger potential differences, for good definition, which comes from measuring potential differences
between closely spaced potential electrodes.
The Logn (1954) configuration, or "one-electrode
configuration" (fig. 10F), which is the asymmetrical
form of the Schlumberger configuration, also takes
advantage of the principle of measuring changes in
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gradient. The potential difference ~ V is measured
between two potential electrodes that are moved with
constant electrode separation along lines passing
through the single current electrode. The distance
between the potential electrodes is assumed to be small
in comparison with the distance from them to the
single fixed current electrode. The second current
electrode is placed effectively at infinity, and, therefore,
has no effect on ~ V.
The expression for the apparent resistivity as
measured with the Logn configuration is easily obtained
by doubling the corresponding expression for the
Schlumberger configuration, to get

where a is the distance between the potential electrodes.
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PROFILING

Any of the above configurations can be used in one
of two techniques, which are called horizontal profiling and vertical profiling. In horizontal profiling the
electrode separation is maintained at some constant
value and the whole configuration is moved along a
traverse with readings being taken usually at regular
intervals. A large part of the theoretical data to be
presented later will be devoted to the results obtained
in horizontal profiles over various types of geologic
structures.
In vertical profiling, thP center of the electrode configuration is fixed, and rneasurements are made for
successively larger values of the electrode separation.
Because a greater portion of the current penetrates
deeper when the electrodes are moved farther apart, it
is reasoned that the data also give more information
about deeper geological conditions. A large number of
papers have been published on how to determine the
depth to horizontal beds by this n1ethod; some of these
papers are reviewed in a later section. In addition,
the effects of such structural features as dipping beds
and vertical faults on vertical profiles are given in
this paper.
The above two techniques result in a series of graphs.
In horizontal profilinp- the apparent resistivity is
plotted as a function of the position of the electrode
configuration on the ground. Usually, the position
of a given measurement, designated the "station," is
taken as the point midway between the two potential
electrodes. For the Lee configuration, this rule leads
to a peculiarity because the position in the field, or
station, is norrnally recorded as the point Po midway
between the current electrodes. The plotted values of
Pt and P2 are, therefore, offset from the recorded position
of the station by a distance of a/4 to the east and west,
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respectively, of P 0 for a traverse bearing east or by the
same distance to the north and south, respectively, for
a traverse bearing north. This method is designated
the "offset method" of plotting horizontal profiles
taken with the Lee configuration. In vertical profiling
the apparent resistivity is plotted against electrode
separation, and there are no special difficulties.
Yet a third representation of electrical prospecting
data is found in the equiresistivity map, which is very
useful as a reconnaissance tool. The resistivity is
recorded on a map at each position where data are
taken in horizontal profiling with some given electrode
separation. The map is then contoured with lines
along which the resistivity is a eonstant. The contour interval is chosen to fit the prevailing conditions.
Although this map forms a very effeetive picture of
the progress of a survey if it is kept current, it has one
failing of which the inexperienced interpreter must be
warned. The apparent resistivity varies according to
the orientation of the line of electrodes and thus the
fact that the data were taken along a series of parallel
traverses tends to flavor the resulting map. Anomalies are abnormally elongated in the direction in which
the traverses Rre run; and, multiple anomalies occur
even though their cause is one geologic feature only.
WELL LOGGING

In electrical well logging, two standard electrode
configurations are used. The first is the "normal configuration" (fig. 11 ), in which we essentially measure
the potential at point M located a fixed distance AM
from a single current electrode A as the pair of elec-
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trades is moved up the hole. To alleviate induction
effects in the measuring circuit, the reference potential
electrode N is also placed in the hole but at a distance
AN that is sufficiently greater than the distance AM,
so that the effect of potential changes at N can be
neglected. The second current electrode B is effectively
at infinity. If tne resistivity of the drilling mud is
neglected, the apparent resistivity based on this configuration is
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where V is the potential difference between M and N
and I is the current flowing between A and B. The
relationship of this configuration to simple potential
mapping about a point electrode is obvious. If such
an electrode configuration were used on the earth's
surface, the apparent resistivity defined on the basis of
equation 2, is given by

The difference between this expression and that given
in equation 17 lies only in an additional factor of two,
which appears in this equation. The reason for the
difference is that the current I flowing outward from
the current electrode in the hole flows throughout all
space; whereas in surface prospecting the current I
from the surface current electrode is restricted to a
semispace, thus doubling the resulting potential difference V.
In the AMN lateral configuration (fig. 11 ), the two
paten tial electrodes &f and N are placed close together
and at a relatively great distance from the current
electrode A. The second current electrode B is placed
at the earth's surface as it was in the normal configuration. This configuration with fixed electrode spacing
is moved up the hole as readings are taken. The
apparent resistivity is given by the expression.
Pa= 4 1r
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Normal configuration
FIGURE
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N
Lateral configuration

H.-Standard well-logging configurations, using notation of Schlumberger
and others (1932).
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Either of the asymmetrical configurations described
above for surface resistivity work is comparable in
principle to the lateral configuration used in well-logging
work, and the equations for the apparent resistivity of
the former can be derived by substituting the appropriate interelectrode distances into equation 18 and
replacing the factor of "four," by "two," as discussed
above. Moreover, the same remarks apply to Logn's
one-electrode configuration if the distance MN is small
enough so that AM and AN can be considered equal.
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Therefore, it can be said that the AMN lateral device
essentially measures a gradient.
In review, we note that the only essential difference
between electrical well logging and surface electrical
prospecting lies in the restriction of the current to a
semispace in surface prospecting. It follows then
that much of the theoretical development to be presented herein for electrical prospecting will be applicable
to problems encountered in electrieal well logging, if
the borehole and invaded-zone effects are neglected.
Conversely, the many excellent papers which have
already been published in the field of well logging, if
they do not take into account the effects of the borehole,
can be adapted to the use of certain electrode configurations in electrical prospecting. The most common
problem encountered in well logging is that of horizontal beds which are cut perpendicularly. These
conespond to outcropping vertical beds, vertical faults,
or vertical dikes in surface prospecting. Another region
of correspondence lies in regularly shaped bodies which
may be penetrated by boreholes. The corresponding
situation in surface electrical prospecting would be
filled sinks which have the same regular shapes. Dipping beds in well logging cannot be compared with
similarly dipping beds that crop out at the surface.
POTENTIAL-DROP-RATIO METHOD

Although we are concerned here principally with
resistivity interpretation, our treatment will be extended
in some cases to potential-drop-ratio methods for two
reasons. First, we desire to show how the basic
mathematics that was originally intended for resistivity
studies can be used to equal advantage in potentialdrop-ratio studies. Secondly, we will prove theoretically what other workers have known intuitively or
have shown experimentally-narnely, that for sorne
problems potential-drop-ratio methods, by giving
sharper anomalies, have the same advantages over
resistivity methods that the latter have over potentialmapping methods.
Under the subject of potential-drop-ratio rnethods,
we will discuss three separate types. The first is the
method which was called the potential-drop-ratio
(PDR) method by its originators, Lundberg and
Zuschlag (1 931); the second is the Resistolog method;
and the third is a technique of using ratios of apparent
resistivities. It will be shown that all these techniques
are the sante in principle and that no single one has an
advantage over the others except, perhaps, in the ease
with which it is applied. Finally, we mention briefly
the possibility of taking successive differences rather
than successive ratios.
In resistivity methods the convenient index used as
a diagnostic parameter is called apparent resistivity;

and, because it has the dimensions of resistivity, it has
units of ohm-meters, as used in this paper (Kelly,
1932a). The corresponding index in the PDR method
is the ratio between two potential differences, and is
therefore dimensionless. The electrode arrangement
normall:v used in PDR rneasuren1ents is shown in figure
12A. Three potential electrodes are spaced at equal
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12.-Electrode configurations. (A), Configuration commonly used in pot en·
tial-drop-ratio measurements. (B), Configuration for the R<>,sistolog method.
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intervals along a line passing through a single current
electrode. The electrode spacing between the potential
electrodes is designated a and the distance from the
central potential electrode to the current electrode is
designated r. The second current electrode is placed
effectively at infinity, usually along a line perpendicular
to the line of the other electrodes.
In PDR surveying the potential differences Vto and
V 02 are n1easured anrl their ratio taken. If the ground
is perfectly homogeneous, the potential differences are
calculated by rneans of equation 12. We find that
V

/pa
lo

lpa

2?rr(r-a) and Vo2=21rr(r+a).

Therefore, their ratio for homogeneous ground is
r+a
V10/Vo2= .
r-a

In order to normalize the PDR data, in practice the
actual potential ratios are usun1ly n1ultiplied by the
normalizing factor (r-a)/(r+a), which is always less
than one and gradually approaches one as r becomes
large in comparison with the spacing a. Thus the
PDR index for homogeneous ground is unity. In
practice, it is unusual actually to measure the potential
differences and then take the ratio. Instead, a specially calibrated bridge circuit is used to indicate the
ratio directly when the bridge is balanced. Either
direct current or low-frequency alternating current can
be used. One specially designed bridge of this sort is
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called Racom (Lundberg and Zuschlag, 1931). The prospector to explore at greater depths than is possible
values of the measured ratio must then be multiplied with other techniques.
The Resistolog n1ethod is in principle a potentialby the normalizing factor to obtain the PDR index
drop-ratio method and has no rnore potentialities
value.
In the PDR method, either a constant-spacing or an than the PDR or other such methods. In order to
expanding-electrode system is used. In either system show this relationship between the Resistolog and PDR
the current electrode 0 (fig. 12A) is usually kept fixed methods, let us apply the reciprocity theorem to the
and the potential electrodes nwved by prescribed Resistolog method as proposed by its authors. To do
amounts during a series of rneasurements. In the this, we always pass current through electrodes PI and
constant-spacing technique, the separation a between P 2 , measure the potential differences successively bethe three potential electrodes is kept constant as they tween the electrode pairs OI 0 2 and 0{0;11 calculate the
are all moved together, thus varying r only. In this corresponding apparent resistivities, and take the ratio
case the normalizing factor (r-a)j(r+a) is usually of the first apparent resistivity to the second. This
different for each new setting of the potential electrodes. final ratio would of course be equal to the ratio obtained
In the expanding-electrodes system, measurements with the regular Resistolog technique.
The Resistolog method differs fron1 the PDR method
are taken at increasing electrode spacings with the
ratio ajr kept fixed. For convenience, r is made equal in two rnajor respects. First, in the PDR method, the
to 3a so that the normalizing factor (r-a)j(r+a) is potential measurements are usually n1ade essentially
equal to 1/2. This normalizing factor gives a PDR index within the potential field of one current electrode only
of unity for homogeneous ground, as before. This (Koenigs berger, 1930b, used two current electrodes),
electrode configuration for the expanding-electrode the second electrode being situated effectively at
systen1 is consequently identical to the asymmetrical infinity; whereas in the Resistolog method-even in its
Lee configuration discussed earlier as one of the con- original form, shown in figure 12B-the effect of the
second current electrode must always be taken into
figurations in resistivity methods.
The constant-spacing and expanding-electrode tech- account. Because the potential n1easurements a.re
niques in the PDR method are somewhat analogous to always made outside the current base, the presence of
horizontal and vertical profiling techniques, respec- the second current electrode produces the undesirable
tively, in the resistivity rnethod. It should be empha- effect of reducing th~ potential differences that are
sized, however, that the results obtained with the PDR measured. It is, therefore, reasonable to suspect that
and resistivity methods as ordinarily used are quite a more detailed study would indica.te that the sensidifferent, except for certain particular configuration tivity of the system is similarly reduced in comparison
and geologic situations, and that the aoalogy is gener- with the PDR method.
The second difference is more easily recognized in the
ally more apparent than real.
The electrode configuration for the Resistolog method, reciprocal version of the system-that is, after the
invented by West and Beacham (I 944), comprises three reciprocity theorem is applied to figure 12B as discussed
culTent electrodes and two potential electrodes (fig. above. The PDR n1ethod compares potential differl2B). Current is first passed through CI and 0 2 , the enCE'S over successive ser--ments of the traverse; whereas
potential difference is measured bet·ween PI and P 2 , the Resistolog method effectively compares potential
and a corresponding apparent resistivity is computed. differences over two segments of the traverse, one of
The same procedure is repeated when current is passed which completely includes the second but is not n1uch
through C~ and Oz, and the ratio of the first apparent different. It follows, therefore, that one can expect
resistivity to the second is computed. Taking the anomalies from the Resistolog n1ethod to be smaller
ratio of successive resistivities has the same effect as the than anomalies from the PDR rnethod. This second
normalizing factor used in the PDR method, in that difference is actually related to the first difference and,
if 0 2 were removed to infinity, the disadvantage of the
the ratio is unity for homogeneous ground. Because
Resistolog method relative to the PDR method would
West and Beacham wer~ interested in depth determibe reduced to a minimum.
nations for nearly horizontal bedding only, their
The authors of the Resistolog method have claimed
surveying technique consisted only of taking sets of that their method eliminates the effect of near-surface
measurements at increasing values of a. Thus, their inhomogeneities in the vicinity of the potential electechnique is somewhat analogous to vertical profiling trodes P 1 and P 2 • Assuming that this claim is true,
techniques in the resistivity rnethod. The authors as seems reasonable, there remains for consideration
claim that their Resistolog method tends to cancel the the effects of the similar inhomogeneities in the vicinity
effect of near-surface inhomogeneities and enables the of the current electrodes OI and 0~. Although such
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inhomogeneities near the current electrodes certainly
would not he eliminated, their effects would be subdued
in a Resistolog profile, since the current electrodes are
not moved while the data for a single profile are taken.
The third separate technique included for cornparison
under the topic of the potential-drop-ratio method is
an adaptation of the regular Lee configuration, and the
results comparable to those obtained by the PDR
method. In particular, the technique consists of taking
the ratios of the two Lee apparent resistivities "over
adjacent ground," the ratio of the two Lee apparent
resistivities "over the san1e ground," and the corresponding differences in apparent resistivities. The
technique was suggested by Lee and Hemberger (1946)
to enhance the fault-detection properties of the Lee
configuration when the horizontal-profiling technique
is used.
Lee and Hemberger (1946) designate as the "ratio of
apparent resistivities over adjacent ground" the ratio
p2 to PI as these two quantities are n1easured at any
given station. As previously noted for the asymmetrical Lee configuration, it is easily seen that the LeeHemberger technique of plotting the regular Lee
apparent-resistivity data leads to a technique which,
with one exception, is identical with the expandingelectrode technique of the PDR method, if the verticalprofiling technique with the regular Lee partitioning
method is used. With the Lee configuration, the second
current electrode tends to double the measured potential difference and thus facilitate accurate measurements. The. question of whether the second current
electrode also leads to more diagnostic data will be
mads the subject of a later section. When the LeeHemberger plotting is used, the horizontal-profiling
technique with the regular Lee configuration is comparable in minor respects with the constant-spacing
technique of the PDR method; yet the methods are
different in major respects because of both the presence
of the second current electrode for the Lee configuration and the variable distances of r for the constantspacing PDR technique.
When the regular Lee configuration is used in horizontal profiling, the interval between adjacent stations
along a traverse is usually a/2, where a is the electrode
separation. If the configuration is being moved from
west to east along the traverse, the positions of P 2 and
Po at a given station are identical with the positions of
Po and PIJ respectively, at the previous station. For
this case, Lee and Hemberger designate as the "ratio
of apparent resistivities over the same ground" the
ratio of p 2 for a given station to PI for the previous
station.
The ratio of apparent resrstrvrtres over adjacent
ground yields a much more pronounced anomaly than
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the ratio of apparent resistivities over the same ground.
Whereas the values of p2 and p 1 often vary widely at a
given station, the value of p 2 for one station usually
approximates closely the value of PI for the previous
station-assuming, as before, that the configuration is
being moved from west to east-, even when tbc apparent resistivity is varying rapidly from point to
point along the traverse. Thus, the resistivity ratios
over adjacent ground are more valuable in prospecting
than those over the same ground.
In order to give equal emphasis to ratios greater
than 1 and to ratios less than 1, it is advisable to plot
resistivity ratios or potential-drop ratios on logarithmic
scales. For horizontal profiles the distance along the
ground is best plotted on a linear scaJe, but on vertical
profiles it is sometimes advantageous to plot the electrode separation on logarithmic scales also.
Lee and Hem berger (1946) also suggested the possibility of using the differences between Pt and P2 for the
Lee configuration when horizontal profiling is used.
The differences are usually found to be about Rs helpful
as resistivity ratios over adjacent ground. A comparison of the two n1ethods in specific examples will be
made the subject of a later section. With the ordinary
PDR configurations, the use of differences between
potential drops would be more difficult to normalize
and will not be considered.
CALCULATION OF THEORETICALRESISTIVITY CURVES

We will now outline the general considerations in
solving problems in electrical prospecting and caleulating theoretieal-resistivity curves. The exact solution
of sueh problems requires the use of three-dimensional
considerations.
In addition to the direct procedure used in this
treatise to solve general problen1s in electricRl prospeeting, any other standard means of solvin~ differential equations are also aeceptable. Transform
theory, for example, forms a powerful tool for the solution of differential equations; and, although we do not
use transform theory in this paper, it has been used by
many authors to solve problems in electrical prospecting. For example, Slichter (1934) used Bessel transforms in the study of horizontal bedding, and Skal'skaya
(1948) used a special Fourier-Bessel transform to solve
the general problem of dippin!_! beds.
The calculation of exact theoretical resistivity curves
is extremely complex for most regularly shaped bodies
and almost impossible for irregularly shaped bodies.
There is, therefore, a great need for the development of
methods of approximation that will yield helpfulthough not necessarily exact-solutions of resistivity
problems.
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There are many ways in which an exact solution can
be approximated. Actually, whenever we assume
that a geologic body has a regular geometric form,
we have already made an approximation. A cruder
approximation is the assumption that the body has a
shape even simpler than the nearest shape which is
amenable to an exact solution; for example, to choose a
sphere instead of a spheroid. The most obvious and
commonly used approximation is to consider a very
resistant body to have infinite resistivity or a very
conducting body to have zero resistivity. The advantage of these assumptions is that the problems are
usually easier to solve when one of the materials is
either perfectly conducting or perfectly insulating.
Another form of approximation is the use of an image
solution for a problem in which such a solution is not
exactly applicable. See pages 51 to 62 for image solutions for problems in which the solutions are exact in
some cases and approximate in others, and pages 48 to
50 and page 55 for outlines of logarithmic potential,
which can be used to advantage in approximating solutions. Pages 50 to 51 present methods of plotting
theoretical-resistivity curves.
The presentation of the theorems and the mathematics in this and later sections is designed to be descriptive and practical. Thus, extensive mathematical
development is kept to a minin1um, and proofs of equations used for starting points are included only wh~n
they serve to illustrate certain principles or when they
do not appear elsewhere in accessible literature.
THE EXACT SOLUTION

In potential theory as applied to electrical prospecting,
we distinguish between two types of potential: Newtonian potential, in which the potential in a homogeneous medium varies inversely as the distance from
a point source causing the potential, and logarithmic
potential, in whieh the potential varies logarithmically
as the distanee from a line source causing the potential.
The logarithmic potential falls under the classification
of two-dimensional problems and can be used with
advantage in some problems as an approximation to
three-dimensional problems; this is discussed on pages
48 to 50 and page 55. The Newtonian potential, which
is used to solve an electrical prospeeting problem exactly
and may be classed as a truly three-dimensional
problem, is discussed in the present section.
The basic problem in the theory of electrical prospecting is one of determining the values of the potential
in the vicinity of a single point source of current when
that source is in the vicinity of any one of a large variety
of geologic discontinuities. The reduction of the
problem to this simplicity is made possible by the principle of superposition. When the potential at a point

in space is influenced by two or more sources, the total
potential at that point can be computed by algebraic
addition of the separate potentials due to each of the
sources considered as though each one were acting
alone. Since a sink is no more than a negative source,
the above reference to "sources" may also be interpreted to mean "sinks" or "combinations of sinks
and sources."
After we compute the total potential at each of the
potential electrodes due to all the current electrodes
in a given configuration, we then can easily find the
potential differences that are necessary for the computation of the apparent resistivity. The same reason ..
ing applies to calculate potential-drop ratios or
other quantities used in direct-current methods of
prospecting.
A second general and useful principle is that of
reciprocity. If we compute the potential at point A
due to a current source at point B, we obtain the same
solution that we would obtain if we were to compute
the potential at point B due to a current source located
at point A. We have already shown the significance
of the reciprocity theorem when it is applied to specific
electrode configurations. This theorem is general and
is independent of the nature of the media surrounding,
or between, the two points A and B. The main
restriction is that the reciprocity theorem applies
only when the flow of current is according to linear
differential equations such as Laplace's equation.
It has never been shown for certain that this restriction
has ever been violated in practical field problems and,
therefore, it is safe to apply the reciprocity theorem
until its limitations are better defined for such field
problems.
This theorem is especially useful in facilitating
the reduction of numerical computations. Moreover,
theoretical expressions for potential functions should
always be checked to ascertain that they have the
properties required by the reciprocity theorem.
Except for the image theory used on pages 51 to 62
for special problems, only one standard procedure is
used in the solution of the problems presented in this
treatise. Any departure from this procedure is only
apparent and is due to special properties of the functions
concerned. In general, the development of the main
mathematical discussion in this treatise is subdivided
according to the four steps outlined below.
The first step in the solution of resistivity problems
is to select the proper coordinate systen1. We must
be able to describe the existing boundaries in the
idealized geologic situation in terms of the variables
chosen.
Preferably, these boundaries should be
described as surfaces over which one of the three
variable coordinates remains constant. Also, the
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surface of the earth must be similarly described.
Since no current flows across it, the earth's surface is
usually chosen as a plane of symmetry in the coordinate system used. Only when studying the effect
of topographic features on an electrical survey do we
find it convenient to use surfaces other than planes
of symmetry to represent the earth's surface. A
description of the more useful coordinate systems is
given on pages 62 to 75.
The second step in the solution of resistivity problems
is to establish the proper form of Laplace's equation
in the coordinate system which we prefer and to obtain
the solutions to the equation. From our assumption
that the flow of direct current depends on the resistance
of the earth, it can be shown that the potential satisfies
Laplace's equation. The forms of Laplace's equation
in various coordinate systems and their general solutions
are given on pages 62 to 75.
The third step in the solution of resistivity problems
consists of finding the necessary expansion of the reciprocal distance from the point current source to the
point at which the potential is to be calculated. This
expansion of the reciprocal distance, which is the
keystone of the present method, is carried out either
in terms of an infinite series or an integral. In order
to apply the boundary conditions that govern the
special solution to any problem, this expansion must
contain the orthogonal functions that are chosen for
the general solution. The development of the necessary expansions is given on pages 75 to 82.
The fourth, and final, step in the solution of each
problem involves adapting the general solution to the
special requirements of the problem by application
of the boundary conditions. In each case, this step is
shown in the section where the individual problem is
discussed. The five boundary conditions are enumerated below.
1. As the point source is approached from any direction on the earth's surfnce, the potential must
become infinite as lp/27rR, where I is the current
flowing into the ground, p is the true resistivity
of the ground in which the electrode is placed,
and R is the distance from the electrode. This
property is most conveniently implen1ented by
forming the solution as the sum of the above
term lpj21rR plus a correction term that is required
to remain finite everywhere except at the current
source. It is this property which necessitates the
expansion of the reciprocal distant (1/R).
2. At great distances from the source the potential
must vanish as 1/R. In most general solutions
there is usually one term that becomes infinite
as the argument becomes infinite. This property
necessitates discarding such terms when the
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solution is to be applicable m a regiOn that
extends to infinity.
3. The potential must be continuous at all points in
space except at the current source. This property
applies equally well, and is especially important,
at boundaries where there are discontinuities in
electrical properties.
4. The normal component of current density
(1/p)oU/on, at the boundaries mentioned in
the previous condition, must be continuous across
the boundaries.
5. The solution must remain finite everywhere,
except at real sources and sinks. In other words,
the solution must not introduce poles (infinite
values of the potential) in the electric field where
poles do not physically exist. This difficulty is
usually a voided by discarding those parts of the
general solution which become indeterminate
either at infinity, where the potential should
vanish, or in other parts of the field, where the
potential should remain finite.
It should be noted that the solution of a specific
problem involves any function which satisfies the
governing differential equation and all boundary
conditions. One way of finding the solution is to
specialize the general solution, if that solution can be
found, by dropping those terms which do not satisfy
the imposed conditions. Other methods may be
found for specific problems.
Once the formal mathematical solution for a given
problem has been found, the solution becomes the
basis for arithmetic computations in order to 0btain
the data for useful graphs and charts. For each
station and for each electrode separation, it is necessary
to compute the potential U at each potential electrode
due to each current electrode. For this purpose, if the
current at
is I, the current at e2 is -I; allowance
must be made for the change in sign. All computational operations up to this point are conveniently
organized into a work sheet, which is too bulky to
include here. Of course, if automatic computing
machines are used, the data are stored in a n1ore
convenient form such as on tape or on cards. Finally,
the computed potentials U are transferred to ~l n1aster
work sheet, such as the one shown in figure 13, from
which the apparent resistivities or other desired quantities are computed. In the particular sample shown,
the sheet is used to compute the apparent resistivities
for the Lee and Wenner configurations for a horizontal
profile over a filled sink shown in the upper part of
figure 13.
In this table, x is the distance of P 0 from the center
of the sink; r0 is the distance from the center of the
sink to either 0 1 or 0 2 , as the case may be; and r is

n
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13.-Sample master computation sheet with an e}(planation of the symbols used.

the distance frmn the center of the sink to P 1 , P 0 , or

Pz, as the case may be. The necessary potential
differences are obtained by combining correctly the
appropriate potentials-remembering that the current
at Cz is negative. For example, V 10 is the potential
difference between P 1 and P 0 , and is found by adding
columns 6 and 15, and subtracting columns 8 and 13.
Voz is obtained by adding columns 4 and 13, and
subtracting columns 6 and 11.
When the potential differences have been computed,
equations 14 and 15 are applicable to compute the apparent resistivities. As the current was chosen as I =27r
and the electrode separation a as unity, the last step
is almost trivial. As is nearly always possible, these
quantities have been chosen such that for the righthand side of the Lee configuration, the apparent resistivity Pt (column 19) is twice V 10 ; whereas, for the
other side, the apparent resistivity p 2 (column 20) is

twice V 02 • The apparent resistivity Pa (column 18)
as determined by the Wenner configuration is actually
the average of these two, and is calculated most easily
by adding columns 16 and 17.
LOGARITHMIC POTENTIAL

Logarithmic potentials are applicable to the solution
of two-din1ensional problems and are particularly
useful as approximations to the exact solution of threedimensional problems. By using logarithmic potentials, two-din1ensional problems are comparatively
easy to solve by using a conformal transformation,
which is a powerful mathematical tool. At least one
author has already published theoretical resistivity
curves based on two-dimensional analysis with conformal transformations (Kiyono, 1950c). It is, therefore, desirable to investigate the degree of approximation to a three-dimensional solution that can be
expected from a two-dimensional solution.
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The first step in the comparison is to examine how
the electric field due to an infinite-line current electrode
in an infinite medium differs from that due to a point
source in the san1e medium. For such a line source of
strength I amperes per meter length, an expression
for the potential due to this line source can be obtained
by the same technique as that used on pages 27 to 28
to obtain the potential due to a point source in a homogeneous medium for the three-dimensional problem.
We first construct a cylindrical shell whose axis
coincides with the line source of current. The radius
of the shell is r, and the thickness of the shell is dr.
The whole current I must pass outward through the
shell. Therefore, by applying Ohm's law to the shell,
the potential drop across the shell rs grven by

The degree of approximation afforded by a hor~zontal
resistivity profile based on logarithmic potential is
indicated in the comp.trison of the corresponding
curves for the Wenner configuration over a vertical fault
(fig. 14). The logarithrnic approximation in figure 14
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If the line electrode is placed on the surface of the
gro4rul, so that all the current is confined to a halfspace, equation 19 becomes
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To understand how the logarithmic potential for
homogeneous ground differs from the ~ ewtonian
potential, it is unnecessary to plot a graph of the
potential against r. A comparison of the equations
for the two potentials show·s that the Newtonian potential is equal to one-half the slope (gradient) of the
logarithmic potential. In the region of interest, the
gradient of the K ewtonian potential is numerically
sn1allerthan the Newtonia! potential itself tlnd, therefore,
smaller than the gradient of the logarithmic potential.
Even with this information, however, the comparative
behavior of the apparent resistivity curves is difficult
to predict.
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As in the three-dimensional problem, the potential
at any point in space is obtained by integrating over
the region of radius r. The integration is n1ore complicated in this problem, however, than in the threedinlensional problem because of the logarithm that
appears in the present integration. In the threedimensional problem, the potential is referred to a value
of zero at an infinite value of r. In the present problem,
an infinite potential is obtained if we integrate to an
infinite value of radius r. Therefore, all potentinls
are referred to the potential at some arbitrary, finite,
value of r, which we designate r', and we then integrate
from r' to r. The potential at a distance r from the
line source is then given by
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14.-Comparison of (A) a logarithmic approximation with (B) an exact
horizontal resistiyity profile made with the Wennt•r configuration over a vertical
fault.

FIGURE

assumes that the potential electrodes are point electrodes and that the current electrodes are infinite-line
electrodes lying on the earth's surface and oriented
parallel to the strike of the fault. The current strength
is I amperes per rneter of length of the line electrode.
Curve A was computed from equations 26, page 54,
and curve B was computed frorn equations 27, page 55.
The important points of comparison are seen in figure
14. First, the peaks and troughs occur at the same
positions on the traverse for both curves. This property is significant because usually the positions and
character of the breaks in the curves are th3 most
diagnostic features that can be found in the observed
field curves for comparison with thB theoretical curves.
Secondly, the anomalies are always in the same direction
but less pronounced on the logarithmic curve. In
this particular problem, each of the apparent resistivities can be eonsiclerecl to consist of the regional value
(p', for example) plus a correction term; the correction
term for the three-dimensional problern is the derivative
of the two-dimensional problen1 with respect to x.
For many problems in prospecting with direct current
a logarithmic approximation is adequate qualitatively.
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Logarithmic potentials can be used for this purpose,
however, only when the traverse is in a vertical plane
of symmetry; and herein lies a serious limitation of the
logarithmic approximation. Examples in which logarithmic potential can be used as an adequate approximation include a traverse perpendicular to the strike
of any body that is infinitely long in a horizontal direction and a traverse passing through the center of a filled
hemispherical sink.

sistivity profiles logarithmic plotting for both the apparent resistivity and the electrode separation is preferable. The great advantage of logarithmic plotting for
vertical profiles is illustrated on pages 90 to 101.
For the plotting of horizontal resistivity profiles
linear scales are always used for the distances along the
traverse and are usually used for the apparent resistivity. Logarithmic scales are used for the apparent
resistfvity on horizontal profiles only when they are
needed to keep the amplitude of the graph under conMETHODS OF PLOTTING
trol in areas of great resistivity contrasts. A logaTo be most useful, the theoretical data should be rithmic scale tends to subdue the very high resistivities
plotted in the same way as the field data. For data and accentuate the smaller changes.
taken with symmetrical configurations, there is no
For the plotting of potential-drop ratios or similar
particular problem when only one quantity is to be quantities, logarithmic plotting is advantageous, even
plotted as a function of distance along a traverse. For for horizontal profiles. The reason lies in the fact that,
example, a given value of the apparent resistivity as for these quantities, the range of ratios from zero to one
measured with the Wenner configuration in horizontal is exactly as important as the range fr01n one to infinity.
profiling is plotted at the n1idpoint of the configuration This equivalence is not apparent on a linear scale but is
where the measurement is made. The same technique quite evident on a logarithmic scale.
In most of the following work in this treatise, the
is used with the Schlumberger and other similar symmetrical configurations.
theoretical curves are presented as continuous smooth
For data taken with asymmetrical configurations, curves. But in field work, even if the geologic situation
however, there is no clear-cut "midpoint of the con- were ideal, the curves would not be smooth, because
figuration;" and the apparent resistivity for these there is always a finite distance between adjacent staconfigurations is therefore usually plotted at a point tions at which measurements are taken. The usual
midway between the two potential electrodes which are practice is to plot the observed field values of apparent
used in making the measurement. A similar problem resistivity, or other quantity, at a position corresponding
exists for the Lee configuration, because each separate to the station as explained above, and then to connect
determination of the resistivity on either side of the adjacent points by straight lines. If the points were
partitioning plane is made in essence with an asym- connected by the most reasonable continuous curve, we
metrical configuration. The same rule is therefore would find that even in the ideal case the characteristic
applied. With the Lee configuration, each value of the points on the curve would not match the corresponding
apparent resistivity is plotted at the midpoint of the pair points on the theoretical curve. To emphasize this
of potential electrodes that are used in making a given characteristic feature in resistivity field data, we intromeasurement. The Lee configuration requires more duced the concept of the "theoretical field plot" (Cook
care in plotting than do the others, because there are two and Van Nostrand, 1954, p. 774).
The theoretical field plot consists of a series of disvalues of the apparent resistivity for each stationthat is, for each position of the midpoint of the whole crete points taken from the continuous theoretic:1l
configuration. Since the data are usually recorded as a curve and connected by straight lines. The distance
function of the station position, p 1 must be plotted between successive points corresponds to the distance
offset from the station a distance of a/4 towards between successive stations along the traverse with
potential electrode P 1 , and p 2 for the same station must which the theoretical curve is to be compared. An
be plotted offset from the station a distance of a/4 infinite number of theoretical field plots can obviously
towards potential electrode P 2 •
be drawn from a given continuous theoretical resistivity
For the plotting of vertical profiles there is no similar curve, each new theoretical field plot depending upon
problem. The apparent resistivity is always plotted as where the stations fall with respect to the disturbing
a function of the electrode separation, in accordance body.
Figure 15 illustrates the extreme differences that can
with the manner in which the electrode separation is
defined for the given configuration.
exist between a continuous resistivity curve and a
The choice of the best type of coordinates (linear or theoretical field plot. The dashed line represents a
logarithmic) for plotting the resistivity data is complex, continuous theoretical Wenner horizontal resistivity
and different types of coordinates are used for different profile over a vertical fault between materials with
types of plotting. For the plotting of vertical re- resistivity values of 1 and 5 ohm-meters, respectively.
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peak is shifted to the right a distance equal to threetenths of the electrode separation. The shift of a
pronounced peak in relation to the fault trace is of
fundamental importance because the peaks are often
used to locate the surface trace of the fault exactly.
The minimum B is similarly shifted to the left, so that
the horizontal distance between the maximum A' and
the minimum B' is much less than one would expect
from a casual examination of the continuous curve.
The peak to the left of the fault is similarly affected,
but is less important because of its lower amplitudes.
When using the Wenner configuration, many geophysicists make the interval between stations equal to
the electrode separation. In this case, the small amount
of character that is left in the theoretical field plot
shown would ordinarily not be recognizable in the observed field data. Such a loss is most important when
the character of the curve is being used to help ascertain the possible strike and dip of the fault. This and
other aspects of theoretical field plots are discussed in
detail on pages 116 to 118 where specific examples are
introduced and explained.
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p=5

Fault

15.-Wenner horizontal resistivity profile over a vertical fault. Comparison
of a theoretical .field plot (solid line) and a continuous theoretical-resistivity curve
(das bed line).

FIGURE

The solid line is one of the many possible theoretical
field plots for the given continuous theoretical horizontal
profile. The spacing between adjacent stations is a/2,
which is the minimum interval between stations that is
normally used in the field with the Wenner configuration. It is readily seen that, if the stations in a field
survey perchance fall in the appropriate positions with
respect to the f'ault, the plot of the actually observed
field data would bear much more similarity to the
theoretical field plot than to the continuous theoretical
curve.
The particular theoretical field plot shown in figure
15 is chosen because it illustrates a maximum divergence from the original appearance of the continuous
theoretical curve. The sharp maximum A in the continuous curve is subdued in its counterpart A' on the
theoretical field plot. A more serious effect is that the

As early as 1845, Sir William Thomson used the
theory of electrical images for the solution of certain
problems in electrostatics (Thomson, 1884, p. 144).
Later, the image theory was used and extended by
Maxwell and others, principally in its application to
electrostatic problems.
Th3 earliest theoretical solutions to direct-current
electrical prospecting problems were based on the theory of electrical images. Image theory was applied
successfully to the probiems of horizontal bedding
(Hummel, 1929c, d and Roman, 1931), vertical faults
(Tagg, 1930), vertical dikes (Hedstrom, 1932), buried
spheres (Peters and Bardeen, 1930), and certain special
cases of inclined bedding (Aldredge, 1937). It will be
shown in certain special problems to follow that harmonic solutions to Laplace's equation can be nlanipulated to yield terms that are identifiable with single
images or with an infinite series of images.
It has been rigorously shown that the applicability
of the theory of images is strictly lirnited (Keller, 1953).
For problems in direct-current prospecting, the image
theory is applicable only to horizon tally bedded formations, to vertical faults and dikes, to dipping faults (or
dipping beds) only when the lower formation is perfectly conducting or perfectly insulating and when the
dip is restricted to certain angles (Van Nostrand and
Cook, 1955), and to buried conducting spheres. For
some problems, the image theory has proved useful
even though it did not lead to exact solutions (Unz,
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1953). In each such problem the degree of approximation must be worked out.
In the present section, we give examples of the solutions of each of the above problems in electrical prospecting that are amenable to exact solutions by the
theory of images. The principal purpose of this section
is to provide some simple theory for students and others
who do not care to delve into the nwre complex mathematics required to solve the general problems. The
subject is therefore developed fron1 its basis in the
simplest problems to its use in the more complex
problems.
All the problems treated here, which deal with point
electrodes near certain discontinuities, are also solvable
by in1age theory if the electrodes are considered to be
infinitely long and oriented parallel to the assum2d
discontinuity. Most of these problems were solved by
Peters and Bardeen (1930); however, the very lin1ited
use of line electrodes does not make it worth while to
include the solutions here. Moreover, the limitations
on solvable problems with line electrodes are the same
as those with point electrodes.
The approximate solutions that can be obtained by
image theory for some problems are discussed in other
sections (for example, p. 188-191).
VERTICAL FAULT

The vertical fault is one of the most useful geologic
structures to study and, fortunately, one of the simplest
structures to treat from a mathematical viewpoint.
Before we introduce a specific configuration of electrodes, we will first investigate the field due to a point
source of current at the surface in the presence of the
fault. Figure 16 is a plan view of the fault with the
current source C, of strength I, to the right. The

materia1 to the right of the fault has resistivity p' and
that to the left of the fault has resistivity p". We
measure distances from 0; x is positive to the right, y
positive upward, and z positive into the paper. We
will arrive at our solution by assuming that the field
to the right of the fault can be described in terms of
the original current source of strength I and an image
of strength I' equidistant on the opposite side of the
fault. Applying the equation for a point source to the
original source and to its image, we find that the potential at point P to the right of the fault is
(21)

We tentatively ascribe the field to the left of the fault
to a single image of strength I" located at the position
of the original source as though all media were of
resistivity p". The potential to the left of the fault is
then
(22)

We now subject our assumptions to the boundary
conditions. If the assumptions are invalid, some sort
of an absurdity will result; if the assumptions are valid,
the boundary conditions will lead to the correct values
of the images I' and I" in terms of the quantities given
in the problem. All the conditions except two have
already been satisfied when we set up the problem.
The first condition to be satisfied is to make the two
potential functions equal at the fault plane (x=O).
Secondly, we must cause the normal component of the
current

density(~~~) to be equal on both sides of the

fault. These conditions lead, respectively, to the
following equations:
1+1'=1"

and
p

p''(l-1') =p' 1".

Solving these equations simultaneously, we learn that
the images were correctly assumed and have the values
given by

IMAGE

p"- p'

1'=+--,-,----+
,1=+k1
p
p

and
P"

FIGURE

p'

16.-Plan view of a point source of current in the vicinity of a vertical fault.
Current electrode is C and potential electrode is P.

1"=(1+k)1,

where k is defined by the first of these equations as
(p"-p')j(p"+p') and is commonly called the "reflection factor" (originally so named by Roman, 1933).
In later work, when more than two resistivities are
involved, this reflection factor will be labelled k21 to
distinguish it from other reflection factors
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When the values of the images are replaced in
equations 21 and 22, we get for the potential functions,

(23)

conducting sheet and is embedded in material of the
same resistivitv on both sides.
If the n1ate;:ial to the left of the boundary plane is
perfectly insulating, k= + 1 and the image is identical
to the original source both in magnitude and sign.
The potential to the right of the fault is
(25)

The symbol" R" refers as usual to the distance without
regard to sign from the point source to the point where
the potential is to be calculated. Note that in each
of these functions the potential consists of a term

1rR due to the point source alone plus a correction
(2]p')

factor. Note also the subscript notation for the potential, which may seem complex here but which is
very useful in more complicated eases to be illustrated
later. The subscript A indicates that the current
source lies in the region of resistivity p'; the subscript
B indicates that the current source is located in the
region of resistivity p"; the subscript 1 labels the
potential in the first region; and the subscript 2 denotes the potential in the second region. These subscripts are used in the appropriate combinations.
An optical analogy facilitates an understanding of
the application of image theory for this problem. The
analogy is based on the fact that the fault plane can be
regarded physically as a partially silvered mirror whose
reflecting property (k) is dependent upon the degree of
silvered surface (resistivity contrast). To an observer
at point P (fig. 16) in the same medium as the light
source C, the intensity observed is that due to the
source itself plus that due to the image 0'; because the
image is virtual, this added light-if k is positive-can
be thought of as -merely reflected from the partially
silvered mirror. To the observer at point P' in the
medium different from that containing the light source,
the light source is seen dimly-if k is positive-and the
light intensity is dependent on the reflecting property
(k) of the mirror. This optical analogy, though helpful
in this simple problem, must be used cautiously, as it
fails in many of the more complicated problems of
electrical prospecting.
Two special cases are of interest and, in elementary
discussions, are usually treated before the above general
ease. If the material to the left of the fault is perfectly
conducting, k= -1 and the image becomes equal in
strength to the original source, but of opposite sign.
The potential to the right of the fault is

u

]p'[l

tA=2; R

1

J

.J(Xo+x)2+y2+z2 '

ObviouslY no current can pass into the region of infinite
resistivit~r~ However, we note that in this problem
there re~ains a potential in the region \vhere there is no
current. This potential is not real and could not be
measured. It arises when we use the second boundary
condition; this len,cls in this limiting case to division of
zero by zero, which is not allowed. If the boundary
plane is a perfectly insulating sheet and the material on
either side has the same resistivity, the potential to the
right of the boundary plane is the same as when k= + 1.
It can be shown by a more complicated limiting process
that the potential is zero everywhere to the left of the
insulating plane. This problem can be used to obtain an
approximate correction for a vertical cliff.
We n1ay now calculate the apparent resistivity for
any given electrode configuration in the vicinity of
the fault. We will consider, for example, the Wenner
configuration when it is oriented perpendicular to t}Je
strike of the fault (fig. 17). Now we may specialize
equations 23 by setting y= z=O. Further, we must
also use the corresponding potential functions when
the current electrodes pass to the opposite side of the
fault. These may be obtained by interchanging the

f-

_J

P'

:::l
<(

p"

u..

(24)

and that to the left is everywhere zero. We have the
identical result if the boundary plane is itself a perfectly

FIGURE

17.-Plan view of the Wenner configuration oriented perpendicular to a
vertical fault.
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roles of p' and p" in equations 23. The four potential
functions which we require are
UtA=]p'[!_+_k_]
21r R xo+x

or
-]p"(1+k)
2r(2a)

]p'

U2A= 2 1rR (1+k)

]p"

By adding these two expressions, we find that the
total potential at P1 is

UlB=-(1-k)
2rR

It should be borne in mind that, in U2B, X and Xo are both
negative numbers. lri all these equations the reflection
factor k remains equal to (p"- p') j (p" + p'). Also, it
should be noted that in figure 16 the regions of resistivity p' and p" are on the right- and left-hand side,
respectively, of the fault; whereas in figure 17 the
regions of resistivity ~' and p" are on the left- and
right-hand side, respectively.
Owing to the variety of potential functions that
apply when the electrodes occupy different positions
with respect to the fault, the apparent-resistivity function assumes five different forms, each applicable to a
different range of the ratio xcfa. As shown in figure 17,
Xc is the horizontal distance between the fault plane
and the ·midpoint of the Wenner configuration in a
direction perpendicular to the strike of the fault; Xc is
positive in the same sense as x was defined above as
positive. We will derive only one of these forms and
then merely write down the others. The procedure is
to calculate the total potential at each of the potential
electrodes due to the combined effects of both current
electrodes, then to determine the potential difference
and use it in the formula for apparent resistivity for
the Wenner configuration. These steps are carried out
here only for illustrative purposes. Whereas it is
possible in the example to write a closed expression for
the apparent resistivity, it will be extremely complicated
to do so in the more complex cases to be treated in later
sections. The steps which are performed algebraically
in the exa1nple will be carried out only numerically in
the more complicated cases. The principles are the
same for both.
Let us consider the case in which the fault lies
between 02 and P 2 (fig. 17). The potentials at P 1
and P2 due to 01 require the USe Of U2B; the potentials
at these electrodes due to 02 require the use of u2A.
We write Xo, x, and R in terms of Xc and a in order to
use the potential functions as they are written. Then,
the potential at pl due to 01 is
]p"[1
k
]
2,; a+ 2(xc+a) .

Similarly, the potential at P 1 due to 0 2 is
( -1)(1-k)p'

2r(2a)

'

By similar reasoning, we find that the total potential
at P2 is

We then subtract the second from the first to get the
potential difference between P1 and P2:
y 12 =lp'' [ 1 + kx.(2xc+3a)
2ra

]·

2(x.:+a)(2x.+a)

The expression for the apparent resistivity (the
fourth equation listed in the group of equations 26) is
now easily obtained by substituting this potential difference into equation 14. The corresponding expressions which are valid in other ranges of Xc may be found
in the same way. We have then

~=
1
p'

kx.(2x.-3a)
2(xc-a) (2x.-a)

(26)

As is customary, the apparent resistivity is expressed
as the ratio Pal p'; the right side of the equation contains
only the resistivity contrast expressed as the reflection
factor k=(p"-p')f(p"+p'). In this way, a given
resistivity curve may be adapted to any problem, for
which the resistivity contrast is correct, simply by
correct labeling of the scales. For the same reason, it
is also customary to express distances by on:e of the two
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ratios, afxc or Xc/a, according as the expression is to be
used for vertical profiling or for horizontal profiling,
respectively. It should be emphasized that these
equations are valid only for values of k lying between
+ 1 and -1 ,. and not for the end values themselves.
The reason lies in the assumptions about the potentials
in forming the equations.
The above reasoning can also be applied to obtain
apparent-resistivity expressions for other electrode
separations or potential-drop ratios. None of these
are reproduced here. Derivation of these other expressions makes a useful exercise for students and others
who want to impress upon themselves the superposition
theorem and the other principles involved.
In the previous discussion the traverse is perpendicular to the strike of the fault. If the traverse crosses the
fault at an angle, other considerations must be made.
In figure 18, the unprimed distances are those which
appear in equation 23. However, since distances are
normally measured along the traverse, it is necessary
to transform the equations using the unprimed dis-

/

tances to a set using the primed distances. The relationship is easily established from geometric considerations:
y= (xo' -x') cos a
Xo=Xo' sin a

lx=x' sin a.
To obtain apparent-resistivity expressions along the
traverse which cuts the fault at an angle, it is necessary
to derive expressions analogous to equations 26, but
which are based on equations 23 as modified by the
above transformations. For example, the first of
equations 26 would become, in this case,

On page 49 we compared a "two-dimensional"
horizontal profile with the corresponding "three-dimensional" horizontal profile (fig. 14). The logarithmic
potentials which were necessary in preparing the twodimensional curve can easily be adapted from the
problem discussed above. Consider the example of a
line electrode placed on the surface of the ground and
oriented parallel to the fault plane, as in fig. 16. The
only modifications required to transform equations 23
properly are to interpret I as current per unit length,
to change the factor 21r to 1r in the denominator, and to
change the reciprocal distances to logarithmic terms.
The new expressions are

Uu= 1~
P~rln .J(Xo-x)2+z2
Xo
+kIn
Xo
~
.J(Xo-x)2+z2 .

(27)

lp'
Xo
Uu = -(1 + k) In-;:;::,=~=
2
r

p''

'\.

""

'\.

P'

FIOURJ:

v (Xo-X) +z2

/

'\.

"

18.-Plan view showing a traverse crossing a vertical fault at an
angle a.

For convenience, the potential of the fault trace is
chosen always to be zero. To obtain resistivity equations comparable to equations 26, for example, we follow
the procedures used to get equations 26 but base our
calculations on potential functions like those given by
equations 27.
DIPPING FAULT OR BBD

For a dipping fault or bed, the image theory can
yield an exact solution under restricted conditions only.
First, the lower bed must be either perfectly conducting
or perfectly insulating; second, the angles of dip are restricted to certain special values only; and third, the
solutions are valid only on the downdip side of the
fault trace.
If the lower bed has infinite resistivity, the problem
may be solved by images for a dip of 60°. A dip of 45°
is the largest for which the problem can be solved when
the lower bed is either perfectly conducting or perfectly
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right of the fault is now given by the sum of the potentials due to the electrode and its three images:
U= I p

211"

[

1

+

2

+

1 - ] , (2S)

-J (r0-r)2+ z2 -Jr 2+r2+ z2 -J (r0+r) 2+ z2
0

where the symbolism from figure 19 has been used.
Since images 0' and 0" are of the same strength and at
the same distance from the point at which the potential
is to be computed, they produce equal contributions
and have been combined in the second term.
Let us consider next the second case, also shown in
figure 19, in which the lower fault block is perfectly
conducting. The boundary conditions which must be
satisfied are that no current crosses the earth's surface,
and the fault plane remains at zero potential. We
must select a set of images which is symmetrical about
the earth's surface but antisymmetrical about the
fault plane. The only change that must be made in
the previous solution is to reverse the signs of the
images at 0' and 0". Therefore, the potential at P
in this instance is

or
P''

0

C'
FIGURE 19.-A, Plan view of current and potential electrodes C and P near trace of
a dipping fault, showing symbols used. B, Cross-sectional view of a current electrode C, together with its images, near a fault dipping 45°.

insulating. Assuming a problem with this angle of dip
(fig. 19), let us consider first the case in which the lower
medium is perfectly insulating. A point current electrode 0 is placed near the fault, and we wish to establish
a set of images which will satisfy the boundary conditions. In this case the only boundary conditions are
that no current should flow either across the fault plane
(because the bottom bed is perfectly insulating) or
across the surface of the earth. A current I flows into
the ground from the current electrode.
In order that no current will cross the fault plane, it
is necessary to establish an image of strength I at 0'.
However, the image at 0' has the undesirable effect of
causing a current to cross the earth's surface. This
new effect is offset by a second image of strength I at
0". The current which 0" causes to cross the fault
plane is in turn counterbalanced by yet a third image of
strength I at 0"'. The original electrode and its three
images now form complete symmetry in the electric
field both about the fault plane and about the surface
of the earth. Thus, no current crosses either of these
planes, and the boundary conditions are satisfied.
The potential at points on the earth's surface to the

Equations 28 and 29 would also result if the fault
plane were either a perfectly insulating or perfectly
conducting sheet, .respectively, and were enclosed on
both sides by material of a single uniform resistivity.
We can learn from the above example why the image
theory cannot be used to solve pToblems in which the
current electrode is on the updip side of the fault trace.
Suppose, for example, that the fault plane in figure
19 is a perfectly insulating sheet, that the surrounding
material ~n both sides has a single, uniform resistivity,
and that the current electrode is placed in the position
of 0"'. We have shown that the image arrangement
must be symmetrical both about the fault plane and
about the earth's surface, in order that no current will
c-ross either of these planes. Thus, the image theory
with the current electrode to the left of the fault plane
leads to the same distribution of images-if the source
is also included in this set-as we had when the source
was on the downdip side of the fault trace. This
fact alone leads us to suspect that the solution is
wrong, but there is a st-ronger reason yet. To be valid
in any part of the region, the solution must be valid
in all of the region to the left of the fault plane-in
other words, in the lower fault block. However, our
image solution has created a mathematical pole at 0',
in the region where the potential function is to be
determined and where there is no real pole. This
violates one of the potential boundary conditions and,
therefore, the solution is invalid. Whenever the image
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theory fails in the case of dipping beds, it is for the
same reason: poles are created in regions where there
should be none.
It was pointed out that, when image theory is
applicable to a dipping fault problem in which the
lower formation is perfectly insulating, the distribution
of images is such that they are symmetrically disposed
both with respect to the earth's surface and to the
contact plane. Also, there must be a finite number of
images. Since all the iinages lie on a circle whose
center is at the fault trace and which passes through
the original source, such a distribution is possible only
when the angle of dip is a submultiple of 1r. With
this fact in mind, we are able to write a general equation for the potential for any such dip. Let the angle
of dip a= 1r/n, where n Is any integer. Then the
potential is given by:
[pi=n-1

U=- ~
211'

i=O

1

..Jro2 +r2 -2r0rcos(2ia)+z 2

,

(30)

where the term for i= 0 is that due to the original
source itself. The same notation is used here as
was used above.
If the lower bed is perfectly conducting, the set of
images must be symmetrical about the earth's surface
but antisymn1etrical about the fault plane. Owing to
the more complicated conditions, the validity of the
image theory is more restricted and only dip angles
which are submultiples of 1r/2 can be treated. Let
the angle of dip a equal 1rj2m, where m is any integer.
Then, the potential is given by
_I P i=2m-1

U-211'

~
i=O

( _ 1) i

..Jro2 + r2 - 2r0r cos (2ia) + z2'

0 2 is on the updip side of the fault trace and the image
solutions are not exactly valid.
VERTICAL DIKE

We have seen how a single image can be used to
solve the problem of n, vertical fault. In certain special
cases of the dipping-fault problem, we showed solutions
in which a n1ultiplicity of images were used. Now we
introduce the problen1 of the vertical dike to illustrate
the use of an infinite series of images.
Let us consider a single vertieal dike of width b and
resistivity p" in a eountry rock of resistivity p' (fig. 20).
For convenience, distances are measured from the original current source as the reference point. To the right
of the source z is positive and, to the left, negative; r is
always positive whether measured above or below the
source. To solve the problen1 by image8, it is necessary to establish three potential functions which are
labeled Uu, u2A, and u3A for the regions to the left of the
dike, within the dike, and to the right of the dike,
respectively. Each term in these functions is due to
the original source or an image.
We consider first the set of images which arise fron1
reflections of the original source in the first boundary.
The resulting terms in the potential functions correspond to those for a single discontinuity as given in
equation 23. Since U 3A applies to the third region
whieh is also to the right of the boundary, we will
assume that the complementary image at C affects
UaA as well as u2A· Therefore, we have

... J

(31)

U2A=lp'
211'

where again the term for i= 0 is that due to the
original source itself.
Equations 30 and 31 can be derived only by inductive
reasoning. The validity of the equations for any
specific value· of dip can readily be verified by the
method used to derive equations 28 and 29. The
general equations then follow fron1 an examination of
the special forms for several successive values of m
and n. We note that equations 24 and 25 are also
special cases of these general equations.
These equations are useful in the computation of
resistivity or potential-drop-ratio curves along any
traverse for either vertical profiling or horizontal
profiling. The only restriction is that their validity
ceases as soon as any electrode crosses to the updip
side of the fault trace. Thus, if figure 17 is considered
to represent the Wenner configuration in the vicinity
of the trace of a fault dipping to the right, a horizontal
traverse could be constructed for all values of x greater
than 3aj2. When x becomes less than 3aj2 however
'
'

[(l+k) +
R

.J
.J

(32)

We consider next the images that arise from reflection of the original souree in the second boundarythat is, the boundary at the right. We assume that
an image exists at each point where an optical image
would exist if we were getting multiple reflections of
light from the two internal faces of the dike after the
light has once entered the dike through the boundary
at the left. The positions of these images and the
successions of reflections are indicated in figure 20. We
see that the positions of all of the images to the right
of the dike can be expressed as z=2z 2 +2nb, where n
is the number of the image in the set as they are counted
outward from the dike, starting with zero. For the
images to the left of the dike, z= -2nb. Since a
potential function cannot contain artificial poles in its
region of validity, we assume that the images to the
right of the dike affect only Uu and U2A and that the
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FIGURE

20.-Plan view showing a point source of current C, together with its images, in the vicinity of a vertical dike of width b. Arrows indicate the order of reflection
and the small circles indicate the reflecting surface for any given reflection.

images to the left affect only U2A and U3A. Except for
the first image in each set, each image in both sets will
be the result of the reflection of some previous image
across each boundary; in one of these reflections, the
strength of the image will be multiplied by k at each
reflection. Therefore, we will further assume that the
dependence of all image strengths upon n is given by
the factor (k 2 )n. The above assumptions g1ve us
the following forms of the potential function:

In u2A and u3A, it should be noted that 1/R corresponds to the term in the set of image distances given
by Z=-2nb, where n=O. Thus, we have absorbed
the terms introduced by
and
in equation 32
into the series

u2A

u3A

Application of the image theory is somewhat of a
trial-and-error method, but any false assumption that
is made in setting up the potential functions will lead
to an absurdity when the boundary conditions are
applied to determine the constants A, B, 0, and D.
From the boundary condition that the current must.
be continuous across the first boundary, we see that

where R=.Jz 12 +r2 for points on this boundary. In
equation 33, we have used the relationship that
z2 =z 1 +b. If we write the zeroth term of the second
summation on the right explicitly and if we then
substitute a new summation index m=n-1, we have
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Since this relationship holds for every value of r, it
has to hold separately for each value of n. In this
respect m in the last term is included with n in the
other terms because both are summation indices, and
what we label them is therefore trivial. From equation
34, we obtain the following equations:
l+k=C

l

A=B+k2 C.

(35)

When we apply the same boundary condition at the
second boundary, we get

whence
D=B+C.

of harmonic analysis. The same statement is true of
solutions when the source is within the dike instead of
outside. The same general technique is also applicable
to the problem of a horizontally stratified earth.
PERFECTLY CONDUCTING MASSES
WITH CURVED BOUNDARIES

Problems involving some perfectly conducting bodies
with curved boundaries are amenable to solution by
the image theory. Examples are the hemispherical
sink, the buried sphere, and the corr~sponding cylindrical bodies when line electrodes are used parallel to
the cylindrical axis. However, problems involving the
same bodies, if perfectly insulating, are not amenable
to solution by the image theory. Solutions of Laplace's
equation must be used to deal with similar bodies when
such bodies present arbitrary resistivity contrasts or
are perfectly insulating.

(37)

By making the normal component of the current
density continuous across the second boundary, we find
that

HEMISPHERICAL SINK

Image theory is applicable to a sink which approximates the shape of a hemisphere and is filled with
a perfectly conducting material (fig. 21). We com-

p"

D=--,- (C-B).

y

p

Equations 35, 36, and 37 constitute a simultaneous
system from which we can determine A, B, C, and D.
The second boundary condition need not be applied
at the first boundary, as is usually done to get the
proper number of simultaneous equations, because we
have in effect already set down one equation when we
assumed the power dependence of the image strengths
on n. Solving the equations, we get

I
I
I
I
I

~

-X----

I
I

-- ---~c_:: --~'--1
I
t--X~

I

A= -k(l-k2)
p

B= -k(l+k)

p

C=l+k
D=l-k2

so that the final forms of the potential functions are
Uu=/p'
2 1r

/_!+

lR

k
-v'C2zt......:... z) 2+r2

Uu=/p' (l+k)
21r

J~
ln=O

k(l-k2)~
n=O

k2n
-k
-v'C2nb+z) 2+r2

[p'
~
k2n
Uu = - ( 1- k2) £..I ~=::::==;==:==
21r
n=O v'(2nb+z)2+rz

k2n
v'C2nb+2z 2-z)2+r2

~
n=O

l
l

k2n
v'C2nb+2z 2 -z)2+r2

(38)

. ~he same technique could have been used to get
similar equations for the dike if it had different materials on either side or for a brecciated zone associated
with a fault. However, these general cases are discussed in a later section on the more direct approach

FIGURE 21.-Plan view showing a point source of current C near a hemispherical
sink filled with a perfectly conducting material. The z-axis is positive, vertically
downward into the paper.

mence the solution in the same manner as for the
vertical fault. In this case, however, we know neither
the strength nor the position of the images that are.
assumed to exist. Let us first assun1e that a single
image of a, designated as 0' in the diagram, will be
sufficient to solve the problem. Initially, we will try
to satisfy only one boundary condition-namely, that
the boundary of the hemisphere be kept at zero
potential. Since the whole hemisphere is perfectly
conducting, this condition implies that the whole
hemisphere is kept at zero potential.
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The potential on the boundary of the hemisphere
due to the original source is

and that due to the single image is

J

l'p [
1
21r .Jx' 2-2x'x+rt2 .

The total potential on the boundary of the hemisphere
will be zero only if these two potentials are equal
everywhere on the boundary. If we square both
quantities, and make certain rearrangements, we have

This relationship must hold for all values of x over the
surface of the hemisphere, a condition which is satisfied
only if
and
Thus, we have two equations and two unknowns.
Solving, we learn that
1'=-.!![
Xo
,

the same effect over the whole hemispherical surface,
is the center of the hemisphere.
The problem is now solved. The potential outside
the hemisphere is due to three things: the original
electrode, an image at 0', and a second image at the
center of the hemisphere. The potential function on
the surface of the earth outside the hemisphere is
u-lp [
1
-211" .J(Xo-x)2+y2

rl

Xo.Jl (rt2fxo) -x}2+y2

21rx0

]·

(39)

The problem of the buried conducting sphere is one
of the most complicated problems that can be solved
with the theory of images. To solve this problem, we
start, as in the simpler hemisphere problem above, by
assuming that the buried sphere will initially be maintained at zero potential (fig. 22). A system of rectangular coordinates is oriented with the z-axis positive
downward, the x-axis positive to the right, and the
y-axis positive out of the paper. As in the previous
problem, an image must be placed at 0 1 to keep the
sphere at zero potential. 0 and 0 1 are inverse points
with respect to the sphere-that is, they bear the same
relation to each other that the corresponding points do
in figure 21. .,The existence of a.a image at 01 upsets
the condition that no current may cross the surface of

r1 2

I

The values of I' and x' are obtained with the assumption that the boundary is kept at zero potential.
However, it is obvious that a conducting hemisphere
in the field of a point source of current would be raised
to some potential other than zero. The value of this
potential can be obtained by using the principle of
reciprocity. If a current I were flowing outward from
the hemisphere, the field outside would appear to
originate from a point source located at the center of
the hemisphere. Therefore, the potential at 0 would
be--·

rl

xo.Jx2+y2
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In the reciprocal situation of our problem,

therefore, the potential of the hemisphere due to a
current source at 0 must also be I P • The surface of
211"Xo
the hemisphere can be raised uniformly to this potential
if a second image of strength r 1 I is placed at 0", the
Xo

center of the hemisphere.
A second way to arrive at this result would be to
realize that there must be no net flow of current .into
or out of the hemisphere. Therefore, we must add an
image within the hemisphere, equal in strength but
opposite in sign to the first image. The only possible
position of the second image, in order that it will have

FIGURE

22.-Cross-sectional view showing a point source of current C and its images,
near a buried perfectly conducting sphere.
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the earth (z=O). Therefore, we must place a second
image at 0~, where 0~ is as far above the surface of the
earth as 0 1 is below. The new image now upsets the
boundary conditions on the surface of the sphere and
a third image must be placed at the point inverse to
0~. This process is repeated until an infinite series of
images is established. All the images lie in the plane
y=O. The problem now is to establish the locations
and strengths of the images.
The strength of a given image above the earth's
surface is the same as that of the corresponding image
within the sphere. Using the results of the above
hemisphere problem, the strength of a given image
within the sphere can be obtained from the strength of
the image giving rise to it. For example, if the current
strength of the original source is I, the strength of the
image at 0 1 is

Since 0 1 is the inverse point of 0, its location is given by

and

o:

The image at
has the same strength as that at
01 and its position is given by coordinates as x= x1 and
z= -zi. To determine the strength 1 2 and position of
the image at 02 in terms of the strength ] 1 and position
of the image at 0 11 consider the general relationship
between a given image and the image within the sphere
immediately preceding the given image. Thus, I 2 and
I 1 could as easily refer to In and In- 11 respectively.
The strength I 2 is given as

It can be seen from the diagram that .Jx~_ 1 + (z 0 +zn_ 1 ) 2
>zo>ri. Therefore, the strengths of succeeding images
will form a converging set of numbers and the sum of
their effects will be a convergent series. The position
of 02 can be determined from the fact that 0 2 is the
point inverse to 01'. We find that

and

In order that there will be no net flow of current out
of the buried sphere, we place at the center of the
sphere a complementary image whose strength is the
negative sum of all of the image strengths in the first
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series of images within the sphere. This image is
J =-·~In·
n=l

The image J at the center of the sphere

causes current to cross the earth's surface, and we are
therefore obliged to place an image J' of equal strength
at the point z = - zo. The new image J' in turn upsets
the boundary condition at the surface of the sphere and
thus leads to a new series of all of images which lie on
the vertical line passing through the center of the
sphere. By reasoning similar to that used above, it can
be shown that the successive images are

and so on.
This second series of images has now created a net
flow of current from the sphere. Therefore, we must
place at the center of the sphere a second complementary image whose strength equals the sum of
the strengths of all of the images in the second
set within the sphere. This second complementary
image leads to a third series of images whose positions
on the z-axis are identical to the positions of the images
in the second set. The third set of images leads to yet
a third complementary image at the center of the
sphere, and this process is repeated until we finally have
an infinite number of complementary images built up
in this way. It can be shown that the sum of all of these
complementary images is also a convergent series.
Finally, the total potential at a point on the earth is
given by the sum of the effects of all of the images. We
note that each image within the sphere gives rise, by
reflection in the earth's surface, to an image above
that surface. Since both images in a given pair have the
same strength and are equidistant from the surface, we
double the effect of the images within the sphere and
discard those above the earth's surface.
The total potential at a point P(x, y, O) on the earth's
surface is then given by
U=_E_ {~+2
211" R

:E v'Cxn-x)2+y2+z!
In
n=l

where such images as In and Jn, and their positions
are calculated as indicated above. Although it is
complicated to write down these expressions explicitly,
it is a straightforward matter to compute them numerically step-by-step.
BURIED CYLINDER AND SEMICIRCULAR TROUGH

The above solution may be applied equally well to
the field due to a line current electrode parallel to a
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buried perfectly conducting cylinder whose axis is in
turn parallel to the y-axis. The only modification in
the above development is to set y=O, to consider the
current strength to be amperes per unit length of the
electrode, and to convert the reciprocal distances to
logarithmic terms. The images are similarly line
electrodes. The same comments apply to the semicircular trough when compared to the hemispherical
sink discussed earlier.
The problem of a point current electrode near a buried
cylinder cannot be solved by image theory. However,
it is interesting to note what happens when we erroneously assume that an image solution is valid. For
example, let us consider a point source in the vicinity
of a trough of semicircular shape (fig. 23). The true
resistivity of the country rock is p and that of the
material in the trough is sufficiently low to be considered
zero. The distance from the axis of the trough is r,
the distance along the axis of the trough perpendicular
to the paper is z, and cJ> is the angle measured as Bhown
in the diagram.
Commencing as we did with the hemispherical sink
problem discussed earlier in this section, we assume that
an image of strength I' exists at the point (r', 0, O) as
shown in the diagram. Then, the potential over the
surface r=rt due to the image must be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that due to the original
source. Thus,
]p

l'p

2rV(ro cos q,-rt) 2 +z2

21r..J(r' cos q,-rt)2+z2 •

Squaring both sides of the equation, we get
2

I ' ( r02 cos2 4>- 2r0r 1 cos 4> + r 12 + z2)

= J2 (r' 2 cos2 4>- 2r1r'

cos 4> + r 12 + z2).

This relationship must be valid for all values of cJ> and
z if the assumption of an image solution is correct.
However, in order to be valid for all values of z, it is
necessary that I= ±I'. In order to be valid for all
values of c/>, it is necessary that 1'2r 02 =17' 2, which con-

SURFACE

tradicts the first condition. This contradiction shows
that a single image is not sufficient to satisfy the boundary conditions. We would encounter similar contradictions if we tried to solve the problem with a series
of images.
USEFUL COORDINATE SYSTEMS

In order to attack the potential problems which are
the basis of theoretical studies in electrical prospecting,
we try to choose a coordinate system in which an existing
boundary can be described in terms of the constancy
of only one of the three variables. We describe here a
number of coordinate systems which can be used in
electrical prospecting problems. All these systems
will fall into two categories. The first and most important group contains systems that are formed by
rotating some two-dimensional coordinate system about
a "polar" axis. The second group contains systems
that are cylindrical, that is, formed by projecting some
two-dimensional coordinate system infinitely in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the original system.
Some coordinate systems fall into both groups. It is
seen, for example, that the system commonly called
cylindrical coordinates can be formed by rotating a plane
two-dimensional rectangular system about one of the
original axes or by projecting a plane polar coordinate
system perpendicularly to the plane of the original
coordinates. With few exceptions, the systems which
are not of the rotational type lead to mathematical
development beyond the scope of this treatise.
If we assume, as we do, that the flow of current is
ohmic in nature, it follows that the potential satisfies
Laplace's equation. Therefore, in addition to describing the coordinate systems, we include the corresponding
differential elements and Laplace's equations. We also
solve Laplace's equation in the coordinate systems.
Usually there will be more than one general solution
for each form of Laplace's equation.
The general solution for each equation must contain
sets of functions which possess two properties-those
of orthogonality and completeness. We assume the
second property when the first has been shown or given.
However, we define both properties here so that the
terms may be used with understanding later.
The term "orthogonality" comes originally from
vector analysis (Pipes, 1946, p. 379). If two vectors
are orthogonal (or perpendicular), their scalar product
vanishes. This fact is expressed mathematically as:

At •Bt = AzBz+ A11B11+ A.B,=O.
If the vectors have n dimensions instead of the usual
three, they are said to be orthogonal if
FIGURE

23.-Cross-sectional view of a point charge of current in the vicinity of a
perfectly conducting trough or semicircular shape.

n
A 1 B1 +A2 ~+ . . . +A,.B,.=~ A,B,=O.
i=l

USEFUL COORDINATE SYSTEMS

We consider now that the vectors exist in a space of
infinite dimensions such that their components are continuously distributed. Then the summation becomes
an integral, the summation index becomes a variable of
integration, and the condition for orthogonality is

So' A(x) B(x)dx=O.
We will now carry the analogy into the realm of
functions. Let there be given a set of functions j{x)
which are characterized by some parameter which can
assume discrete values. We designate by n and m
two of the possible values of the parameter. The functions are said to be orthogonal to one another if

So' fn(x)fm(x)dx=O
if n does not equal m. The integration is over the
entire range of x.
The above fact can best be illustrated by a familiar
set of orthogonal functions. We set fn(x) equal to
sin (nx) andfm(x) equal to sin (mx). It can be verified
by any table of integrals that

f2r sin nx sin mx dx=O

Jo

if nand mare not equal. Therefore, the sine functions
sin (nx) form an orthogonal set if n is restricted to
integral values.
A set of functions is "complete" if an arbitrary function g(x), satisfying the same boundary conditions as
the functions of the set, can be expanded in the form
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Let there be three families of surfaces, each family
consisting of a set of nonintersecting curved surfaces.
The families are related to each other in that any
given surface of one family intersects perpendicularly
all of the members of the other two families. Further,
let these three families of surfaces be characterized by
the parameters Ut, u 2 , and u 3 , respectively. Thus, any
point in space may be described uniquely if one specifies
the values of u 1, u 2, and u 3 , which label the three
mutually perpendicular surfaces that intersect at that
point. The most common system of this type is the
rectangular coordinate system in which the three
families of surfaces are mutually perpendicular planes
and the variables are x, y, and z.
In order to perform differential operations in generalized coordinates, it is necessary that the rates of
change be calculated with respect to each of the three
coordinates. We commence by considering two points,
one specified by the coordinates Ut, ua, and ua, and the
second given by u 1 +du 1 , u2, and ua, where du1 is
arbitrarily small. We may reach the second point
from the first by passing along the intersection of the
surfaces for which u 2 and u 3 are given constants. The
distance between the two points as measured along
this intersection is given by h 1du1. The factor h1 is a
geometrical characteristic of the system; it is usually
not a constant but can be calculated easily from
geometrical considerations. If the geometry is too
complex and the surfaces can be described analytically
in rectangular coordinates, h 1 can be calculated from
the relationship:

...

g(x)= ~ A,Jn(x),

(41)

n=l

where the An's are constant coefficients (Pipes, 1946,
p. 380). Thus, it is seen that the sine functions alone
do not constitute a complete set because an arbitrary
function cannot in general be expanded in terms of sine
functions alone; cosine terms must also be included.
Thus,

...

g(x) = ~ I An sin nx+ Bn cos nxl
n=O

which is recognized as the Fourier series.
The common basis for all useful coordinate systems
is a generalized system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. We will study this system first. We will
then find it more convenient to arrive at the specific
systems by specializing the general system. We assume
from the start that the reader is already familiar with
the rectangular coordinate system in three dimensions
and we will refer to that system as an example from
time to tima

The proportionality factors h 2 and ha are related
similarly to the variables u 2 and u 3 • The three elements of length in generalized coordinates are dL1 =
h 1dub dL 2 =h 2du2, and dL 3 =h 3du 3 • It follows then
that all the proportionality factors in rectangular
coordinates are equal to unity and the three elements
of length are dx, dy, and dz, respectively .
The elements of volume and area can now be established in terms of the above increments of length.
Since any three coordinate surfaces are mutually
perpendicular in the vicinity of the point at which
they intersect, an element of volume has the shape
of a rectangular parallelepiped. Its volume is the
product of the three elements of length. A given
element of area is one side of the parallelepiped, whence
the area is the product of the two appropriate edges.
A given element of area is specified by assigning to
it a subscript which corresponds to the variable that
changes in a direction perpendicular to the correspond-
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ing face of the parallelepiped. The elements of volume
and of area in generalized coordinates are:

center section, the contribution to the integral from
the two u 1 faces is given by:
{[ h,.ha VI+ o(h~~~V~)

dv=h1h,.hadu1duadua

I

ds1 = h2hadu2dua

d;~]-[ h,.ha VI o(h~~~V~) d;~]} dUadua
o(h2ha VI) d d d
ou
U1 Ua ua.

ds2 = h1hadu1dua

1

dsa=h1h2du1du2.

One of the most important quantities of a potential
field is the gradient. In contrast to the potential U,
which is a scalar quantity, the potential gradient VU
is a vector. By definition, the component of the
gradient in a given direction is the space rate of change
of the potential in that direction. Thus, the three
principal components of the gradient in generalized
coordinates are:

The remaining two pairs of faces make similar contributions so that we get for the right side of equation
42:
(44)

By equa~ing 43 and 44, we finally get for the divergence in generalized coordinates:
V· V=-1- [o(h2haV1) + o(hJhaVa) + o(h1h2Va)J·

h!h2ha

ou2

QUI

OUa

(4 S)

The Laplacian operator may now be obtained by
setting V = V U and by making use of the components
of the gradient as written above:
fJ,nd
1 au
ha oua

(VU)a=--·

The Lapla.cian operator V 2 is a scalar operator which
may be defined as the divergence of a gradient. Hence,
it is necessary to investigate the divergence before an
expression for the Laplacian can be established. We
begin by applying the divergence theorem,

f

V· Vdv=f V·ds,

(42)

to an elementary volume. In equation 42, V is any
vector with the three scalar components vl, v2, and
V3 , corresponding respectively to the three coordinates
Ut, u2, and u 3.
The divergence of Vis written mathematically as V · V. Within the elementary volume,
the value of the divergence does not vary appreciably
from its value at the center and its actual value may be
replaced by its value at the center as an average. By
removing V · V from under the integral sign, we get for
the left side of equation 42:
V·V

J

dv= (V · V)

J

(h1h2hadu1dUadu3 ).

(43)

The integral on the right side of equation 42 is a sum
over the six faces of the elementary parallelepiped.
If Ut is the coordinate of the center of the element of
volume, one of the faces is formed by the surface at
Ut + dut/2 and the opposing face is formed by the surface
at Ut-dutf2. We note at this point that the elementary
cross-sectional area ds 1 may vary from one part of the
elementary volume to another, because h2 and h3 may
be functions of u1. If V1 h 2 h 3d~du3 is the scalar product
of the vector V and the cross-sectional area at the

In the following discussion, we will obtain the necessary expressions for the various coordinate systems
which we will use later. The method will be to determine the correct factors h1, h2 , and h3 , and then to
use these values to specialize the above general expressions. For example, we pointed out above that
all of the proportionality factors in rectangular coordinates are equal to unity. We can, therefore, write
down immediately the Laplacian 1n rectangular
coordinates:
()2U

()2U

()2U

v2 U
- +()z2
-·
- ox2- +()y2

(47)

SPHERICAL COORDINATES

Aside from the rectangular coordinate system, the
most widely used systems are spherical and cylindrical
coordinates. In spherical coordinates (fig. 24), the
three families of surfaces are a set of concentric spheres,
a family of right cones, and a set of half-planes. The
centers of the concentric spheres is the origin of the
system. The spheres are characterized by the parameter r, which is the radius of the sphere and which varies
from zero to infinity. The equation of a given sphere
in rectangular coordinates is x2 +y 2 + Z2 =r2 • The vertices of the family of cones lie at the origin and their
axes all lie along the z-axis which is known as the
polar axis. The parameter 0 is the angle formed between the positive z-axis and a generatrix of a given
cone. Thus, ()can vary from zero to 1r. The angle 0
is related to rectangular coordinates by the expressions
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z

Equating the Laplacian to zero, we arrive at Laplace's
equation in spherical coordinates:

o [ 2 ol[l 1 a [ . oUl 1 o2 U
r ()r J +sin 0 oO sm O 7)8 J + sin2 0 Ocp2 =O.

or

(48)

p
r

/'1

This equation will be solved, as will other differential equations to follow, by separation of variables. We
first assume a solution in the form of U =R(r)8(8)4!(4>),
where each of the factors is a function of a single variable only. When we divide each term in equation 48
by U and then substitute the assumed form of the
solution, we get:

I
I
I
I
I
I

"

I

- - - - - ----~

X

1 d [

FIGURE

24.-Spherical coordinates.

sin 8=.Jx 2 +y2j.Jx 2 +y2 +z 2 and cos 8=zj.Jx 2 +y2 +z 2 •
The half-planes intersect in the polar axis and are
characterized by the angle 4> measured from the positive x-axis to a given plane. The angle 4> can range
from zero to 211" or sometimes from -11" to +11". The
relationship between q, and rectangular coordinates is
given by sin 4>=yj.Jx 2 +y2 and cos 4>=xj.Jx2 +y2• The
inverse relationship between rectangular and spherical
coordinates is given by X=T cos q, sin 8, Y=T sin q, sin 8,
and Z=T cos 8.
The proportionality factors for the spherical coordinate system are most easily determined from geometrical considerations. Let us consider the point P
shown in figure 24. If the point is moved an infinitesimal distance along the radius vector, 8 and 4> being
constant, the distance moved is dr. If, however, the
point is moved an infinitesimal distance with 4> and r
kept constant, the distance moved is rd8. If the
point is moved with 8 and r held constant, the distance
moved is r sin 8d4>. Thus, we have determined the
proportionality factors to be:
hr= 1, hs=r, and

h~=r

sin 9.

Thus, the elements of volume and of area in spherical
coordinates are:
dv =

l

r2 sin ododq,dr

ds r = r 2 sin ododq,

dss = r sin Odq,dr
ds~=rdOdr.

1 ou

(VU)r=1)T' (VU),=;.

""""58'

1
ou
and (VU)~= r sin 0 oq, ·

The Laplacian is:
2

V

r

2

dRJ
dr +

1

d [ . 0 de]
1
d'lf!
sm dO +If! sin2 0 dq, 2= O.

e sin o do

(49)

We see that the first term contains only the variable
rand that the second two terms contain only the angles
() and q,. Therefore, if the sum of these terms is to
vanish for all values of the variables, the sum of the
second and third terms must equal the negative of the
first term, which in turn must equal some constant.
For convenience, we choose that constant to be n(n+ 1),
whence we get for the differential equation in r:

~ [r2 d!•]-n(n+1)Rra=O.
The subscript n is appended to R because there will
obviously be a separate solution for each value of n
chosen. This equation is transformed by the substitution, r=e', into an equation that is easily solved by
the methods of ordinary differential equations. The
solution is
(50)

If we multiply each term in equation 49 by sin2 8,
we can show similarly that the resulting term involving
only q, must equal a constant. For convenience, we
choose this constant to be -m2, whence we arrive at
the equation,
d'!JJ.,.+
-0
dq,2 m 2.:F.
-.!m- •

(51)

The subscript m is appended to 4! for the same reason
that the subscript n was used above. This equation is
a standard equation from ordinary differential equations, and its solution is known to be
(52)

The components of the gradient are:
ou

R dr

u1 o ( 2 oU)+ 1
o ( . oU)+ 1 o2U
-fi Or r 1)T r2 sin 0 00 Sin O?ii r2 sin2 0 Ocp2.

Any real physical problem requires that its solution
be single valued. In the present case specifically, this
requirement means that we should get the same solution whenever we increase the angle 4> by 211". This
condition can be satisfied in the above solution only if m
is an integer. Further, we will always choose our coordinate systems such that the source lies on the plane
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4>=0. This fact imposes the condition that the resulting potential functions will be even functions of the
angle «/>. As we lose no generality by this device, we
will include in our general solution only the cosine
term from equation 52. Because the cosine term is an
even function of m, we will further restrict m to positive
integral values.
Since most of the coordinate systems used in this
paper are systems of revolution, the factor cos m«/> will
appear in the corresponding solutions of Laplace's equation. In such cases, there will be no need to repeat
the above development.
When we substitute m and n into equation 49, we get

J

1 diJ
d [ . 6 de,,.] [ ( + 1)
ms
sm (jjJ + n n
-sins 6 a,.,.=O.

sin 6

(53)

This equation is known in the literature as the associated
Legendre equation (Pipes, 1946, p. 322 ff.). Its
solution is

The term Pnm(cos 8) in the solution is called the associated Legendre polynomial of the first kind. When
n is an integer and lui~ 1, this polynomial is defined
by the relationship,
(55)

where P n(u) is the Legendre polynomial defined by
~
,
(2n-2s)!
P,.(u)=;;::, (- 1) 2"(s!)(n-s)!(n-2s)! u•-h,

1 d"(u2 -1)•

du"

·

(57)

l
-1

2
(n+m)!
P,.m(u)P,..m(u)du=2n+1 (n-m)(

The t.erm Qnm(cos 8) in equation 54 is called the
associated Legendre function of the second kind.
Since cos 8 is either plus or minus one at some point
in all regions in which our solution is of value, and since
Qnm(cos. 8) becomes infinite at such points, we may
drop this term from our solution.
The above solutions have all been derived for specific
values of m and n. The general solution is the sum

B)cos rrup.

(58)

n=-0 m-o

Amn and Bmn are arbitrary constants which depend
upon m and n and which must be determined from the
boundary conditions of the special problem to which
this solution may be applied. As we have pointed
out already, n is a positive integer which may range
from zero to infinity, and m is a positive integer which
ranges from zero to n.
Equation 58, which is the first solution of Laplace's
equation 48, in spherical coordinates, is actually only
one of a large number of possible solutions. As we have
stated, that particular solution was chosen because it
afforded a set of functions that are orthogonal over the
spherical surfaces. Sets of functions which are orthogonal over other surfaces are possible if different forms of
n and m are chosen. For example, if we substitute
ip-1f2 for n in the above equations, we will have a
set of functions that are orthogonal over the surfaces
of the cones in spherical coordinates. In this complex
expression for n, i= Fi and p is a real number
which may vary through all possible values from
negative to positive infinity. The details of the solution
follow closely those given above. We will first look
at the effect of the substitution on R. Equation 50
now becomes
Rp=A(p)rip-H=A(p)

In equation 56, r is either n/2 or (n-1)/2 whichever
is an integer. From the first definition, it is seen
that pnm(cos 8) is zero if m>n. We specify that n
must be an integer in order to obtain a set of functions
which are orthogonal over the spherical surfaces, because it can be shown that

f

n

U= 2:; ~ [A,.,.r"+B,.,.r-- 1 ]P,."'(cos

-rr

(56)

or
P,.(u)=-,
2"n.

of all of the special solutions. Therefore, the first
general solution of Laplace's equation (48) in spherical
coordinates is

eiP ID r.

(59)

Since p takes on both positive and negative values,
there is no longer a need to write down terms analogous to both terms in equation 50.
Equation 59 thus gives a second orthogonal set of
functions over the conal surfaces, the functions cos mq,
constituting the first set. However, the expression of
orthogonality is somewhat different from the previous
case because we are now dealing with the continuous
parameter p. We obtain this form of orthogonality
through a knowledge of the Dirac delta function
~(p-p') (Pipes, 1946, p. 535), which is also known as
the impulse function. As we have written it, p' is a
specific fixed value of the variable p. The delta function equals zero when its argument is not zero but
becomes infinite as its argument approaches zero. This
infinity is such that the definite integral of the delta
function from negative to positive infinity is equal to
unity. A further property of the delta function is
stated in the following form:

J:m

f(p)o(p-p')dp=f(p').

(60)
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As applied to the present problem, one means of expressing this function is given by
8(p-p') = 1
211"

i'"'
0

dr
r

ei(p-pl) In r - ,

(61)

where p and p' are specific values of the set of parameters. That the expression on the right has the necessary properties can be verified by letting r=e' and then
by directly testing the resulting expression.
The factor cos mq, from equation 52 is unchanged by
the substitution except that the integer m is no longer
restricted and may vary from zero to infinity. However, the associated Legendre functions which form the
solutions to equation 53 are affected. We now choose
a solution to that equation in the form
9m(P) = Em(p) Pi;-u(cos 6)

+ B,.(p)Pi:-u( -cos 6)]ei:P In r dp.

(62)

Since m is an integer, the corresponding associated
Legendre function is defined by equation 55. For later
convenience, we have chosen p;;,_~( -cos 8) instead of
Q7;,_~ (cos 8) as the second independent solution of
equation 53. This choice is a valid one whenever the
order of the Legendre functions is not an integer. The
associated Legendre function P7;,_ ~ (-cos 8) is defined
equally well by equations 55 and 62 if cos 8 is replaced
by -cos 8. An examination of equation 62 reveals
that P~p-~(cos 8) becomes infinite when 8 approaches 1r
and that ~p-~( -cos 8) is infinite when 8=0. These
functions cannot be used in the regions where they
become infinite.
This property of the component functions of the
solutions to Laplace's equation is an observed empirical
fact. When two of the component functions form
orthogonal sets over a given surface, that surface
partitions space into regions in which the separate
parts of the third component are valid potential functions. In the immediately preceding case, R and e
form sets of functions which are orthogonal over the
conal surfaces. These same surfaces then separate
space into regions in which

We use an integration over p instead of a summation
because this parameter varies continuously. The
functions ~ _ ~ (cos 8) and ~P _ ~ (-cos 8) are sometimes referred in the literature as cone functions; and
the general solution of Laplace's equation given by
equation 63 can, therefore, be considered as given in
terms of these cone functions in spherical coordinates.
In cylindrical coordinates, the three sets of surfaces
are a family of coaxial cylinders whose axis is the
z-axis, a family of planes perpendicular to the z-axis,
and a family of half-planes which intersect in the z-axis.
The radius of any given cylinder is r, which may vary
from zero to infinity and is related to rectangular coThe planes perpendicular to
ordinates by x2+ y 2
the z-axis are identical with the xy-planes of rectangular
coordinates. Therefore, z equal to a constant designates one of this family. The family of half-planes
which intersect in the z-axis are characterized by the
angle q, and are identical with the corresponding set of
half-planes previously described in spherical coordinates. The inverse relationships are x=r cos q,,
y =r sin q,, and z = z. Cylindrical coordinates can be
pictured in figure 24, if r is considered to be the perpendicular distance from the point P to the polar axisthat is, the projection of the r in spherical coordinates
on the xy-plane. The diagram is labeled to show z and
the angle q, is identical in both systems.
The proportionality factors of cylindrical coordinates, which are found geometrically as were those in
spherical coordinates, are

=r.

and
h.=l.

It follows then that the elements of volume and area
are
dv= rdrdq,dz
dsr=rdq,dz
( ds.;=drdz
ds. = rdq,dr.

The three components of the gradient are
~u

are separately valid.

(63)
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+ F m(P) Pi:-u( -cos 6).

A valid definition of the Legendre function of order
ip- ~ is given in terms of the hypergeometric series
(Hobson, 1931, p. 187):

and

Finally, combining the above results, we get for the
second general solution of Laplace's equation (48) in
spherical coordinates:

.

1~u

~u

(VU)r=()T, (VU)c/>=-;. ~,and (VU).= ~~·
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Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates becomes
V2lJ=! ~
r Or

(r oU)+..!
o2U + o2U =0.
Or
r2 Oc/>2
oz2

(64)

We commence the solution of this equation by assuming a solution in the form U=R(r)Z(z)cfl(€/>). R(r)
is a function only of r, Z(z) is a function only of z,
and 4>(€/>) is a function only of €/>. If we substitute this
expression in equation 64 and manipulate the terms, the
new equation can be written as
_!_ !!_

rR dr

(r dR)
_!_ d2<1> +_!_ d2Z =O
dr +r2cf> dcp2 Z dz2
·

(65)

As the last term contains only z, and the first two
terms contain only r and €/>, it follows that the sum of
the first two terms is equal to the negative of the third
term which in turn must be equal to a constant. For
convenience, we let this constant be A2 so that we get
for the differential equation in z:
d 2Z
dz2- >.2Z=O.

(66)

This equation is comparable to equation 51 except
that it leads to exponential or hyperbolic functions
instead of circular functions. Therefore, the solution
IS

(67)

There is no restriction on A except that it be a real
number; it may range from zero to infinity. If we
desired to do so, we could let A range from negative
to positive infinity; in which case, we could discard
the second term in this solution.
In equation 65, we could similarly isolate the part
of the equation which contains only €f> and set it equal
to -m 2• This step leads to the solution cflm=cos m€/>
as discussed in the paragraph following equation 52.
When we substitute the parameters A and m back into
equation 65, we find, after rearrangement, the final
equation which must be solved:
d2R

dR

r2 dr2 +r dr

+ (X2r2- m2) R=O.

(68)

This equation is known in the literature as Bessel's
differential equation (Pipes, 1946, p. 307 ff.). The
solutions of this equation are the Bessel functions, of
which we require only the first kind Jm(Ar) in our
problems to follow. The second independent solution
of equation 68 is the Bessel function of the second kind,
Ym(Ar), which is unacceptable because it becomes
infinite whenever r=O. A valid definition of the
Bessel function of the first kind is
co

(

-1) •

Jn(u)=?; (s!)(n+s)!

(u)n+2•

2

(6~)

The most general solution of a differential equation
consists of the sum of all special solutions. Therefore,
upon combining the separate results from above, we
get for the first general solution of Laplace's equation
(64) in cylindrical coordinates:

Equation 70 gives a solution which is valuable when
boundary surfaces are the set of planes characterized
by constant z. However, to work with boundaries
which are formed by the half planes of constant €/>,
we must look for another form of the solution. We
get the necessary solutions when we change both A
and m from real to pure imaginary numbers. We
will commence by changing A to it in equations 66 and
68. Since we will arbitrarily choose our coordinates
so that the source lies in the plane z=O, we need retain
only the part of the solution which is an even function
of z. Thus, in the new solution, equation 67 is changed
to read
Z,= A(t) cos tz.

In equation 52, we let m become is so that the solution in €f> is either exponential or hyperbolic. For
reasons given previously, we desire a solution which
is an even function of €/>. This is best obtained by choosing the hyperbolic form of the solution in €/> and by
retaining only the hyperbolic cosine. Moreover, anticipating the results in a later section (p. 77 to 78), we
recognize that it will be more convenient if we use the
angles 1r±€/> instead of €f> itself. Therefore, the present
solution comparable to equation 52 is
<I>.= C(s)

cosh (1r+c1>) + D(s) cosh (1r-c1>).

Finally, we must modify the solution of equation 68
which has become Bessel's equation with pure imaginary
parameters. The solution Kis(tr) is known as a modified Bessel function or a wedge function and is defined
through the relationships (Morgan, 1947),
Kis(u)=

i'll'

. h
2 sm

811'

[lis(U) -

1-ia(u)]

(71)

or
(72)

where
"'
1
(u)ie+2m
Ii.(u) =er•I2Ji.(u) = ~0 r(m+ 1)r(is+m+ 1) 2

(73)

The implied definition of the ordinary Bessel function
in equation 71 is consistent with equation 69 when the
order is an integer. Kis(tr) vanishes as r approaches
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infinity; as r approaches zero, this function oscillates
as cos (sln

~)

(Smythe, 1950, p. 199). lts(tr) is a

second independent solution of equation 68, but it
becomes infinite as r becomes infinite. Since all
regions of interest contain infinite values of r, this
second solution can be discarded.
The second general solution of Laplace's equation
64 in cylindrical coordinates now takes the form
U=

J:(D costzdt J:(D [A(8, t)

cosh 8(11"+4>)

+B(8, t)

cosh 8(11"-cf>)]Ki.(tr)d8.

(74)

We ·will require yet a third general solution to
Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates. As in
the previous case, we let }\=it so the dependence of the
third solution on z is the same as that of the second
solution, given by equation 74. However, we retain
the same dependence on cp that we had in the first
solution given by equa.tion 70. Therefore, for dependence on r, we seek solutions of equation 68 when }\is a
pure imaginary num her and when m is a positive
integer or zero. Two independent solutions of equation 68 are the modified Bessel functions which are
defined by
Kv(t)

= 2-----:---Slll 1111"

[1-.(t) -I.(t)],

(75)

where
-iv'll'

l,(t) =e_2_ Jv(it).

(75A)

lm(tr) becomes infinite as r becomes very large, and
Km(tr) becomes infinite on the cylindrical axis where

r=O. These conditions dictate the regions in which
the solutions are valid.
We now have the third general solution to Laplace's·
equation in cylindrical coordinates:

U=~cos
m=O

met>

fa> costz[AmCt)lm(tr)+B(t)mKm(tr)]dt.
Jo

(76)

This solution is useful when the boundaries are
cylindrical in shape. We will find the solution of value
in studying the anomalous effect of a filled channel a
'
pipe, or a long ditch on an electrical survey.
PROLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES

A prolate spheroidal coordinate system (fig. 25)
comprises the three orthogonal families of surfaces:
prolate spheroids, hyperboloids of two sheets, and
planes intersecting in the z-axis. The common foci of
all the hyperboloids, which coincide with the common
foci of all the ellipsoids, lie at the points z= +b and
Z= -b. The parameter of the spheroids, 11, varies from
one to infinity. For 11= 1, the spheroid is degenerate

FIGURE

25.-Prolate spheroidal coordinates. Surfaces of constant third
dimension are azimuthal planes through the vertical z-axis.

and consists of the segment of line connecting the
points z=+b and z=-b. For large values of 17, the
spheroids approach a spherical shape. The parameter
of tpe hyperboloids, ~' varies from -1 to + 1. The
portion of the z-axis for z>b coincides with ~= 1 and
that for
-b coincides with~= -1. The surface for
~=0 corresponds to the xy-plane in rectangular coordinates. The complete prolate spheroidal coordinate
system is obtained by rotating about the z-axis the
diagram in figure 25. Therefore, the third variable is
the angle (j> which is identical to the corresponding angle
in spherical coordinates.
The ellipsoids in prolate spheroidal coordinates are
described by the equation, z 2/b 211 2 + (x 2 +y2)/b 2 ( 112 -1) = 1,
where 11 characterizes a given one of the family of
ellipsoids. The hyperboloids are given by the equation,
z 2jb 2 ~ 2 - (x 2 +y 2 )/b 2 (1-~2 ) = 1. These
two equations
may be consider~d as serving to express 11 and ~ in
terms of rectangular coordinates. The inverse transformations are given by x=b-v' (1-e)(1J 2 -1) cos (j>,
y=b-v'(l-e)(1J 2 -l) sin (j>, and z=b 11 ~.
Owing to the obvious complexity of the geometry in
prolate spheroidal coordinates, it is more satisfactory
to derive the proportionality factors through the use
of equation 41. We will determine h'IJ in this manner.
In order to do this, we use the inverse transformations
given above. The necessary derivatives are

z<

ox

oy

.

oz

/I-~2
~
07] =b7]"7]2-l cos cf>, 07J=b7]v~ sm cf>, and 07] =b~.
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We get h11 upon substitution of these derivatives into
equation 41. The other factors are similarly derived
so that we have

h~=b~, he=b~, and h41=b-v'(rr-1)(1-e).
It follows then that the elements of volume and
area in prolate spheroidal coordinates are:
dv= 1J3(713 -

which is a form of the associated Legendre equation.
For H, the equation is

.!!
[<rr-1) dlfl_[n<n+1)+~]H=O,
d'TJ
d;; J
rf-1

which is the form the associated Legendre equation
takes when the independent variable is larger than
unity. Thus, the dependence of the solution upon
7J and ~is given by

~2 ) d11d~dq,

H=AmnP""'('TJ) + BmnQfi"'('TJ)

ds~= b2-v' (712 -e) (7J2 -1)d~dq,
dse=b2..J (712
ds 41

-e)

G=CmnPn"'(/;) +DmnQn"'(~),

(1-1; 2)d1Jdq,

2
b2(712 -/; )

d 11 d~·
..Jcrr-1)(1-1;2)

(77)

The three components of the gradient are

_! r:;1=1 ou

_1 11-1;2

ou

('VU)~-b'V~ ();]' ('VU)e-b'V 112-f;2 ~'

and
1

<vU) 41

ou

(78)

b-v'('T/2-1)(1-e) oq, ·

The Laplacian is

v

2

rr-~2

m is odd. When results from other sources have been
o2Ql

+ Crr-1)(1-1;2) oq;q··
In prolate spheroidal coordinates, Laplace's equation
IS

~~]+~~; [(1-1;2) ~~]+(712-~~i-~;2) ~2::=o.
(79)

As in previous forms of Laplace's equation, the variables
in this equation may be separated by the assumption
of a solution in the form, U=H(7J)G(~)~(~). In terms
of the new variables, equation 79 becomes
d [
dH ]
li1 d'TJ
(712-1) d;

dG]
+a1 dl;d [ (1-1;2) dl;
712-!;2
1 d2cf>
+(712-1)(1-1;2) ~ dq,2=0.

(80)

The first step in the solution of the equation as it
now stands is to set the term involving <1> equal to
- m2 so that the ~ dependence of the potential is
given by cos m~ as it was in equation 58. When -m2
is substituted back into equation 80, it is found that
H and G both satisfy an equation of the same form.
For G, the equation is

J

2 dG]
d [ (1-~)dl;
(4
+ [ n(n+1)- m2
_/; G=O,
1 2

where Pnm(x) and Qnm(x) are the associated Legendre
functions of the first and second kinds, respectively.
In these expressions, both m and n are integers and
m ~ n. Either equation 56 or equation 57 is a valid
definition of the Legendre polynomial for all possible
values of the argument when n is an integer. Equation
55 is a valid definition of the associated Legendre
polynomial when the argument is less than unity.
However, when the argument is greater than unity, as
is 7], we prefer to define the associated Legendre polynomial as
)~ d"'Pn(u)
3
P n"' (U ) = (U
(83)
- 1
dum
because this definition avoids imaginary values when

u b2(7121_~2) {~11 [<712-1) ~8+ 0~ [c1-e> ~¥]

oo'TJ [crr-1)

(82)

(81)

taken into this paper, or have been compared with
results derived herein, definitions have been changed
to conform to the above equations. It is noted that
the two definitions differ only by the constant factor,
im, and thus it is not inconsistent that they both be
valid definitions.
For the Legendre function of the second kind, one
may write (Hobson, 1931, p. 90)
Q (u)-2"
"

-

±

(n+s)!(n+2s)! u-n-2•-1

s=O s!(2n+2s+ 1)!

(84)

·

The associated functions of the second kind may be
defined by equations 55 and 83 if the corresponding
Q's replace the P's in the equations as they are now
written. In all regions of interest, there are points at
which Qnm(~) becomes infinite. Therefore, this function
may be omitted from the general solution.
The first general solution of Laplace's equation 79
in prolate spheroidal coordinates is, then,
a>

U = 2:

n

2:

[AmnP n"'('TJ) + B,nQn"'(71) ]P n"'(~)

COS

m,P.

(85)

n=O m=O

The above solution of Laplace's equation in prolate
spheroidal coordinates contains functions that are
orthogonal over the ellipsoidal surfaces.
We now desire a general solution that contains
functions orthogonal over the hyperboloidal surfaces.
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In order to gain insight into this problem, we first
examine the relation between prolate spheroidal coordinates and spherical coordinates. In order to make
the comparison, we return to the transformation
equations from prolate spheroidal coordinates to
spherical coordinates which can be obtained by comparing both of these to rectangular coordinates. We
find that r=b.Jrl+~2 -1 and cos 8=TJU.Jrl+~2 -l.
Let us see what happens to the second of these relationships as TJ becomes large. We have lim cos 8=~,
"~""

which indicates that far from the origin the hyperbolic surfaces approach asymptotically the conal
surfaces of spherical coordinates. Hence, it is inferred
that the dependence of our present solution upon ~
should be the same as the dependence of equation 63
upon cos 8. In that equation we have a solution which
contains functions orthogonal over the surfaces of the
cones; in the present solution we want functions which
are orthogonal over the hyperbolic surfaces asymptotic
to these cones.
Therefore, we change n in equation 81 to ip-1/2.
Since n(n+ 1), or -p2 -1/4 in this case, occurs in both
equations 81 and 82, the order of the associated Legendre functions must be the same whether the argument
is ~ or fJ· In considering the appropriate solution for
H, it is noted the PT11 -112(TJ) and ~-11 2 ( -TJ) are independent solutions of the differential equation for the
same reason given in the discussion of the cone functions. However, as previously noted, ft'11 _ 112 ( -TJ)
becomes infinite as TJ approaches unity. Since TJ equals
unity within any region bounded only by hyperboloids
of the set for which ~ serves as the parameter, this
function is discarded from the solution at once. The
function ft'11 _ 112 (TJ) is called the hyperboloid function to
distinguish it from the cone functions in which the
argument is less than unity.
Throughout the range of TJ, the hyperboloid function
may be defined by (Magnus and Oberhettinger, 1949,
p. 56)
(86)

when m is equal to zero. An integral expression for
the same function is given as (Hobson, 1931, p. 451)
(87)

As m is a positive integer, the associated function may
be defined by equation 83.
A general solution to Laplace's equation in prolate
spheroidal coordinates may now be written. It is
necessary to sum over m from zero to infinity. The
parameter p varies continuously, requiring an integral
over all possible positive values; negative values of p

are not required because the solution is an even function
of p. The second general solution of Laplace's equation
79 in prolate spheroidal coordinates is
U=

i:

m=O

cos 1nfP f"" [A.. (p)Pi;--t/2(~)
Jo

+ B,.(p) Pi'-t/2(- ~) ]P;';-tl2("1)dp

(88)

and contains functions which are orthogonal over the
hyperbolic surfaces as we desire.
OBLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES

Oblate spheroidal coordinates (fig. 26) are formed
by the families of· orthogonal surfaces that are oblate

+Z

rl o
-- --'i-=----f-b-rb-1

T
II

:::1.

26.-0blate spheroidal coordinates. Surfaces of constant third
dimension are azimuthal planes through the vertical z-axis.

FIOURE

spheroids, hyperboloids of one sheet, and half-planes
intersecting in the z-axis. The spheroidal parameter
t varies from zero to infinity. Instead of a pair of
foci, as in prolate spheroidal coordinates, a focal circle
of radius b lies in the xy-plane. The points for which
t=O lie in the xy-plane within the focal circle. For
large values of t, the spheroids approach spheres as in
prolate spheroidal coordinates. The parameter of the
hyperboloids p. ranges from -1 to + 1. Points for
which p.= -1 lie on the negative z-axis, and points for
which p.= + 1lie on the positive z-axis. For the entire
xy-plane outside the focal circle, p.=O. As in the
prolate spheroidal case, the entire system is obtained
by rotating the two-dimensional system (fig. 26) about
the z-axis.
The spheroids in oblate spheroidal coordinates are
described by the equation

b 2~~~~2) b~:2

1, where

p. is given for a specific member of the family of ellip-
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soids.

The hyperboloids are given by the equation

~+if

.

~

b2( 1+ (2) + b2( 2 = 1.

These two equatiOns serve to ex-

press rand J.L in terms of rectangular coordinates. The
inverse transformations are given by x=b.J (1 + ( 2) (1- J.L2)
cos 4>, y=b.J(l+r2)(1-J.L2) sin 4>, and z=b(J.L.
Once again it is more satisfactory to use equations of
the type of 41 to derive the proportionality factors.
The necessary derivatives are easily obtained from the
inverse transformations given above, so that we have:
hr=b-JWt-,

h,.=b~, and hq,=b.V(t2+1)(1- 112).

The elements of volume and area are:
dv = b3 (s2 + 112) dsd11dc1>
dsr = b2.V (s2 +112) (s2 + 1) d11dc1>
ds,. = b2.V (s2+ 112) (1-112) dsdc~>
ds ... =

b2(s2 + 112)

., .V Cs2 + 1)(1- 112)

d'"d".
)

...

The three components of the gradient are:
_1

/s2+1 ou

1 /1-~~2

ou

<vU)r-l>Vr2+~~2 ~, (vU),.=l>Vr2+~~2 o~~,

and
(V U)

"

1
oU.
b.V cr2 + 1)(1- 112) oc~>

The Laplacian is:

v 2 U=b2Cs2 ~ 112) {:r [ (t2+1) ~~]+ 0~ [ (1- 112) ~;]
o2lJl.

r2+P2

+ (s + 1)(1- 11 o~r
2

2)

In oblate spheroidal coordinates, Laplace's equation
lS

:r [ (t2+1)

~fJ+o~ [ (1-~~2) ~;]+ (s2:~~;~~~2) ~22~ =O.

We note the similarity between this equation and the
corresponding equation 79 in prolate spheroidal coordinates. The previous equation may be converted to the
present one if we make the following transformations:

{

~~/J
TJ~it.

(89)

Hence, we conclude that the solutions for prolate
spheroids can be converted to the corresponding solutions for oblate spheroids through the same transformations. In addition, we must multiply the prolate
spheroidal solutions by ito get the corresponding oblate
spheroidal solutions. Therefore, we will not give
separate proofs for the solutions applying to oblate
spheroids, but will write them down directly by making the above substitutions in the solutions that apply

to prolate spheroids. The same relation obviously
exists, except for the multiplication by i, between solutions for the hyperbolic surfaces in the two systems.
However, this fact is of little value because the hyperboloids of one sheet in oblate spheroidal coordinates do
not approximate any common geologic structure.
BIPOLAR COORDINATES

Bipolar coordinates, as they appear in cross section,
are shown in figure 27. If the right half of figure 27
is rotated about the polar axis, it will generate two
orthogonal families of surfaces; the third required
family is the set of half-planes whose common intersection is the· polar z-axis. The azimuthal angle ¢ is the
parameter of this set of planes.
Bipolar coordinates may be related to spherical coordinates in the following way. Let us assume a point
P with coordinates r and 8 in a spherical coordinate
system whose origin A is located at the point z=b on
the z-axis in a reference rectangular coordinate system
(fig. 27). We then construct a circular arc AA' with
a radius of 2b and with its center B at the point z=- b.
We now locate a point P', on the line BP, such that
BP':2b=2b:BP. The point P' is said to be inverse
to the point P with respect to the circle AA'. The
above proportionality relationship, together with the
existence of the common angle ABP, establishes that
triangle ABP is similar to triangle P' BA. It follows
that angle AP' B equals angle P AB, whence we see
that T=r-8, where Tis defined as the angle subtended
by the line AB at the point P'. This relationship
between T and 8 depends only on the fact that P and
P' are inverse points. Therefore, if we define a surface which is the locus of the inverse points (corresponding_ to P') of all points (corresponding to P) on
the cone represented by a given value of 8, that surface
will be one in which T is also a constant.
In the cross section shown, this surface appears as the
segment AP' DB of a circle. We can determine the
equation of the circle from the geometry of figure 27 B.
The distance CD is the radius of the circular arc whose
center is at the point C. The line CE is drawn perpendicular to the line DB and thus bisects it. The steps
in the proof are:
LODB='!.

2

-1-i
DE=

'T

2 DB= 2 b esc 2

- -

CD= DE sec

'T
b
'T
2= 2 sec -r/2 esc 2=b esc -r

OC=b (esc -r-cot ~) =b cot

-r.
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27.-Bipolar coordinates. A, As seen in the meridian plane; and B, method of construction.

Therefore, the equation of the circular arc is (~x 2 +y 2 -b
cot 7) 2 +z2 =b 2 csc2 7. It should be realized that this is
not the equation for a surface over which 7 is constant,
because the axis of rotation is the line AB and not a
line through C. These surfaces are surfaces of degree
four, which Hobson (1931, p. 449) calls spindles. The
smallest sphere which can possibly pass through the
two points z=b and z= -b has its center at the origin
and is the surface 7=7r/2. The portion of the polar
axis for z>b and for z<- b is the two-segment line
7=0. That portion of the polar axis which lies between the points z=b and z= -b is the locus of points
for which 7=7r.
The equation for the sphere over which u is constant
can be obtained by relating r through the inversion
process to the coordinates x, y, and z. From the similarity of triangles ABP and P' BA, we have r: 2b=
AP' : BP'. We arbitrarily define our new variable as

When we substitute the values rj2b=etr, (BP') 2 =
(b+z) 2 +x 2 +y 2, and (AP') 2 = (b-z) 2 +x 2 +y 2, square
both sides, and rearrange the terms, we finally get the
equation for the circle of constant u : x 2 +y 2 + (zb coth u) 2 =b 2 csch 2 u. The first pole is located at the
point on the polar axis for which z=b and, at this point,
u is positive and infinite. The spheres surrounding
this point increase in radius as u decreases until finally
the equatorial xy-plane is the surface upon which u is
everywhere zero. At the second pole, where z=- b, u
is negatively infinite. The progressively larger spheres
surrounding this point represent increasing values of u.
The following transformations from bipolar coordinates to rectangular coordinates can readily be verified
by substitution into the above equations:

u=ln (i)=ln (~;:)-

If we combine the transformation for z with the equation for a circle of constant u, we get the special trans-

X

b sin r cos q,
•Y
cosh u-cos r

b sin r sin q,
d
cosh u-cos r' an z

b sinh u
cosh u-cos r.

(90)
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whence the differential equation assumes the form:

formation equation which will be of use later:
x2+y2 +z2 =b2 cosh u+cos T.
cosh u- cos

(91)

T

It is seen that equation 91 represents a sphere with its
center at the origin, if one side or the other is set equal
to a constant.
It is again more satisfactory to use equations of the
type of 41 to derive the proportionality factors. We
obtain the necessary derivatives from the inverse
transformations of equations 90. The proportionality
factors are

rh·

b
cosh u- cos T

r

b
cosh u- cos T

h.,

b sin T
cosh u- cos T

The elements of volume and area are then found to be
dv

b2 sin T dTdudf/>
(cosh u-cos T)S

ds,

b2 sin TdTdf/>
(cosh u-cos T)2

ds,. =

b2 sin Tdudf/>
(cosh u-cos T)2

d

b2dudT
(cosh u-cos T) 2

s.,

(93)

(95)

An examination of this differential equation reveals
that two parts of the equation may be equated to
separate constants. The first of these is the part which
is dependent upon the angle 4> and which leads to the
function <Pm introduced in equation 52. The part of
the equation which involves S may independently be
equated to a second constant which we choose to be of
the form n(n+ 1). This step leads to the equation

This solution in terms of exponentials is preferred to
the form involving hyperbolic functions because the
former facilitates application of the solution to regions
in which u becomes either positively or negatively
infinite.
When the constants -m2 and n(n+ 1) are introduced
into equation 95, we obtain the final differential equation which must be solved:

rJ +[

d [ sm
. Td
- 1. - T dT
dT

Slll

V2U= (cosh u-cos T) 3 {~ [
sin T
oU]
b sin T
ou (cosh u-cos T) ou
OT

•

(92)

The Laplacian is:

[

2

2

which, through the methods of ordinary differential
equations, leads to

-(cosh u-cos T) oU
( v U) .. b
OT

+~

1] + 1 -d [S
. lllT
dT]
1
d24>
-S1 [d2S
--- +-- - = 0
du2 4
T sin T dT
dT
4J sin T d4>

1] 8=0

(cosh ui:cos T) ~~

(cosh u-cos T) oU
b sin T
of/>·

The variables in the new equation may now be separated by the assumption of a solution in the form of
W=S(u)T(r)<P(f/>). In terms of the component dependent variables, the new equation becomes:

d28
- 2- [ n(n+1)+du
4

The three components of the gradient are:
(V U),

o2W 1 o (.S l l l T
oW)
1
o2W W
-+---- +------=0
ou2 sin T oT
OT
sin2T oq}J
4
·

sin T
oU]+
1
o2U}·
(cosh u-cos T)OT
sin T (cosh u-cos T) oq)J

m2
n(n+1)--.2

Slll T

J

T=O.

This equation is recognized as the ordinary associated
Legendre equation (equation 53) for which. the solution is:

In bipolar coordinates Laplace's equation is

U] + OT0 [ cosh sinu- cos T ~
0~
J

0 [
sin T
0
ou cosh u- cos T ou

T

+

1
o2U =0
Sin T (COSh u-COS T) Of/>2
•

(94)

A separation of variables in equation 94 can be effected through a change of the dependent variable.
To this end, we let
U=..Jcosh u-cos TW

All regions in which this solution is useful contain
points at which r is either zero or r. Since the associated Legendre function of the second kind becomes
infinite at such points, it may be excluded even from
what we consider to be the general solution.
In the above solutions, the parameters m and n have
their most common properties; that is, n is an integer
which may assume any positive value and m is an
integer which varies from zero ton.
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When we assemble the various component parts, we
obtain for the general solution of Laplace's equation
94 in bipolar coordinates:
..,

herein, and turn immediately to the sections where
the results are used and which apply more to field
problems.
ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS

n

U=-,/cosh v-cos.,. ~ ~ [A.. ne<n+t/2) ..
n=O m=O

+B.. ne-<n+t1 2>"]Pn• (cos.,.) cos mt/>.

(96)

EXPANSIONS OF THE RECIPROCAL DISTANCE

The key to the present method of solving potential
problems involving a point source of current is the
expansion of the reciprocal of the distance R between
the point source and the point at which the potential
is to be computed. This expansion must be in terms
of the functions which make up the appropriate solutions of Laplace's equation. Such an expansion is
necessary in order to apply the boundary condition
that the normal component of the current density
must be continuous across any boundaries present
in the problem. This particular condition is more
complicated than the other boundary conditions
because it involves a derivative of the potential. An
alternate approach to the problem would be to apply
Gauss's theorem to a surface surrounding the point
source separately in each problem. This technique
is usually more laborious than the one to be used.
The quantity 1/R is a solution of Laplace's equation.
This fact may be reasoned qualitatively by noting that
R is the only variable in the expression for the potential
when a point source is placed in a homogeneous medium.
Since the potential function is a solution of Laplace's
equation, it follows that 1/R is also a solution. The
fact may also be readily verified if we substitute an
expression for the reciprocal of a distance into Laplace's
equation in any specific coordinate system.
We will now use several techniques to obtain expansions, in order that a student trying to attack a new
problem will have various avenues of approach. In
principle, any expansion could be obtained by any of
the methods presented, but for a given expansion there
is usually a preferred technique. One of the methods
will be the application of Gauss's theorem to a surface
surrounding the point source in a homogeneous medium.
We will thereby demonstrate the equivalence of the
technique used herein to solve the resistivity problems,
with the alternate technique of applying Gauss's
theorem in every problem.
The following discussion takes on an aspect of pure
mathematics, more so than other parts of this treatise.
We believe that the expansions to be developed are an
essential part of the solution of resistivity problems.
The reader may take for granted the results obtained

One of the most useful theorems stems from the
expansion of the reciprocal distance in spherical coordinates. Let us consider two points, Po located at
(r0 , 00 , 0) in the meridian plane and P located at some
point (r, 0, q,) not in the meridian plane (fig. 24).
For simplicity, we assume that ro>r. Moreover,
we let the angle between the radius vectors to these
two points be labeled 'Y. We commence our development by applying the cosine law to the triangle formed
by P, Po, and the origin. We can write that R 2 =
r02 +r-2r0r cos 'Y, whence the reciprocal distance may
be written as
1 =1 [ 1+
-

R

To

(T- )2 -2 (T- ) cos 'Y J-112.
To

(97)

ro

"\Ve now expand the expression on the right side by the
binomial theorem:

Since the series in this expression is absolutely
convergent, we are at liberty to rearrange the terms as
we see fit. Therefore, we choose to rearrange the
terms in order of ascending powers of rjro as follows:
2

_!_=_!{1+!:... cos 'Y+(!:...) c~ cos2 -y-!)
R

To

To

To

2

2

+(~Y (~ cos3 -y-~ cos 'Y )+

... }·

(97 A)

We see that each separate power of r/r0 is multiplied
by a factor which is a polynomial in cos "f. They are
the Legendre polynomials, which have previously been
defined and discussed in connection with the solutions
of Laplace's equation. Actually, it would be permissible to use equation 97 A as a generating function to
define the Legendre polynomials and then to show
under which conditions they satisfy Laplace's equation. Therefore, we may write equation 97 A as:
1 1 { Po(cos-y)+-P
T
-R=1 (cos-y)
To

To

where P 11 (cos 'Y) denotes the Legendre polynomial of
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order n. The expansion which we seek is written in the
abbreviated form:
1 1~
co
-R=-

ro n=O

(r-ro )" P,. (cos-y).

(98)

into equation 98, we obtain the expansion for 1/R in
terms of the associated Legendre polynomials:
1 1
-R=- ~
CD

ro n=O

(r- )" ~n
ro

m=O

(n-m)!
(2-aom) -+ (
) P,.m (cos 80 )
n m 1.
X P ,.m (cos 8) cos me/>.

In order to introduce into the expansion the coordinates 8 and q,, we will use inductive reasoning. We
first note a theorem from solid geometry:
cos -y=cos Oo cos O+sin Oo sin 8 cos c/>.

(99)

We next write down several expressions for sine and
cosine functions, using trigonometric identities, the definitions for the Legendre polynomials inferred in equation 97 A, and the definition for the associated Legendre
polynomials given by:
.
dmP,. (cosO)
P,.m (cos 8) =smm () d (cos 8) .

(100)

(102)

Note the introduction of the kronecker delta oom
which assumes the value of unity when m=O and the
value zero when m¢0. This device enables us to
write both terms in equation 101 as a single term.
An important special case exists when the source lies
on the polar axis. Then 80 =0 and cos 80 = 1. The
associated Legendre polynomials of argument unity
are all zero unless m=O in which case they are equal
to unity. Therefore, we may drop from equation
102 all terms for which m¢0.
1 1~
-R=CD

ro n=O

(

r)" P,.(cos 8).

-

ro

(103)

For example,
cos 8= P1 (cos 8)

Another way of obtaining this same expression is
simply to note that in this special case ')'=8, whence
equation 98 becomes equivalent to equation 103.
If r were greater than ro, these two distances would
simply change roles in equations 102 and 103. This
symmetry in the coordinates of the two points is an
expression of the reciprocity theorem; we will always
use this property to test the validity of our expansions.

sin 8=- P 11 (cos 8)
sin2 8= (1/3) P 22 (cos 8)
cos2 8= 1- (1/3) P 22 (cos 8)
sin 8 cos 8=- (1/3) P 21 (cos 8)
cos2 cJ>=(1/2)(1+cos 2q,).

It follows that

BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ZERO ORDER

Po (cos -y) = 1
Pt (cos-y)=cos -y=cos 80 cos O+sin Oo sin 8 cos cJ>
= P1 (cos Oo) P 1 (cos 8) + P1 1 (cos 80) P 11 (cos 8) cos q,
P2 (cos-y)= (3/2) cos2 -y-1/2
= (3/2)( cos2 80 cos2 8 + 2 cos 8 sin 80 cos 8 sin 8 cos cJ>
+sin2 80 sin2 8 cos2 q,) -1/2
=P2 (cos Oo)P2 (cos 0)+2(1/3!)P21 (cos 00 )P21 (cos 8) cos q,
+2(1/4!)P22 (cos Oo)P22 (cos 8).

Although the desired expansion is not obvious from
these three terms, it would become clear if we were to
calculate expressions for P n (cos 'Y) for one or two more
values of n. Therefore, we finally arrive at the conclusion that
P,. (cos -y) = P,. (cos Oo) Pn (cos 8)
(n-m)!
+2 ~ -+ (
)I P,.m (cos 80 )P,.m (cos 8) cos mcJ>.
m=O n m.
n

(101)

This equation is designated the "addition theorem" for
Legendre polynomials. Substituting this expression

The development of the following expansion is
based upon the fact that the quantity 1/R is itself
a solution of Laplace's equation. A possible solution
of Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates is
taken from equation 70 by discarding the first term
in brackets, by letting Bm("A) be unity, and then by
introducing the constant factor "An

In this integral, we make the substitutions, Z=p cos 8,
r=p sin 8, and "Ap=k, so that the expression becomes
cos
mcJ>lCD e-k
__
p"+l

cos

• O)k"dk.
9J m(k sm

0

In this section, we temporarily denote by p the radius
vector in spherical coordinates, in order to distinguish
it from the corresponding quantity in cylindrical
coordinates. This is the only instance in this paper
when there is a possibility of such ambiguity in the use
of p.
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In reality, the above substitutions are a transformation from cylindrical coordinates to spherical coordinates, so that the resulting expression is a solution
of Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates. Since
p and cf> do not appear in the integrand, it follows that
the integral must equal Amnpnm (cos 0), which from
equation 58 is also known to be a solution of Laplace's
equation in spherical coordinates. Amn is a constant,
depending only on the parameters m and n, and therefore may be evaluated at some special value of 8.
We have then

J:"" e-k

cos 9J

m(k sin O)kndk=AmnPnm (cos 8).

(104)

From the definitions 55 and 56, we see that Pnm(cos 8)
is zero when 8=0. Likewise, from equation 69, we
learn that Jm(k sin 8) is also zero when 0=0. If we
divide both sides of equation 104 by sinm 8, which also
vanishes when 0=0, we obtain ratios which are finite.
We evaluate the resulting ratio when 8=0 and get
_1_

2mm!

f""

Jo

e-kkm+ndk=Amn (-1)m(n+m)l.

2mm!(n-m)!

The integral on the left is by definition the gamma
function of (n+m+ 1) or (n+m)! so that we can
immediately solve to get
Amn= ( -1)m(n-m)!

whence

This relationship is valid when z ~ 0 for all ranges in
which JmC'Ar) and Pnm(cos 8) are valid functions. The
expansion which we are seeking is obtained from equation 104A for the special case in which m=n=O and
is given by
1 =1- = -1 - = .("" e-'A.zJo('Ar)d'A.
R p .Jr2+z2
o
'

(105)

MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS

One addition theorem for modified Bessel functions
may be written in the form (Gray and others, 1931,
p. 101),

=

1

2

f""

R=;Jo

cos 'AzK0 ('Ar)d'A,

(106)

where Ko("Ar) is a modified Bessel function of zero order.

(2-8om)Km('Aro)lm('Ar)

COS

mq,.

(107)

In the application to which we will later put this
addition theorem, it will be necessary to have it in
the form of an integral. Obviously, r and ro are both
real and, for the purposes of the discussion, we assume
that r<ro.
The summation on the right side of equation 107
may be transformed into an integral through a consideration of the following contour integral:

f

cos ~(1r-q,) K,('Ar0 )l.('Ar)d8.
sm 87r

(108)

The path of integration in the 8-plane will consist of
the imaginary axis, indented to the right of the origin,
and an infinitely large semicircle to the right of the
imaginary axis. The integrand vanishes on the large
semicircle and, thus, that part of the path makes no
contribution to the integral. As the radius of the
indentation at the origin tends to zero, the integral
over that part of the path approaches iKo('Aro)lo('Ar).
Finally, the only undetermined part of the integration
is that over the imaginary axis.
We are able to evaluate the contour integral directly
by means of the residue theorem. We note that the
only poles in the integrand of the expression 108 lie
along the real axis at points where 8 is an integer.
1,herefore, the integral equals -21ri times the sum of
these residues or

If we write out the integral as the sum of the parts over
the path as outlined above, we have the expression,

-J""

-oo

If we had been working in the realm of negative z in
the above development, we would simply have used the
factor e>.z instead of e-xz.
Carrying this sort of reasoning further, it has been
shown (Gray and others, 1931, p. 101) that a second
expansion of the same type may be wrjtten as

2:
m=O

cos~ 8 (11'-c/>)
smh

871'

Kia(Xr0 )h,('Ar)d8+iKo(Xro)lo(Xr).

Equating these two expressions, we are able to express
the sumn1ation on the right side of equation 107 in
terms of an integral as required. ]Moreover, by using
the definition of equation 72, we are able to reduce the
integration over both positive and negative values of
8 to an integration over only positive values of 8.
Thus,
we obtain for the integral form of the addition theorem:
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To obtain the expansion which has been the purpose
of the above development, we substitute in equation
106 the expression on the right side of equation 109
for that on the left side. The desired expansion is then
1 4 f""
R=-:;2
Jo

f"" cosh 8(7r-cp)Kia(Xr0)Kia(Xr)ds.
cos >..zd>.. Jo

(110)

The derivation of equation 110 depends upon q, being
greater than 0 and less than 211". If such is not so, the
only change in the expression would be a change from
-q, to +4> whenever this quantity appears in the
equation. The reason for this restriction can be seen
from an examination of the contour integration which
was performed above.
We will also be able to use the following expansion
obtained by substituting the right side of equation 107
into the expansion given by equation 106.
1

2

R=;

a>

~

!CD cos tzK,.(tr )1 ,.(tr)dt.
(2-~So,.) cos mcp
0

(111)

0

m=O

In equation 111, it is assumed that r0 >r. If r >ro, the
roles of these two quantities will be interchanged.
SPHEROIDAL FUNCTIONS

The Legendre polynomials used to expand the reciprocal distance in a previous section are a special case
of the general associated Legendre functions. In the
present section, we desire to obtain expansions in terms
of certain other types of associated Legendre function~
which form orthogonal sets of functions over the spheroids in both prolate and oblate spheroidal coordinates.
In order to accomplish these expansions, we will apply
Gauss's theorem to a point source of current located
within a homogeneous medium and within the framework of one of these two coordinate systems.
In prolate spheroidal coordinates, let a point source
of strength I be located at the point (710, ~0 , 0). There
is no loss of generality in choosing the meridian plane
4>=0 such that it contains the source. Moreover, this
choice is convenient in that it restricts the expression
for the potential to even functions of q,. Therefore,
there need be no sine term in the general solution to
Laplace's equation, which now is written (equation 85)
as:
ft

U= ~ ~ [A,.,.P""'('l) +B..."Q,."'(,)]P,."'(t) cos mq,,
n-o m=O

where P nm( 71) is the associated Legendr~ function of the
first kind and Qnm( 71) is the associated Legendre function
of the second kind. p nma) is the same associated
Legendre polynomial which was used previously.
It is now necessary to examine Pnm(11) and Qnm(11) to
learn whether they behave properly throughout the
range of their arguments in this problem. Such relationships are well known (Smythe, 1950, p. 1471-53);

both functions are continuous within the limits of their
respective arguments. For argument zero, both functions remain finite; for argument unity, Pnm(11) remains
finite but Qnm('YJ) becomes infinite; and, for increasingly
large argument, Pnm('YJ) becomes infinite while Qnm(11)
vanishes as the inverse (n+ 1) power of the argument.
In view of these facts, it becomes desirable to divide
space into two regions, the first for which 1 ~ 11 ~ 11o
and a second for which 71o~ 11< oo. Then, in the first
region, where both 11 and ~ are sometimes unity, the
potential has the form:
n

U1= ~ ~ A,.11 P,."'(77)P,."'(~) cos mcp.

(112)

n=O m=O

In the second region, where 11 extends to infinity, the
potential may be written in the form:
n
U 2 = ~ ~ A,.,.Q,."'('l) P ,."'(t) cos mcp.

(113)

n=O m=O

At the common boundary between these two regions,
it is necessary that the potential be continuous; from
which condition it is seen that:
_P,."'(77o) A

B.,.,.- Q,."'('lo)

_

,.,.- 1/1,.

"'( )A
'10

"'"'

where the symbol which has been introduced is defined
in the equation itself.
For a second boundary condition, consider the current which originates at the source. This source is now
considered to be "smeared out" uniformly over a very
small area on the surface 11=110 , keeping the average
values of the coordinates as given above for the point
source. If one now constructs a surface enclosing this
area As, the total current which flows outward through
the enclosing surface is simply equal to I.
In order to enclose the source in the present problem,
two nonintersecting surfaces are used, one being the
spheroid 11 = 11o- e and the other being the spheroid
11 = 11o+ e. The increment e is chosen to be so vanishingly small that it can be neglected in evaluating the
various functions on the two surfaces. Using the expressions of equation 78 for the component of the
gradient normal to the surfaces, the current density
outward from the volume enclosed by the two spheroids
is calculated to be:

--1p I (vU2).,- (VUI).,}~-., 0
(114)

where the symbol introduced is given by:
\Jf ,."' ('lo) = P~"'('lo)- t/1,."'(77o)Q~·('10)

(115)

and the primes indicate differentiation of a given function with respect to its own argument.
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We now multiply both sides of equation 114 by
P;:: ( ~) cos m 'cp where these primes indicate specific
integers in the sets of m and n. We consider first the
integral of the left side of the equation over the whole
surface of the spheroid 7J=7Jo. The value of the integrand, which is the current density outward from the
surface, is zero everywhere on the surface except over
the area ~8. Thus, Pr;:: (~) cos m' q, may be given its
value at the coordinates of the source and may then be
removed from under the integral sign. As the only
contribution to the current flow out of the bounded
region occurs in the immediate vicinity of ~s, the
remaining integral equals the total current I. Therefore, we have reduced the left side of equation 114 to

The development has been general in the sense that
it applies for all values of 7J. The value of Omn may
be most easily determined by investigating the relationship in the limit as 11 becomes infinite. For this
purpose we must use the following asymptotic relationships:
lim P""'('7)
~co

( -1)m+t(n+ 1) !(n+m) !2" -<"+2)
71
(2n+1)!
•

IP::(~).

Integration of the right side of equation 114 over the
surface of the spheroid is facilitated by the application
of the orthogonality properties of the functions involved. These are:

i

2r8 ,
!l:mm
-uom'

cos mq, cos m'q,dq,=2

0

~'( )P"''( )d

1

J

2r

-1

"

~

"'

~ ~

(
A""''lf"m('lo)

p

(117)

=lp (2-8o,.)(2n+1)(n-m)! P""'(~o).
mft
21r
b(,.,~-1)(n+m)!
w(,.,o)

( 11 S)

It is now desirable to eliminate the derivatives from
The associated Legendre functions P nm(7J) and
Q 11m(7J) both satisfy the same equation so that we have

~
[<~-1) dP"m('1)]-[n(n+1)+~]P""'('1)=0
d,.,
d,.,
,.,2-1
d~ [ (~-1)

'If ""'(flo)

(n+m)!(-1)"'
(n-m) !(,.,~-1)Q""'('7o)

(121)

Finally, we combine equations 112, 113, 114, 118, and
121 to get the potential functions:

21r )
2(n' +m')!
2-8om' (2n'+1)(n'-m')f

'11(7Jo).

(

C =(-1)• (n+m)!
"'"
(n-m)!

whence the new expression which we seek is

2(n'+m')l8""'
(2n' + 1)(n'-m')t"

Equating the results of the above operation, dropping
the primes on m and n, and solving the resulting
equation, we find that
A

(120)

When we substitute these asymptotic values into
equation 119, we get

(116)

The correct element of area in this case is given by
equation 77. We first integrate with respect to cp,
to show that all terms vanish if m does not equal m',
and then we integrate with respect to ~ to eliminate all
terms for which n does not equal n'. We get for the
right side of the equation
b(.,a2-1)

(2n)!
2"n!(n-m)! '7"

dQd:(")]-[n(n+ 1) +

r: JQ""'(f!)

712

1

<

[p

U=4,.R·

=0.

We multiply the first equation by Qnm(7J) and the
second by P,/"(71), subtract the second from the first,
and manipulate the terms to get

! l (~-1)[Q""'(,.,) P~·(,.,)-

Note that equation 122 combines both equations
When two functions occur in a column,
the upper one ~pplies when 7Jo>71 and the lower one
when 710 71 . This result is consistent with the expression for the reciprocal distance in prolate spheroidal
coordinates calculated by Hobson (1931, p. 422). In
order to convert this expression to one which involves
only the reciprocal distanc~, we have only to compare
equation 122 with the expression for the potential due to
a point source in an infinite medium of resistivity p:
112 and 113.

We then see that the expansion of the reciprocal distance
in prolate spheroidal coordinates is

P ""'(,.,)Q~.. (,.,) 1I=0,

from which it follows immediately that
(~-1)[Q"•(.,) P~·(,.,)- P""'(.,)Q~·(,.,)]= C.,.".

(119)

The above considerations may be applied in the
same manner to the expansion of the reciprocal distance
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80

in oblate spheroidal coordinates, for which the desired
expansion is

R

b

(cosh u0 -cos To)l/2 (cosh u-cos T)l/2

n
(n-m)l
X~ (2-liom) -(- - ) ;
m=O
n+m.

:t ±

-~=~
(2-liom)(2n+1)
R b n=O m=O
(-1)m
(n-m) !] 2 Q m(ito)P m(it)
X [ (n+m)! p:m(ito)Q:m(it) Pnm(JJ.o)Pnm(p.)

..!=!

COS

mcp

(124)

:E e-<n+1/2Hrro-rrl

n=O

Pnm (cos To)Pnm (cosT) cos mcp.

(125)

In the development of equation 125, we have assumed
that u0 >u. If the reverse is true, these quantities
simply exchange their roles in the expansion.

wherei=.J=l.
CONE FUNCTIONS
A SECOND EXPANSION IN ASSOCIATED
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS

One expansion of the reciprocal distance in bipolar
coordinates can be executed simply by transforming the
reciprocal distance from rectangular coordinates into
bipolar coordinates. We start with

= (Xo2 +yo2 + zo2) + (x2 +Y2+ z2) -2(xoX+YoY+ ZoZ).
As we have done previously, we arbitrarily choose the
median plane c/>=0 such that it contains the reference
point P 0 • Therefore, y 0 is also zero. If we substitute
expressions of the type in equation 91 for the first two
groups and of the type in equations 90 for the third
group, we find that
cosh uo cosh u- sinh uo sinh u- cos To co~ T
.
-sm To sm T cos q,
(cosh uo- cos To) (cosh u- cos T)
2
2b [cosh (o-0 -u) -cos -y]
(cosh o-0 - cos T)(cosh u- cos T)

J

where
cos

'"Y =cos To

cos T +sin To sin T cos q,.

If we change the hyperbolic cosine of (uo-u) into its
exponential form and solve for the reciprocal distance,
we obtain
1
R

i n·V (~)

1 =--=
1 ~
CX>
-R
cos mcpJCX> APi;,-~ (cos Oo) Pi;,-~( -cos O)eiP

e-<rro-rr)/2
-__,b,---- (cosh u 0 - cos To) 112

1

The last term in brackets now has the same form as the
term in brackets in equation 97. Therefore, we can
write down the expansion immediately to correspond
to equation 98:
1

e-1/2(rro-rr)
b
(cosh u 0 - cos To) 112
00

X (cosh T- cos T) 1/2

~
n=O

(126)

where is the unit vector normal outward to the element of surface ds and n · V(l/ R) is the component of
V(1/ R) taken normal to that element of area. _A second
way to express the above relation is to say that n · V(l/ R)
ds is the negative of the element of solid angle subtended
at the point P 0 , from which R is measured, by the given
element of area. Obviously, the integral taken over
any surface surrounding the reference point Po is equal
to the negative of the total solid angle 41r subtended by a
sphere. This technique in principle is the same as
that used in the derivation of equation 123. The above
relationship is applied to a purely geometric problem
as Gauss's theorem was previously applied to a potential
problem.
As before, R is the distance between the reference
point P 0 (r0 , 80 , 0) and a second point P(r, 8, c/>). We
commence by writing down two potential functions
based on- the general solution of Laplace's equation in
terms of cone functions in spherical coordinates given
by equation 63:
.,jr m=O

1 =----=
1
-R

R

ds=-411",

n

R 2 = (xo-x) 2 + (yo-y) 2 + (zo- z) 2

R2= 2 b2 [

We will obtain an expansion of 1/R in terms of cone
functions by using a special kind of boundary condition
(Van Nostrand, 1954) which may be expressed mathematically in the following equation:

e- n(rro-rr) p n (cos T).

Taking into consideration the value of cos r given
above and the additional expansion in equation 101,
we get the expansion of the reciprocal distance in bipolar coordinates:

2

CX>
:LJ

.,jr m=O

In r

dp

-a>

cos mcp JCX> AP:;,-~(-cos 00 )Pi;,-~ (cosO)eiP

Inrdp

-CX>

where the first equation applies when 8o"?:.8 and the
second when 80 ~8. A is an arbitrary function of p
which also depends on the value of m. The form of
these expressions has been so chosen that they are
equivalent on the surface of the cone 8=8o.
In the application of equation 126 to the present
problem, the central point is P 0 • Points on the surface,
over which the integration is to be performed, are represented by P. In order to enclose Po in this problem,
we used two nonintersecting surfaces, one being the
cone 8=80 -o and the other being the cone 8=8o+ o,
plus a segment of a sphere at infinity. Obviously, inte-
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gration over the part of the enclosing surface at infinity
has no effect on the result.
The incremento is chosen to be so vanishingly small
that it can be neglected in evaluating the various functions over the two remaining surfaces. Over the first
cone, the first expression for 1/ R 1 must be used; whereas
over the second cone, the second formula for 1/R2 must
be used. For any element of area on one surface, there
is a corresponding element, which may be considered
to have the same coordinates, on the opposing surface;
the only difference is that the normal unit vector is
oppositely directed in the two cases. Thus, for any
specified coordinates, the total element of solid angle
subtended at Po is given by
[ ( V

1-

'£ cos m<PJ.., A [J>:-u (cos IJo)P;:'-u(-cos IJo)

m=O

8r(-1)m A r(!+iq+m)
h
2-l)om
r(!+iq-m) cos q1r.

Rejoining the two sides of equation 126A, we solve
the resulting equation to get
A

(2-l)om) (-·1)m r(!+ip-m) e-ip In ro
sech pr.
2
r (21 +.'tp + m ) ~
-vro

Therefore, the expansion which we are seeking is
1

1

a>

J.., r(!+ip+m)
r(!.+. _ ) sechrp

(2-1),,.)

. - ~ (- 1),. cos m<P
R I = 2 -vror
m=O

-...

2

tp

m

X P;';-u( +cos 80) P;';-u( -cos IJ)e

~), - ( V ~J,],_,0
= 8~1 :0

We can evaluate the integral 127 by comparing it to
equations 60 and 61. The integral becomes

- ...

+P:-u(-cosiJo)P;;a_u (cosiJ0)) eiplnrdp.

(126A)

From a more general relationship (Snow, 1942, p. 54),
can be shown that the quantity in brackets on the
right side of the equation is given by

~

Pi;-u( -cos IJo) P;:'-u (cos IJo) + Pi;-u (cos IJo) P;;'-u( -cos IJo)

1

-R1 = -v.r:rAo
ror

~ (2-ao,.)
L.....J ( . )
cos
m=O - 1 m

!..,

r(ip+!-m)

X PI;-u( +cos IJo) Pt;-u( -cos 8) cos (p ln
e-tiJ ln

T

in the sets of m and p, respectively. Then, we integrate
over all values of q, and r. First, consider the left side
of the equation. The only region in which the quantity
in brackets, if appreciably different from zero, is in the
immediate vicinity of P 0 , a region so small that the
coor.dinates of all the points included can be considered
e- il] ln T COS '114>
to be the same as those of Po. Thus,
..fi
can
be given its value at Po and can then be removed from
under the integral sign as a constant. The remaining
integral is exactly that represented on the left side of
equation 126. Therefore, the total result is
_ 4re-i <1

In r 0

.fro

Introducing the expression for an element of area
and integrating over the angle q, to eliminate the terms
for which m does not equal n, we get for the expression
on the right side of equation 126A:
8r( -1)"'f A r(!+ip+m)
h
d 1 f
2-8o,. -m -r....:.:(!:.....:+_i,_p-'---m_..:_) cos P1r p 2r)o
Q)

Q)

"(

e•

)

~~-<~

I

dr
n, --;;:·

(127)

(128)

m<P o r (tp
. + 21 + m ) sech pr

The next step is to multiply both sides of the equation by -rt-- cos 'TU/>, where n and q are specific numbers

'odp.

Since the entire coefficient of eiPin~ is an even function of p, the imaginary part of the expansion vanishes
during the integration and the real part is double what
it would be if p varied only from zero to infinity.
Therefore, we may write the final form of the expansion
of the reciprocal distance in terms of cone functions in
spherical coordinates
1

-2(-1)mr(!+ip+m)
h
1r sin2 IJor(!+ip-m) cos 1rp.

ipln!:.

fo) dp.

(129)

Also, in order to facilitate computations based on
equation 129, it is sometimes convenient to use the
following identity (Hobson, 1931, p. 447):
r(ip+~+m)=(-1)m [ 2+!][ 2+~]
r(ip+ ~-m)

P

4

P

4

· · ·

[ 2+(2m-1)2]·
P
4

The cone functions discussed above were introduced
in connection with problems in electrostatics by Mehler
(1868). However, the validity of these solutions has
long been in doubt because of the apparent singularity
in them at the origin (Hobson, 1931, p. 448). Van
Nostrand 3 has shown on the other hand that the
singularity at the origin does not exist in fact. Qualitatively, this can be explained because cos (p In r/ro)
oscillates so rapidly as either r or r 0 approach zero that
the integral approaches zero in such a way as to keep
the whole expression finite.
HYPERBOLOID FUNCTIONS

In order to develop an expansion of the reciprocal
distance in terms of hyperboloid functions, we use the
fact that prolate spheroidal coordinates approach
a Van Nostrand, R. G., 1952, The theory of direct current prospecting in the
presence of curved boundary surfaces: Unpublished doctoral thesis, Univ. North
Carolina, Raleigh, N.C., 107 p.
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spherical coordinates in the limit as .,~co or as b~o.
We will write down an assumed solution, based on our
knowledge of potential functions, and then will require
that it approach the known solution for the expansion
in cone functions as b~o. We commence with the
general solution to Laplace's equation which is given
in equation 88. We let U=1/R. Since we have
already shown that lim ~=cos 8, we expect that our
~co

solution has the same dependence on ~ that equation
128 has on cos 8. Further, from the principle of
reciprocity, we know that the dependence of the solution on '1/o will be the same as its dependence on '11·
Since the general solution already contains the factor
P~-~(71), the reciprocity condition is satisfied if we
also include the factor P~- ~(710 ). Therefore, we assume
a solution in the form of
1
-R =

~

m=O

cos mcp fco
Jo

APi;-K(~o)P,';-u(-~)P;';-K('I'Jo)P,;_u('I'J)dp

A corollary of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem
(Carslaw, 1930, p. 358) states that
b

lim

,,~co

where the sine and cosine terms appearing in a column
means that either of them may be used in the equation.
Therefore, we see· that in the limit as 11 gets infinitely
large, the terms containing cos [p In (71o7J)J and
sin [pIn (71o71)] vanish during the integration over p.
We are then left for consideration only the term
cos [p In (71o/7J)]. We now write the limiting form of
the integral in equation 130, introducing the substitutions from equations 132 at the same time:
lim !_=_b_ ~ (-1)"' cos m
b-.o

R

.....Jr0r ~0

fco

co~h 7J1rr(~~+il:'+m)
smh p1rr(~~+~p-m)

cf>Jo p

X

(130)

when ~0 ~~. A is an arbitrary function whose dependence on m and p will be determined by the limiting
process.
One possible definition of the associated Legendre
function of order v and degree p. is

•

J:a /(z) :~~ (I'Z) dz=O

AP,';-u(~o).Pr-K(-~)

cos

(pin fo)dp.

In order that this equation be identical with equation 129 as we require, we see that
b(-t)m cosh p1rr(~~+ip+m) A
...
p sinh p1rr(~~+ip-m)

=

( -1)m(2-8o...) r(~~+ip-m)
cosh 1rp
r(~+ip+m) ·

(133)

Solving this equation for A and substituting it in
equation 130, we get for the desired expansion of the
reciprocal distance in terms of hyperboloid functions:
where our functions fit the requirements of the definition (Magnus and Oberhettinger, 1949, p. 64). We
recall that 1~

71=

i and we note that the hypergeo-

1

1r

co

R=b ~o

rco

(2-lio,.) cos mcp Jo

p tanh p1r r2 (~+ip-m)
cosh 7J1r r2(~+ip+m)

X P;';-u(~o) Pl;-K(- ~) Pr;_K('I'Jo) Pr-u('l)dp.

(134)

metric functions become unity as 11 becomes infinite.
Therefore, using equation 131, we may write the limiting
form of P1;,-~(71) as

If ~o< ~' the role of these two quantities would be
reversed in the above expansion.

lim P;;_K (.,) =_!_ [B.,-ip+ c,iP]=_!_ [Be-iP In"+ CeiP ID "]

In this section we develop the fundamental equations
that are used in the three following major sections.
The discussion involves principally the mathematical
treatment of the problem of one of several parallel
layers of rocks-whether they be oriented vertically or
horizontally. The solution is unique and novel in that
it is general and is valid for any number of layers.
Special forms of the solution are given in the later
sections, where they are applied to particular problems in electrical prospecting. This general development is also used as a vehicle to introduce the use of
boundary conditions in the solution of potential
problems.

IHO

-{;,

-{;,

where
B-- ( -1)"' cosh p1rr(ip+~~+m)
- 2iJ>+Ki sinh p1rr(ip+ 1)r(~~) '
2i- 14 r(ip)

r

C=r(ip+~~-m)r(7~)' and .,=·r (132)

We have also that
1
lim P,;_K(710) Pi;-u('l) = -- (B2e-iP ID <"o"> + C'eiP ID <.,0.,>
b-.Q
~

1

+ BC(eiP In "•'"+e-iP ID "•'")]=--{ (C2+ B') cos [pIn (71071 )]

-v;;;,

+i(C2-B2) sin [pIn (.,0.,)]+2BC [cos (pIn 'I'Jo/.,)]}.
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THE GENERAL PROBLEM

We commence the general problem by assuming that
all of space is divided into a large but finite number of
regions each of which is bounded by parallel planes
(fig. 28). Two of these regions, which extend to
infinity, are here designated exterior regions. The
remainder of the regions are here designated interior
regions. All the regions have different values for
the resistivity and thickness.

potential distribution in each of these regions due to
current flowing outward from the point source of current
at the origin.
The solution of Laplace's equation which is useful
in this problem is that given by equation 70. As the
point source is on the polar axis, there can be no
dependence upon the angle cJ>. Therefore, equation 70
can be specialized for the present purposes by letting
m=O:
(135)

In each of the regions into which all of space has
been divided, we assume that the potential function
is the sum of

z..:L!
z

..-Current electrode
r------------p

0

4:~'

which we already know satisfies

Laplace's equation and can be expressed in the form
of equation 135 (see equation 105), plus a correction
term in the form of equation 135. The solution of the
problem depends on the determination of the arbitrary
constants A and B.
We first focus our attention on two beds within the
section on the positive side of the z-axis. We label
them with the indices j and j+ 1. We note that j can
assume any value from zero to n- 1. In each of these
regions there is a potential function which in general
includes both exponential terms in the general solution.
Therefore, we can write
U;=:

l

{~+ Jo"" [A;e"-+B;e->-•]J (>..r)d>..}
0

(136)

U;+l
FIGURE

28.-Cross section showing a point source of current within a system containing an arbitrary number of layers of di1ferent resistivities.

The next step is to place a point source of current
within one of the interior regions. This point source
then is made the origin of a cylindrical coordinate
system in which the xy-planes are parallel to the plane
boundaries between the regions of different resistivity
and the z-axis is perpendicular to these boundaries.
Each of the boundaries is now describable in terms of
a single value of z. The regions are next labeled to
distinguish one from another. The· region in which
the source is located is designated as the zeroth region,
and its resistivity is designated as Po· Then, starting
from the zeroth region and working in the direction
of positive z, we designate the successive resistivities
by P+h P+z, P+a, . . ., and P+n· Starting from the
zeroth region and working in the direction of negative
z, we designate the successive resistivities by P-h p_ 2,
P-a, . • ., and P-m· It is evident that the total
number of layers including both exterior regions is
n+ m+ 1. The problem is now to determine the

=~

{~+ Jo"" [A;+le>-•+B;+le-"-]J0 (>..r)d>..}

The present object, which is to determine the
arbitrary constants A 1 and B 1 in terms of Ai+ 1 and
B 1+., can be accomplished by using the boundary
conditions that the potential and the normal component
of the current density must both be continuous across
the boundary z= zi+ 1 between the two formations.
When the two potential functions (equation 136)
are equated at the boundary the following equation is
obtained:

L"" [A;e>--i+~+B;e->-•;+~}J0 (>..r)d>..
= L"" [A;+le>--;+s+B;+le->-•;+s]J (>..r)d>...
0

(137)

The boundary condition concerning the continuity
of the normal component of the current density is
written as
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in this case. Before applying this boundary condition,
we must substitute for 1/R its expansion in terms of
exponentials and Bessel functions of zero order. This
expansion is given by equation 105. After making
the substitution and taking the necessary derivatives,
we obtain the second equation:
Pi+l

L
m

[A;e'-•i+I- (1 +
=p;

i

Q)

B;)e->-•;+~)Jo(Ar)dA

[Ai+te"•i+I- (1 +B;+t)e-'-•;+~)Jo(Ar)dA.

(138)

It should be noted that the other three boundary
conditions listed in the previous section have not
really been neglected. By choosing the form of the
solution such that it contains 1/R explicitly, we assured
that the solution would become infinite properly at
the point source. We had already assured that the
solution would remain finite in any finite region when
we discarded the Bessel functions of the second kind
from equation 70. The condition that the solution
must remain finite at infinity will be used below when
we indicate how to determine the arbitrary constants
in the exterior regions.
As equations 137 and 138 are valid for all values of r,
it follows that the corresponding integrands must also
be equal. These equations then reduce to
A;e'-•i+I + B 1e->-•;+t = Ai+ 1eAzi+I + B ;+te-'-•i+t
A;P;+te>-•i+l- B iPi+te->-•i+t

I
·

(139)

= A;+ 1p;e>-•;+t- Bi+ 1p;e-'-•i+t+ (p;+t- p;)e-'-•i+l

The arbitrary coefficients for the regions of negative
z are then calculated by repeated application of equations 141. When we finally try to calculate A_m and
B_m, we find two equations and three unknowns. At
this point, we introduce once again the condition that
the potential must remain finite at infinity. Since z
goes to negative infinity in this exterior region, we see
that B_m=O in order to satisfy this boundary condition.
Hence, we are now left with only two unknowns,
A_m and B+ n, together with two simultaneous equations.
The final step is to solve these equations for A_m and
B+n·
In any given problem in the indirect method of
interpretation, the numerical values of the assumed
thicknesses and resistivities of the beds will be known.
Therefore, it is generally preferable to introduce these
numerical values step by step as t.he coefficients are
calculated, especially if the number of regions were
very large. However, in the following example, the
coefficients are calculated by using only symbols for
the thicknesses and resistivities.
APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL SOLUTION

As an example of the application of the solution, let
us examine the potential field due to a point source of
current situated in an exterior region of a space that is
divided into three regions (fig. 29). For simplicity, let
c

--------l--~----------~~-----

Equations 139 can now be solved as a set of simultaneous equations in AJ and BJ to obtain the desired
relationships:
1

A ; 2= - [(Pi+t + p;) Ai+t + (Pi+t- p;) (Bi+t + 1)e-2'-•i+t]
Pi+l
1
B;=-[(P;+t-p;) (Ai+te2'-'"i+t-1) (Pi+t+P;)Bi+d
2 Pi+l

+

l

1
p"

p'"

(140)
FIGURE

These relationships are used in the following manner.
First, it is noted that A+n=O because z goes to infinity
in the positive exterior region; setting A+n=O assures
that the solution will remain finite everywhere in that
region. Equations 140 are then used to calculate
A+Cn-I> a~d B+<n-n in terms of B+n· These equations
are then used repeatedly to calculate the arbitrary coefficients for succeeding layers, that is, for decreasing
values of j. When calculation has been made for the
zeroth region and we wish to calculate A_ 1 and B_ 11
equations 140 are simply altered by changing the subscripts appropriately:
1

2
A-<i+t> =
2 -. [ (p-;+ P-<;+n) A-;+ (p-;- P-<i+n) (B-;+ 1)e- '-•-i]

P-1

l

I
B-Ci+t> = - [(p-;- P-<i+n) (A-;e2"'"-; -1) + (p-;- P-<i+l))B-;]
2P-i

(141)

29.-Cross section showing a point source of current within an exterior region
of a system containing three parallel layers of different resistivities.

all the regions be positive regions with resistivities
respectively; the source, which
is designated as the origin, is in the region of resistivity
p'; and the boundaries are labeled as Z= z1 and Z= z2, as
in the general problem. The thickness of the central
region is z2-Zt=b.
Three potential functions must now be determined.
They have the forms
Po=p', Pt=p", fJ2=p"'

1 Jo
f"" [A2e"•+B2e-'-•]J0 (Ar)dA}
U2A= lp'
11" {R+
4

lp' {R+
1 Jo
f""
u3A = 411"

(142)

[Aae"•+Bae-'-•]Jo(Ar)dA}

The problem is to determine the A's and B's in these
functions.
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Since z becomes negatively infinite in the region of
resistivity p' and positively infinite in the region of
resistivity p' ", it is immediately apparent that B 1 =
A 3 =0. This fact follows from the boundary condition
that the potential must remain finite at infinity.
Equations 140 can now be used to determine A 2 and
B2 in terms of Ba. Thus we have
A2=pa-p2 (Ba+ 1)e- 2 x~ 2
2pa

)
(143)

B =Pa+P2 B _pa-P2
2
3
2pa
2pa

It can be-shown that these expressions are equivalent
to the summations resulting from infinite series of
images. As the summations are actually more useful
in computational work, we will derive the series and
hence demonstrate the equivalence. As an example,
consider first U3A. The first step in the transformation
of the integral is to expand the denominator of the
integrand by the binomial theorem:

...

[1 + k21ka2e- 2Xb]-I= ~ (k21k2a) "e- 2 n>.b,
n=O

When the second of equations 140 is applied to the
boundary Z= Zt and the above expressions are substituted for A2 and B2, the following equation results:

(146)

where it is noted that k23 = -ka2·
The potential function may now be written as

(p2-Pt) [(pa-p2) (Ba+1)e-2Xb-1J
2pa

+ (p22+Pt)

[(pa+P2)Ba- (pa-p2)]=0.

(144)

The only unknown in equation 144 is B 3 •
equation is then solved to find that

The

Pa

where

Let us now consider the expansion for 1/R shown in
equation 105. Each of the integrals for a specific
value of n in the above summation is the expansion of
the quantity 1/.J(2nb+z) 2 +r2 • Therefore, .the total
potential is represented as an infinite sum:

ki;=pi-Pi.
Pi+ Pi

(147)

When the expression for B 3 is substituted into
equations 143, A2 and B2 are immediately shown to be
A2

22
ka2 (1 + k21) e- >. 2 )
1 k21ka2e- 2>.b

In a similar fashion, we can transform the other two
potential functions into analogous forms:

+

k21- k21ka2e- 2>.b
B2 = --7-:----::-'~~:-:1 k21ka2e- 2>.b

+

Finally, A1 is determined by substituting A 2 and B2
into the first of equations 140. We find that
At=

[k2t + ka2e-2Xb]e-2X2J
·
1 + k21ka2e- 2u

.

In this particular problem, when the expressions for
A1, A2, B2, and Ba are substituted into the potential
functions,
and UaA are simplified in form if the
expansion for 1/R (equation 105) is combined with
the other integrals given in equations 142. Using this
fact, we have as the three potential functions

(148)

u2A

_lp'[1

UtA-41r

i""

-R+k2t o

e-X(2zJ-zlJo(A.r)
1+k21 k a2e -2>.b dA.

(145)

It can be seen that the problem in figure 20 differs
from that in figure 29 only in that figure 20 involves a
half space while figure 29 involves an infinite space.
Thus if the above solutions can be related to images,
'
we should
be able to identify these solutions with those
given in the treatment of the image theory (equations
38). In order to demonstrate the equivalence of the
two sets of solutions, let us specialize the present
problem to conform to the previous problem by noting
that p'" = p'. It follows that k2 1 =k23 =k. Making
these changes directly in equations 147 and 148, we get
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(149)

[p'

c:o

k2n

4r

n=O

-J (2nb + z) 2 + r2

Uu=- (1-k2) ~ -;===:::::===
u2A and U3A above are identical tO the COrresponding
expressions in equations 38, except for the extra factor
2 appearing in the above expressions. This factor of
two is related to the difference in the problem as
described above.
Uu above may also be shown to be equivalent to the
previous image solution. We commence by rewriting
the second term as:

±

k
+k
k2n
k
-J(2z1-z)2+r2
n=l -J(2nb+2z1-z)2+r2 -J(2z1-z)2+r2
+k(k2)

±

n=O

k

2
"

"'(2nb+2z2 -z) 2+r2

•

(150)

The new summation in equation 150 can now be
added to the second summation in U 1A (equation 149)
to get
Uu=[p'{_!+
k
-k(1-k2)±
k2n
}
4r R "'(2z1-z)2+r2
n=o-J(2nb-2z2 -z) 2+r2
(151)

which is identical to the corresponding solution obtained
directly by image theory.
HORIZONTAL BEDDING

From the viewpoint of the theorist, horizontal
bedding has been given by far the greatest attention in
electrical prospecting for two reasons. First, the
mathematics for the horizontal-bed problem is relatively
simple. Secondly, the problem of determining the depth
to horizontal or nearly horizontal beds is of great
economic importance in petroleum exploration and in
ground-water and engineering problems. Consequently,
many theoretical and field investigations have been
made that evaluate the usefulness of various electrical
methods to the solution of the horizontal-bed problem.
The electrical theory for horizontal bedding has had
much more success in ground-water and engineering
problems, which usually involve finding the thiclmess
of overburden or finding the depth to a shallow key
horizon, than in petroleum-exploration problems which
usually involve key horizons at relatively great depth.

The three schools of thought on prospecting for
horizontal beds have been termed the curve-matching,
the empirical, and the direct-interpretation schools
(Mooney, 1954a). The curve matchers assume a geological situation and construct a theoretical resistivity curve based upon that assumption. Although these
assumed conditions and theoretical curves can be
organized in to charts to cover a wide range of conditions
even before the field work is done, this method is
essentially one of trial and error. We highly endorse
the curve-matching method, and we therefore describe
it in detail in this section.
Workers of the empirical school first obtain their field
curves. If there is good geological control, they relate
the salient features of the curves to known geological
contacts. Such features consist of maxima, minima,
inflection points, and incongruous breaks in the curves.
They then try to follow the geological contacts away
from the region of control by observing the behavior of
the resistivity curves in the new regions. This procedure is fairly dependable if there is enough geological
control available. Another empirical method is to
examine the series of field curves for "breaks" which
seem to persist in all the curves. The interpreter then
attributes these breaks to some horizontal discontinuity
in resistivity at a depth corresponding to the electrode
separation at which the break occurs. Although such
breaks are completely outside the bounds of present
theory, it must be said in defense of the empirical school
that some excellent results have been obtained with this
method. Many such breaks, however, are probably
due to lateral or near-surface resistivity effects. The
possibility does exist that we will eventually find some
nonohmic flow of current which can explain a certain
fraction of the observed breaks.
Certain other empirical methods, such as that given
by Moore (1944), are also unfounded in theory and are
usually limited in application to the special situations
for which they were derived. Although the bibliography ~on tains many references to these empirical
methods, we will devote little space to them.
The direct-interpretation school, which was started
by the work of Slichter (1933), involves the use of the
measured-resistivity data in a mathematical operation
to determine directly the horizontal layering which
gave rise to the data. This method of approach is
outlined here.
THBOBY

The original solutions to horizontal-bedding problems
were obtained by applying the theory of images directly
(Hummel, 1928b, c, d). Later, other workers applied
the solutions of differential equations to the same
problems and showed that their solutions were equiv-
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alent to those obtained directly by the method of
images (Stefanesco and others, 1930). We will specialize the solutions that were obtained in the previous
section for the general problem. In particular we will
show how the solutions to the previous general problem
can be applied to the less general problem of a large
number of horizontal beds with arbitrary thicknesses
and arbitrary resistivities. We will then give the
special solutions for the two- and three-layer problems.
If we place the current electrode in the upper surface
of the Po layer, as shown in figure 28, and if we make
infinite the values of such resistivities as P-h p_ 2 , we
then have a situation similar to a layered earth (fig. 30).
The z-axis is positive downward with the origin at the
source. The coordinate of the earth's surface is z=O.
SURFACE

bottom bed, we solve for An in terms of A 0 and set the
expression equal to zero, because the eH.z term must
be removed if the solution is to remain finite at infinity.
After solving the resulting equation for A 0 , we can
then solve for any of the other coefficients needed.
Slichter {1933) wrote down in a generalized form all
the equations arising from the boundary conditions in
an n-layer problem, and then solved the equations by
the method of determinants. The evaluation of
Slichter's determinants by the method of minors is
identical step by step to the evaluation of the arbitrary
constants by the repetitive use of equation 152.
The solution of" the two-layer problem (fig. 31) is
obtained by adapting the general forms to this problem.
In particular, we must obtain expressions for the potential dJ1e to the point source of current in each of the
two layers. These potentials initially have the form
U0= ~ {i+

leo Ao(eh+e-h]J0(Xr)d).}
1
reo Ble-A•Jo(Xr)dx}·
R Jo
1Ul= 2rPO{.!.+

z+2

p

1

FIGURE

30.-0enerallayered earth with any number of beds of different resistivities
and thicknesses.

The potential functions still have the form of equations 136. Equations 140 are still valid for this less
general problem; and they can be used in the same
way as explained in the section on plane parallel
boundaries, except in evaluating the potential function
in the uppermost layer, where the potential function
must be such that no current crosses the earth's surface
because the air above has infinite resistivity. This
boundary condition is satisfied, as may be readily verified
by setting

0

0~ =0 when z =0, if A
0

0

is made equal to B 0 •

As we are usually interested only in A 0 in horizontalbedding problems, some time can be saved in computations if equations 140 are solved for Ai+I and BJ+I· In
the inverted form, these equations become
At+t =

2;;

[(.,+I

(I

+Z
FIGURE

31.-A point source of current over a two-layer earth.

In choosing the forms for the potentials, we have
already provided that ul must remain finite at infinity
and that no current must cross the earth's surface. We
have also altered the multiplying factor to 1Po/21f
because we know that it is the correct factor for a point
source on the surface of a homogeneous earth (eq. 2);
this factor controls the value of the potential at points
very close to the source. We now use equations 152 to
obtain the arbitrary constants A 0 and B1. In our application, j=O. We merely put A 0 in place of both A 1
and B 1 in the expression for AJ+t and then set this
expression equal to zero:

+ p;) A;- + B ;) (pi+I - p;) .-.. ''"]

1Bi+l =2Pi- ((PHI- p;) (1-

A;e2h;+~)

+ (p;+J + p;)B;].

(152)

In any given problem these equations can be used
in a repetitive manner, starting with Ao. For the

Solving for Ao, we get
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Since we now know A 0 , we can solve immediately for
B 1 , using the second of equations 152.
Thus, the potential functions are found to be

(153)

Many of the practical solutions used as the basis for
theoretical resistivity curves in the literature are based
on the theory of images (for example, Roman, 1934).
Equations 153 can be reduced to the image solutions
by the method used to get equations 148. Following
this method, we write down the expansion (eq. 146):
(I)

[1-k 10e-2X•t]-1=

L: Moe-2nX•I

(154)

n=O

whence

{1

I
U1=~
-+kw

271" R

L:
(I)

kio

1(1) e-2Xn• (1+e- X•I)e-X•J (Xr)dX}•

n=O

1

2

o

0

(155)

When we apply the expansion from equation 105, we
finally get

manner from the general equations. The expression
for A 0 in the three-layer case is developed in a later
section on direct interpretation (eq. 169).
Using the above results, we can now study the current penetration between two current electrodes in a
two-layer medium in a manner somewhat analogous to
our study of the depth of current penetration in homogeneous ground. The results will help refute the contention that the effective depth of current penetration
in a two-layered medium equals the electrode separation a in the Wenner configuration; the results will also
indicate the importance of the so-called "blanketing
effect" of high resistivity contrasts.
In determining the potential distribution due to more
than one electrode, the principle of superposition
enables us to study the effect of each electrode taken
separately and then later to add these effects in order
to determine the effect of the configuration of electrodes
as a whole. As the same principle applies in the present
problem, we will consider first the current distribution
due to a single electrode only, and next the current
distribution due to two electrodes. It should be
cautioned that because we are dealing with vectors,
algebraic addition can be used only when we are considering the corresponding scalar components of anumber of vectors.
Remembering that the x-component of current density (eq. 6) is Jx=

_!p ~U,
we obtain the
vX

total current

t::.I flowing across any given yz-plane below a depth z':
UI=IPo {_!_+kw
271" R

±

n=O

D.l =

kio
.J[2nzt+zl2+r2

+k10

±

n=O

kio
.J[2(n+ 1) z1 + z] 2+

}·

(156)

r2

Usually we are interested in values of the potential
function at points on the earth's surface only. Therefore, the useful equation is finally obtained by letting
z=O in equation 156:
(157)

Thus, equation 157 represents the potential on the surface of a two-layer earth due to a point source of current also located on the earth's surface. Equation 157
can be manipulated easily into the forms which various
authors have obtained using the theory of images. It
is the equation useful for computations, especially when
k is negative-that is, when the underlying bed is the
more conducting.
Equations for the three-layer problem and for other
multilayer problems can be computed in the same

Jz'JQ)
0

-CD

[ - -1P -oUJ
dydz.
QX

(158)

The pr~sent problem differs from the one discussed
previously in that we now must consider two separate
derivatives and two separate resistivities. Consequently, there are many ways to study the problem.
We will choose only one of these approaches. Specifically we will investigate the amount of current that
enters the lower bed only; and we will therefore need
to consider the current density in the lower bed only.
By manipulating the second series in the expression for
ul in equation 156, it can be shown that:

where r2 =x2 +y2 •
case 1s

The necessary derivative 1n this

oU1
]PoX
~
kio
()X= -2,;(1 +kJO) £-J [(2nzl + z)2+x2+y2)312.
n=O

Substituting this derivative into equation 158, we get
the total amount of current flowing in the lower bed
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through any given yz-plane (specified by assigning the
value of x):

1.0
00.9
LLJ

CD

ffio.8

"""<,

3:

0_J

00.7

We integrate first with respect toy:

~
0::

LLJ

~0.6

LLJ

<10.5

lPo

~ k,
10

7rP!

n=O

~/=-(1+k!O) ~

t--

z
~0.4

[7r2 -arc tan (2n+1)z J·
1

-

0::

X

To determine the amount of current that enters the
lower bed in the case of two current electrodes on the
surface of a two-layer earth, we determine the amount of
current that passes in the lower bed and through the
plane bisecting the line of electrodes. The distance
of this plane from one of the current electrodes is 3a/2,
where a is the electrode separation of the Wenner configuration. Thus, x in equation 159 becomes 3a/2.
Owing to symmetry, the amount of current that flows
through the midplane will be the same from each
current electrode. Since equation 159 is based on only
one electrode, the expression which we seek is double
that given above. Thus the current entering the
lower bed, when expressed as a fraction of the total
current, is

This expression can be simplified for computations
by substituting for the arc tangent its series representation. Thus, we have
~[_2p0
I - 1rp 1 (1 +kw)

00

~

n
k 10

00

~0

(-l)m[
3a
]2m+!
2m+ 1 2(2n+ 1)zl

(160)

Figure 32 represents the results of a computation
based on equation 160. In this particular case, the
depth to the second layer is made equal to one-half
the distance between the current. electrodes. The current penetrating the lower bed is given as a function of
the resistivity contrast expressed in tern1s of k 10 •
The curve starts out, as it should, with no current
entering the lower bed when that bed is perfectly
insulating. For a hmnogeneous earth, one-half the
total current penetrates the horizontal contact plane
which we have chosen (see above). For the case of a
perfectly conducting lower bed, only slightly less than
three-quarters of the total current penetrates the lower
bed. Using intuition alone, one might reason errone-
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32.-The fraction t:.I/1 of the total current I which passes into a bed whose
depth equals one-half the distance L between the current electrodes.

FIGURE

ously that essentially all the current enters the lower
bed.
We can also predict qualitatively what we can
expect when the depth to the second layer is different
from that assumed. We know the current penetration
in homogeneous media. We know further that the
general shape of the curve for any given depth of contact must be the same as the one shown. Using these
two principles, we can easily sketch out the probable
curves for other geometri~al relationships. Two suoh
curves have been indicated in figure 32 by dashed lines.
THEORETICAL CURVES

Our approach to the subject of theoretical curves of
horizontal bedding problems·. is objective. Literally
hundreds of apparent-resistivity curves have been
published for the two-, three-, and four-layer cases
(Mooney and Wetzel, 1956). Our principal objectives,
therefore, are to digest and analyze the works of others
on the horizontal-bed problems, and to give an evaluation of the best solutions available and the best
methods to use in actual field problems. It should be
emphasized that the key to the interpretation of the
horizontal-bed problem lies in the recognition of the
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practical limitations of the resistivity method to solve
the problem.
The most serious limitation is one of depth. We
normally find that the electrode separation in the
Wenner configuration, for example, must be of the
order of two or three times the depth to the beds of
interest. Thus, even though current penetration can
be obtained, the great electrode separations needed for
the effects of deep layers to manifest themselves usually
result in lateral effects superposed on the depth effects.
Exceptions to this rule are rare in the field, and consequently the quantitative interpretation of horizontalbed problems is usually restricted to relatively shallow
depths.
Other limitations are sufficient resistivity contrasts
and compatible thicknesses. Although the restrictions
imposed by resistivity contrasts are fortunately not
very stringent, the vast range of resistivities is not as
important as it appears. As we found in the previous
section on theory, the resistivity contrast invariably
enters the problem in the form of the reflection factor
ki1= (pi-p1 )/(Pi+P1). The absolute value of the reflection factor ranges only from zero to unity. If the
resistivity of a given bed is twice that of a neighboring
bed, the reflection factor is one-third-which is already
one-third of its entire range. If the resistivity of
a given bed is 5 times the resistivity of an adjacent
bed, the reflection factor is two-thirds. As the resistivity contrast rises above this value of 5 to 1, the
reflection b.ctor increases very slowly toward unity.
For all practical purposes, a resistivity contrast of the
order to 10 to 1 gives an anomaly of the same order of
magnitude as an infinite resistivity contrast. This
rule applies to almost all types of structures.
The thicknesses of the beds also govern our approach
to the problem of horizontal beds. For example, if
there exist three layers and if the middle layer is of
sufficient thickness, the three-layer problem can be
solved by the successive use of methods normally
applied to solve two-layer problems. As the thickness
of the middle layer decreases, we find a stage in which
the theoretical three-layer curves must be consulted;
for an expanding electrode configuration, the effect
of the bottommost bed appears in the apparent resistivity almost as soon as the effect of the middle layer.
Finally, when the thickness of the middle layer becomes
even smaller, the problem reduces to a simple two-layer
case because the effect of the middle layer is no longer
important at any electrode separation. It is obvious
that the critical thicknesses of the middle layer in this
hypothetical case are dependent on the resistivity
contrasts.
A working knowledge of what can or cannot be
accomplished with resistivity techniques for the hori-

zontal-bed problem is predicated upon a practical
viewpoint of the manner in which these parameters of
depth, thicknesses, and resistivity contrasts are
interrelated.
TWO-LAYER CASE

For the plotting of vertical resistivity profiles in
horizontal-bed problems, logarithmic plotting for both
the apparent resistivity and the electrode separation is
preferable to linear plotting. When both the observed
and theoretical curves are plotted on the same type of
logarithmic paper, the effect of scale is eliminated; and
once a satisfactory match between the observed and
theoretical curves is made, the parameters can be
determined. For the observed curves, the apparent
resistivity Pais plotted as the ordinate, and the electrode
separation a is plotted as the abscissa. For the
theoretical curves, the ratio of the apparent resistivity
Pa to the true resistivity Po of the top layer is usually
plotted as the ordinate, and the ratio of the electrode
separation a to the thickness zi of the top layer is
plotted as the abscissa; it is convenient to plot the
theoretical curves on transparent material to facilitate
curve matching.
Figure 33 shows a master set of such theoretical
curvesforthetwo-layercase (adapted from Roman, 1941).
The values of the reflection factor k are shown for
intervals of 0.1 between + 1.0 and -1.0. The theoretical curves are applicable for either the Wenner or
Lee configurations. Assuming that a satisfactory fit
occurs between the observed apparent resistivity curve
and one of the curves in figure 33, the following factors
may be readily obtained when the curv.es are in superposition. (See fig. 34).
1. The reflection factor k, which equals (PI- Po)1(PI+ Po)
is read immediately off the theoretical curve that
fits the data. If an observed curve fits, but lies
intermediate between the ones drawn on the
master curves in figure 33, the estimated value
of k can be obtained by interpolation from the
chart.
2. The resistivity Po of the top layer is obtained by
noting where the horizontal "resistivity index"
line on the master chart intersects the axis of
ordinates of the observed curve. This results
from the fact that the resistivity index is the line
(axis of abscissas) on the master chart representing
k=O, which means that Pa/Po=1, and consequently
log p8 =log Po· The fundamental reason for the
validity of superposition in this manner, however,
lies in the facts that log (Pa/Po)=log p.-log Po
and log (a/z1 )=log a-log zi and because both
log Po and log z1 are constant. Thus the sliding
of the master chart up and down, or back and forth
to the right and left, does not affect the scale.
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interpretation by curve matching, two-layer case, logarithmic plotting. Adapted from Irwin Roman (1952, unpublished data).

3. The depth Zt to the bottom layer is obtained by
noting where the vertical "depth index" line (axis
of ordinates) on the master chart intersects the
axis of abscissas (values of electrode separation a)
on the observed curve. This results from the
fact that the depth index is the line on the master
chart representing log (a/z1 ) =0, which means that
afzt=l and that, therefore, a=z1 • The fact that
this electrode separation a is equal to the depth z1
has nothing to do with the Gish-Rooney empirical
rule mentioned earlier.
4. The resistivity p 11 of the bottom bed is determined
directly from the relationship
l+k

Pt=l-kPO·

In the example shown in figure 34, the values of the
factors listed above are given in the diagram.
Though we recommend curve matching as the best
procedure for quantitative resistivity interpretation,
there are certain generalizations that assist the interpreter in making a preliminary analysis of observed
apparent-resistivity curves for the two-layer case.
The fact that larger anomalies are obtained for negative
reflection factors than for positive reflection factors
(see fig. 33) indicates that a bed of better conducting
material at depth can be detected more readily than
a poorly conducting one, other things being equal.
The most valuable generalizations, however, apply to
situations in which the resistivity of the bottom bed is
assumed to be great, because usually the resistivity
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does increase with depth. When the bottom bed in
the two-layer case is a perfect insulator, the apparent-resistivity curve for a vertical profile gives a
limiting straight-line curve which passes through the
origin of coordinates (for linear plotting) and which
has an inclination tan a= 1.386. A limiting straight
line also occurs with logarithmic plotting. For this
limiting case the limiting value of the slope will be
reached when a/z1 = 1.5; this is also approximately
true for other resistivity contrasts that exceed about
ptfPo= 10:1. This property, which is important also
in considering the analysis of three- and four-layer
cases discussed later, implies that in a two-layer
region in which the bottom bed is ten or more times
resistive than the top bed, the configuration will need
to be expanded to only about two or three times the
suspected depth to obtain the thickness z1 of the top
layer. In addition, for large values of ptf p0 , the apparent resistivity Pa is 1.5 times the true resistivity
Po of the upper layer when a= Zt, that is, when the
electrode separation is equal to the thickness of the top
layer. As the true resistivity of the ordinary alluvium
is usually much lower than that of the bedrock below
it, a valuable indication of the depth of the bedrock
can frequently be obtained by this relationship in
simple two-layer, depth-to-bedrock problems. Of
course, this assumes that a determination of Po can
be obtained from the value of the apparent resistivity
at small electrode separations.
In the two-layer problem the various rules for
depth that depend upon the points of inflection of
the apparent-resistivity curves have been shown by
various investigators (Ehrenburg and Watson, 1931;
Palmer and Hough, 1953) to be applicable to certain
reflection factors only; each rule breaks down when
applied universally. As the resistivity contrast is not
generally known, it is therefore considered preferableand usually just as fast-merely to compare the observed curve with the master logarithmic curves rather
than to rely on the rules concerning inflection points.
Figure 35 shows the families of apparent-resistivity
curves for the two-layer case when linear plotting is
used (after Tagg, 1932). The curves are taken at
intervals of k of 0.1 from + 1.0 to -1.0. The ratio of
the apparent resistivity Pa or conductivity ua to the
true resistivity Po or conductivity u 0 , respectively, of
the top layer is plotted as the ordinate on a linear scale;
and, because the electrode separation a is known, the
ratio of the thickness z1 of the top layer to the electrode
separation a is plotted as the abscissa on a linear scale.
The curves are applicable for either the Wenner or Lee
configurations. These linear curves are used today
principally for the Tagg method of interpretation,
which will be discussed in a later section.

Either the constant-electrode system or the expanding-electrode system of the potential-drop-ratio
method can be used in studies of horizontal bedding.
Figures 36 and 37 show the normalized potential-drop
ratios for both these systems for different reflection
factors.
For the constant-electrode system (fig. 36), the
potential electrode separation a is taken as half the
depth z1 to the bottom layer. For a perfectly insulating bottom bed (k= 1), the maximum value of the
potential-drop ratio is about 1.3, and occurs when the
distance r between ce:qter potential electrode P 0 and
current electrode C equals about 1~ times the depth Zt.
For smaller positive reflection factors, the potentialdrop-ratio curves become flatter, and the maxima shift
so slightly to the right that their position on the abscissa
of the chart can be used as a valuable criterion of the
depth for the two-layer case. For this reason, claims
are made that the potential-drop-ratio method gives a
faster interpret~tion of the depth for a two-layer problem than resistivity techniques, provided the reflection
factor is positive (Heiland, 1940, p. 747). Additional
potential-drop-ratio curves for different positive reflection factors and electrode separations than those in
figure 36 are deemed necessary to substantiate these
claims. For negative reflection factors (top bed is
more resistive than bottom bed), it is seen from figure
36 that the potential-drop-ratio minima shift so much
to the right that a curve-matching comparison with
theoretical curves would be necessary for making
reliable depth estimates.
For the expanding-electrode system making r' = 3a
(fig. 37), the potential-drop-ratio maxima for positive
reflection factors (bottom layer more resistive than top
layer) occur when the distance between current electrode C and the nearest potential electrode P1 is approximately equal to the depth of the bottom layer (Heiland,
1940, p. 748). For negative reflection factors no general
rule can apparently be made.
MULTIPLE-LAYER CASE

The three-layer case comprises a top layer of thickness z1 , a middle layer of thickness d, and a bottommost
layer at depth z2 (z2 is defined by the equation z2= Zt +d)
that theoretically extends to infinity (see fig. 38). As
there are an infinite number of permutations and
combinations of the factors of electrode separations,
thicknesses of beds, and resistivity contrasts of the
three beds, it is helpful in the analysis of the threelayer problem to first systematize the conventions and
practices that will suffice for practical needs and at the
same time keep the problem from being unwieldly
Our conventions and reasonings for the three-layer
case follow those of Wetzel and McMurry (1937)
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FIGURE

with some modifications. The thickness z1 of the top
layer is always taken as our unit of length. Except
in special cases, the assumed resistivity contrasts will
be in ratios of 1/oo, 1/100, 1/10, 1/3, 3/1, 10/1, 100/1,
and oo /1. There are three main groups of possibilities
concerning the resistivity of the middle bed in relation
to that of the others: its resistivity may be higher
than, lower than, or intermediate between the resistivities of the top and bottommost beds. The assumed
thicknesses of the layers are either equal or are simple
multiples of each other. Thin beds of thickness less
than one unit will not be considered because, for all
practical purposes, they will not be detectable in the
field unless they are either nearly perfectly conducting

37.-Potential-drop ratios (normalized) for two-layer case, expandingelectrode system, perfectly insulating bottom bed. Depth z1... 18.1S units; r'-3a.
Adapted from M. H. Jameson (1937, "Effect of dipping strata on potential-drop..ratio
determinations," unpublished master's thesis, Colorado School of Mines Library).

FIGURE

or perfectly insulating; and if they are so, they fall
into the category of special limiting cases of the threelayer problem that can be recognized from the families
of theoretical curves that will be shown later. It
should be emphasized, however, that the presence of
undetectable thin beds can still cause erroneous
interpretations.
As in the two-layer case, logarithmic plotting is
recommended, because it renders the shape of the
curves independent of the field units used and allows
the interpreter to become familiar with the curve trends.
This is difficult to do if linear plots are used. Provided
the three-layer assumption is correct and the beds are
homogeneous, a unique solution is possible, as in the
two-layer case; but to obtain a unique solution, the
electrode configuration must generally be expanded to
much larger electrode separations than for the two-layer
case. Great care must also be used in obtaining the
apparent resistivity for small electrode separations.
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Figure 39 shows the effect on the apparent resistivity
of varying the resistivity PI of the middle layer, all
other factors remaining constant (Wetzel and McMurry, 1937). The resistivities of the top and bottommost beds are equal, and Zt: d: :3: 1. All curves are
asymptotic to the value Pal p0 = 1. In this case the
logarithmic two-layer curves can be used to obtain
approximately the thickness z1 of the top layer, but
they cannot be used to obtain the depth z2 of the
bottommost layer because the curves on the right-hand
side of the diagram are not close enough to asymptotic
values to allow the two-layer approximation to be
applied.
Figure 40 shows the effect on the apparent resistivity
of variations in the resistivity P2 of the bottommost
layer, all other factors remaining constant (Wetzel
and McMurry, 1937). The fixed resistivities are such
that Pt = 3 Po, and zi : d: : 1 :3. The curve labeled
P2=3p0 is for the two-layer case; and it fits the other
curves so closely for abscissa values less than 3 that in
this case also the thickness zi of the top layer can obviously be obtained approximately from the two-layer
logarithmic curves for all resistivity contrasts involved.
Figure 41 shows the behavior of certain types of
resistivity curves by comparing three-layer curve A
for zi: d: :4:4 with various limiting curves. The
resistivities for curve A are Po: PI: P2: : 1: 10: 1/3; thus

The best depth determinations that can ordinarily be
expected with the resistivity method for the three-layer
case is to within an accuracy of only 10 percent When
reference is made to obtaining an "accurate" depth
estimate in this paper, the inherent limitation of the
method is still implied.
For the special three-layer cases in which the bottommost bed is either a perfect insulator or perfect conductor,
the mathematics is greatly simplified, and the properties
are therefore easily obtainable. When the bottommost
layer is a perfect insulator, the asymptotic curve for
large electrode separations passes through the origin
of coordinates (for linear plotting), and its slope is
identical to that for the two-layer case in which the
bottom lay-er is a perfect insulator.
Figure 38 shows the effect on the apparent resistivity
of varying ratios of the top-layer thickness z1 to middlelayer thickness d for the Wenner or Lee configuration
(Wetzel and McMurry, 1937). The ratios of resistivities are p0 :pi:P2::1:1/3:1. The ratio z1:d::0:8 is
identical to a two-layer case, and the ratio z1 : d: : 8 : 0
is the homogeneous case. Because for large separations
the slopes of the curves approach that for the two-layer
case, it is clear that a family of logarithmic two-layer
curves can be used to obtain approximately the depth
Z2 of the bottommost bed. The same is true in this
case for the depth z1 •
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FIGURE

the resistivity of the middle layer is greater than that
of either the top or bottommost layers, and the resistivity of the bottommost layer is least of all three.
Asymptotic curve D is for the two-layer case in which
the resistivities of the upper-two layers have been
averaged according to Hummel's (1929 c, d) method .
Curve A approaches this asymptotic curve for much
larger electrode separations than shown in the figure.
Within the region of the chart shown, however, this
asymptotic value cannot be used as a guide in the analysis of curve A. In this example the logarithmic twolayer curves, therefore, cannot be used to obtain even
approximately the depth Z2 to the bottommost layer.
An attempt to do so in this example would involve a
400-percent error in the determination of depth z2.
The mathematical expression for the apparent resistivity of the three-layer case reduces continuously to
the expression for the two-layer case if either z1 or d is
allowed to approach zero. Applying this to our present
example in figure 41, curve B is obtained when Zt
approaches zero, and curve 0 is obtained when d
approaches zero. It should be emphasized that the
apparent-resistivity curves B and 0 for the limiting
two-layer cases are not envelopes for the families of
three-layer curves similar to curve A, as might normally
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be e:x-pected. In addition, it is possible for members
of these multiple-layer resistivity curve families to
cross; this fact makes the task of extrapolation of
curve families difficult.
Figure 42 shows an example of the interpretation of
a three-layer case by superposition of the logarithmic
theoretical (solid lines) and hypothetical observed
(dashed line) curves (Wetzel and McMurry, 1937).
The family of theoretical curves are for fixed resistivities Po: Pt : P2: : 1 :3 : 10 and for various values of z1 :d.
The "resistivity index" line, which is defined as the
axis of abscissas on the theoretical chart for which
Pal Po= 1, is extended to the left to intersect the ordinate
value of Pa on the observed logarithmic chart; this
gives the value of p0 , which in the present example is
33 ohm-centimeters. The fact that the observed curve
matches a theoretical curve in this family, whose
theoretical ratio is p0 :p1 :P2: :1:3:10 indicates that the
field resistivity values are Po: p1 : P2: :33:99:330. The
"depth index" line, which is defined in the three-layer
case as the electrode separation equal to the depth of
the bottommost layer-that is, a=~-, corresponds in
the Wetzel-McMurry charts with the abscissa point
8a/~=8, and is found on the diagram to be ~=330
feet. Finally the z1 :d ratio is read by noting that the
field curve lies about halfway between the theoretical
curves whose ratios are 2 : 2 and 1 : 3; therefore, the
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z1 : d ratio for the field curve corresponds to about 3: 5.
Using the relationship ~= z1+ d and knowing that
z2 = 330 feet, we readily obtain the thickness of the top
layer z1 = 124 feet. The problem is thus completely
solved.
The members of the Schlumberger school have
pointed out the advantages of logarithmic curve matching and themselves have used it as a standard procedure
for many years for both two- and three-layer problems.
During 1933 to 1936 the Schlumberger organization in
Paris, la Compagnie Generale de Geophysique, computed an album of 480 master curves for two- and
three-layer cases that were recently published (Compagnie Generale de Geophysique, 1955). Figure 43
shows the values of the parameters used in the Schlumberger album and the generalized character of the
apparent-resistivity curves in each category with the
Schlumberger configuration. The resistivity P2 of the
bottommost layer is assumed to have only four separate
values, namely, fJ2=0, Po, p~/Po, and 00 •
An example of one of the families of two- and
three-layer curves for the Schlumberger configuration is
shown in figure 44. The curves are plotted on logarithmic paper whose cycle is identical to that used for
the field curves. For all curves the resistivities of the
top, middle, and bottommost layers are, respectively,
Po; Pt=Po/39; and fJ2=oo. The only differences in the
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42.-Example of interpretation of three-layer case by superposition of logarithmic theoretical (solid lines) and hypothetical observed (dashed line) curves,
Wenner or Lee configuration. po:p,:p2: :1:3:10; various values of z1:d; z2=8 units (depth index). Adapted from Wetzel and McMurry (1937).
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FIGURE

curves are in the thicknesses of the layers. The two
limiting curves are for the limiting two-layer cases.
The apparent resistivity is plotted against AB/2, where
AB is the distance between the current electrodes. The
depth index is z11 the thickness of the top layer. The 10z1
mark is included to indicate the dimensions of the
logarithmic cycle used. The resistivity index is the horizontal line, which represents the value of p0 • The
theoretical curves are matched with the logarithmically
plotted observed field values for the Schlumberger
configuration in a manner similar to that discussed
previously for the Wenner and Lee configurations.
As pointed out on page 40, the French school-contrary to the Wenner procedure-has always chosen to
take a vertical profile by increasing either the distance
between the current electrodes or that between the
potential electrodes, but only one set at a time between
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successive measurements. In order not to introduce
the ratio between these two distances as an extra
variable, all the calculations are made for an infinitely
small value of the distance between the potential electrodes. If the ratio of the distance between the
potential electrodes to that between the current electrodes does not exceed 1/5, it is sufficient to shift the
points of the field curve in the negative direction of the
distance axis (in the vertical profile) by an amount
equivalent to a reduction of the distance by 0 to 6
percent depending on the case (Compagnie General de
Geophysique, 1955, p. 1).
The principal advantage of this technique is that the
influence of local inhomogeneities close to the potential
electrodes can be clearly located on the apparentresistivity curves. A schematic representation of this
idea is shown in figure 45 (after Chastenet de Gery and
Kunetz, 1956). The top diagram (fig. 45) contains
three segments of curves, each of which represents data
taken with one of three different values of the distance
'KIN between the potential electrodes. Because a local
inhomogeneity existed near one or both of the potential
electrodes when '.'KIN had the second value used,
segment B of the curve is displaced upward from the
other two. Obviously, it is easy to connect segments
A and 0 correctly by moving segment B downward to
its correct position. The middle diagram (fig. 45)
shows, for example, what might have been obtained
with the Wenner configuration as it is normally used.
The effect of the local inhomogeneity cannot be differentiated from the effects of deep horizontal discontinuities on the smooth Wenner curve.
The four-layer case comprises a top layer of thickness
z1 and resistivity Po and two successively deeper layers
of respective thickness d1 and d2 whose bottoms lie at
successive depths of z2 and z3 , respectively, below the
earth's surface (fig. 46). The bottommost layer, at
depth z3, is assumed to extend to great depth.
At the outstart, we repeat our contention that, except
for ideal and very rare field problems, lateral variations
interfere too much for the four-layer case analysis to
be applied with much degree of certainty. In addition,
there is a lack of uniqueness-from the practical point
of view-in the four-layer case. Although we realize
that much more time and experience must be had with
the application of the four-layer curves to prove this
statement conclusively, we will now show the characteristics of the four-layer case that lead us to this
contention. In doing this, we will use some four-layer
curves taken from the album of four-layer curves by
Mooney and Wetzel (1956), which is the most comprehensive work of its type ever published for the resistivity
method. This album is of great help in showing curve
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trends that would be expected in ideal four-layer
problems.
Figure 47 shows the large expansions of configuration
necessary to distinguisn three-layer curves (B, C, D,
and F) from four-layer curves (A, E, and G; all curves
from Mooney and Wetzel, 1956). In the example
shown, the resistivities of the top two layers for the
three-layer case are identical to those of the four-layer
case (that is, Pl=100 p0 ); the thickness z1 of the top
layer is the same in both cases; and z2 for the threelayer- case is made equal to z3 for the four-layer case;
in the four-layer case, the thickness of the third layer
is one unit. As the configuration is expanded, there is
essentially no resolution between the apparent-resistivity curves up to an electrode separation a=5z3/3;
and the distinction between the curves is not marked
until a= 10z3/3 which corresponds to a distance equal
to 3 1/3 times the depth z3 to the bottommost layer.

Even at these large electrode separations the three-layer
curves D and F are similar to the four-layer curve E
and, considering "noise" effects of about 10 percent,
would be difficult to distinguish with confidence in the
field data. Many other examples of similarity between
three- and four-layer curves can be cited from a
study of the curves given by Mooney and Wetzel
(1956). Still more similarities would be seen if additional thickness ratios and resistivity ratios had been
taken. Consequently there is a nonuniqueness in the
resistivity data that manifests itself strongly within
the relatively small range of electrode separations that
are practical in resistivity prospecting. Even though
theoretically the curves would differ if the electrode
separations are expanded far enough, there is a practical
limit to this expansion in actual field work; and it is
herein that the usefulness of the four-layer analysis is
seriously limited.
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some areas can be so large as to vitiate the effectiveness
of a two- or three-layer analysis, let alone a four-layer
analysis. There are field techniques available to detect
these truly lateral effects-see, for example, the discussion of the technique for the Schlumberger configuration, page 40-and allowances can be made for them;
but they impose on the field data a serious limitation
for accurate depth estimates in multiple-layer cases.
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and Kunetz (1956).

46.-Diagram of geologic cross section of four-layer case showing convention
of symbols ~d.

Quite apart from minor "noise" effects due to minor
local departures from homogeneity of any of the four
layers-which would make difficult the distinction
between curves D and E in figure 4 7, for example-are
the more important lateral effects that often occur in
the geologic section when the configuration is expanded
to larger separations. These ordinarily amount to
more than 10 percent; and they can therefore cause the
observed apparent-resistivity curve to vary in such a
direction and amount that a four-layer case might be
suspected in an actual three-layer field problem. The
d~partures caused by these major lateral effects in

Although their results cannot be explained on the
basis of present theory assuming Laplace's equation,
the empirical methods have long been used. The fact
that testing has often borne out the correctness of the
predictions based on empirical methods has established
the method in the geophysical industry, and it is still
in use today.
Figure 48 shows the observed vertical resistivity
profiles for the determination of the depth to salt water
with the Lee configuration at Kahului Fair Grounds,
island of Maui, Hawaiian Islands (Swartz, 1940b).
Here the lens of fresh water is buoyed up by the underlying salt water. On the basis of the characteristic
downbreak at A (fig. 48) occurring at an electrode
separation of 140 feet, it was predicted by Swartz
prior to drilling that salt water would be encountered
at a depth of 140 feet. The top of the salt water of
approximate sea-water salinity was found at a depth of
141 feet, which was in surprisingly good accord with
the predicted depth. The transition zone between
fresh water and salt water occurred in the well over a
vertical distance of only 22 feet, and Swartz attributes
the success of the method in this area to this rather
abrupt transition in resistivities. The possible causes
of peaks B', C, and 0' (fig. 48) were not discussed by
Swartz. Because peak A' on the P2 curve occurs at a
value of the electrode separation (150 feet) that is
exactly three times the value of the electrode separation (50 feet) at which peak B' occurs on the same
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by University of Minnesota.

curve, the logical question arises as to whether peak

B' could occur as the current electrode crossed a truly
lateral feature, and peak A' could occur as the potential
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FIGURE 48.-0bserved vertical resistivity profiles for determination of depth to salt
water, Lee configuration, Kahului Fair Grounds, Maul, Hawaiian Islands. Interpretation by empirical method. Adapted from Swartz, (1940b}.

electrode crossed the same feature. It can be observed
from theoretical curves in plates 3, and 4, and figure
157 that truly lateral effects of this type would have
caused the p 1 curve to have a peak at B also; such a
peak was not observed, although data were carefully
taken at small intervals. Therefore, the maxima in
the four apparent-resistivity curves in the vicinity of
A (fig. 48) are regarded by us as not caused by truly
lateral effects, and are probably some unexplained
manifestation of the salt water at depth.
On the island of Lanai, where similar salt-water
problems occur, Swartz {1940b) obtained a_pparentresistivity curves with characteristics like those of
figure 48; and his depth predictions, which were based
on the empirical method, were verified later by testing.
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By using an analysis similar to the above, the geophysicists using empirical methods today will probably
find it helpful to review their observed field curves with
some of the theoretical curves of truly lateral effects
given in this treatise. It is anticipated that some of
the breaks on their curves can be attributed to truly
lateral effects. Other significant breaks, especially if
they accompany or define a major change in slope of
the overall curve, if they cannot be explained by truly
lateral effects or instrumental procedures, and if they
do correlate with vertical resistivity contrasts, may be
caused by effects not taken into account in our assumptions of the ohmic flow of current.
TAGG'S METHOD

Tagg's method employs a family of apparent-resistivity curves and apparent-conductivity curves for
negative and positive reflection factors, respectively
(see fig. 35). Tagg's method for depth determination
for the two-layer case, utilizing these theoretical
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curves and the observed field curve (fig. 49, after Tagg,
1932) is as follows:
1. Apparent-resistivity measurements are taken for
small, intermediate, and large electrode separations.
2. The apparent-resistivity measurements taken at
small electrode separations are used first to determine
as accurately as possible the true resistivity Po (or
conductivity uo) of the top layer. In the present
example, the average value of Po, based on the apparent-resistivity values up to electrode separations
of 70 feet, was taken by Tagg as 6, 703 ohm-inches.
3. Next, several apparent-resistivity values Pa (or
apparent conductivity values ua, if k is positive)
are selected for small, intermediate, and large electrode separations on the observed field curve.
Using these values and the value of Po (or uo) already
obtained, the corresponding values of Pa!Po (or
ua/uo) are computed.
4. For each value of Pa!Po (or ua/uo) and its accompanying value of a, a series of corresponding values
of zda for k intervals of 0.1 from -0.1 to -1.0 (or
+ 0.1 to + 1.0) are read off the curves in figure
35. Since the electrode separation a is known, the
zda values can be converted into a series of values of
z1• Thus for each value of the electrode separation,
there is a series of corresponding values of z1 and k.
For our field example, the values for six electrode
separations are listed in table 2. This table shows
that for the value k=0.7 the depth values of z1 remain
practically constant, and that the value z1 = 142 feet
may be taken as the required depth to the highresistive layer.
5. For each of the six separations used in the table, a
plot of the k-versus-z1 curve is made by reading
these values from the table (see fig. 50, after Tagg,
1932). The- six curves should theoretically intersect at a point, which then gives the unique solution
of not only the thickness z1 of the top layer, but
also the reflection factor k. In the field example
shown, the curves intersect at z1 = 142 feet. The
true depth in this case ranged from 145 feet to 150
feet. The most probable value of k is 0.702.
6. The true resistivity p 1 of the lower layer can then be
calculated from the equation P•=p0 (1+ k)/(1-k); in
the example it is 38,280 ohm-inches.
When the logarithmic curve-matching method is
used on this same field example, the resulting values are
as follows: k=0.7; p 0 =6,720 ohm-inches; z.=141 feet;
and p 1=38,080 ohm-inches (Roman, 1934, p. 193).
These values are in excellent agreement with the values
obtained by the Tagg method.
Theoretically, only two different electrode separations resulting in two intersecting curves are needed,
if the true resistivity of the top layer has already been
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TABLE

2.-Tagg's method for determining values of z 1 and k for each electrode separation a
[Data from Tagg (1932). Depth values (zt) for k=0.7 show close agreement}

Electrode separation a (feet)

k=l

ualtrt

ztla

150 __________________ _
200 __________________ _
250 __________________ _
300 __________________ _
350 __________________ _
400 __________________ _

Eloetmdo "po<ation • (foet)

0.748
. 625
. 544
. 483
. 441
. 407

Zt

1. 19

179
183
193
202
214
224

. 915

.770

. 675
. 61
. 560

I •·'••

k=0.5

Zt

Zt

1. 12

I

. 850
. 705
. 610
. 545
. 500

k=0.7

k=0.8

k=0.9

168
170
176
183
191
200

1.045
. 775
. 640
. 545
.485
. 435

157
155
160
163
170
174

Zl

0.96
.700
. 565
. 478
.41
. 36

144
140
141
143
144
144

k=0.2

k=0.3

k=0.4

k=0.6
Zl

0.87
. 620
. 485
. 390
.325
. 28

130.5
124
121
117
114
112

k=O.l

--------------------l-------l--------l------1--------l------l--------l------l--------l------l--------l------

150 __________________ _
200 __________________ _
250 __________________ _
300 __________________ _
350 __________________ _
400 __________________ _

0.748
. 625
. 544
. 483
. 441
. 407

0.785
. 525
. 39
. 295
. 226
.17

118

105
97.5
74
78
68

0.66
. 42

. 27
. 16
. 06

determined, and, of course, if the assumptions of the
two la.yers are fulfilled and each layer is homogeneous
and isotropic. In practice, several electrode separations
(Tagg recommended at least three) are taken to ascertain that the assumed conditions essentially prevail, in
which case the resulting triangle of error in the kversus-Zt plot is small and its center can be taken as
the indicated depth z1 • If, on the other hand, the
triangle of error is excessively large and the third (or
more) k-versus-z 1 curve lies a great distance from the
point of intersection of the first two similar curves, the
structure being investigated is probably not of the

99
84
67.5
40
21

0.525
.26
. 03

79
52
7.5

0.315

47 -------- --------

simple two-layer type with the g1ven assumptions,
and the method is inapplicable.
To determine the thickness of the top layer only, it
is not necessary to determine the resistivity of the top
layer, provided auxiliary sets of special Tagg curves
are available and provided that the values of the electrode separations (na) are taken at simple multiples
or submultiples of a given electrode separation a. The
reasoning used in this approach results from the property of the ratio of Pal Pna, where Pa is the observed apparent resistivity at electrode separation a and Pna is
the apparent resistivity at electrode separation na.
It can be shown that
Po= o--= 1 +4F(a)
CTo
1 +4F(na)

Pna

z 0.6

0

p_p
k=-1_0
P1 +Po

i=
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50.-Plots of reflection factor k versus depth z1 for different electrode separations a, Tagg method of interpretation. Adapted from Tagg (1932). Copyright
by Am. Inst. Mining Metall. Engineers.
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where F(a) and F(na) are functions of z1/a and Zt/na,
respectively, as well as of the reflection factor k. For
any value of n--which is usually taken as 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0-the values of Pna!Pa or O"na!O"a are calculated for
any values of zda and k; and sets of special master
curves are plotted on linear scales in this way for both
positive and negative reflection factors. For any single given value of n, a family of 10 curves is desirable
for either positive or negative reflection factors by
taking k at intervals of 0.1.
As an example, the ratio of the observed apparent
resistivities p 24 / Pa for electrode separations 2a and a,
respectively, is first calculated. Since in this case n=2,
the set of auxiliary master curves for n=2 and, say,
negative reflection factors, are used to obtain a series
of corresponding values of zda and k from inspection of
the curves. Since a is known, these values are next
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converted into a series of corresponding values of z1
and k. By taking other pairs of values of electrode
separation, further sets of corresponding values of z1
and k can be obtained. Just as for figure 50, these
z1-versus-k curves should theoretically intersect at a
point to give the true values of z1 and k. Thus the
thickness Zr of the top layer is determined without
determining the resistivity of the top layer.
Tagg's method can also be adapted to solve the
three-layer case by using either the technique in which
the resistivity of the top layer is determined or the
same techniques described in the previous paragraph.
In either case, care must be taken not to choose electrode intervals close to the maximum or minimum of
the three-layer apparent-resistivity curves, because at
these points the observed field curves have a large
departure from the theoretical curves.
COMPARISON OF THE LOGARITHMIC CURVE-MATCHING
METHOD AND TAGG'S METHOD

From the standpoint of speed of appllcation, the
logarithmic curve-matching method apparently has a
great advantage. For either method, at least one observed vertical resistivity profile and the theoretical
curves or the underlying tables are needed. Although
with Tagg's method it is theoretically possible, after
taking a sufficiently large number of readings to obtain
the resistivity of the top layer, to solve the problem
completely by taking measurements for only two large
electrode separations (Tagg recommended three to
have one serve as a check on the other two), a complete
observed profile for the Tagg method is desirable to
show that a fit is possible. In either case, the conclusion
should be checked by starting with the determined
constants and calculating the theoretical values for the
apparent resistivity from the tables or formulas.
Without this check, the method of Tagg may lead to
an ipterpretation without much foundation. The
logarithmic method is more likely to eliminate poor
interpretation.
For the true resistivity of the top layer, which is a
key to each method-unless the more cumbersome
method of using the auxiliary Tagg curves is usedTagg's method assumes a value determined from small
electrode separations and the conclusions are based on
the value assumed. In the logarithmic method this
resistivity is determined directly from the en tire curve
and hence may be a good starting point for the method
of Tagg.
Each method will theoretically yield unique values of
Po, Pr, and Zr, if the ground conditions conform essentially to the assu:q1ption of two horizontal homogeneous
layers. With the Tagg method the depth and reflection
factor are determined by the common intersection of
several curves; and, if the above assumption of ho-
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mogeneous layers is not fulfilled-which is often truethis intersection is not well defined, because the common
point spreads out, as into a triangle of error. A different value for the resistivity of the top layer may lead
to a much better intersection, but this alone is not a
valuable criterion. With the logarithmic method, under
like conditions, there is often much choice in the fitting
of the curves; and in such a case, a unique solution
requires further knowledge. Apparently, the method
of Tagg determines the reflection factor and the thickness of the top layer as accurately as the graph can be
read; but this accuracy is only apparent, as a slight
change in the assumed resistivity of the top layer may
shift the intersection of the Tagg curves as much as
the apparent indefiniteness of the matching in the
logarithmic method (Roman, 1934).
Reliability is not assured, because both methods can
lead to incorrect results if the assumption of the homogeneous two-layer case is not fulfilled. If the two
methods can be made to furnish the same conclusion,
it is likely that these conclusions will be useful as a
geophysical interpretation. However, these methods,
like most others, have an inherent ambiguity of interpretation unless there is a sufficient amount of geologic
control, because of the possibility of anisotropic media
giving the same observed resistivity profile. In general,·
the logarithmic method will eliminate impossible cases
better than the Tagg method, but in both methods the
results should be considered as an indicator rather than
a fact.
If more than two layers are present, an intersection
point of the curves is usually not found with the Tagg
method, and thus not even an approximate depth may
be obtained without selecting special parts of the curve
for analysis. The logarithmic method is, in that respect,
preferable, as it often permits a quick determination of
the first interface even if a third layer is present at some
greater depth; and it helps to point quickly to the
possibility that a third layer is indeed present. Of
course, if three layers are suspected, the Tagg method
can be revised to allow for this possibility.
Several field examples are available in the literature
in which comparisons of the logarithmic curve-matching
and Tagg techniques are made for the two-layer case
(see, for example, Roman, 1934). In those examples
in which a clear-cut two-layer case exists, the results of
the determinations of the various parameters with the
two techniques usually agree with each other within a
degree of accuracy that is sufficient for most fieldwork.
EXTENSION OF TWO-LAYER LOGARITHMIC CURVES
TO THREE.. AND FOUR-LAYER PROBLEMS

Two-layer logarithmic curves can often be used to
solve three-layer problems approximately. This "principle of extension" (Watson and Johnson, 1938) is
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In the determination of the depth to the bottommost
predicated upon the fact that in problems involving
more than two layers, for electrode separations large layer, the accuracy of the two-layer approximation
in comparison with the thickness of these two layers, is greatly enhanced when the middle layer is the best
the top two layers can be combined to give a com- conductor of the three layers involved. Even when
posite resistivity (Hummel, 1929 c, d). Consequently the resistivity ratio PolP1 is large, the accuracy of the
for large electrode separations, the two top layers are two-layer approximation is good. When the middle
considered as one layer, and the three-layer problem layer is the better resistor of the two upper beds,
then reduces to a two-layer problem. Then the object however, very large expansions of the configuration
is to find the depth ~ of the two top layers taken to- are required to obtain the depth to the bottommost
gether. For large electrode separations, the appli- layer; and there are, therefore, practical and economic
cation of logarithmic curve-matching will give the limitations to the expansions before lateral changes
values of ~' the composite resistivity Po of the two and topographic conditions vitiate the accuracy.
To summarize how logarithmic three-layer curves
top layers, and k'. But since k'=(P<;.-pfJ)f(P2+PG),
can be approximated by logarithmic two-layer curves,
therefore, P2 also can be determined.
Figure 51 shows an example of the use of logarithmic we note that a rule with few exceptions is that threetwo-layer curves to solve a three-layer problem approxi- layer curves containing a minimum may be approximately (Watson and Johnson, 1938). In the upper mated by two-layer solutions with fair accuracy
diagram (fig. 51), the values of p0 , Z~t and k= (p 1 - Po)/ (Wetzel and McMurry, 1937, p. 335). For three(PI+ Po) are determined; and in the middle diagram layer curves containing a maximum, the thickness
of the top layer can usually be approximated by
(fig. 51) the values of ~' p6, and k' are determined.
Theoretically, according to the Hummel's principle logarithmic two-layer curves, but the depth to the
of extension, the depth z2 to the bottommost bed bottommost layer cannot generally be so approxiin the three-layer case can be determined from the mated within feasible electrode separations. This,
logarithmic two-layer curves, provided the configuration of course, applies to analytical as well as graphical
is expanded far enough. This is not so, however, approximations. It is important that an accurate
for the determination of the thickness z1 in the three- value of the resistivity Po of the top layer be .obtained
layer case as the accuracy of the approximation ob- and that the electrode configuration be expanded to
tained with the two-layer logarithmic curves depends as large values as is feasible.
Because the resistivity of rocks increases with depth
on how near and how effective is the bottom layer.
Studies by Watson and Johnson (1938) show that in most areas due to the increasing compaction and
when the thickness of the top and middle layers decreasing porosity, the bottommost of the three layers
(in the three-layer case) are equal or nearly equal to is generally of higher resistivity than either of the two
each other, the influence of the resistivity of the overlying layers, and a maximum in the apparentbottommost bed becomes so large even for small resistivity curves is not obtained generally. Conseelectrode separations that a good interpretation is quently the two-layer approximations using logarithmic
not likely; in this unfavorable case, however, thP theoretical curves can be made for most three-layer
interpretation is most favorable when the middle problems with the required accuracy. When the
layer is either highly conductive or highly resistive middle layer is of higher resistivity than either the top
in comparison with the top layer. When the thick- or bottommost layers and a maximum in the apparent
ness of the middle layer is less than that of the top resistivity curve is obtained, the logarithmic three-layer
layer, the chance for a good determination of the thick- curves should usually be used to obtain the depth of
ness of the top layer is even poorer. As the thickness the bottommost layer, but the two-layer approximation
of the middle layer increases compared to that of the using logarithmic theoretical curves can generally be
top layer, the possibilities of a good determination used with the required accuracy to obtain the thickness
increase; so that when the thickness of the middle of the top layer. For all such two-layer approximations
layer is three or four times that of the top layer, to three-layer cases, we strongly recommend the logaa good two-layer approximation can be made, espe- rithmic plotting method rather than the various linear
cially if P1 is very much larger than p0 • However, "successive approximations" methods suggested by
the advantage gained in the determination of the Hummel (1929 c, d), Pirson (1934), Tagg {1935), and
thickness of the top layer due to a large resistivity others.
DIRECT INTERPRETATION
ratio PdPo is offset by the larger electrode separations
necessary for a correspondingly good interpretation
The bulk of this treatise has been devoted to the
of the depth to the bottommost layer.
development of characteristics of resistivity anomalies
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which are recognizable in the field and which therefore
assist in the interpretation of the results of a resistivity
survey. To this point our approach has taken the
form of trying to compare vertical profiles which are
prepared from field data with families of type curves
which are prepared ahead of the field work. In many
instances one of the theoretical curves exactly fits the
field curve and thus indicates uniquely the structure of
near-surface part of the earth. In many of the other
examples in this treatise, however, the theoretical curves
are meaningful only insofar as the characteristic features of the curves can be used qualitatively to indicate
the geological structures which give rise to the corresponding field curves.
By "direct interpretation" we mean a method in
which the measured potentials or measured apparent
resistivities are used in some mathematical process to
determine directly the actual resistivity of the earth as
a function of depth. The method to be described here
is applicable only to horizontal-bedding problems. It
is conceivable that an analogous technique could be
developed for any resistivity distribution, but apparently no one has solved this problem. It should
be emphasized that direct-interpretation techniques
require a tremendous amount of computation time;
and they will therefore probably be used only on occasional problems that require a great deal of attention
or on surveys for which enough field data must be
processed to make machine computations reasonable.
We commence our solution by assuming a singlecurrant electrode on the surface of an earth in which the
resistivity varies with depth. Temporarily we remain
less precise than in previous sections about how the
resistivity varies with depth. Moreover, we use the
conductivity, u(z) = 1/p(z), for simplicity in the equations. The z in parentheses indicates merely that the
conductivity is a function of depth. The cylindrical
coordinate system is identical with that shown in figure
28; the positive polar axis ( + z) is vertically downward.
As always, we assume the applicability of Laplace's
equation. However, in the present section we must
examine the origin of that assumption. All our work
is in essence based on the divergence theorem, which
states that the divergence of the electric field vanishes
in regions where there are no charges, or-in this casewhere there are no positive or negative electrodes. The
electric field is defined as - uVU so· that the divergence
theorem can be written as
V·u(z)VU=Vu(z) ·VU+u(z)v2 U=O.

(161)

This is the equation that must be solved in all electrical
prospecting problems. However, whenever u(z) is
constant, as is usually assumed in all discrete regions,
equation 161 reduces to Laplace's equation, which we

have used. In the present problem, we specify that
the conductivity varies with depth only. Therefore,
we can simplify the first term of equation 161 so that
the equation to be solved becomes
11 ( )

z V

2 U+du(z)

dz

oU =O
oz
·

In cylindrical coordinates, we can write
u(z)[~ ~

r or

(r oU)+_!
o2U+ o2U]+
ou(z) oU =0.
2 oq,2
or
oz2
oz oz

(162)

r

This equation is to be compared with equation 64.
Since we have done nothing to alter the terms containing
the variable r, we may assume that the solution in the
present problem has the same dependence upon r as the
solution in the previous problem. We also note that
symmetry requires that the solution be independent of
the angle q,. Therefore, we assume a solution in the
form of
U=

i(l) Z(X,z)J (Xr)d>...
0

(163)

When we substitute this form of the solution into eq uation 162 and also take into account the fact that J 0 (A'r)
satisfies Bessel's equation (equation 68), we find that
-d [ u(z) -dZ] -X2u(z)Z=O.
dz
dz

(164)

The solutions of this equation have been examined in
some detail (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 725-726);
and Slichter (1933) gave solutions of it for several
problems of academic interest only, in which the
resistivity varies in various continuous ways with depth.
Our consideration here is restricted to the more practical
problems in which the resistivity is a step-function of
depth. Our approach is similar to that of Pekeris
(1940) in that the conductivity u(z) is constant within
any given medium. Thus, our consideration is restricted to those solutions of equation 164 after u(z)
had been factored out. Equation 164 then reduces to
equation 66, the solutions of which have previously
been discussed in detail (see equation 67).
Let us now consider the potential on the earth's
surface only; for this problem, equation 163 can now be
written as
U(r, 0) =

i

CD

Z(X, O)J0 (Xr)d>..,

where U(r, O) is written to show that the potential is
taken where z=O and is now a function of r only.
Z(X, O) has a comparable meaning. Multiplying both
sides of the equation by rJ0 (X 1 r) and integrating over r
from zero to infinity, we obtain

i

CD

U(r, O)rJo(X 1 r)dr=

i

CD

i

Z(X, O)d>..

CD

rJo(X 1 r)Jo(Xr)dr.
(165)
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The integral on the right side of equation 165 is known
as the Fourier-Bessel integral (Morse and Feshbach,
1953, p. 766) and is equal simply to Z(}-..I, 0). Since
only AI appears in the equation now, we are free to
drop the subscript and thus obtain
Z(X, 0) =

i

oo

U(r, O)rJ0 (Xr)dX.

(166)

Therefore, we have
1
{(P2 + Pt) [ (Pt +PO) Ao- ( 1 + Ao) (Pt- Po) e- 2x.,]
A2 = 0 = 4 POPl

from which we can solve directly for A 0 •
A

0

k 10e- 2>. "• + k 21 e- 2>. •2
1- ktoe-ll>..,,_ k2te-liX•z+ ktokate-liM•z-•t>

(169)

Equation 166 suggests that we can first measure the
potential as a function of the distance from a singleFinally, from equations 168 and 169, we obtain the
current electrode, and then use this potential to desired function :
determine Z(A, 0).
To investigate how a knowledge of Z(A, 0) leads to
a unique picture of the subsurface resistivity distribution, we restrict our attention to horizontal
To investigate how to analyze Z0 (A, 0) to obtain
bedding; we will use the three-layer problem to illus- the required parameters, let us first examine a function
trate the technique. Beginning as we did to get .fi(A), which we define as
equations 152, we write down a potential function for
ft(X) Zo(X, 0)+1 1+ktok2te-2XCzs-•t>.
( 7l)
each of three media:
1
Zo(X, 0) -1

ktoe-liX••+k21 e-liX•z

For very large values of A, we find that
lim ft(X) =lim e2.,.. 1/kto
).~a>

).~a>

or
(167)

From each of these expressions, we may write a function
Z(A, z). Thus we have
Zo(X, z) = ~ [Aoe>.•+ (Ao+ 1)e-X•]
Zt(X,

z)=~ [AteX•+(B1 +1)e-X•]

=~

+ 1)e-x•,

lim In ft (X)= lim [2 Xzt -In kto].
).~ao

(172)

X-+ao

If In ]I (A) in equation 172 is plotted as a function
of A, the curve will approach asymptotically a line
whose slope is twice the depth of the first interface and
whose y-intercept is the negative logarithm of the
corresponding reflection factor k10 •
In this same way we define a second function as

(168)

(173)

where the subscript indicates the region in which the
function is valid. To derive these functions, we had
to expand 1/R in terms of Bessel functions (equation
105) in equation 167. Ultimately the function of
prime interest is Zo(A, z).
To obtain the arbitrary constant A 0 , and eventually
Zo(A, z), we apply equations 152 repetitively. In the
first application of equations 152, we note that j =0,
j+1=1, and Bo=Ao. Therefore, we obtain the
relationships

The reflection factor k10 is always less than one, which
is small compared to the first term on the right, even
for small values of A. Therefore, if In j 2 (A) is plotted
as a function of A, all th~ points will appear to lie on a
straight line whose slope is twice the thickness of the
second bed and whose y-intercept is In (k 10/k21). Thus,
by the above technique, all of the parameters of the
problem have been determined from a knowledge of
Z 0 (A, 0). If the potentials in the vicinity of an isolated
current electrode are measured as a function of the
distance from the electrode, these potentials can be
used in equation 166 to determine Z 0 (A, 0).
If it is found in an actual analysis that the last step
does not lead to a straight line for all values of A, this
fact indicates that the problem is one involving more
than three layers. The procedure must then be
repeated until the final boundary is reached. Pekeris

Z2(X, z)

I

A,~

(B2

1

2; (p, +,.,)A,- (1 +A,) (p, - ,.,)

.

r" ,,1

Bt = - [ (pt- Po) (1- Aoe2x.,) + (Pt + po) Ao].
2PO

The second application depends only upon A 2 , which is
zero from the boundary conditions. In this case j = 1.
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(1940) 4 has shown that the function to be used in
locating the ith boundary is
/;(),.) =k;-t(e-2).';-t/H(')t.) -ki-tk;-2)
k;-2- k;-te- 2). 1i-t/i-t(A)

(l 74 )

where kt= (pt- Pt-t)f(Pt+ Pt-1) and ti-t= (zt-Zt-1) is the
thickness of the (i-1)th bed. The preceding fs are
to be formed from .f1 (A) and J~(A) as defined above.
Equation 173 fits this definition equally well if we
consider that the reflection factor at the earth's surface is 1. When In .ft(A) is plotted as a function of A,
the slope is the thickness of the corresponding bed and
the y-intercept is In kt_ 1 fkt.
In addition to the large amount of computations
involved, one of the possible objections to the direct
method of interpretation is the difficulty of measuring
the potentials sufficiently accurately in the neighborhood
of an isolated current electrode. The difficulty is
especially serious for points at some distance from the
electrode if the effects of greater depths are sought.
This particular difficulty would be alleviated somewhat
if the potentials obtained from W enner-type measurements could be used in the above equations. It might
also be convenient to make this sort of study in connection with a regular resistivity survey.
We will now show that the Wenner potentials can
indeed be used for the direct method of interpretation
with little modification of the equations. The potential difference between the two potential electrode~
of the Wenner configuration can be expressed as
V=2Lmzo(')t., O){Jo(')t.a)-J0 (2')t.a)]d')t.

(175)

where a is the usual electrode separation. This
simple result is obtained because the potential difference
for this configuration is exactly twice the potential at
one electrode. Further, the effect of the layering is
exactly the same on the fields of both current electrodes·
'
and, finally, the principle of superposition applies.
The integral containing the term J 0 (2Aa) in equation
175 can easily be converted to one containing Jo(Aa) by
a simple change of variables. Let A become A/2 in the
integral involving the second term only, so that we have
V= Soco[2Zo(X, 0)-Zo(X/2, O)]Jo(Xa)'d')t..

(176)

The quantity in brackets takes the place of Zo(A, O) in
the previous equations and V, which is a function of a,
takes the place of U(r, 0). The effect of these new
4 There are slight differences between our functions and those of Pekeris. Equation
174, for example, has obviously been adapted from that given by Pekeris to apply to
the definitions of our functions.

functions on the determinations of depth and thickness
can be foreseen by inductive reasoning. We note first
that A occurs in Zo(A, 0) only in combinations like
e- 2>-H. For every term like e- 2>-zt in the quantity in
brackets, there is a corresponding term e->-zt. As the
limits of large A are taken, only these latter terms will
persist. Therefore, we may conclude that the determinations using Wenner potentials will lead directly
to thicknesses instead of double thicknesses, which are
obtained by using the potentials about a single-current
electrode. On the other hand, the information about
the reflection factors is uncht~nged by using the Wenner
potentials.
VERTICAL STRUCTURES

Vertical faults and fissures can be detected by directcurrent prospecting methods under fu.vorable field conditions. In the present section we point out the characteristic features of the plotted data that pertnit the
detection of these geologic features with an accuracy
that is sufficient in many mining and structural-geology
problems.
The theoretical background for the problems of vertical faults and fissures was given in detail in the section "Applications of image theory" (p. 52 to 53) and
is therefore not repeated here. The data for most of
the curves in the present section were computed from
equations of the type of equation 26. The equations
for the potentials that are used-for example, those
which were previously derived directly by the 1nethod
of images on pages 57 to 59 are nlso found applicable
to limiting cases of similar equations for the verticaldike problem (p. 133 to 135).
In the present section, we study families of theoretical
curves for different configuru,tions over vertical faults
and fissures. Field exan1ples are included in many
instances to prove the usefulness of the mathematics
used and to illustrate how the salient fentures of the
field curves are used to detect faults and fissures
precisely.
In contrast with the study of the effects of horizontal
beds in the previous section, the effects of vertical
faults and fissures are latern1 effects. Becn,use these
geologic features are usually assumed to erop out,
abrupt discontinuities in slope of the charted curves
are obtained as the configuration crosses the fault or
fissure. This property is not observed in the theoretical
curves for horizontal beds. Moreover, in faults and
fissures, the sharp peaks in the curves will usually be
somewhat subdued owing to soil cover over the bedrock. Mukhina (1950a) hns worked out the theory of a
fault covered with a conducting layer. However, the
main principles can be gained fr01n the simpler mathe·
matical treatment.
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PBBFBCTLY CONDUCTING OR INSULATING PLANES

electrodes, there is no discontinuity in the potential
values.
For the perfectly insulating plane (fig. 52B), the
potential values lie between zero and Ipfra which is
twice the maximum value in the previous case. As
before, the potential is zero when the plane straddles
the electrodes; for all other electrode positions, however,
the potential values are restricted between I pf2ra and
I pfra because of the discontinuity of potential values
that occur as either of the electrodes cross the plane.
The greater range in the potential values for the
perfectly insulating plane than for the perfectly conducting plane causes greater apparent-resistivity
anomalies to occur over the former for the ordinary
configurations.
The asymmetrical methods, as previously pointed
out, measure gradients in potential that are converted
to apparent resistivities. For the vertical perfectly
conducting or insulating planes, the general pattern
of the apparent-resistivity anomaly that any specific
asymmetrical configuration will give can be reasoned
qualitatively by considering the gradient of the curves
in figure 52 for the given configuration. As examples
of the reasoning used, we will treat only the asymmetrical Wenner and asymmetrical Lee configurations;
but the same reasoning can be applied to the other
asymmetrical configurations.
The potential at P 2 (fig. 52A), lying a distance 2a to
the left of a single current electrode 0 1 in the vicinity
of a vertical perfectly conducting plane, is given by

A narrow fissure can sometimes be approximated by
a vertical perfectly conducting or insulating plane, if
the resistivity of the country rock is essentially the
same on either side of the fissure. For example, a
wet-clay gouge along a fault plane that cuts an otherwise high resistivity country rock may simulate a
highly conducting plane; and, contrariwise, a thin
vertical mass of gilsonite filling a fracture may simulate
a highly insulating plane.
A study of the effect of perfectly conducting or
insulating planes on different configurations facilitates a.
qualitative reasoning that is helpful to an understanding
of more complex geologic features.
ASYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS

The data obtained with asymmetrical configurations
over vertical perfectly insulating or conducting planes
is better understood by considering first the potentials
that exist in the vicinity of such planes due to a single
point current electrode (fig. 52). The charted potentials for the curves A and 0 in figure 52 are those
obtained at potential electrode P~, which is kept a
constant distance a to the left of current electrode 0.,
as these electrodes are moved across the surface along
a traverse perpendicular to the planes. The value
of the potential is plotted at the position of P 1 •
For the perfectly conducting plane (fig. 52A), the
potential values lie between zero and I pj2ra. Although
the potential is zero when the plane straddles the
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curve B, figure 52A. The value of the potential is
plotted midway between electrodes 0 1 and P 2 ; this
position of plotting thus corresponds with the position
of electrode P 1• For the asymmetrical Wenner configuration, the potential difference V between P 1 and
P 2 for a given position of the configuration can be
obtained by taking the differences directly from curves
A and B, respectively (fig. 52A). The apparent resistivity for the asymmetrical Wenner configuration can
then be obtained readily by multiplying V by 47rall.
A graphical solution could be obtained similarly for
the apparent resistivity of the perfectly insulating
plane. In fact, a graphical solution of such horizontal
profile problems can be obtained by this method for
any configuration; but it is generally more convenient
and accurate to compute directly the numerical values
of the potentials and apparent resistivities. This procedure was used to compute the curves now to be
discussed.
Figure 53 shows the apparent-resistivity values
along a horizontal profile across vertical perfectly
conducting and insulating planes with the asymmetrical
Wenner and asymmetrical Lee configurations. The
apparent-resistivity values Pal p are plotted as the
ratio of tl:e appannt resistivity Pa to the true resistivity
p of the country rock. For both configurations,
the apparent resistivity values are plotted at the
position of potential electrode P 1 , which is the electrode
nearest to the current electrode 0 1 ; in this respect
our method of plotting departs from the more conventional method of plotting the apparent-resistivity
value at the point midway between the two potential
electrodes. Our method of plotting in this example,
however, results in some of the breaks in the curves
occurring at the position vertically over the planes.
The apparent-resistivity anomalies over the perfectly insulting plane are-as expected-larger than
those over the perfectly conducting plane; also the
former are discontinuous, whereas the latter are
continuous. Over the perfectly insulting planes, the
maximum apparent-resistivity values Pal p are 4.0 for
the asymmetrical Wenner configuration and 6.0 for
the asymmetrical Lee configuration; the peaks occur
as the potential electrode P 1 crosses the plane. As
before, the minimum value is zero, and occurs when
the plane straddles the P 1 and 0 1 electrodes. Over
the perfectly conducting plane, the maximum apparent
resistivity values are 1.33 for the asymmetrical Wenner
configuration and 1.50 for the asymmetrical Lee
configuration.
The total relief of the apparent-resistivity anomalies
are larger for the asymmetrical Lee configuration
than for the asymmetrical Wenner configuration;
yet in certain regions of the curves, the apparent-

resistivity anomalies are slightly smaller for the
asymmetrical Lee configuration than for the symmetrical Wenner configuration, for example, as on the left
side of the perfectly insulating plane. As the current
electrode touches the perfectly insulating plane, however, the apparent resistivity for both configurations
is equal to 2.0.
Many of the minor differences in apparent resistivity
curves for the different configurations cannot be
reasoned intuitively from the apparent-resistivity
formulas. For example, the apparent-resistivity formula is Pa=47raVII for the asymmetrical Wenner
configuration and p 1 = 61ra V 101I for the asymmetrical
Lee configuration; but the functions V and V10 are
nonlinear functions of the differences (gradients) of
potential, and therefore difficult to reason intuitively
without numerical computations.
LEE AND WENNER CONFIGURATIONS
HORIZONTAL PROFILES

As an example of a symmetrical configuration
along a horizontal resistivity profile crossing a vertical
perfectly conducting or insulating plane, we use the
Wenner and Lee configurations (fig. 54). The customary method of offset plotting is used for the Lee data;
and the reguiar method of plotting is used for the
Wenner data.
Because, as the configuration crosses the vertical
plane, one or both of the current electrodes are always
on the same side of the plane as one or both of the
potential electrodes, the apparent resistivity for
symmetrical configurations of this type never goes
to zero, although it did so for the asymmetrical configurations.
For the perfectly insulating plane (fig. 54 A, B),
the apparent-resistivity curves are discontinuous as
each electrode crosses the plane, as for the asymmetrical
configurations; the apparent-resistivity curves are
piecewise continuous for the perfectly conducting
plane.
The apparent-resistivity values for the symmetrical
configurations are different from those for the asymmetrical configurations. Along some segments of the
apparent-resistivity curves, however, where the relative
positions of the electrodes and the resulting potential
differences are identical for both the asymmetrical and
symmetrical configurations, the corresponding apparent-resistivity values for the two configurations bear a
simple relationship to each other. For the vertical
perfectly insulating plane, for example, the symmetrical
Wenner positions of electrodes P 2 , P., and C1, where Oz
lies to the left of the plane (fig. 54A), are such as to give
apparent-resistivity values of 0.333 or greater (see
lower right-hand segment of curve for xla= 112 or
greater in fig. 54A); whereas the corresponding asym-
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24
metrical Wenner positions of the same electrodes P 2 , P.,
and 01 give apparent-resistivity values of 0.667 or greater
22
(see right-hand segment of curve for xfa= 1 or greater in
fig. 53A), although in these two cases the differences
20
between potential electrodes P 1 and P 2 are identical.
en
I
Actually, the apparent-resistivity value of the sym0::
18
UJ
a=l.O ft
1metrical positions is exactly half that of the asymmetriUJ
I~
~
A"
16
' !
cal positions because there is a difference of a factor of
:!!
:I:
/1.5,ft
two in the two apparent-resistivity formulas.
0
14
Along other segments of the apparent-resistivity
~
\..-2ft
>
,l \\
curves any relationship between the apparent-resistivity
1\
I
>
curves of the symmetrical configurations on the one
I
i=
I
en
1,..... '
u; 16
hand and the asymmetrical configurations on the other
......
UJ
\
\\ II
0::
1----hand is either obscure or absent. Many paradoxes
\
1\
~~
\\' !
li
z 14
exist, and the theoretical apparent-resistivity curves
UJ
1----0::
\
/ ~-- ~---<(
\,~ ~\V J.-..3
must be computed because their behavior is usually
\
a..
ft
a..
12
<(
unpredictable.
r----....
,...-~~'
[1
For the perfectly insulating plane, a minimum in the
1--4ft ~
10
-....... ,___..
\._
central segment of the anomaly, with an apparentl-J
~\.._
~I
?tt--J
resistivity value equal to three times that of the sur8
._..,
..;
j_ _/
'-/
rounding country rock, is obtained as the center of the
Wenner configuration lies vertically over the plane (fig.
0
8
6
4
6
10
8
4
2
2
54A); the maximum apparent-resistivity value is less
;, IN FEET
with the Wenner configuration than with the asymmetrical Wenner configuration. For a vertical perfectly
conducting plane with the Wenner configuration (fig.
540), a typical W-shaped curve is obtained, and an
apparent-resistivity value equal to that of the surTank bottom
rounding country rock is obtained as the center of the
configuration lies vertically over the plane; none of the
55.-Results of model study of horizontal resistivity profiles across a vertical
apparent-resistivity values exceeds the true resistivity FIGURE
insulating sheet. Adapted from Johnson, (1934). Copyright by Am. Inst. Mining
of the surrounding country rock.
Metall. Engineers.
The apparent-resistivity curves for the Lee configuration cross symmetrically at a point lying vertically with experience the varied characteristics of the theoabove either the conducting or insulating planes, when retical curves become more important and meaningful
the offset method of plotting is used (fig. 54B, D). For to the interpreter of resistivity data.
Horizontal resistivity profiles with the Wenner conthe perfectly insulating plane the maximum apparentresistivity value is greater with the Lee configuration figuration were taken over a vertical insulating sheet
than with the asymmetrical Lee configuration; and the in model studies by Johnson (1934). Figure 55 shows
maximum apparent-resistivity values with the regular the results of this study. The apparent-resistivity
Lee configuration greatly exceed the true resistivity of curves are comparable with those of figure 54A; but an
exact comparison cannot be made because the depth
the surrounding country rock.
For both the perfectly insulating and conducting extent of the insulating sheet used in the model work
planes the Lee anomalies are greater than the Wenner was short in comparison with the electrode separations
anomalies. This follows partly as a consequence of the used, and there was therefore a short-circuiting effect
fact that for such planes the asymmetrical Lee anom- around the bottom of the sheet that gave a continuous
alies are greater than the asymmetrical Wenner anom- curve rather than abrupt discontinuities in the curve.
Howell (1934) made brief model studies to test the
alies.
The paradoxes and unpredictable behavior of the validity of the theoretical curves similar to those in
apparent-resistivity curves that have been emphasized figure 54A, 0 for horizontal resistivity profiles with the
for these horizontal profile examples are duplicated to Wenner configuration over both vertical conducting
some degree in most of the families of curves given in and insulating planes. His plotted points confirmed the
this treatise. Space permits our discussing only the theoretical curves within the experimental error of his
most important characteristics of such curves, but models. Figure 117 D (solid curve) in a later section
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300'.----------------a-=-lO_O_f_t______________~
Station interval= 100ft

It should be emphasized that the interpretation given
here for a vertical fault applies equally well to any other
geologic features that involve vertical or nearly vertical
contacts between two media, of different resistivity,
that extend for a considerable distance horizontally
along the contact, as, for example, the vertical contact
between a large igneous intrusion and the surrounding
country rock.
LEE CONFIGURATION
HORIZONTAL PROFILES
CONTINUOUS THEORETICAL CURVES

~ t;:j 4 0 0 r - - - - - - - - -
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FIGURE 56.-Field example of a Wenner horizontal resistivity profile across a vertical
fault zone that simulates an insulating sheet. Adapted from Hubbert (1932).
Copyright by Am. Inst. Mining Metall. Engineers.

shows the results of a tank-model study of a horizontal
resistivity profile across a vertical perfectly conducting
plane (Heiland, 1932b). TheW-shape of the curve and
the fact that the central peak attains an apparentresistivity value that is approximately equal to that of
the tank fluid agree with the theoretical curve in figure
540.
Figure 56 shows a field example of a Wenner horizontal resistivity profile across a vertical fault zone of
high resistivity that simulates an insulating sheet
(Hubbert, 1932; 1944, p. 85-86).
VERTICAL PROFILES

Because of their limited usefulness, the complete
vertical resistivity profiles over vertical perfectly conducting and insulating planes are not given here. Part
of these profiles for both the Lee and Wenner configurations are identical to part of the apparent-resistivity
curves for k= ± 1 for a vertical fault (see fig. 59 and
discussion of this figure).
FAULTS

The vertical fault is one of the most useful geologic
structures to study. A thorough understanding of the
anomalies obtained with different configurations in the
vicinity of a vertical fault is also helpful in understanding the more complex anomalies obtained over the more
complex geologic structures. Many of the key features
found in the anomalies over the vertical fault are found
also in the anomalies over other geologic structures, and
thus are fundamental guides in the interpretation of
resistivity data in general. Our treatment of the interpretation of resistivity data for faults is therefore more
detailed than that for any other geologic features. The
principles set forth here, however, will be used repeatedly
throughout the remainder of the treatise.

The theoretical horizontal resistivity profiles for the
Lee configuration over a vertical fault are given in
plate 1 for values of kin steps of 0.1 from ±0.1 to ±0.9.
The apparent-resistivity values are charted as the ratio
of the apparent resistivity Pa to the resistivity p' of the
rock lying on the left side of the fault. The offset
method of plotting the Lee data is used; the P1 and pz
values are for the right- and left-hand sides, respectively, of the configuration.
Certain features of the apparent-resistivity curves
that can be proved theoretically are the same irrespective of the resistivity contrast of the rocks on either
side of the fault. One of the apparent-resistivity peaks
attains a value equal to the resistivity of the rock on
the high-resistivity side of the fault. The positions of
the peaks, lows, and abrupt changes in slopes of the
curves are the same in all the curves. The most
pronounced peaks for both ptf p' and pzf p' on the highresistivity side of the fault coincide in their horizontal
position and lie a distance of a/4 from the fault trace
in the direction of the high resistivity rock. If a
continuous curve were obtained in the field, the position
of such a vertical fault could be predicted accurately
from these two peaks, if sufficient resistivity contrast
exists and other factors, such as a small amount of
overburden, are favorable. In the field, however, only
discrete points along the curves are obtained; the distance between successive points depends on the station
interval, which is usually a/2 or less for the Lee configuration. For a detailed interpretation of field data,
it is therefore desirable to use the theoretical field plot.
THEORETICAL FIELD PLOTS

Various theoretical field plots obtained along a
traverse taken perpendicular to the strike of the fault
are shown in plate 2. The assumed resistivity contrast
is p" / p' = ~~. The station interval in all the diagrams
in this plate is constant, namely, a/2, which is the
station interval usually used for the Lee configuration;
and the same fault is crossed in each case. The offset
method of plotting the Lee data is used; the P1 and P2
values are for the right- and left-hand sides, respectively, of the configuration. The only factor that
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differs between the diagrams is the starting point along
the traverse, which differs for each diagram, For
example, the starting point of the configuration in
plate 2A is such that for one of the stations along the
horizontal profile, the center potential electrode P 0 is
placed directly over the fault plane. The starting
point of the configuration in plate 2B is a distance of
0.050a to the right of that for plate 2A, so that for one
of the stations along the horizontal profile, the center
potential electrode Po is placed a distance of 0.050a to
the right of the fault plane. The numerical values of
the distances from the fault plane to three decimal
places arise in calculations for the station interval a/2,
from different starting points.
For a horizontal resistivity profile in which center
electrode P 0 falls on the fault plane (pl. 2A), the fault
plane lies a distance of 0.250a to the right of peaks A
and A'., on the p 1 and p 2 curves, 5 respectively. Peak A
attains an apparent-resistivity value ·equal to the
regional value of the country rock to the left of the
fault. As this is the only case in which peak A attains
such a high value in a simple fault problem, this feature
can be used in some cases to facilitate the location of
the fault.
For a horizontal resistivity profile in which center
electrode Po falls a distance of 0.050a to the right of
the fault plane (pl. 2B), the fault plane lies a distance
of 0.200a to the right of peaks A and A'. In this case
peaks A and A' are lower than the corresponding peaks
in plate 2A. Otherwise the curves are very similar to
those in plate 2A, and distinguishing between them in
the field data would be difficult.
When the center electrode Po falls a distance of
0.062a to the right of the fault plane (pl. 20), a limiting
case arises that divides the theoretical field plots into
two families. A horizontal line B' A' is obtained on the
p 1 curve in the place where peak A' usually occurs.
The peak at A on the P2 curve is maintained, however,
although it is lower than the corresponding peak in
plate 2B. The fault plane lies a distance of 0.188a to
the right of peak A and point A', and a distance of
0.688a to the right of point B.'. Point B' occurs when
center electrode Po lies a distance of 0.938a (that is,
xfa= -0.938) to the left of the fault, and point A'
occurs when center electrode P 0 lies a distance of 0.438a
(that is, xfa= -0.438) to the left of the fault. The
transition of peak A' in plate 2B to straight line B' A'
in plate 20 occurs, with increasing distance of Po away
from the fault, as the result of a decrease in the apparentresistivity value of point A' in plate 2B with a concomitant increase of the apparent-resistivity value of
point B' in plate 2B; the final result is the straight line
For convenience the Ptfp' and P2fp' curves in plate 2 are referred to as the
curves, respectively, in the present discussion.

5

P2

PI

and
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B'A' in plate 20. For the resistivity contrast assumed,
the horizontal line B' A' provides a limiting case in two
respects: first, the apparent-resistivity value of a peak
in this part of the p1 curve is never less than the
apparent-resistivity value of p1 for this horizontal line,
as either the peak A' (pl. 2B) or peak B' (pl. 2D) will
have higher values than this horizontal line; and second,
in this case the fault lies as close as it ever can to a
peak formed in this part of the p1 curve, as no peak in
this part of the p 1 curve can be formed closer than a
distance of 0.188a to the left of the fault.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode P 0
falls a distance slightly less than 0.062a to the right of
the fault plane, horizontal line B' A' changes to a line
dipping to the left, so that point B' is lower than point
A'.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode P 0
falls a distance slightly greater than 0.062a to the right
of the faUlt plane, horizontal line B' A' changes to a line
dipping to the right, so that point A' is lower than point
B'. In this case point B' forms a peak with a gently
dipping right flank, and the fault plane lies at a distance
of approximately 0.688a (actually, slightly less than
this value) to the right of this peak B'. It should be
emphasized that this peak B' lies a distance of 0.500a
to the left of peak A of the P2 curve. Though this condition is not shown in the diagrams, it represents the
limiting case for which peak B' is barely made manifest
and in which the fault plane lies at a distance of approximately 0.688a to the right of the peak B'.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode Po
falls a distance of O.lOOa to the right of the fault plane
(pl. 2D), line B' A' dips rather steep~y to the right, so
that well-defined peak B' is formed on the P1 curve.
Peak A persists on the P2 curve, but it is much less
pronounced on its left flank than in the previous cases.
The fault plane lies a distance of 0.150a to the right of
peak A and a distance of 0.650a to the right of peak B'.
Thus, peak B' lies a distance of 0.500a to the left of
peak A. This offset of peak B' on the P1 curve with
respect to peak A of the P2 curve is a diagnostic feature
that facilitates the location of the fault plane in some
cases.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode Po
falls a distance of 0.115a to the right of the fault plane
(pl. 2E), another limiting case arises. A horizontal
line BA is formed on the P2 curve in the place where
peak A usually occurs. The peak at B' on the P1 curve
is maintained, and lies directly under point B on the
p2 curve. The fault plane lies a distance of 0.135a to
the right of point A and a distance of 0.635a to the right
of point B and peak B'. Point B occurs where center
electrode P 0 lies a distance of 0.385a (that is,
xfa= -0.385a) to the left of the fault, and point A
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occurs where center electrode P 0 lies a distance of 0.115a
(that is, xfa= +0.1 115) to the right of the fault. The
transition of peak A in plate 2D to straight line BA
in plate 2E occurs with increasing distance of P 0 away
from the fault as the result of a decrease in the value of
point A in plate 2D with a concomitant increase of the
value of point B in plate 2D; the final result is the
straight line BA in plate 2E. For the resistivity contrast assumed, the horizontal line BA provides a limiting
case in two respects: first, the apparent-resistivity
value of a peak in this part of the P2 curve is never less
than the apparent-resistivity value of P2 for this horizontal line, as either the peak A {pl. 2D) or peak
B {pl. 2B) will have higher values than this horizontal
line; and second, in this case the fault lies as close as it
ever can to a peak formed in this part of the p2 curve,
as no peak in this part of the P2 curve can be formed
closer than a distance of 0.135a to the left of the fault.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode Po
falls a distance slightly less than 0.115a to the right of
the fault plane, peak A, though not pronounced, is
present as the line BA dips to the left, with point B
lower than point A.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode
Po falls a distance slightly greater than 0.115a to the
right of the fault plane, line BA dips to the right, with
point A lower than point B, so that peak A loses its
identity as a peak, and hereafter is designated as.
point A. At the same time the value of point B rises
to become peak B, though it is not pronounced in this
case. The fault lies a distance of approximately
0.635a {actually, slightly less than this value) to the
right of this peak B.
For a horizontal profile in which center electrode
TABLE

Po falls a distance of 0.150a to the right of the fault
{pl. 2F), peak B, which is rather pronounced on the
P2 curve, takes the place of the former peak A. Thus
a pronounced shift to the left takes place in the peak
on the P2 curve. The fault plane in this case lies a
distance of 0.600a to the right of peaks B and B',
which are now coincident. The apparent-resistivity
value of peak B is greater than the apparent-resistivity
value of the horizontal line BA in plate 2E.
For horizontal profiles in which center electrode
Po falls at distances greater than 0.150a, but less than
0.500a, to the right of the fault (pl. 2 G-L), the p1 and
P2 curves are similar in character. The apparentresistivity values of peaks B and B' increase steadily
with increasing distance of center electrode Po from
the fault. As shown in table 3, the distance between
the fault plane and peaks B and B' is progressively
less. In the limit, where center electrode Po falls at a
distance of 0.500a to the right of the fault, the p 1 and
p2 curves become identical to those for plate 24, in
which the electrode Po falls on the fault plane. Then
the cycle repeats itself.
The analysis in table 3 applies for a resistivity
contrast of 1 to 4 and for a station interval of a/2. A
similar analysis, using the same station interval,
but with different resistivity contrasts, would give
somewhat different results, only with respect to the
magnitude of the features that have been described;
the positions of these features would remain the same.
CRITERIA

FOR

SELECTING

THE

APPROXIMATE

LOCATION

OF

A FAULT

For a vertical fault with the higher-resistivity
material lying to the left of the fault plane, the charac-

3.-Distance between vertical fault plane and points of discontinuity of slope on the
configuration (offset plotting)

p1

and

p2

apparent-resistivity curves, Lee

[Electrode separation, a; station interval, a/2; p'fp"=4.. See pl. 2.]
Distance between center electrode Po
and rault

Distance between fault andPeak on P2 curve

Remarks

Peak on PI curve

O.OOOa __ - ___________________ 0.250a_ __ __________________ 0.250a ____________________ _ Peaks A and A' coincident .
.050a______________________ .200a_____________________ .200a ____________________ _
Do .
.062a_______________________ .188a_____________________ .688a; 0.188a ______________ _ Horizontal line B' A' on Pt curve.

Peak A and point A' coincident.

. lOOa _____________________ _

.150a ____________________ _

.115a _____________________ _

.635a; 0.135a ______________ _

. 150a _____________________ _
.200a _____________________ _
.250a _____________________ _
.300a _____________________ _
. 350a _____________________ _
.400a _____________________ _
.450a _____________________ _
.500a _____________________ _

.600a ____________________ _
.550a ____________________ _
.500a ____________________ _
.450a ____________________ _
.400a ____________________ _
.350a ____________________ _
.300a ____________________ _
.OOOa; 0.500a______________ _

Peak A' vanishes .
.650a ____________________ _ Peak
B' offset 0.500a from
peak A .
.635a ____________________ _ Horizontal
line BA on p 2 curve .
Peak B' and point B coincident.
Peak A vanishes .
.600a ____________________ _ Peaks
B and B' coincident .
.550a ____________________ _
Do .
.500a ____________________ _
Do .
.450a ____________________ _
Do.
.400a ____________________ _
Do .
.350a ____________________ _
Do .
.300a ____________________ _
Do .
.OOOa; 0.500a ______________ _ Cycle repeats here .
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teristics of the peaks lying to the left of the fault
usually offer the best criteria for determining the
location of the fault.
If a continuous horizontal resistivity profile taken
in the field is available, a vertical fault is located
theoretically at a distance of a/4 from the main peaks
(pl. 1), irrespective of the resistivity contrast. As
continuous profiles are not usually available, however,
other criteria based on the theoretical field plots are
necessary.
Although criteria based on the theoretical field
plots involve certain inherent margins of error, they
nevertheless can be used as a guide in selecting the
approximate location of a fault. The criteria apply
to the peaks or other features that are characteristically found on the high resistivity, or in this case
the left-hand side of the fault. The offset method of
plotting the Lee data is used; the PI and P2 values
are for the right- and left-hand sides, respectively,
of the configuration irrespective of whether the configuration is run from left to right, or vice versa.
The criteria are (see also table 3):
1. If the peaks on both the PI and Pt curves are not
offset and are pronounced, with a steep gradient
on the right side of the peaks, the fault lies a
distance of approximately 0.20a to 0.50a to the
right of the peaks. If, in addition, the value of
the P2 peak is approximately equal to the true
resistivity of the higher-resistivity material to the
left of the fault, the fault lies a distance of approximately 0.25a to the right of the P2 peak.
2. If the pea.ks on both the PI and P2 curves are not
offset and are gentle, with a small gradient on
the right side of the peaks, the fault lies a distance
of approximately 0.50a to 0.64a to the right of
the peaks.
3. If the peaks on the PI nnd P2 curves are offset, the
fault lies a distance of approximately 0.14a to
0.19a to the right of the peak on the P2 curve.
4. If the peak on the P2 curve is flat-topped, or nearly
so, to form a plateau, the fault lies at a distance
of approximately 0.14a to the right of the right
edge of the plateau.
5. If the peak on the PI curve is flat-topped, or nearly
so, to form a plateau, the fault lies at a distance
of approximately 0.19a to the right of the right
edge of the plateau.
Similar criteria apply where the high-resistivity
medium lies to the right of the fault plane, but for
such a case the PI and P2 curves are the mirror image of
those in plate 2.
The above criteria apply only to horizontal profiles
taken perpendicular to the strike of a vertical fault
with the Lee configuration using a station interval

of a/2. They apply strictly only for a resistivity
contrast of 1 to 4, but can be used to determine the
approximate location of a vertical fault that separates
two media with resistivity contrasts that are not 1 to 4.
If the resistivity contrast is small, so that p' I p" is
only slightly greater than 1, the observed peaks are
not sufficiently definitive to make a trustworthly
analysis. Thus a sufficient resistivity contrast should
exist, so that definitive peaks are obtained in the
field data.
For the interpretation of field curves, the numerical
results can be computed so that they are consistent
with the estimate"d accuracy of the field data. We
prefer to use the criteria given above, and round off
the final estimates of the location of the fault. A
careful analysis is justified only if good operating conditions prevail in the field, so that no great distortions
in the field resistivity curves are present. As the
analysis can break down completely unless the geologic
conditions fulfill the assumptions that are made, caution should be used. The above criteria are no panacea
for problem areas, in which more refined techniques,
such as station intervals smaller than a/2, may be
desirable.
TRAVERSES AT AN ANGLE TO THE FAULT

Figure 57 B toE give theoretical horizontal resistivity
profiles with the Lee configuration across a vertical
fault. For a traverse at an angle of 60° to the fault
(fig. 570), the position of the trace of the fault can be
determined rather accurately with the Lee configuration
under favorable field conditions, although the diminished height of the diagnostic peaks causes some loss of
resolution. For ~traverses at small angles to the fault
(figs. 57D and E), the position of the fault trace cannot
be determined accurately because the diagnostic peaks
are absent. The sharp resistivity escarpment obtained
in crossing the fault even at these small angles, however, indicates that a major lateral resistivity change
has been crossed by the configuration; and traverses
more nearly perpendicular to the suspected strike of
the fault can then be taken for determining more
accurately the position of its trace.
Figure 57 F to I show theoretical horizontal resistivity profiles across a vertical fault with the Wenner
configuration along traverses taken at different angles
to the fault. The assumed resistivity contrast is
p' f p" = 4. If the angle between the fault trace and
the traverse is less than 60°, the position of the fault
trace probably could not be picked accurately under
ordinary field conditions; although, of course, the resistivity escarpment would indicate the existence of a
pronounced lateral change in resistivity of the rock.
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N

across two shale sinks using Lee configuration (offset plotting) with electrode separations of (A) 100 feet and (B) 50
mining district, Cherokee County, Kans. Resistivity data and interpretations by K. L. Cook (1961-53); drill-hole

data from Brichta and Ryan, 1958.

FIELD BXAJIPLES

The best field examples of "fault" anomalies available
to us for horizontal resistivity profiles with the Lee
configuration are the anomalies that are found at the
margins of shale sinks in the Tri-State lead-zinc mining
district (Cook, i951-54, unpublished data). Here the
shale-limestone contacts-though not necessarily vertical and not faults in the usual sense because the sinks
were formed principally by solution phenomena-are
often so steep that the analysis and criteria of a vertical
fault can be used successfully for picking many contacts
in the ordinary application of the resistivity method in
this district.

Field examples, as well as the use of the criteria for
detecting the position of the fault trace, are given in
figure 58. The letter designations of the peaks in the
field· curves are generally different from those in the
theoretical curves in plate 2. Estimates of the location
of the shale-limestone contacts based on the criteria
given previously will be only approximate at best, as
the assumptions are only partially realized in the
examples considered. The fault plane does not extend
to infinite depth, as assumed; the resistivity contrast
may not be exactly 1 to 4; and some overburden exists
in the field examples.
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For an electrode separation of 100 feet and station
interval of 50 feet (fig. 58A), the apparent resistivity is
about 150 to 200 ohm-meters over the limestone country rock and about 50 ohm-meters or less over the shale
areas. In the transition area near the west margin of
the west sink, peak A, on the P2 curve, has a gentle slope
to the east and is somewhat similar to the theoretical
field plot in plate 2F. Thus, the limestone-shale contact at the west margin of the sink the(\retically lies as
much as 0.60a, or 60 feet, to the east of peak A on the
field curve. Point B, on the P• curve on the east side
of the west sink, lies at the west edge of a resistivity
plateau and is thus similar to the theoretical counterpart of plate 2E. Thus, the shale-limestone contact at
the east margin of the sink theoretically lies a distance
of about 0.014a, or about 14 feet, west of peak Bin the
field curve. By similar reasoning, point 0, on the P2
curve, constitutes the east edge of a resistivity plateau
and indicates that the limestone-shale contact at the
west edge of the east sink theoretically lies at a distance of about 0.14a, or about 14 feet, east of point 0.
Peak D, on the p1 curve, near the east margin of the
east sink, is pronounced and is coincident with peak
D', on the P2 curve; therefore the shale-limestone contact theoretically lies at a distance of 0.20a to 0.50a,
or about 20 to 50 feet, west· of peaks D and D'.
The contact can usually be picked more accurately
if the station interval is made smaller so that the measured data approach more closely a continuous curve.
For thick overburden, the electrode separation should
be kept large; but for relatively thin overburden, as in
the present example, the electrode separation was reduced when the station interval was made smaller.
For an electrode separation of 50 feet and station
interval of 25 feet (fig. 58B), the apparent resistivity
is about 80 to 100 ohm-meters over the limestone and
about 25 ohm-meters over the shale. The same criteria
as before are used on the peaks obtained along this
repeat traverse, except that a is now 50 feet instead of
100 feet; and independent estimates of the location of
the fault traces are then made by studying the new
peaks on this traverse. When these new estimates are
compared with the first ones given, the discrepancies
involved are less than about 20 feet in this example.
For resistivity contrasts of 1 to 3 or more, the criteria,
when used on a single Lee horizontal profile with the
normal station interval of a/2, will usually result in the
correct location of the fault trace within a few tens of
feet when a= 100 feet.
Thin uniform overburden tempers somewhat the
size of the diagnostic peaks, but apparently does not
greatly hinder the location of the fault trace. Experience to date (1956) indicates that as a rule for
satisfactory results, the electrode separation for hori-

zontal profiles used to detect faults covered by alluvium
overburden should be kept at least 5-and preferably
10 or more-times the suspected thickness of the overburden. The actual detectability of a buried fault,
however, depends not only upon the depth of the overburden, but also upon the resistivity of the overburden
in relation to the resistivity contrast of the materials on
either side of the fault. This problem is treated on pages
268-274.
VDTIC.U. PBOPILIS

An undf standing of the character of vertical resistivity profiles across a vertical fault is helpful in picking
the fault contact when vertical-profile techniques are
used for that purpose. In addition, a knowledge of the
pattern of such profiles is desirable when depth studies
by vertical-profile techniques are being made on
assumed horizontal layers, because truly lateral effects
sometimes occur unexpectedly, and the interpreter
should be able to recognize them.
Vertical profiles taken across a vertical fault with the
Lee configuration are shown in figure 59. The assumed
reflection factors vary at intervals of 0.1 between
+ 1.0 and -1.0. In each case, center electrode Po
lies 2 units from the fault plane. For each diagram
the curves are plotted in terms of the true resistivity
of the medium on the left side of the fault, which is
taken as unity in each diagram. This procedure facilitates obtaining the apparent resistivity in terms of
specific units, such as ohm-meters, for an individual
case in the field.
The point of discontinuity in slope in the vertical
profiles can be used to locate the trace of a vertical fault
at the surface, if the resistivity contrast is sufficiently
great. For a station located over the high-resistivity
material at a point lying 2 units to the left of the fault
plane (fig. 59A), the apparent resistivity for small
electrode separations is essentially equal to the true
resistivity p'. As the electrode configuration is expanded, leaving potential electrode Po fixed, the apparent-resistivity values for both p 1 and P2 decrease, with
P1 decreasing much more than P2 until current electrode
0 1 crosses the fault, at which point a discontinuity in
slope occurs in each curve. As the configuration is
expanded further, the apparent resistivity />J increases
continuously and approaches asymptotically the true
resistivity of the material to the left of the fault. At
the same time the apparent resistivity P1 increases until
potential electrode P 1 crosses the fault trace, when a
rather pronounced peak occurs in the Pt curve only.
As the configuration is expanded further, the apparent
resistivity p1 decreases continuously and approaches
asymptotically the value of the material on the right
side of the fault.
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250
Figure 59D can be used conveniently to obtain apparI
I
I
I
ent-resistivity values at a station taken over the highi
0::
resistivity material lying on the right side of a fault.
UJ
~ 200
Here the P2 curve shows two discontinuities in slope
~
similar to the PI curve in figure 59A, and the PI curve
~
J:
shows a single discontinuity in slope similar to the P2
0
~ 150
curve in figure 59A.
X
>
P2 (WEST)v
For a station over the low-resistivity material at a
X
>
point lying 2 units to the right of the fault plane (fig.
f=
I
~
100
x-x--x-K
59B), the apparent resistivity for small electrode separaUJ
0::
I
tions is essentially equal to the true resistivity p".
x-x-x-x
z
As the electrode configuration is expanded, leaving
UJ
~ 50
potential electrode Po fixed, the apparent resistivities
a..
a..
P1 and P2 both increase, with P2 increasing more than
I
PI, until current electrode 0 2 crosses the fault trace,
UPl(EAST)
when a discontinuity in slope occurs in both curves.
50
100
150
With increased expansion of the configuration, the
ELECTRODE SEPARATION, a, IN FEET
apparent resistivity PI diminishes gradually and approaches asymptotically the value of the material on
_____ \ _____ the right side of the fault. At the same time the apparent resistivity P2 decreases, paradoxically, in spite of the
\
\
fact that current electrode 0 2 has entered the medium
\
\
of higher true resistivity, until the point where potential
Limestone
\
\
electrode P2 crosses the fault trace, at which point a
\
\
sharp discontinuity in slope occurs in the p2 curve.
Further expansion of the configuration gives a sudden
rise in apparent resistivity p2 , which increases continuously thereafter and approaches asymptoti~>ally the
0
25
50
100 FEET
value of the true resistivity of the material 011 the left
side of the fault.
Figure 590 can be used conveniently for a station FIGURE 60.-Vertical resistivity profile for station near left edge of shale sink, Lee
configuration. Tri-State mining district, Cherokee County, Kans. (Resistivity
taken over low-resistivity material on the left side of a
data and interpretations by K. L. Cook (1951-54); drill-hole data from Brlchta and
Ryan (1958).)
fault. Here the p 1 curve shows two discontinuities in
slope similar to the P2 curve in figure 59B; and the P2
curve, with its single discontinuity in slope, is similar values for a vertical resistivity profile at a station lying
2 units to the left of a vertical perfectly conducting
to the PI curve for figure 59B.
plane
for electrode separations between a=O and a=4
Figures 590 and D represent an alternative method of
units.
For larger values of a, the apparent resistivities
plotting the same data in figures 59B and A, respectively, when p' and p" are interchanged. Although can be readily calculated.
Figure 60 shows a fault-type vertical resistivity prothe same concepts can be shown by using the two
file
obtained near the left edge of a shale sink in the
figures 59A and 59B only, it is found convenient in
Tri-State
lead-zinc mining district. Essentially all the
making field comparisons to have available the four
observed
effects are due to the steep limestone-shale
complete sets of curves shown in figure 59.
at
the left edge of the sink, as the right edge is
contact
The vertical resistivity profiles over perfectly contoo far away to affect greatly the apparent-resistivity
ducting and insulating planes for both the Lee and
values for small values of the electrode separation; the
Wenner configurations are identical to part of the results, however, are tempered somewhat by the
apparent-resistivity curves for k= ± 1 in figure 59 for alluvium.
a vertical fault. In particular they are identical except
The abrupt change in slope of the P2 curve at a=50
for that part of the curves when one of the potential feet occurs as potential electrode P 2 crosses the inferred
electrodes lies on the side of the fault opposite from that limestone-shale contact as shown in the geologic section.
side containing the center of the whole configuration. The location of the west edge of the shale, as inferred
The ptf p' Lee curve for k= + 1.0 in figure 59 A, for from this vertical profile, agrees well with its location
example, gives also the correct apparent-resistivity as obtained independently from horizontal resistivity
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profiles. The cause of the second abrupt change in
slope in the P2 curve at a=90 feet is not known. The
persistent low values of p 1 are in accord with the
theoretical curves.
WENNER CONFIGURATION
HORIZOBTAL PBOmBS

Figure 61 (after Tagg, 1930) shows theoretical horizontal profiles across a vertical fault with the Wenner
configuration along a traverse perpendicular to the
fault trace. The values of k are taken at intervals of
0.1 for positive and negative values between -0.9 and
+0.9. For positive values of k (fig. 61A), the ratio of
the apparent conductivity ua to the true conductivity
u' of the material on the left side of the fault are plotted
against x/a. For negative values of k (fig. 61B), the

ratio of the apparent resistivity Pa to the true resistivity p' of the material on the left side of the fault are
plotted against x/a. A discontinuity in slope is obtained
as each of the four electrodes cross the contact. As
the configuration is moved from a medium of high
resistivity on the left to one of low resistivity on the
right (fig. 61B), the apparent resistivity increases paradoxically when the fault straddles electrodes 0 1 and P 1•
For all resistivity contrasts, the principal diagnostic
peak lies a distance of a/2 from the fault, and its value
is always less than the true resistivity of the more
resistive medium. If the apparent resistivity-rather
than apparent conductivity-is always use.ti, the fault
lies this distance in a down-resistivity direction from
the peak-that is, toward the lower resistivity medium.
Figure 62 shows field examples of observed horizontal resistivity profiles across a vertical fault with
the Wenner configuration with electrode separations
of 15 meters and 30 meters. The fault separates the
Vosges Sandstone, of relatively high resistivity, from
Oligocene marl, of relatively low resistivity. An
observed pronounced peak lies northwest of the fault
over the high-resistivity sandstone.
To compare the observed profiles with theoretical
profiles, Rothe and Rothe (1952) computed theoretical
horizontal resistivity profiles with the assumption
that the reflection factor k is -0.9 and the true resistivity of the Vosges Sandstone is 900 ohm-meters.
In making the comparison (fig. 62), Rothe and Rothe
used a theoretical field plot with the assumption that the
discrete station intervals were such that the electrodes
in crossing the fault would lie vertically above the
fault; and they then shifted their observed field curve
correspondingly to obtain the best match between this
particular field plot and the observed curve. They
considered the match in figure 62B to be somewhat
better than that in figure 62A, but still not entirely
satisfactory. Our procedure of using several different
theoretical field plots by trial and error as outlined in an
earlier section would perhaps yield a slightly better
match.
VDTICAL PBOmBS

SURFACE

Assumed
P'

= 900 ohm-m

Vosges Sandstone

Oligocene marl

F1ouu 62.-Comparison of observed and theoretical horizontal resistivity profiles
8CI'088 a vertical fault, Wenner confiiUratlon, wltb an electrode separation of (A)
16 meters and (B) 30 meters. Assumed reflection factor t- -0.9 and p' •900 ohmmeters. Adapted from RotM and Roth6 (1962).

Figure 63 (after Tagg, 1930) shows theoretical
vertical profiles across a vertical fault with the Wenner
configuration along a traverse perpendicular to the fault
trace. The values of k are taken at intervals of 0.1
for positive and negative values between -0.9 and
+ 0.9. For positive values of k (fig. 63A), the ratio
of the apparent conductivity ua to the true conductivity
u' of the material on the left side of the fault are plotted
against a/x. For negative values of k (fig. 63B), the
ratio of the apparent resistivity Pa to the true resistivity p' of the material on the left side of the fault are
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plotted against a/x. A discontinuity in slope is obtained as the current and potential electrodes cross
the contact.
For vertical resistivity profiles along traverses parallel to the trace of a vertical fault, families of theoretical
curves are given by Tagg (1930) for values of k taken
at intervals of 0.1 between -1.0 and + 1.0. These
curves indicate that the effect on the vertical profile is
practically negligible when the distance of the configuration from the fault is four times the electrode separation. This fact can help serve as a guiding principle for profiles taken near the edge of a steep cliff
for example.
LOON CONFIGURATION

The Logn configuration (see p. 41) of electrodes
uses potential electrodes sufficiently close together so
that the measurement made is essentially the electric
field or potential gradient at a point. The Schlumberger configuration is similar to the Logn configuration in this respect, and thus its results should apply
qualitatively to those expected from the Logn configuration. In both configurations, the measurements
made are fundamentally different from the measure2.0.----,--------.-------,--~~--

ments of potential differences that are made with other
electrode configurations such as the Wenner and Lee.
Figure 64 shows horizontal resistivity profiles with
the Logn configuration across a vertical fault for
different resistivity contrasts (Logn, 1954). The solid
curves are for positive reflection factors and the dashed
curves are for negative reflection factors. A discontinuity in the apparent-resistivity values occurs at the
contact. In field practice discrete values are obtained;
and an apparent-resistivity high or low occurs over the
contact for a positive or negative reflection factor,
respectively.
Figure 65. shows an observed horizontal resistivity
profile across two vertical contacts in Meheia, near
Kongsberg, Norway (Logn, 1954). The three apparent-resistivity curves are drawn to an arbitrary
scale for the three different fixed current-electrode
locations, respectively, that are shown in the cross
section. Here a great low-resistivity breccia zone
about 230 meters in width lies between the younger
Telemark Granite Gneiss on the west and the older
Kongsberg-Bamle Granite Gneiss on the east. The
pronounced peaks associated with the contacts were
used to help trace the boundaries of the breccia,
especially where the boundaries were covered with
alluvium.
POTENTIAL-DROP-RATIO METHODS
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64.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across vertical fault for different resis·
tivlty contrasts, Logn configuration. Adapted from Logn (1954).

LEE-HEMBERGER PLOTTING

We pointed out previously the analogy between the
potential-drop-ratio method and the regular Lee configuration when the Lee-Hemberger plotting is used
for the Lee data (Lee and Hemberger, 1946). Using
the data for a vertical fault, we now investigate this
problem in more detail to ascertain the best method
of Lee-Heruberger plotting. In all these studies, only
a horizontal profile will be considered. It is assumed
that the configurations are moved from left to right
and, in particular, from a medium of low resistivity
PA to one of higher resistivity PB; the assumed resistivity
contrast is PA/ PB= 1/5. It should be recalled that
usually the different index numbers charted are obtained
from the same data of potential differences and represent
merely different ways of charting the ratios of the
various combinations of potential differences or,
actually, apparent resistivities. One of the main distinctions to observe is whether the data are plotted
for a station interval of a/2, which is customary for
the Lee configuration, or for a smaller station interval,
such as a/10, which can be used for detailed investigations.
Figures 66 and 67 show the charts for the different
index numbers. Although the charts are compiled to
show specific comparisons of anomalies for station
intervals of a/2 compared with station intervals of a/10,
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it is convenient to consider first all the index numbers
charted for station intervals of a/2 in these two figures.
Figure 66A shows the "ratio of apparent resistivity
over adjacent ground" (Lee and Hemberger, 1946),
which is charted here as the ratio of Pt to P2 as these two
quantities are measured at a given station (station
interval of a/2). The value of this ratio, which is the
"index number" in this case, is plotted at X, the position of the station. The index number reaches a
maximum value of five at the fault trace, with a total
relief of four; and this pronounced peak thus serves to
indicate the position of the fault. It is shown below
that this ratio )riclds the largest anomaiy.
Figure 660 shows the "ratio of apparent resistivities
over the same ground" (Lee and Hemberger, 1946),
which is charted here as the ratio of p1 for a given
station to ~ for the next station (station interval of
a/2). The maximum index number, which is small,
occurs as a minor peak.

Figure 67 A shows the "ratio of apparent resistivity
over adjacent ground in opposition to the traverse
direction" (Lee and Hemberger, 1946), which is
charted here as the ratio of ~ for a given station to
p2 of the previous station (station interval of a/2).
The index number attains a maximum value of about
3.4.

Figure 67 B shows the "ratio of apparent resistivity
over adjacent ground in the direction of traverse"
(Lee and Hemberger, 1946), which is charted here as
the ratio of Pi for a given station to p 1 for the previous
station (station interval of a/2). The index number
attains a maximum value of about 3.6.
In detailed work, when the station intervals are made
smaller than a/2, there are various ways of plotting the
ratios of the apparent resistivities. In all the examples given, it is assumed that the station interval
is a/10.
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Figure 67D shows the "ratio of apparent resistivity
over adjacent ground with reduced overlap in the direction of traverse" (Lee and Hemberger, 1946), which is
charted here as the ratio of p: for a given station to p1

for the previous station (station interval of a/10).
The maximum index number is small.
Figure 67 0 shows the "ratio of apparent resistivity
over adjacent ground with reduced overlap in opposi-
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tion to the traverse dir.ection" (Lee and Hemberger,
1946), which is charted here as the ratio of ~ for a
given station to P2 of the previous station (station
interval of a/10). The maximum index number is
small.
Another method of plotting, which was not mentioned by Lee and Hemberger (1946), is to chart the
ratio of P1 for a given station to p~ for the next station,
when a small station interval is used. Figure 66B
shows the results of this method. The total relief of
this anomaly is pronounced, though smaller than the
anomaly obtained from the ratio of apparent resistivities over adjacent ground.
Of all these potential-drop-ratio methods of plotting
with the Lee configuration, the ratio of apparent
resistivities over adjacent ground, that is, the ratio of

p 1 to p2 as measured at a given station (fig. 66A), yields
a more pronounced anomaly than the other ratios considered; and this method is recommended as the best
when these techniques of plotting ratios of apparent
resistivities are used.
PLOTTING OF DIFFERENCES OF APPARENT RBSISTIVITIBS

Lee and Hemberger (1946, p. 12) also suggested the
possibility of using the differences between p 1 and P2 for
the Lee configuration when horizontal profiling is used.
The differences usually are found to be about as helpful
as the resistivity ratios over adjacent ground. Figure
68 shows curves for various differences of apparent
resistivities for Lee horizontal profiles across a vertical
fault. All curves are for the same fault with a resistivity contrast PA!Ps=U; and, as before, the meas-
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urements are taken as the regular Lee configuration is
moved in each case from left to right.
Figure 68A (solid curve) shows the difference between P1 and p2 for a given station, as suggested by Lee
and Hemberger (1946). The difference attains a
maximum value of four at the fault trace, with a total
relief of four; and this pronounced peak thus serves to
indicate the position of the fault. The anomaly is
essentially identical on its left side but definitely less
on its right side than the anomaly obtained over an
identical fault using the ratio of apparent resistivities
over adjacent ground; and on field data this difference
method would be slightly inferior to the method of
plotting ratios of apparent resistivities over adjacent
ground.
The remaining curves in figure 68B show methods of
taking differences in addition to that suggested by Lee
and Hemberger. Except for the solid curve in figure
68A, which applies to continuous readings, all the
curves in figure 68 are for station intervals of a/2.
The dashed curve in figure 68A shows the difference
between P1 of a given station and p2 of the next station.
The solid curve in figure 68B shows the difference
between P1 of a given station and p 1 of the previous
station. The dashed curve in figure 68B shows the difference between p2 for a given station and p2 of the previous station.
We summarize the method of plotting differences by
stating that from a practical point of view, the plotting
of the difference p 1 - p2 for a given station will probably
yield satisfactory results in detecting a vertical fault,
but is slightly inferior to the method of plotting the
ratio P1/Pl of apparent resistivities over adjacent
ground.
ACCURACY OF DETECTION OF FAULT BY POTENTIAL-DROP-R ATIO :METHODS

The Lee-Hemberger plotting of ratios of apparent
resistivities or the plotting of differences of apparent
resistivities inherently contain the same uncertainties
of accurate detection of a vertical fault as the ordinary
method of plotting apparent resistivities along a
horizontal profile. The reason is that the data are
taken at discrete points only.
Though either the Lee-Hemberger plotting or the
plotting of differences of apparent resistivities brings
out more sharply to the eye the existence of a lateral
resistivity change by showing a pronounced peak, it
should be emphasized that this manner of plotting
fails to show the true resistivities on either side of the
fault. In the ordinary method of plotting apparent
resistivities, this feature is not sacrificed, and the abrupt
change in apparent resistivity shows the experienced
interpreter that an abrupt lateral resistivity change
has occurred; and he then studies the finer features of

the apparent-resistivity curves to detect the position
of the fault within the accuracy of the data.
DIKES
The interpretation of resistivity data for vertical
dikes is important for several reasons. First, the
resistivity anomalies can be used to discover and
delineate shallow dikes or dikelike features, provided
the resistivity contrast is sufficiently great; these
features include dikes, veins, and brecciated zones, all
of which may be directly or indirectly related to mineral
deposits. Secondly, a knowledge of the resistivity
anomalies known to occur over dikes and dikelike
features are helpful in recognizing and interpreting
the lateral effects that often appear in the data for
various types of surveys where depth estimates to
horizontal layers are the chief objective. Thirdly, the
theoretical resistivity anomalies that are obtained
principally from surface measurements across dikes and
brecciated zones can readily be converted to anomalies
that would be obtained with the same configurations in
a vertical well as the configurations cross horizontal
formations.
In this section, we refer repeatedly to structures with
vertical boundaries; but the conclusions apply equally
well to structures with near-vertical boundaries. For
all practical purposes, a boundary that is inclined as
much as 30 ° from vertical would yield essentially the
same results as the vertical boundaries that are assumed.
Tliere is an equivalence, or near equivalence, between
the resistivity anomalies over dikes and those over
faults. A thorough understanding of the characteristics of anomalies over faults therefore greatly facilitates the interpretation of anomalies over dikes. For
example, a wide dike causes an apparent-resistivity
anomaly that is equivalent to two faults of reversed
type. If either dike wall affects the profile near the
other, the dike is narrow and the conclusions vary with
the ratio of the dike width to the electrode separation.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In the theory underlying electrical prospecting over
dikes, we assume that a dike consists of a vertical slab
of material, bounded by two parallel planes, and surrounded on both sides with a material whose resistivity
is different from that of the dike itself (fig. 69). In
order to make the solution as general as possible, we
assume that the resistivity of the material on one side of
the dike is different from that on the other side and that
both differ from the resistivity of the dike material
itself. In that way the solution also serves for problems
in which two major zones of different resistivity are
separated by a transition zone of a yet different resistivity. Examples are brecciated fault zones and
metamorphosed zones.
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If the dike assumes a horizontal position-strictly, a
sill-it falls mathematically into the category of horizontal beds. If the dike is inclined, it falls mathematically into the category of dipping beds.
In the vertical-dike problem, we require a set of
potential functions for each of three different cases-a
set in which tlie current electrode is located in each of
the three materials represented. The mathematics for
the first case, when the current electrode is to the left
of the dike, has already been given on pages 57 to 59,
where we showed how to apply the set of general equations.
If we compare figures 29 and 69, we can see immediately
what must be done to make equations 145, 147, and 148
applicable to the present dike problem. Since the
current in the previous problem emanated outward in
all directions from the electrode and since the current
in the present problem is restricted to a half space, the
previous solutions will be valid if we simply change the
previous factor lp' /4r to the new factor lp' /2r. Thus,
equations 145 can be converted into the potential functions in integral form where the current electrode lies
to the left of the dike:

The corresponding equations that are applicable when
the current electrode lies within the second medium can
also be derived from the same general considerations.
Thus, we get

lao

_lp' [1
e-Mht-•>J0 (Xr)
Uu--2
-R+k2t o 1+k21 k a2e-2Ab dX
r
SURFACE

c

~

DIKE

P'

P"

(177)

The same functi<?ns in series form are similarly converted from equations 147 and 148:

±
~3 ±
{± (~1k23)"
±
~) ±

P'"

Uu=Ip' {_!+~ 1
(k21k2a)"
2r R
n=O "(2nb+2z1 -z)2+r2
_

(k21k2a)"

}

Frou:a:a 69.-Cross section showing a point source of current in the vicinity of a
vertical dike bounded on either side by materials of ditierent resistivities.
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and 178.
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(k21 k 23 )"

n-o "(2nb+ z)2+r2

•

(178)

are positive numbers in equations 177

It is unnecessary to write down the corresponding
equations when the current electrode is in medium
three, because they could easily be obtained by simply
reversing the conventions established for equations
178 above. For the sake of completeness, however,
we include the third set of equations in the convention
that has already been established. If the current
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electrode lies within medium three (fig. 69), the potential functions are

RE8IBTIVITY TECHNIQUBS
BOJliZOliTAL PJU)FIJ.IS
BRECCIATED ZONES

In establishing equations 179, we maintain the convention established in figure 69, namely that the z-axis
is positive to the right of the current electrode and
negative to the left. This convention requires that z1
is actually a negative number because the boundary
between mediums one and two is now to the left of
the current electrode; z2 is a positive number. In
equations 180, both z1 and z2 are negative numbers
because both boundaries are to the left of the current
electrode.
The above equations are most commonly used for
problems in which all the electrodes are on the surface
of the ground along the z-axis. The equations are then
considerably simplified because r is zero, and the square
roots are eliminated from the denominators of all terms.
The above equations can be simplified for certain
special problems. For the vertical dike, p' equals p"'
in figure 69, and all of the equations are simplified by
letting k21 =k23 =k. The situation in figure 69 reduces
to a simple fault if p" equals p'". Then, k2t=k and
k23 =0, in which case the equations simplify to those
given in a previous section for a simple fault.
In many cases the above functions, or preferably the
resistivity functions themselves, can be reduced in
complexity by appropriate approximations. For example, Logn (1954) derived and evaluated approximation formulas for a thin vertical sheet; he found
them to be of sufficient accuracy for most cases in the
field. On the basis of these approximation formulas,
he found that the apparent resistivity with the Logn
configuration across a conducting sheet is determined
by the product of the conductivity and the thickness
of the sheet; and the apparent resistivity with the
Logn configuration across an insulating sheet is determined by the product of the resistivity and the
thickness of the sheet.

A brecciated zone of assumed uniform resistivity can
be treated theoretically like a dike. A brecci:a.ted zone
that lies in country rock whose resistivity is the same
on either side of the zone can be treated as a dike of
resistivity p" in an otherwise uniform country rock of
resistivity p' on either side of the dike; this problem is
discussed later. A brecciated zone that lies along the
contact of two media of unlike resistivity, however, is
identical to the problem of a dike that lies sirrillarly between two unlike media. This problem, whi~ch will be
covered in this section, is more complicated numerically
because there is no symmetry of the complE1te curves
about the axis of the brecciated zone.
The brecciated zone is of practical importance in
mining areas where a fault gouge or minera1lized zone
occurs along the fault zone or contact zonE~ between
two media of different resistivity.
Figure 70 shows the horizontal resistivity profiles
with the Lee configuration across a brecciated zone of
width a/2 for different resistivities of the brecciated
zone. The ratio of the true resistivity p' of the country
rock at the left of the brecciated zone to the true resistivity p"' of the country rock at the right of the brecciated zone is fixed at 1:5 in all the diagrams. In terms
of p' taken as unity, the assumed true resistivities of the
brecciated zone are Q), 10, 4, 3, 2, and 0. The apparent
resistivity is plotted as the ratio of the apparent
resistivity to the true resistivity of the material at the
left of the brecciated zone.
For a perfectly insulating brecciated zone (fig. 70A),
pronounced appt\fent-resistivity peaks in thE~ Pl and P2
curves lie vertically over the axis of the zone. The
height of the _peak depends upon the resistivity of the
country rock on either side of the zone and the width of
the brecciated zone in terms of the electrode separation.
For a brecciated zone with a finite resistivity that is
greater than the resistivity of the high..resistivit_y
materiol to the right of the zone (fig. 70B), peaks in the
p 1 and P2 curves are obtained vertically over the axis of
the zone. If the resistivity of the brecciat1ed zone in
the present example is 5 units, which is equal to the
resistivity of the country rock to the right, the peak in
the p1 curve becomes equal to 5 and a typical single
fault curve is obtained (not shown in fig. 70); and the
peak lies a distance of a/4 to the right of the left edge of
the brecciated zone.
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FIGURE 70.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across brecciated zone of different resistivities, Lee configuration (offset plotting). For all diagrams p'I p'" = 1:5
and width is a/2.

For a brecciated zone with a resistivity less than 5
units (figs. 700, D, E, and F), a peak is obtained in both
the p1 and P2 curves at a distance of a/4 to the right of the
right edge of the zone. Except for additional minor discontinuities in slope, the general shape of all these

curves is similar to those over a single fault, As the
resistivity of the brecciated zone decreases, the height
of the PI peak increases. For a perfectly conducting
brecciated zone (fig. 700), the value of PI at the peak is
equal to the true resistivity of the country rock at the
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Figure 71 shows the corresponding horizontal resisright of the zone; and the values of p 1 and p2 are zero
over the axis of the zone.
tivity profiles across the same brecciated zone with the
The theoretical curves indicate that under ordinary Wenner configuration; the resistivity contrasts are
field conditions a conducting brecciated zone of width identical to those in the previous examples. Because
a/2 would probably not be detected if it occurred at the the apparent-resistivity values are plotted at the locacontact of two media with a resistivity ratio of 1: 5; tions of the stations, no abrupt discontinuities in slope
and a high-resistivity brecciated zone would be detected are observed over the axis of the brecciated zone. In
only if its resistivity is considerably greater than the general the anomalies are not as pronounced for the
higher resistivity country rock on one of its sides. The Wenner configuration as for the Lee configuration.
effect of the low-resistivity breccia apparently subdues
For a brecciated zone of infinite resistivity (fig. 71A),
the peaks on the low-resistivity side of the fault and a recognizable anomaly is obtained with the Wenner
thus interferes with the exact determination of the configuration. For a brecciated zone whose true
location of the fault trace.
resistivity is 10 units (fig. 71B), the value of the peak
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1

2.0.---.,------.----.----,--h.-r-----.--.---.---,
over the right edge of the brecciated zone is less than
the true resistivity of the medium to the right of the
brecciated zone (5 units); this feature was not so for
1.81----+---+--p-,--+,1P-1'~-1~-~-l-:-:11J-~-t-,rllr-~--+---+---+----!
the Lee configuration. For brecciated zones with small
1.61---+---+------;f//--1-Jf..J-+---t---+--t----t
resistivity (figs. 71 0, E, and F), the peak shifts to the
P"=2P;'//
right so that instead of occurring at the right edge of
the brecciated zone (fig. 71D), it occurs a distance of
1.41-----+--~l§l¥----l----1f-----+---i----1
a/2 to the right of the right edge of the brecciated zone.
These peaks are similar to those obtained over a single
1.2l----+-~--+~-~~~-+---+----+---+---+----1
fault; and it would be difficult to recognize in the field
data in such cases any evidence of the brecciated zone q_iq_ 1.0~-....~-+---+---1--+r----t---+--t----t
as such; the additional minor discontinuities in slope
are not sufficiently pronounced to be recognized in
o.81---+---+---+---l---»----t---+--t----t
ordinary field data. The generalizations concerning
the detectability of a brecciated zone, given above for
0.61---+---+---+---1---H----t---+--t----t
the Lee configuration, apply also to the Wenner configuration.
0.41---+---+---+---1---H----t---+--t---;
Figures 72, 73, 74, and 75 show horizontal resistivity
P"=2P'
profiles with the Logn configuration across thin vertical
0.2rL_-t--t--t--+--1~1~1~~~~~~
brecciated zones of different widths and resistivity
1 -p•
~ 1/2~'
P"=II
1lOOO
contrasts (Logn, 1954). In figures 72 and 73, the
0
ob-~2~o~~4o~~60~--~8o~~1o~o~t~1~2~o~~14~o~~1~6~0--~180
resistivity p" of the country rock on the right is varied,
1+------C= 100
and the other factors are held constant; the ratio p'fp"'
is small (p' I p'" = 10) in the former diagram and large
2.0
1.8
P"=O

1.6

P"=co

73.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across thin vertical brecciated zone of
thickness b=1, Logn configuration. !I' variable; p'fp"'= 1,000; c=100. Adapted
from Logn (1954).
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(p' I p'" = 1,000) in the latter. In figures 74 and 75,
the thickness b of the brecciated zone is varied; the
resistivities are such that p' = p" in both figures, and
p'fl""=-1,000 in the former and p'fp'"=l/1,000 in the
the latter. The curves are discontinuous. Because of
the small thickness of the vertical sheet, the true
relationships are not shown in the curves as drawn.
The apparent resistivities across the country rock on
the right side of the brecciated zone are in all evaluated
cases nearly zero, and the resistivity curves have two
points of discontinuity, one at l=c, and the other at
l=c+b. Figure (3 shows a "saturation" effect similar
to that in the single fault problem, where the anomalies
are not proportional to the resistivity variations.
Figure 74 shows a similar saturation effect with respect
to variation in the thickness of the sheet; the anomalies
here are not proportional to the thickness of the sheet.
Thus there is a resistivity saturation effect and a thickness saturation effect. Because of this feature, the
Logn configuration-according to Logn-is very sensitive to small resistivity differences and to small thicknesses of brecciated zone. Each curve in figure 75
really has two discontinuity points, but these do not
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In the field the brecciated zone and the :rocks on
either side of it are generally covered with overburden.
If this overburden has a resistivity of the same order of
magnitude as the rocks, it has only a small influence on
the current distribution and gives rise to smnll differences in the resistivity curves. Laboratory measurements made by Logn on model sheets with th•eir upper
limits at a selected depth below the surface have shown
that in these cases the resistivity curves are continuous
curves with a maximum nearly coincident with the
front of the sheet and a more indistinct rninimum
behind the sheet.

2.0

;,,

1.8

1.6

b=l
1.4
1.2

/l
VJ

/ i/i
--~v
I

6=0.11

~IQ. l.o

I

0.8
"6=0.1

.J. ~ ~

VERTICAL DIKES

The theoretical horizontal resistivity profile obtained
over a vertical dike in homogeneous country rock of the
same resistivity on either side of the dike depends not
0.4
only upon the resistivity contrast between the dike and
the country rock, but also upon the width of the dike.
0.2
/
In this section we will study both Lee and Wenner
r-horizontal profiles for various widths of the dikes in
0
o..___2_o_ _4_o C= gg
80
100
120
140 160
180 relation to the electrode separation. Usually, npparent1
resistivity curves for both the Lee and Wenner configurations are given for reflection factors of ± 1.0,
±0.8, ±0.6, ±0.4, and ±0.2. The families of curves
for positive values of the reflection factor are usually
charted separately from those for negative values of the
FIGURE 74.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across thin vertical conducting brecciated
reflection factor. Many paradoxes occur, but space
zone, Li)gn configuration. Thickness b variable; p'fp"'=l,CXX'J; p'=l'; c=lOO.
permits our pointing out only the most important
Adapted from LOgn (1954).
features on the curves.
For positive reflection factors, the horizontal resis1.0
tivity profiles across a dike of width 2a (figs. 76 and 77)
show an apparent-resistivity peak within each of the
0.8
edges of the dike and a paradoxical minimurn zone in
the region between the peaks; the bulk of the anomaly,
L----- ~
0.6
however, has high-resistivity values over the central
~
6=1"'
region above the dike. These features occur for both
tfi'Q. 0.4
the Lee and Wenner configurations.
For the Lee configuration (fig. 76), the P1 and P2
0.2
curves cross at a point lying vertically above the axis
,__
of the dike; this property is always true for the subse0
quent Lee horizontal profiles across vertical dikes.
80
100 l 120
140
160
180
20
0
For the Lee configuration, a peak in the P1 curve lies
a distance of a/4 inward from the left edge of the dike
and is therefore similar to the p1 peak found over the
high-resistivity material when it lies to the right of a
vertical fault. The apparent resistivity value of the
p1 peak for a dike of width 2a is somewhat lower, howFIGURE 75. -Horizontal resistivity profiles across thin vertical insulating brecciated
zone, L6gn configuration. Thickness b variable; p'fp'"=l/l,CXX'J; p'=p''; c=lOO.
ever, than that of the p 1 peak for a vertical fault for the
Adapted from L6gn (1954).
same resistivity contrast because the low resistivity of
the country rock on the other side of the dike manifests
appear in the figure. The apparent resistivity in the itself. For positive reflection factors of 0.8, 0.6, 0.4,
insulating sheet is high; it almost reaches the value of and 0.2, for example, the values of the apparent resistivities for the p1 peak are approximately 7, 3.4, 2.1,
2p' (Logn, 1954).
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and 1.4 (fig. 76), respectively, for the dike and 9, 4, 2.3,
and 1.5 (pl. 1), respectively, for a vertical fault. For
the Lee configuration, similar reasoning can be applied
to the corresponding peak in the P2 curve, which lies a
distance of a/4 inward from the right edge of the dike.
It should be emphasized that for a dike of width 2a, the
PI peak near the left edge of the dike is accompanied by
an insignificant peak in the p2 curve at the corresponding
horizontal location; and the p2 peak near the right edge
of the dike is similarly accompanied by an insignificant
PI peak. For the continuous curve, the horizontal distance between the p 1 and p2 peaks is equal to the width
of the dike minus a/2. For the field curves for which
stations are taken at discrete intervals, however, this
width rule contains an inherent uncertainty that
depends upon the station interval taken.
For the Wenner configuration (fig. 77), the horizontal
position of the apparent-resistivity twin peaks shift
toward the center of the dike for smaller resistivity
contrasts. There is also a small but important peak
that lies on either side of the main anomaly. For the
continuous profile, the distance between these outer
two peaks is equal to the width of the dike plus 3a.
Without knowledge of these major twin peaks for a
single dike for both the Lee and Wenner configurations,
they might be erroneously misinterpreted as being
caused by two separate dikes; also the subsidiary peaks
might be erroneously interpreted as separate dikes.
For negative reflection factors, the horizontal re- ·
sistivity profiles across a dike of width 2a (figs. 78 and
79) show pronounced resistivity lows over the dike
and a barely perceptible paradoxical maximum in the
central region of the dike. The apparent-resistivity
values rise slightly above one for the Lee configuration,
if k is different from -1.0, but are always less than one
in this example for the Wenner configuration. It is
noteworthy that the Lee apparent-resistivity values
rise above one even though the maximum value of the
true resistivities involved in the example is one. We
shall observe this paradox in many more theoretical,
as well as field, curves in this treatise.
For both the Lee and Wenner configurations, the
apparent-resistivity features near the edges of the
dikes of width 2a are very similar to those found over a
vertical fault, and the peaks bear the same horizontal
relationship to the edges of the dike as they did for
a fault. The apparent-resistivity values of the peaks,
however, are in general different from those in the
corresponding fault problem because of the effect of the
country rock on the other side of the dike. For the
continuous curves the horizontal distance between the
peaks is equal to the width of the dike plus. a/2 for the
Lee configuration and the width of the dike plus a for
the Wenner configuration. It should be emphasized

that for the field data, for which discrete stations only
are taken, these rules for width estimates contain an
inherent uncertainty that depends on the station
intervals taken.
For dikes of width 2a that are perfectly insulating
or conducting, the apparent resistivity with both the
Lee and Wenner configuration attains a value of infinity
or zero, respectively, over parts of the curves. This is
not so for a dike of small or intermediate width.
The subsidiary apparent-resistivity peaks or lows,
which occur far out on the flanks of both the Lee and
Wenner curves for a dike, are helpful in detecting the
existence and location of the dike. The peaks or lows
are usually recognizable for dikes of high-resistivity
contrast with the country rock, but unfortunately are
usually obscured within the noise level -taken arbitrarily by us as 10 percent of the regional value-for
dikes of small resistivity contrast.
Figure 80 shows horizontal resistivity profiles with the
Lee and Wenner configurations across a vertical dike
of width 1.5a for reflection factors of ± 0.6. For
positive reflection factors, the shapes of these apparentresistivity curves are markedly different from the
corresponding curves for a dike of width 2a; yet for
negative reflection factors, the shapes are similar to
those for the dike of width 2a. In particular for positive
reflection factors, the Lee apparent-resistivity peaks
for the same resistivity contrast are not as high as
the dike of width 2a (compare figs. 76E and BOA); and
the Wenner apparent-resistivity curve consists of a
single broad peak centrally located over the axis of the
dike and flanked on either side by two subsidiary peaks.
The Wenner curve might be erroneously interpreted as
a wide dike flanked by two thin dikes on each side.
The curves in figure 80, all drawn at the same scale,
provide an excellent comparison between the size of
the Lee and Wenner anomalies. As usual, the Lee
anomalies are more pronounced than the Wenner
anomalies.
For positive reflection factors, the horizontal resistivity profiles with the Lee configuration across a dike
of width a show a pronounced P2 peak near the left
edge of the dike and an equally pronounced P1 peak
near the right edge of the dike (fig. 81). On the continuous curve, the distance between the highest peaks
on the P2 and p 1 curves is equal to the width of the dike
plus a/2; but this rule would be only approximately
true for the distance between the observed peaks on a
Lee field curve for which discrete station intervals were
taken. As always, the p 1 and P2 curves cross symmetrically at a point vertically over the axis of the dike. The
two peaks observed in a field curve might erroneously be
interpreted as two separate dikes; in this case the symmetrical crossing of the p 1 and P2 curves, as well as the
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occurrence of the P2 peak on the left and the p1 peak
on the right, are valuable criteria to use in analyzing
the field anomaly. It should be noted that the feature
of a P2 peak on the left of the dike and a p1 peak on the
right of the dike of width a is directly opposite to the
feature of a p1 peak on the left and a P2 peak on the
right of the dike of width 2a (fig. 76B). For the dike
of width 2a, however, the bulk of the anomaly has
high-resistivity values throughout the central region
of the dike, whereas for the dike of width a the apparentresistivity values are not universally high over the
central region, especially directly over the axis of the
dike. For the continuous curve the distance between
the subsidiary p2 peak lying to the left of the main
anomaly and the subsidiary p1 peak lying to the right
of the main anomaly is equal to the width of the dike
plus 7a/2.
For positive reflection factors, the horizontal resistivity profiles with the Wenner configuration across a
dike of width a show a pronounced W-shape (fig. 82).
The highest peak lies vertically over the axis of the
dike. The distance between the peaks flanking either
side of the main anomaly is equal to the width of the
dike plus 3a.
For negative reflection factors, the horizontal resistivity profiles with the Lee configuration across a dike
of width a show a pronounced minimum in the p2 curve
near the left edge of the dike and an equally pronounced
minimum in the p 1 curve near the right edge of the dike
(fig. 83). Paradoxically, the apparent-resistivity values
of Pt and P2 exceed one near the left and right edges,
respectively, of the dike, as center electrode P 0 touches
the left and right edges, respectively. As always, the
Pt and P2 curves cross symmetrically at a point lying
vertically above the axis of the dike. For the continuous curve, the distance between the subsidiary P2 low
lying on the left flank and the subsidiary p1 low lying
on the right flank is equal to the width of the vein
plus 7a/2.
For negative reflection factors, the horizontal resistivity profiles with the Wenner configuration across a
dike of width a show a pronounced minimum vertically
above the axis of the dike (fig. 84). For a reflection
factor of -0.2, the Wenner apparent-resistivity value
exceeds one as one current electrode and one potential
electrode simultaneously cross the opposite edges of
the dike. This example is one of the relatively few
cases for which the apparent-resistivity value for the
Wenner configuration exceeds the value of the higher
resistivity material, although this characteristic is
commonly observed with Lee profiles over dikes-as has
been pointed out.
For dikes of intermediate width comparable to the
electrode separation or for widths less than the electrode
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separation, the maximum apparent-resistivity values
are finite even though the dike is perfectly insulating
or perfectly conducting. Thus the true resistivity of
the country rock on the side of the dike opposite from
the configuration manifests itself sufficiently to keep
the apparent resistivities finite. For a dike of width
a, the maximum apparent-resistivity value attainable
with the Wenner configuration even for a perfectly
insulating dike is only four times the true resistivity
of the surrounding country rock (fig. 82). Comparable
conclusions are true for a perfectly conducting dike.
For thinner dikes the maximum apparent re~istivity
for positive reflection factors diminishes; and the
minimum apparent resistivity for negative reflection
factors increases.
Figure 85 shows the horizontal resistivity profiles
with both the Lee and Wenner configurations across a
vertical dike of width 0.6a for k= ±0.6. For the
positive reflection factor, the Lee curve is W-shaped.
This W -shape is not observed on continuous Lee curves
for dikes unless their width is considerably less than a.
The W -shape for the Wenner curve over a dike of
width 0.6a is similar to that for a dike of width a.
For the Wenner configuration the top of the central
peak of the W-shaped curve is paradoxically wider
for a dike of width 0.6a than for a dike of width a,
although the magnitude of the peak is much less for
the width 0.6a. For a negative reflection factor, a
pronounced apparent-resistivity low occurs vertically
above the axis of the vein for both the Lee and Wenner
configurations.
Figures 86, 87, 88, and 89 show the horizontal
resistivity profiles for both the Lee and Wenner configurations across a vertical dike of width a/2 for various
resistivity contrasts. For positive reflection factors
the outstanding feature of the apparent-resistivity
curves for both the Lee and Wenner configurations is
the W-shape of the curves. For the Lee configuration
the most pronounced peaks and lows of the Pt and P2
curves lie vertically over the axis of the dike.
Figure 90 shows the horizontal resistivity profiles
with both the Lee and Wenner configurations across a
vertical dike of width a/5; the reflection factors are
±0.6. For the positive reflection factor, a typical
W -shape is obtained with both the Lee and Wenner
configurations; and the distance between the peaks
that form either side of the main anomaly is equal to
the electrode separation a minus the width of the dike.
For the negative reflection factor, the anomaly obtained
with the Lee configuration would probably be recognizable in the field data; but that obtained with the Wenner
configuration might not be recognizable because of
the paradoxical apparent-resistivity high occurring
within the resistivity low directly over the dike. For
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either positive or negative reflection factors the
anomalies might be erroneously interpreted as a
multiple-dike system rather than as a single dike.
Figure 91 shows a comparison of horizontal resistivity
p-rofiles with the Wenner configuration across the same

vertical dike with different electrode separations
(Onodera, 194'9). For all curves, the width of the
dike is 11 units, and the reflection factor is 0.9. For
small electrode separations relative to the dike width,
two pronounced peak-s occur over a.nd inside of the
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edges of the dike. For larger separations, these peaks
migrate away from the axis of the dike and diminish
in size. For a separation of the same order of magnitude as the width of the dike, the peaks become subsidiary peaks lying outside of the dike. Concomitantly,
the apparent-resistivity high over the axis of the dike
increases in size as the electrode separation is increased.

P 11 - P'
P"+P'

-o.s, -o.e, -0.4, and -0.2.

Several generalizations can be made for the horizontal resistivity profiles for both the Lee and Wenner
configurations across vertical dikes.
1. For wide dikes -widths of 2a or more-the effects
near the edges of the dikes are similar to those obtained
over and adjacent to single faults; and the rules for
detecting the trace of a vertical fault from a continuous
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profile can be used to detect the edg~s of a wide dike.
The maximum and minimum apparent-resistivity
values obtained in crossing a wide dike are somewhat
different from the maximum and minimum values
obtained in crossing a vertical fault, however, because
the country rock on the other side of the dike manifests
itself on the measurements. For detecting the edge of
a vertical dike from field data taken at discrete station
intervals, therefore, a separate analysis of the theoretical field plots for the dike curves must be made, because the theoretical field plots used for a vertical
fault are not strictly applicable. The wider the dike,
however, the more closely will the fault analysis of the
theoretical field plots apply to the corresponding analysis
of the theoretical field plots for a dike. By applying

the fault analysis to each side of the dike, its width can
be estimated.
2. For the continuous curve the subsidiary (in size)
but important apparent-resistivity peaks or lows that
flank the main anomalies are helpful in determining
the width of the dike. For the Lee configuration and
with positive reflection factors, the distance between
the subsidiary p 1 peak and the corresponding subsidiary
P2 peak is equal to the width of the dike plus 7a/2. For
the Wenner configuration with positive reflection
factors, the distance between the subsidiary peaks is
equal to the width of the dike plus 3a. These sa:ine rules
hold for the subsidiary apparent-resistivity lows that
flank the main anomalies for negative reflection factors.
When applying these rules, however, the uncertainty
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introduced by the fact that the field curve is not ordinarily a continuous curve must be taken into consideration.
3. With the Wenner configuration for positive reflection factors over dikes that are not as wide as the
electrode separation, the distance between the edges of
the steep resistivity plateau at the top of the main
central anomaly is equal to the electrode separation a
minus the width of the dike.
4. A single dike often gives multiple apparentresistivity peaks that might be erroneously interpreted
as two or more dikes rather than a single dike unless
the interpreter is familiar with the various possibilities.
5. Many paradoxes of high and low apparent
resistivities occur over and adjacent to a single dike.
6. For dikes with a width comparable to the electrode
separation, a typical W-shape curve is obtained with
the Wenner configuration, provided the reflection factor
is positive; but the Lee profiles for this width are complicated for both positive and negative reflection
factors.
7. For dikes with a width comparable to half the
electrode separation, a typical W-shaped curve is
obtained for both the Lee and Wenner configurations,
if the reflection factor is positive.
8. The P1 and P2 curves of the Lee configuration
(offset plotting) always cross symmetrically at a point
lying vertically over the axis of a vertical dike, irrespective of whether the reflection factor is positive or ·
negative.
9. For wide dikes, the apparent resistivity can attain
very high or very low values when the true resistivity
of the dike is either correspondingly high or low,
respectively, in relation to the true resistivity of the
country rock. For dikes of width comparable to the
electrode separation, however, there is a maximum
apparent resistivity attainable for positive reflection
factors that is considerably lower than the true resistivity of the dike in comparison with that of the
country rock. For still thinner dikes the maximum
apparent resistivity for positive reflection factors
diminishes. For a perfectly insulating dike, the nlaximum apparent resistivity diminishes as the dike is
made thinner so that in the limit the maximum apparent-resistivity value reaches the value obtained
over an infinite vertical perfectly insulating plane.
Corresponding statements apply also to minimum
values over dikes for negative reflection factors and for
perfectly conducting dikes.
Figures 92 and 93 show observed horizontal resistivity
profiles with the Lee configuration across two different
quartz veins in Vance County, N.C. For both diagrams an electrode separation of 40 feet and station

interval of 20 feet was used. The quartz veins, in
which tungsten minerals may occur, are of much higher
resistivity than the surrounding country rock. The
Sneed 1-B quartz vein (fig. 92), which is exposed in a
trench near the traverse, shows a high apparent-resistivity peak approximately centrally located over the
exposed vein. The two subsidiary peaks that lie along
the flanks of the main resistivity high-the small Pt
peak to the left of the main resistivity high and the
small P2 peak to the right of the main resistivity highare also manifestations of the Sneed vein; these subsidiary peaks resemble those observed in the theoretical
profile in figure 90A. The point of crossing of the PI
and P2 curves lies about 10 feet west of the center of the
vein as inferred from the exposure in the trench; this
feature indicates either that the vein broadens in depth
more to the west than to the east or that it dips west.
The Walker 5 quartz vein, known to exist with a
width of 1 ft at the indicated position in the geologic
cross section in figure 93, shows a pronounced resistivity
high directly over the vein.
A Triassic diabase dike, which is known to exist approximately at the indicated position in the geologic
cross section in figure 93, shows a resistivity low over
the dike. In this district, resistivity lows are found
over diabase dikes and are attributed to their content
of iron-bearing minerals, which make the dikes more
conductive than the surrounding country rock (MacCarthy and Shuler, 1948, unpublished data). The
exact margins of the diabase dike in this example were
not known and are inferred by us from the resistivity
peaks that lie on either side of the dike and from the
fact that the p1 and P2 curves theoretically cross at a
point lying vertically over the axis of the dike. The
inferred width of the dike is 90 feet, which slightly
exceeds twice the electrode separation of 40 feet. The
observed curve resembles somewhat the theoretical
curves in figure 78E for a low-resistivity dike whose
width is exactly twice the electrode separation.
Figures 94, 95, and 96 show observed horizontal
resistivity profiles with the Lee configuration across
inferred silicified limestone zones in the Tri-State leadzinc mining district, Cherokee County, Kans. In all
diagrams, the electrode separation is 100 feet, and the
station interval is 50 feet. These silicified zones, which
are vertical or steeply dipping, probably have been
formed by silica-bearing solutions that infiltrated the
vertical or steeply dipping fractures in fracture zones
and later crystallized as silica and filled the fractures.
The present low porosity and permeability of the
silicified zones cause them to be impermeable to the
ground water and hence to be of much higher resistivity
than the surrounding limestone country rock.
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Figure 94 shows an observed horizontal profile over
a wide silicified zone. The pronounced p1 and P2 peaks
on the left and right sides, respectively, of the main
anoma.ly, a.nd the subsidiary P2 peak to the right of the
main anomaly correspond with similar features on
the theoretical curve for a dike of width 2a (fig. 760).
In this example, using the rule for the continuous curve
that the width of the dike is equal to the distance
between the pronounced p1 and P2 peaks (200ft.) plus

a/2 (50 ft.), the width of the zone is estimated as
250 feet; it should be recalled, however, that in this
example there is an uncertainty in this width estimate
of at least a few tens of feet, because a relative shift
can occur in the position of the peaks on the field plot.
The Pl and P2 curves cross at a point lying vertically
over the inferred axis of the zone.
Figure 95 shows an observed horizontal profile over a
silicified zone of intermediate width. The twin peaks
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over the main apparent-resistivity high, the subsidiary
PI peak to the left of the main anomaly, and the subsidiary P2 plateau to the right of the main anomaly are
probably manifestations of a single silicified zone of
dikelike form. The field curve is similar to the theoretical curve in figure BOA for a dike of width 1.5a,
although the PI and p2 curves do not cross at the axis
of the zone. The inferred width of the silicified zone
is shown as 1.5a or 150 feet.
Figure 96 shows three observed horizontal resistivity
profiles over three separate silicified zones of relatively
small width that are in separate areas far removed
from each other. Each shows a single sharp peak with
subsidiary PI and P2 peaks to the left and right, respectively, of the main peak in a manner similar to the

theoretical curves in figure 860. Because the distance
between the p 1 and P2 subsidiary peaks is equal to 3a
in each case, the width of each of the silicified zones is
probably of the order of magnitude of a/2, or 50 feet.
These field curves should be compared with not
only the dike profiles given in this section but also
similar profiles for near-surface buried dikelike features
given in pages 268 to 272.
Figure 97 shows an observed horizontal resistivity
profile with the Wenner configuration across a shear
zone (right side of profile) and limestone fault block
(left side of profile) (Hubbert, 1932, p. 16). The apparent resistivity curve over the shear zone is W-shaped
and indicates that the true resistivity of the shear zone
is higher than that of the surrounding country rock.
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limestone block; a definite subsidiary peak occurs on
the right flank of the main- anomaly, and a. sloping
.
a=lOO ft
resistivity plateau occurs on· the left flank of the main
: Station interval= 50ft
anomaly.
Figure 98 shows observed horizontal resistivity profiles with the Wenner configuration across Bauerle's
350
"reef," Busia gold field, Uganda (Way, 1944). The
"reef" is a dikelike feature and is here designated a
pl
dike by us to avoid any misinterpretation by American
readers. All the profiles were taken along the same
traverse perpendicular to the -strike of the dike in an
ffi300
area
where the dike is known from trenching to be 10
....
feet in width and covered with 10 feet of overburden;
::::2:
:i
the dike apparently extends to a depth of at least
:X:
0
several tens or scores of feet. _The resistivity of the
~
dike is much greater than that of both the surrounding
>
!; 250
country rock and also the overburden material.
Electrode separations of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 feet
~
u;
LLI
were
taken; station intervals of 10 feet were maintained
a=
....z
for all profiles. The observed profiles are similar to
the model results obtained by Johnson over a. vertical
a=
~
200
insulating
sheet (see fig. 55) and the theoretical curves
a..
<(
I
over
dikes
(see figs. 77, 82, 87, and 90B). As emphaI
I
sized
by
Way,
the main anomaly directly over the dike
I
I
is
flanked
by
a
subsidiary peak on either side. As the
I
I
electrode
separation
is increased relative to the width
I
I
of
the
dike,
the
distance
between these flanking subsi150
diary peaks increases, and the main anomaly tends to
X
flatten and widen, with the formation of a small mini\
mum at its top. Except for the absence of a. minimum
in curve D (fig. 98), the features observed in the field
curves are in accord with the theoretical curves.
100
Figures 99 and 100 show horizontal resistivity proFEET
files with the Wenner configuration across the Cowboy
gilsonite vein, Uintah County, Utah. The gilsonite,
SURFACE
a hydrocarbon material, is of higher resistivity than
the surrounding country rock. The average width of
the vein is between 10 and 20 feet. Figure 99 shows
two profiles taken along the same traverse with different electrode separations and station intervals.
For an electrode separation of 50 feet and station inFIGURE 94.-Horizontal resistivity profile across inferred silicified limestone
terval of 10 feet (fig. 99), a sharp pronounced apparentzone, Tri-state lead-zinc mining district, Cherokee County, Kans., Lee
configuration (offset plotting). Electrode separation a=100 ft; station
resistivity high is flanked symmetrically by subsidiary
interval ... 50 ft. K. L. Cook (1961-M, unpubllshed data.).
resistivity highs on either side. Using the rule for the
continuous curve that the distance between the subThe observed curve is similar to the theoretical curve sidiary highs (in this case, 170 feet) is theoretically
obtained over a· thin dike (see fig. 90B) when it is equal to the width of the vein plus 3a, we obtain a
realized that only a. few points would be obtained on a width of 20 feet, which is in accord with the order of
theoretical field plot when station intervals of 100 feet magnitude of the known width. Although this rule
are taken across such a. thin dike. The apparent strictly holds for a continuous curve, in the present
resistivity over .the limestone block has a character case the station interval is so small that the uncertainty
similar to the theoretical curves over a wide dike (see in the estimate is probably of the order of 10 feet.
fig. 77). The twin peaks occur, although they are not
For an electrode separation of 150 feet and a station
symmetrically placed relative to the center of the interval of 30 feet (fig. 99B), a much broader resistivity
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high is observed. Using the rule for the continuous
curve that the width of the dike is theoretically equal
to the electrode separation (in this case, 150 feet)
minus the width of the steep resistivity plateau on top
of the resistivity high (in this case, 120 feet), we obtain
a width estimate of 30 feet. This estimate of course
contains a much greater uncertainty than the previous
profile because 30-foot station intervals were used.
Figure 100 shows another horizontal resistivity profile with the Wenner configuration across the same
vein at a different location from that in figure 99.
The electrode separation is 150 feet, and the station
interval is 50 feet. A pronounced apparent-resistivity
high occurs over the vein; but the high is not as sharp
as in the example in figure 99B with the same electrode
separation.
Figure 101 shows a horizontal resitivity profile with
the Wenner configuration across the Rainbow gilsonite vein, Uintah County, Utah. The average
width of the vein is between 10 and 20 feet. The
electrode separation a is 420 feet, and the station
interval is 30 feet. A pronounced resistivity high
is obtained over the vein. The vein is so naiTow in
relation to the electrode separation that a pronounced

peak similar to that over a perfectly insulating sheet
(fig. 54A) is obtained. The rise in resistivity before
the potential electrodes cross the outcrop indicates that
the vein is probably wider below the surface than at
the surface. The minor peak at the right indicates
more broadening in that direction and probably a sharper
contact. The rules for obtaining the width of the
dike cannot be applied because its width at the outcrop is too small in relation to the electrode separation.
VDTICAL PBOPILBS

Vertical resistivity profiles can be used to detect
and delineate vertical brecciated zones and dikes. In
this section we investigate the effects of a vertical
dike upon the vertical resistivity profiles with both
the Lee and Wenner configurations. The effects
observed are lateral effects. Therefore, the curves
obtained are useful not only to detect vertical dikes in
a region where they are expected, but also to permit
the interpreter to recognize such truly lateral effects
when they appear unexpectedly in field measurements over horizontal beds in depth determinations.
This latter application is perhaps the more valuable
of the two because techniques are superior to vertical
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FIGURF 97.-Horizonta.l resistivity profile across

profiling techniques for the discovery and· delineation
of a dike.
Plates 3 and 4 show vertical resistivity profiles
across a vertical dike of unit width b with both the Lee
and Wenner configurations. The center of each configuration is taken at various distances from the dike:
distances of 3b, 2b, and b from the left edge of the dike;
at the left edge of the dike; and at the axis of the dike.
Plate 3 shows the vertical resistivity profiles for a
dike whose true resistivity is four times that of the
surrounding country rock. In each case the ratio of
the apparent resistivity to the true resistivity of
the country rock is plotted for both the Lee and Wenner
configurations against the ratio of the electrode separation a to the unit width b of the dike. This method
of plotting permits the curves to be used for any width
of dike.
Abrupt changes in slope of the apparent-resistivity
curves occur as the electrodes cross the edges of the
dike. In each diagram the particular electrode, or
electrodes, that cross the edges are specified at the
corresponding position of the abrupt change in slope of
the apparent-resistivity curves.

For a dike whose true resistivity is greater than that
of the country rock, for example, (pl. 3A), four abrupt
changes in slope are obtained on the Pt curve with the
Lee configuration: a peak in the curve as current
electrode 0 1 crosses the left edge of the dike, a low as
0 1 crosses the right edge, an abrupt increase as potential
electrode P 1 crosses the left edge, and a peak as P1
crosses the right edge. For the same dike, only two
abrupt changes in slope occur on the P2 curve: a peak as
0 1 crosses the left edge, and an abrupt change in slope
as 0 1 crosses the right edge. Obviously neither current
electrode O"J nor potential electrode P 2 crosses any edges
of the dike in this example. When the Wenner configuration is used at the same station for vertical profiles across the same dike (pl. 3K), similar abrupt
changes in slopes of the apparent-resistivity curves
occur at positions identical to those obtained with the
Lee configuration. The Wenner anomalies are not as
pronounced as the Lee anomalies. For any given value
of electrode separation, the Wenner value of the
apparent resistivity is the arithmetic mean of the PI
and P2 values of the apparent resistivity with the Lee
configuration.
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As the station is taken closer to the edge of the dike
(pl. 3B, E, L, and M), the anomalies are much more
pronounced, and the peaks are better defined. For a
station with the center of the Lee configuration at the
left edge of the dike, the values of p1 and P2 for very
small elect.Fode separations are 4 and 1, respectively
(pl. 3D). As the configuration is expanded, both the
Pt and P2 values decrease until current electrode 0 1
crosses the right edge of the dike; then the p1 values
paradoxically increase rapidly to reach a peak as
potential electrode P 1 crosses the right edge. For a
station at the center of the vein, the apparent-resistivity curve for the Lee configuration (pl. 3D) is identical
to that for the Wenner configuration (pl. 30). Only
one curve is obtained for the Lee configuration because
all electrodes cross the edges symmetrically.
Pia te 4 shows the corresponding vertical profiles
across vertical veins whose resistivity is one-fourth that
of the surrounding country rock. Except for the fact
that apparent-resistivity lows are obtained instead -or
apparent resistivity highs, the generalizations made
above apply identically to these curves. For a station
with the center of the Lee configuration at the left edge
of the dike {pl. 4D), the Pt curve paradoxically decreases
as the configuration is expanded after current electrode
0 1 has crossed the right edge of the dike and until
potential electrode P 1 crosses the right edge. For a
station taken at the center of the dike for either the
Lee or Wenner configurations (pl. 4E, and 0), a peak
is obtained as current electrodes 0 1 and 02 simultaneously cross the right and left edges, respectively.
This pe~k is caused by the converging property of the
current as it flows between current electrodes in a lowresistivity medium that is confined between media of
higher resistivity. The current-converging property
manifests itself especially as the current electrodes lie
within the low-resistivity material and immediately
adjacent to the wall of the dike.
Although the edges and hence the width of a dike can
be obtained from vertical-profile measurements, it is
generally faster and cheaper to determine the edges
and width of the dike by horizontal-profile techniques.
Figure 102 shows an observed vertical profile across
a high-resistivity steeply dipping quartzite bed in the
Mountain City copper district, Elko County, Nev.
(C. H .. Sandberg and K. L. ·cook, 1945, unpublished
data). The traverse was taken in a due north direction, and the strike of the quartzite bed is probably
about N. 80° W.; therefore, the traverse is within about
10° from being perpendicular to the strike of the bed.
The quartzite bed, which is partly exposed, is believed
to be overlain and underlain conformably with shale;
in the immediate area of the traverse, howeve!", neither
tlie shale nor the shale-quartzite contact is exposed but
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FialJBB W.-Two horlr.ontal resistivity proftles along same traverse across Cowboy lflsonlte vein, Utntah County, Utah, with dl1rerent electrode separations and
station Intervals, Wenner conftgoratton. (A) Electrode separation a•SO ft; station tnterval•10 ft. (B) a•160 ft; station tnterval•30 ft. Data by LeRoy
Scharon, released for publication through the courtesy of the Btnclatr Research Laboratories, Tulsa, Okla.
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Fiauu100.-Horlr.ontal resistivity proftle across Cowboy gilaonlte vein, Utntah County, Utah, Wenner configuration. Electrode separation a•J.liO It; station Interval•
115 ft. Data by LeRoy Beharon, released for publication through the courtesy of the Btnclatr Research Laboratories, Tulsa. Okla.

is covered with a thin veneer of alluvium. The observed apparent-resistivity curves are similar to the
theoretical curves in plate aa. Because the field data
are for discrete points only rather than being a continuous curve, the estimates of the edges of the quartzite vein have an inherent uncertainty.

The discontinuity in slopes of the observed curves
indicate that the quartzite bed is probably about 55
feet thick and that the south edge of the quartzite bed
lies about 120 feet north of the resistivity station.
Peak A in the Pt curve occurs theoretically for a continuous curve as current electrode 01 crosses the south
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edge· of the quartzite bed; since peak A occurs at an
electrode separation a= 80 feet, the south edge of the
bed is drawn at a distance of 3a/2, or 120 feet, north of
the resistivity station in the geologic cross :section in
figure 102. The corresponding peak in the P2 curve,
which should theoretically occur for the sam1e value of
a, as does the P1 peak, actually occurs in this example
at a lower value of a, probably because of loeal effects.
A sharp rise in the Pl curve at point 0 occurs theoretically for a continuous curve as potential elE~ctrode P 1
crosses the south edge of the bed; in the present e~
ample, however, the p1 values rise so steeply in this
part of the p1 curve that the point of discontinuous slope
cannot be picked with confidence. Peak D in the p1
curve occurs theoretically for a continuous curve as
potential electrode P 1 crosses the north edge of the bed;
since peak D occurs at an electrode separation a=340
feet, the north edge of the bed is tentatively considered
to lie a distance of a/2, or 170 feet, north of the re~istivity station. The apparent resistivity low at B
occurs theoretically for a continuous curve as current
electrode 0 1 crosses the north edge of the bed; in the
present example the low at B occurs at an electrode
separation a= 120 feet when current electrode 0 1 is
180 feet north of the resistivity station and thus 10
ft north of the tentatively assigned position of the north
edge of the quartzite bed as inferred from peak D. By
taking an average of these two determinations, the
position of the north edge of the quartzite bed is inferred to lie 175 feet north of the resistivity station,
thus making the width of the bed equal to 55 feet; and
the bed is so drawn in the geologic section in figure 102.

The agreement between the theoretical and observed
curves is believed excellent in this field example.
POTENTIAL·DROP·RATIO TECHNIQUES

The advantages of potential-drop-ratio techniques in
detecting vertical discontinuities have long been known.
In this section we will show several typical potentialdrop-ratio anomalies across vertical dikes and discuss
them in relation to the resistivity anomalies obtained
with conventional resistivity techniques. Anomalies
will be shown for both the constant-spacing system
and the expanding-electrode system.
The theoretical plots in this paper for the potentialdrop-ratio method use a linear scale; there is an
advantage, however, in plotting the data on semilogarithmic paper.
CONSTAlfT·SPACING SYSTBJI

Figure 103 shows the profiles with the constantspacing system of the potential-drop-ratio (PDR)
method across a vertical dike of width b. The reflection factors are k= ±0.6. The current electrode is
fixed at various distances from the dike: distances of
3b, 2b, and b to the left of the left edge of the dike;
at the left edge, and on the axis of the dike. The
distance between the potential electrodes is kept fixed
at a value of b/2 as all three potential electrodes are
moved together, thus varying r only; where r is the
distance between current electrode 0 2 and center
potential electrode P 0 • On the charts the horizontal
distance from current electrode 0 2 to center potential
electrode P 0 is shown on the abscissa in terms of the
width of the dike b as unity so that these curves are
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independent of the scale used, although, of course, they
apply only where the distance between the consecutive
potential electrodes is equal to half the width of the
dike. The data are plotted at the position of center
potential electrode P 0 • The normalized values of the
potential drop ratio (UP2- UPo)/(Upo- up.), which are
obtained by multiplying the actual th~retical potentialdrop-ratio values by (r-b/2)/(r+b/2), are plotted on
the ordinate. The normalized potential-drop-ratio
index for homogeneous ground is unity. In each case
the solid curve applies for a dike whose true resistivity
is higher than that of the surrounding country rock,
and the dashed curve applies for a dike whose true
resistivity is lower than that of the country rock.
For a dike that is a distance of 3b from the fixed
current electrode and whose true resistivity is greater
than that of the surrounding country rock (fig. 103A,
solid curve), abrupt changes in slope are obtained as
the potential electrodes cross the edges of the dike; and
the points of these changes in slope can be used to
determine the edges and width of the dike. The
sharpest changes in the curve occur as potential electrode P 0 crosses the edges of the dike. A sharp pronounced PDR low coincides with the left edge of the
dike, and a sharp peak coincides with the right edge
of the dike; and obviously, for the continuous curve,
the horizontal distance between these two features
gives the width of the dike. The anomalies are
pronounced. Whether a maximum or minimum is
obtained at a specific edge of the dike depends on
whether the fixed current electrode is placed to the
left (as shown in fig. 103) or right of the dike. For the
same dike that is a distance of 2b or b from the fixed
current electrode (figs. 103B, 0), the same generalizations apply. When the current electrode is placed
at the left edge of the dike (fig. 103D), a PDR minimum
is obtained over the axis of the dike and a peak over
the right edge of the dike. When the current electrode
is placed over the axis of the dike (fig. 103E), only a
PDR maximum, which lies to the right of the right
edge of the dike, is obtained. When current electrode
02 lies at the left edge of the dike or over the country
rock to the left of the left edge of the dike, the normalized PDR value is always equal to one in the region to
the right of the dike when all potential electrodes lie
over this region.
Paradoxically, the magnitude of the maximum and
minimum observed PDR values decreases progressively
as the fixed current electrode is placed nearer the dike.
This property does not mean that a dike would be detected more easily by placing current electrode 0 2 a
distance of 3b rather than b from the dike, however,
because the observed potential differences at great
distances from 02 are much more difficult to measure

accurately. Therefore, a dike is ordinarily easier to
detect when current electrode 02 is near the dike than
when it is far removed, even though the theoretical
PDR anomaly is somewhat smaller.
The same g~neralizations as those given above apply
to a dike whose resistivity is less than that of the surrounding country rock (fig. 103A-E, dashed curves),
except that the maxima and minima PDR values coincide with the left and right edges, respectively, of the
dike. It is necessary to know whether the fixed current
electrode lies to the left (as shown in fig. 104) or right
of the dike in order to know whether the dike is of high
or low resistivity relative to the country rock. The
relative positions of the electrodes would of course be
known in field operations.
Figure 104 shows the profiles with the constantspacing system of the potential-drop-ratio method
across a vertical dike of width b (Kiyon_o, 1950b).
The resistivity contrasts are p"fp'=1/10 (fig. 104A)
and p"fp'=10 (fig. 104B). The data are plotted on
semilogarithmic paper. The convention of taking the
potential-drop ratio in this case is the reverse of that
shown in figure 103.
Figure 105 shows an observed profile with the constant-spacing system of the potential-drop-ratio method
across an andesite dike of high resistivity near Lebong
Donok gold mine, Sumatra (Hedstrom, 1932). The
separation between the potential electrodes is 30 feet,
and the station interval is 30 feet. The PDR data are
normalized and plotted on semilogarithmic paper.
The PDR anomaly shows a high peak on the left side
of the dike and a sharp low on the right side; the curve
crosses the normalized unity at a point lying over the
central part of the dike. The anomaly curve is similar
to that in figure 103A.
Figure 106 shows an observed profile with the constant-spacing system of the potential-drop-ratio method
across the dikelike Falconbridge pyrrhotite orebody,
Ontario, Canada (Heiland, 1942, p. 80). The data
were obtained by surveying in two directions with a
potential ratiometer (Swedish-American Racom
method), which gives the ratio of potential differenc~s
in adjacent ground intervals. Data were taken 1n
opposite direction from the two power electrodes for
the "elimination" of surface anomalies, and the PDR
data (curves A and B), were averaged to give curve 0.
The data were not normalized in this case; therefore,
the physical property actually plotted is the potential
gradient per unit distance (electric-field intensity).
The potential gradient curve 0 shows a minimum in
the middle of the profile, indicating a good conductor.
The asymmetry of the average curve indicates the direction of dip.
Figure 107 shows an observed profile with the con-
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stant-spacing system of the potential-drop-ratio method
across a graphite zone at the Graphite mine, Port
Lincoln, South Australia (Broughton Edge and Laby,
1931, p. 118). The data are not normalized. The
potential-gradient curve shows a minimum over the lowresistivity graphite zone; the small peaks on either side
signify a crowding of the equipotential lines. On the
basis of the electrical survey, a graphite body about
50 feet in width and dipping about 45° to 50° NW. was
discovered.
Figure 108 shows a profile with the constant-spacing
system of the potential~op-ratio method across a
quartz vein, in the Woodall area, McDuffie County
gold belt, Georgia. The known width of the vein on
the right side of the profile is at least 3 feet. The
resistivity of the quartz veins is higher than that of
the surrounding country rock. The distance between each of the three potential electrodes was 50
feet and the interval between stations was also 50 feet.
The data plotted are actually the ratios of resistances

as measured with these electrodes rather than ratios
of potential differences as such. A pronounced peak
is obtained over the known vein.
DPARDI118-BLICTBOD. SYSDII

Figures 109, 110, 111, and 112 show profiles with
the expanding-electrode system of the potential-dropratio method across a vertical dike of width b, which is
taken as the unit of length. The assumed reflection
factors in each case are k= ±0.6. Current electrode
02 is taken at various fixed distances from the dike:
distance of 3b (fig. 109), 2b (fig. 110), and b (fig. 111)
to the left of the left edge of the dike; and on the axis
of the dike (fig. 112). In the conventional expandingelectrode system, the electrode configuration is made
identical to the asymmetrical Lee configuration because the normalizing factor is then always equal to
one-half; this normalizing factor gives a PDR index of
unity for homogeneous ground. The normalized values
of the potential-drop-ratio values are plotted on the
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of the PDR anomaly is somewhat larger than when the
current electrode is farther removed from the dike.
When the current electrode lies on the axis of the dike
(fig. 112A), a sharp pronounced anomaly occurs, but
it is confined to only a small distance horizontally;
the peaks are so narrow that they might easily be
missed unless the station spacing is small.
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HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCALE

Potential-drop-ratio techniques give sharper anomalies over vertical dikes than do the conventional
resistivity techniques.
All of the theoretical curves shown here are continuous curves. Because only discrete stations are usually
taken in the PD R techniques as well as in resistivity
techniques, the PDR method also contains inherent
uncertainties of detecting the edges and estimating
widths of dikes-as was true for resistivity methods.
PDR anomalies are greater for dikes of good conductivity than for dikes with correspondingly poor conductivity.
DIPPING FAULTS AND BEDS

105.-Profile with constant-spacing system or potential-drop-ratio method
across an andesite dike of high resistivity, near Lebong Donok gold mine, Sumatra. Separation between potential electrodes=30 ft; station intP.rval=30 ft.
Data are noi'IIlalized. Adapted from Hedstrom (1932) by permission of The
Mining Magazine.

FIGURE

ordinate. On the abscissa are plotted the values of the
electrode separation a in terms of the width of the
dike b as unity so that the curves are independent of
the seal~ used, although, of course, they apply only
where the current electrode lies a specified distance
from the dike. The solid part of each profile curve
applies when the configuration lies to the right of the
current electrode; and the dashed part applies when the
configuration lies to the left of the current electrode.
For a dike that is a distance of 3b from the fixed
current electrode and whose true resistivity is greater
than that of the surrounding country rock-that is,
the positive reflection factor, is as shown in fig. 109Aabrupt changes in slope are obtained as the potential
electrodes cross the edge~ of the dike; and the points
of these changes in slope can be used to determine the
edges and width of the dike. Whether a maximum or
minimum is obtained at a specific point in relation to
the edge of the dike depends on whether the fixed current electrode is placed to the left (figs. 109, 110, and
111) or right of the dike. When the current electrode
lies closer to the dike (figs. 110A and lllA), the positions of the abrupt changes in relation to the dike are
of eourse different in each case; and also the magnitude

Having examined in detail the effects of horizontal
bedding and vertical structures on resistivity data, we
now study similar geological features that are neither
strictly horizontal nor fitrictly vertical. In the present
section we will show not only how to recognize dip in
structures, but also how the dip may be measured
quantitatively in some cases. The features on apparent-resistivity curves that are diagnostic of dipping
faults and beds are so subtle that they are usually
obscured in the normal fluctuations found in routine
field surveys designed for purposes other than dip
studies. Unfortunately no field examples of dip studies
are available to us that portray the characteristics of
dipping faults and beds which we regard as diagnostic
in the theoretical curves.
In a previous section, "Applications of the image
theory" (p. 51 to 62), we discussed the simplest cases
of dipping faults and beds, in which image theory is
applicable. As emphasized in that section, such solutions are restricted not only to infinite resistivity contrasts but also to certain finite angles. Moreover, the
solutions are not applicable on the updip side of the
surface trace of the dipping fault plane or dipping contact. In the present section we will develop the theory
that enables us to calculate data for any resistivity
contrast, for any angle of dip, and for any point in the
vicinity of the dipping fault or dipping bed. These
solutions are then used to compute data for the theoretical curves which are given. Because the mathematics for dipping beds in this section is the most
difficult of the. theory contained in this treatise, th6
nonmathematical reader may wish to omit the mathe-
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FIGURE 106.-Proftle adapted from Lundberg by Heiland (1942, p. 80) showing constant-spacing system of potential-drop-ratio method across Falconbridge pyrrhotite

orebody, Ontario, Canada. PD R data are not normalized.

matical part of this section and continue immediately
to the discussion of the theoretical curves, which is
understandable without a. knowledge of the mathematics.
Our development is limited to the consideration of
single interfaces between materials of different resistivity or of perfectly conducting separations between
materials of the same resistivity. To our knowledge
there are no exact theoretical curves that have been
published to date (1964) for dipping dikes or for dipping
beds involving more than one interface.
THBOBY OP DIPPING PAULTS AND BBDB

The general theory of electrical prospecting over
dipping faults and beds can be attacked in several ways.
Tikhonov (1946) obtained a solution to the appropriate
integral equations by means of successive approximations. Tyurkisher (1946) extended these solutions
and showed that part of the solution reduced to a.
complete elliptic integral. Some approximate curves,
based on 'l'ikhonov's method, for dip angles of 30°

and 45° were published by Berel'kovskiy and Zubanov
{1951). The theoretical work of this group culminated
in the studies of Skal'skaya {1948), who obtained a
complete solution to the problem for all possible angles
of dip, following a modification of the procedure
established by Grinberg (1940), in solving the corresponding electrostatic problem. Her method involves
the use of a Fourier-Bessel type integral transformation.
In the following section we will solve the problem by
the direct solution of the differential equation, following
the method introduced by Maeda {1955). The general
solution will then be transformed in to a. simpler form
for certain cases useful for computations. The method
introduced by Cha.stenet de Gery and Kunetz (1956)
will be used. Since the limiting cases when the electrodes are alined along the fault trace are useful in
determining the dip of the contact, these limiting cases
will also be developed. Finally, we will develop the
method of MacDonald {1895), which is useful for
general angles of dip but for infinite-resistivity contrasts only.
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Potential-electrode separation (a)= 50 ft

6~-4--------------------------------~

the two arbitrary constants must be equal. The
potential must similarly be symmetrical about the
plane 4>=r in order that no current crosses that plane,
whence we discard the form of the general solution
containing cosh s(r+4>) in setting up a function for
region 2. Thus, we have

u.... -~ {i+

L. tzdtL.
cos

A[cosh 8(11"+•>

5,~--+---------~~------------------__,

~
~
~

Uu==~: {j+
4~---+--------~--------------~----~

-J

oo(

~

~

L• tzdtL•
cos

B cosh 8(11"-•)K,.(tr)da}·

(180A)

When we apply the condition Ut..t=Uu at 4>=4>h
we get

~
i=

+cosh 8(11"-•)]K;.(tr)da}

3~------~----~----------~----+---~

A(cosh 8(11"+••> +cosh 8(,..-••>J==B cosh 8(11"-••>·

(181)
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FlOUR:& 107.-Proftle with copatant..paciDg 1J8tem of potential-drop-ratio metbod
aeross grapblte zone, Orapblte mine, Port Lincoln, South Auatralla. PDR data
are not normalized. Adapted from Broughton Edge and Laby (1931).

A. GBNBRAL SOLUTION

Let us consider a point source of current on the
earth's surface in the vicinity of a dipping contact
between two formations (fig. 113}. This contact can
be either the contact between two dipping beds or a
fault plane separating different materials; in this
discussion, we choose to refer to the contact as a fault
plane. The resistivity of the material above the contact is p' and that of the material below the contact is
p''. We choose a cylindrical coordinate system in
which the fault trace is the z-axis and the origin is such
that Zo=O and f/>o=O.
In this problem we require the solutions of Laplace's
equation given by equation 74. In region 1, we can
use the solution as it is written. However, since the
function must be an even function of 4>, it follows that
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across quartz vein, Woodall area, McDuftle County gold belt, Georgia. Data
are not normalized. Known wldtb of vein is at least 3 ft. Adapted from Kell7,
Zuschlar, and Low (1934). Copyright by Am. Inst. MtniDg Metall. Bngtneers.

We then substitute the expansion for 1/R given by
equation 110 and apply the condition that the normal
component of current density must be continuous
across the plane 4>=4>t· Thus, we get
A(l+k)[sinh 8(11"+ ..)-sinh 8(11"-••H+B(1-k) sinh 8(... -4»1)

- 8...~ sinh 8(... -f/»l)Ks.(tro).

(182)
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These expressions are the solutions for the general
case of a point source of current in the vicinity of a
dipping plane separating two materials with an arbitrary resistivity contrast. Obviously, the integrals
do not lend themselves well to computations. However, Skal'skaya (1948) has shown that these equations,
applied at points on the earth's surface only, can be
simplified considerably when the angle of dip assumes
certain values.
For example, let 4>1 =r/4 and consider only points
on the earth's surface where cosh s4>= 1. The hyperbolic terms in the integrand Of UlA can be manipulated
so that
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2 cosh rs
2- k

We see, by comparison with equation 110, that the
integration which involves the first of the three terms
on the right-band side of equation 184 leads to the
reciprocal of the distance .Jro'·+r2 + z2• Thus the resulting contribution to the potential function may be
attributed to an image of strength kl located at the
point (r0 , r/2, 0) and an image of equal strength located
at the point (r0 , 3r/2, 0). The second term in equation 184 may similarly be related to an image of strength
k 21 located at the point (r0 , r, 0). These three images
correspond to the images which we used to get equation 28. If the lower bed were perfectly insulating
(k=1), the third term in equation 184 would vanish
and u1A would become identical to equation 28. There-
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fore, we may regard the third tenn in equation 184
as leading to a correction to a solution which we would
get to the problem on the basis of the image theory.
In order to reduce the integral involving the third
term to one containing elementary functions, we make
use of the following expansion:
1
1
2 cosh u+2 cos v sin v

r• Ku(tro) Ku(tr)da

Jo

2 cosh 'fl'B/2-k

CD

X sin flcS

_ (1 :- kl)
sm 6

L.,

k(1-ki)J(ro,j, z)

1) "+l

Ku(tr0)Ku(tr)e-"•r/1 da

}

r, I) }

± (_

n•l

(186)

(185~

If we substitute s=~u, the integral on the right becomes

We now draw upon another theorem which permits us
to write

whence equation 185 finally becomes

f• Ku(tro)Ku(tr) da
Jo 2 cosh • a/2-k

L., :::!:

kl

lp" {1-k

.-...-----....... (t.Vro1+rl+ 2r0r cosh a) .~_
· ~ at+nlr 3/4
u.IJ.

=~~~ (i)

2k

R+ .Vr.,t+rl+zt+-v'(ro+r)l+zl

U1s=~ R+k(1-k)J(~o,

where cos 8= -k/2. We now employ the iq.tegral
theorem which states that

-(1 -kl)

lp' { 1

UIA= 2r

Uu= lp'
.,. {1+k
R+k(1+k)J(r0, r, z) }
2

f.;1 (-l)"+le-"" sin nv.

The interior integral then becomes
_ (1- kl)

fault (f/>o=1r) and can reduce those potential functions
in the same manner. Therefore, we have the following
potential functions, at the earth's surface, for an angle
of dip of 45° and for an arbitrary resistivity contrast:

where cos 6=-k/2 and
1 J:•
sinh 6u du
J(ro, r, z)=-..
sm 6 o sinh ... u.Vr0Z+rl+zZ+2r0r cosh ru/2

Of the various forms of solutions presented in the
literature, we prefer solutions of the type given in equations 183 for computations. The integral converges
very rapidly and, as shown below it is not necessary to
have tables of special functions available.
Whereas we can identify several terms in U1A with
images, we can similarly identify only one term in Uu.
and none in U2s· The reason is that the image theory
cannot be used to solve any problems in which the
electrodes are on the updip side of the fault. We
recognize the one image appearing in U2A as the one for
the case when the fault is vertical.
Since p"(1-k)=p'(l+k), U2A is identical with U111
just as the reciprocity theorem requires it to be.
Chastenet de Gery and Kunetz (1956) have shown
that
Ku(tro)Ki1 (tr)=

Ko(t.Vro1+rl+2ror cosh ru/2) du.

The third term which we are trying to evaluate is now

L•

cos 'MK0 (t.Vro2 +rl+2ror cosh X)d).

from which equations 183 can be reduced to include
only elementary functions. Using this relationship
together with equation 106, we obtain
cos X8 dX
-2 !CD cos tzK;,(tr0)K;,(tr)dt= J:CD .V
• (187)
.,. o
o zl+r0Z+rl+2r0r cosh X

If we make use of equation 106, we may integrate over
t to get

r·

1- k2,
sinh 6u
-sin 6 Jo sinh 'fl'U

du

.VraZ+rl+ z2+2ror cosh 11 u/2.

We have now reduced the potential function to one
containing only elementary functions. We finally get
UlA by adding together 1ihe effect of the original source
with its three images and the above correction term.
We may similarly transform the above expression for
Uu. We can also solve for the potential functions
when the current electrode is on the updip side of the

Since the integral on the left of equation 187 appears
in both U1A and Uu, we may now write these potentials
in terms of elementary functions:
U1A= 1P'{_!+ 2 kx
2.. R .,.

fCD riD
Jo Jo

sinh 28(r -q,l) cosh If/> cos M
dadx}
(sinh rB-k sinh a(r -2q,1)].Vzs+ro1 +rZ+2r0r cosh X
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Cha.stenet de Gery and Kunetz reduced these equations still further. For example, ·in Uu, if we carry
out one step of division in the integrand, we obtain a
term which is the expansion of the reciprocal distance
l/R. Thus, this function becomes

(

U2A=lp'{1+k +~ 1 +k) f.., si~h 8(11"-24>1? cosh 8(11"-f/J) ds
211" R
1r
Jo smh 11"8-k smh 8(11"-2f/>t)

XJof.., "z2+r 2+r2+2r
cos ~
d~}·
r cosh ~
8

0

(188)

0

For UIA, we must consider three separate forms. If
f/>1 lies between r/2 and 1r, the function remains in the
form given above. If tP1 lies between 0 and 1r/2, we can
perform N successive divisions within the integrand to
obtain expressions which are found to be expansions of
reciprocal distances. N is the integer lying between
r/2q,~, and 7r/2q,1 -l. These distances are related to the
first N images that would be formed if we were seeking
an image solution. The remainder then becomes the
correction term to that image solution. The potential
is written as

r 0 =0. Skal'skaya (1948) showed that equations 183
reduce to the correct form when r 0 =0; the proof is
complicated, and it is easier to obtain the answer from
fii'St principles by using the same approach that we
used to get equation 2.
If the current electrode in figure 113 lies ·on ·the
surface trace of the fault, the geometry indicates that
the current emanates radially outward from the electrode. The problem thus is reduced to one of determining what fraction of the total current flows into
each of the two media. We first construct a hemispherical shell with its center at the origin. If the
thickness of the shell is dR, then the potential drop
across the shell is

where 1' is the current flowing into the first medium
and 1'' is the current flowing into the second medium.
We note that R 2 =r+z2• Equation 191 can be used
to determine 1" in terms of 1'. To determine the
value of each of ihe current fractions, this relationship
is then combined with the fact that the sum of the
two fractions must equal the total current I. The
desired currents are
[p'(11" -f/Jt)
p'(... -f/>t) + P11 4>1

(189)

This equation is useful for arbitrary angles of dip when
the current electrode is on the downdip side of the
outcrop of the dipping contact.
In the special case when 4>1 is the Nth submultiple of
r/2, the Nth image falls on the earth's surface, where
cf>= 1r, and equation 189 reduces to

(190)

If we let q, 1 =7r/4 so that N=2 in equations 188 and
190, these equations reduce to the corresponding
expressions given in equations 186 (Chastenet de
Gery and Kunetz, 1956).
One method for measuring the dip of a fault plane
depends on placing the current electrode on the surface
trace of the fault (Sumi, 1953). In this application,

If these values of the currents are substituted into
equation 191 and the equation is integrated from R to
infinity, the potential at a distance R from the current
electrode is
[p' p"

U=2[p'(... -f/>t) +P''q,.JR.

(191A)

A. SPECIAL SOLUTION

The qualitative eff-ects of dipping beds can be obtained by studying the perfectly conducting plane.
The mathematics can be derived by taking the limiting
case of zero resistivity from the previously derived
general solutions. However, we will solve the problem
directly from first principles. Our solution is no more
complicated than the other, and our development
exemplifies a method which is used widely in electrostatics (MacDonald, 1895).
Figure 113 serves for our present purpose when we
set p'' = 0 and p' = p. As in the previous section, the
coordinates of the point source (the current electrode)
are r0 , 0, and 0. We choose to make r0 <rt. We will
temporarily put the following additional restrictions
on the electric field: Two vertical conducting planes
described by z=z1 andz= -z 1 , and a conducting cylinder
descnoed by r=r1 • The boundary conditions are that
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the potential must 'be zero at z= ± z~, cf>=c/>1, and
r=r1; no current can cross the earth's surface cf>=O;
everywhere within this space the potential must remain
finite except at the current electrode; and, the total
current originating within the space is the sum (integration) of the elementary currents originating within
each element of volume.
We use cylindrical coordinates in which Poisson's
equation is

Once again we have ehoseu. only the cosine term because
the solution must remain symmetrical in z. Also, m
is restrieted to odd integers in order that the potential
will vanish on the plane z=z1. Substituting this
expression into equation 194:, we obtain

To determine A>.rr,,, multiply both sides of equation
195 by

where i is the current-source density, which is a function
of position. We will later make use of the fact that i
is zero everywhere except in the vicinity of the current
electrode.
A solution can be developed which is a Fourier
series with respect to cp, namely,
""'"' W.(r,. z) cos rnrq, .
U = .£...J
2 fJl
•

The choice. of the cosine term only insures that no
current will cross the earth's surface~ and restricting n
to odd integers insures that the potential is zero at
cf>=cf>1· If we now substitute this assumed form of U
into the differential equation preceding the last equation, we obtain

""'"' [oor'W,. +;1 "1>'row. ,.,q,
4

~

2

n2r2
12

o:aw.J

W" + "l>Z2

cos

nrq,
2q,1 =

.

-pt.

(192)

Because cylindrical functions can be expanded in
terms of Bessel functions in a series comparable to a
Fourier series, we assume that W,(r, z) has the form

and integrate over the whole interior of the bounded
space. The primes on the three indices indicate that
specific values have been chosen from each of the three
sets. We first consider the step-by-step integration of
the left side of the equation. Using the relation given
by equation 116, we obtain immE1diately the integrals
over q, and z. We have, remembering that neither n
nor m assumes the value zero,

! ••
o

n'rq, dt/1=-2
fJ1
cos -nrt/1 cos-inn•
2t/lt
Ut

(196)

and

J

z•

-z1

mrz
m'rz
cos cos - - dz= Zt 8..,.•.
2Zt

2Zt

Equation 196 is valid because n assumes only odd
values; if n were to assume random. values, the equation
would not always hold. An or·thogonality relation
exists between the Bessel functions (Watson, 1952, paragraphs 5-11) which permits us to integrate over r:

(193)

If W.(r, z)-and consequently U-is to be zero over
the surface r=r~, it follows that ~ is restricted to roots
of the equation
The first of these values is ~=0. The summation in
equation 193 is taken over all such roots. Substituting
equation 193 into equation 192, we have

""'f.r"' [o

2

ZAn
012 -

J

>.11zA11 J a1r/~ ( >.r) cos nrt/1
q, =
2 1

-pt..

(194)

The term (- ~2Zxn) is obtained readily from the first
three terms of equation 192 when we consider Bessel's
equation (equation 68), which the Bessel function
Jnrn• 1 (~r) satisfies.
We can also expand Zx,(z) in a Fourier series of the
form:

This relation depends on ~'s assuming discrete values
that are roots of the equation .Jnr/2flll(M'I)=O. The
prime on Jnrt2• 1{M') indicates t;he derivative with
respect to r.
Because of the orthogonality relation applied, the
integrations above have eliminated all values of ~' n,
and m except ~', n', and m'. Th·erefore, we ca.n drop
the primes and refer only to the original indices, remembering of course that there rernains no summation.
Examining the integration over the right side of the
equation, we find that the integrand vanishes everywhere except in the vicinity of th1e source because i is
zero everywhere except in that. neighborhood. In
this small region where i is not zero, the other function~
in the integrand can be consider4ed to have approximately the same values that they have at the point
source exactly. Therefore, they become constants and
can be removed from under the integral sign. The ro
must be retained within the integral to maintain the
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element of volume dv=rfllrdq,dz. Integrating i over
the region in which it is finite, we obtain the total current flowing outward from the point source.
Combining the results of the above integration, we
have in place of equation 195:
(197)

Equation 197 is solved for AA""" which when introduced into the expression for the potential, gives

This expression can be simplified somewhat by noting
the following identity:

With this substitution, equation 198 becomes

Xcos n:r~ [cosh M211-1)-cosh ).']
U1
sinh 2).s1

( 199)

which is valid now only if z is positive.
This expression gives the potential only within the
prism which we constructed, and it therefore represents
only an intermediate solution to the problem. To
obtain the desired solution it is necessary to remove the
vertical conducting planes and the conducting cylinder
that were introduced at the beginning. This end
can be accomplished by letting r 1 and z1 both become
infinite. First letting z1 become infinitely large, because
taking its limit is straightforward, we obtain

Next we consider the result on equation 199 when
r1 is made very large. The asymptotic behavior of
the Bessel function is given by

from which we can deduce the asymptotic behavior of
its derivative (indicated by a prime)

Since the values of A are by definition such that
it follows that the cosine term in
equation 201 must be zero and that consequently the
sine term in equation 202 must equal one. Further,
if A and A+&A are successive roots of Jar/241 1(Ar1)=0, for
large values of r 1 we can state that 8A=r/r., and thus

Jar/241 1(Ar1)=0,

In the limit as r 1 becomes very large, A becomes
infinitesimally small. Hence, the summation over A
becomes an integral and
(203)

Equation 203 corresponds to the expression obtained
by MacDonald for the electrostatic problem. However, since tables of these Bessel functions do not
exist, we have carried the calculation further in order
to expedite computations. We are most interested in
the solution for a traverse crossing the inclined plane
in a direction perpendicular to the strike. In this
case, z=O and 4>=0. Using a relationship developed by
Watson {1952, p. 410), namely

X

r (".,. +1)
r.; 2 F (!!!..+!, !. !!!...+ 1· rl)

_,- (".,.

"'... r 2~1 +1

)

2~1

2 2' U1

' rl

and substituting this expression into equation 203,
we have the desired equation:

This equation was used to compute the data for the
curves in the next section. As throughout this section,
we take only odd values of n.
r( ) is the gamma function and F( ) is the
hypergeometric function. Equation 204 converges
rapidly, especially when used to compute data for horizontal resistivity profiles, and therefore it is not as
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formidable as it looks. It should be cautioned, however, that the equation preceding equation 204 is valid
only when r >ro; and that equation 204 is therefore
valid only under the same condition. If ro>r, we need
only to interc~ange their roles to make equation 204
valid.
Both equations 203 and 204 are valid for any angle
of dip between 4>t = 0 and 4>t = r. For computations of
potential when the potential electrode is on the updip
side of the fault trace, our convention requires that the
coordinate system be set up so that the current electrode has the coordinate 4>o=O. This means that in
this case, the angle 4>1 will be larger than 90 °.
If the angle of dip has certain special values, the
above solutions may be transformed into the corresponding image solutions which were given in the section
on the image theory. If the angle of dip is not one of
these special values, image theory is not applicable.
We note further that UtA of equation 183 may also be
transformed into equation 203 for this special case of
perfect conductors.
EFFECT OF VERTICAL CLIFFS

(\1

.

.......
('I)

II

...

• P(r, f!S, z)
FIGURE 114.-crosssectlon of a vertical cwr, showiit.~ convention of87Dlbols Uled.

As there are no restrictions on the problem, the
general solution can be used. In order to keep current
from flowing across the surface of the earth, however,
the two arbitrary constants must be made equal.
Therefore, the general solution for the potential at
point P (fig. 114) is
I

U= :
2

reo

reo

{1 4
Jl+:;iJo cos tmt Jo A(a)[cosh .t(r-4»)

The simplest example of topography which can be
+cosh a(r +t~»)] Ku(tro)Ku(tr)ds}, (205)
treated is a line along which the ground has a very
steep slope, or, in the ideal case, a vertical cliff. If the where the form of the solution is c:hosen to conform to
survey is being conducted on the high side of the cliff the known expression for 1/R. The potential function
and the electrode separation is much smaller than the in the air, where there is no current., can be ignored.
height of the cliff, the potential field can be adequately
To satisfy the boundary co.ndit;ion that no current
described in terms of equation 25. If the electrode can flow across the vertical face of the cliff, it is necseparation is comparable to the height of the cliff or is essary to obtain the derivative of the potential function
larger, a more sophisticated mathematics is required
with respect to cp, which is found to be
for the solution. The reason for the restriction on the
problem is that the cliff has a finite height, whereas the -,;:---=.....!!.
au I ---;;
cos tmt
(-sinh a(tr-4»)
o
usual solution assumes an infinite height. Although uf/» 2r r• o
Kiyono (1952b) has published an approximate solution
+A[ -sinh a(r -4») +sinh a(•· +t~»)HKu(tro)Ku(tr)sds.
for this problem based on logarithmic potential, we
By setting this derivative equal to zero at cf>=3r/2, the
know of no exact solution.
resulting
equation can be solvf~ immediately for
If the survey is being conducted at or near the foot of
A(s).
By
substituting this value in equation 205, the
the cliff, the problem is also more complicated; but the
final
potential
function is obtained:
problem can be solved by using the same mathematics
as that used in the dipping-bed problem, provided the
I --cos tldt
electrode separation is small in comparison with the U=.....!!.
2r R r 2 o
height of the cliff. To solve the problem in cylindrical
X reo sin? ra/2 cosh.ra cosh sf/» .Ku(tro)Ki.(tr)ds}· (206)
coordinates, the z axis is taken along the base of the
Jo
smh r s/2 + smh 5r s/2
cliff, the origin is chosen so that Zo=O, and the axes
are oriented so that f/>o=O (fig. 114). For solutions of In this expression the two terms appearing in brackets
Laplace's equation given by equation 74, the expan- in equation 205 have been combined. This solution
sion of 1/R given by equation 110 is used. In the is valid only when the electrode separation is small as
derivation of equation 110 the only stipulation was that compared to the height of the cliff. Similar solutions
4> should lie between 0 and 2r. In the present problem can be derived for cases in which the slopes are slanting
the total angle involved is 3r/2, and consequently only rather than vertical and in which the electrodes are
a single form of the expansion is needed. The angle q, either on the high side or at the foot of the cliff.
The effect of a vertical cliff can be pronounced, as
is therefore always positive and varies clockwise from
shown
in the following field example. Figure 115
0 to 3r/2.
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shows observed vertical resistivity profiles with the
Wenner configuration along traverses at the top of and
parallel to the edge of a vertical! 00-foot cliff of Joachim
Dolomite and Plattin Limestone, near Foley, Mo.
(Keller, 1934).
For small electrode separations the apparent resistivity is equal to the true resistivity of the rock. As
the configuration is expanded, the volume effect of the
void manifests itself, and gives an essentially straightline apparent-resistivity curve. The erratic nature of
curve A for large separations is probably caused by
lateral effects.
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The dipping perfectly conducting or insulating plane
simulates geologically a thin dipping fault zone in which
the gouge material is either an excellent conductor or
insulator, respectively, relative to the country rock on
either side. The true resistivity of the country rock
on one side of the fault plane is assumed to be equal
to that on the other side; and the anomaly is therefore
due solely to the gouge material.
Figure 116 shows the horizontal resistivity profiles
with both the Lee and Wenner configurations across
a perfectly conducting plane dipping 30°. As in the
case for the vertical perfectly conducting plane (fig. 54),
the curves for both the Lee and Wenner configurations
are continuous. Rather than being symmetrically
W-shaped, as for a vertical perfectly conducting plane,
the overall shape of both the Lee and Wenner profiles
is that of a letter "W" written asymmetrically and leaning to the right. For the Lee profile (fig. 116A), the
P2 curve attains a value of 1.3, which is much higher
than the cqrresponding maximum value of P2 for a
vertical perfectly conducting plane; and similarly the
P2 curve attains a minimum that is much lower than the
corresponding minimum value of P2 for a vertical
perfectly conducting plane.
USULTS OJ' XODBL STUDIBS

FIGURE 115.-Verttcal resistivity profDes at top of and parallel to ed~re of
vertical 100-foot clUJ of Joachim Dolomite and Plattin Limestone, near
Foley, Mo., Wenner configuration. Profile A taken within a few feet of
the top edge of cilll; profile B taken 175 feet from the top edge of cilll.
Adapted from Keller (19M).

Figure 117 shows the results of tank-model studies
with the Wenner configuration to determine the effect
of dip on the apparent resistivity over a perfectly conducting sheet dipping at angles of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°
(Heiland, 1932b).
For a vertical perfectly conducting plane (fig. 117D),
the apparent-resistivity curve for the model is symmetrically W-shaped similar to the theoretical curve in
figure 540; and the value of the apparent resistivity at
the top of the central peak is approximately equal to the
true resistivity of the tank fluid. For a perfectly con.ducting plane with a 60° dip (fig. 1170}, the "W" is
somewhat asymmetrical, and the apparent resistivity
value of the lower right part of the "W" is lower than
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116.-Horizontal reslativitJ' proflles acroas a perfectlJ' conducting plane dipping 30°, (A) Lee configuration (o1fset plotting), a111d (B) Wenner configuration.

the corresponding part of the curve for a vertical plane. 8 shifted to the left to what we bellieve to be the approxi
For a dip of 30° (fig. 117B), the asymmetry of the curve mately correct position. By independent reasoning
is more pronounced, and the "W" leans to the right that is discussed later, it also appears that the dashed
in a manner similar to that on the theoretical profile curve should be shifted the samE~ amount.
in figure 117B. The highest part of the peak in the
The dashed curves in figure 117, which are for transcentral part of the "W" on a theoretical continuous verse traverse profiles (Hubbert., 1932, p. 12), will be
curve lies a distance of a/2 to the left (that is, on the discussed in a later section.
updip side) of the outcrop of the plane (fig. 117B). The
SINGLB INOLDlBD DISCONTINUITY
peak in the model result as published by Heiland (1932b)
POTIRTIAL DlSTRDIUTIOR
lies downdip from the apex of the conducting sheet;
The solid curve in figure 118 shows the departtu:e
but this peak should theoretically occur to the left of
the apex of the sheet. The shift is apparently due to from the normal potential 7 du•~ to two current eleca drafting error.; and in this diagram we therefore show trodes placed over a. bed with a. 10 percent (slightly
the curve as published by Heiland and the same curve
r The departure from the normal potential is deflned here as the difference betw~
1 The extreme rfght-h&111d part of the curves was omitted from the publishJ curves
for some of the mode18.
·

the value of the potential at a given point on the surface for homogeneous ground
of resistlvlcy t1 &111d the value of the potential a1; the same point when the bed of
resistivity tl' exists as a second Ia7er.
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F1ouu 117.-Proflles over tank models with Wenner conftguratton showing etrect of dip on apparent reslltivlty.
Electrode separation a -Sin. for all curves. BoHd curves are for horizontal proflles along traverses perpendicular
to strike; dashed curves are for transverse traverse profiles with line of electrodes parallel to the strike. Angles
of dlp-00, 30°, 60°, and 900. Adapted and In part modified from Helland (1932b).

less than 6°) dip where the resistivity of the lower bed
is 10 times that of the upper bed (Weaver, 1928).
There is 'lack of symmetry about the midpoint between
the current electrodes. For comparison, the dashed
curve in figure 118 shows the departure from the normal
potential for a. horizontal layer whose depth is the depth,
namely, 60 feet, of the slanting layer at the midpoint
between current electrodes 01 and 02. It is reasoned
from these curves that the departure from the normal
potential at the midpoint of the configuration along a.
tra. verse perpendicular to the strike of the sloping bed
greatly .exceeds the departure from the normal potential
at the same midpoint of the same configuration along
a. traverse pa.ra.llel to the strike of a. sloping bed. The
strike of the slanting layer therefore can be determined

theoretica.lly by rotating the current electrodes about
their midpoint until the potential at the midpoint is
the mean potential; and information concerning the dip
of the bed can then be determined from profiles taken
along a. tra.verse perpendicular to the strike.
Figure 119 shows the equipotential lines on the surface
of the ea.t"th around a. point source of current over a.
contact dipping 45 ° (Cha.stenet de Gery and Kunetz,
1956). The reflection ·factor is 0.8. The units of
potential are arbitrary. Along the outcrop of the
dipping contact, for arbitrary dip and resistivity contrast, the potential is given by equation 191A, which
reduces to
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PROFILES PAR.ALLEL TO THE STRIKE

In the dipping-bed problem the complexity of
obtaining the potential at a point on the surface of the
lower bed is much greater than that of obtaining the
potential at a point on the surface of the upper bed.
We have already shown that the former problem can
never be solved exactly by images and that the latter
problem can be solved exactly by images under very

restricted conditions. In treu.ting the resistivity
anomalies over inclined faults or beds, we find it convenient therefore to discuss first the profiles obtained
over the upper bed; we will discuss later the more
difficult problems of profiles over the lower bed and
profiles that cross the, fault tracE~the contact between
the upper and lower bed. In examining the resistivity
anomalies obtained over the upper bed, the easier
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A
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FIGURE 119 .-Equipotentiallines

on surface of earth around 8 point source of current over 8 contact dipping 45°. Reflection factor k=0.8. Units of potential are arbitrary. Adapted from Chastenet de O&y and Kunetz (1956).

problem of profiles taken along traverses parallel to
the strike is discussed first, then the more difficult
problem of profiles taken along traverses perpendicular
to the strike.
THEORETICAL CURVES BASED ON DlAGB THEORY

We have seen that the exact solution to the dippingbed problem based on image theory is restricted to
profiles over the upper bed only and to certain discrete
angles of dip; also the bottom bed must be either
perfectly conducting or insulating. In this section we
will examine the theoretical curves that are based on
image theory with these restrictions and also the
~pproxi~ations that are needed when the image theory
Is used In more general cases than the restricted ones
just mentioned.
Unz (!953), ':ho used image theory, was the first to
present In Engbsh the exact apparent-resistivity curves
as measured with the Wenner configuration in the
upper formation and oriented parallel to the strike of
the dipping beds. Figures 120 and 121 show the results
of the analysis of the dipping-bed problem that can be
made with the image theory (Unz, 1953).
For ~eflect~on factors k= ± 1 (fig. 120), the diagrams
for vanous d1p angles </>1 are exact, and their asymptotic
v~lues were_ che~ked by Unz. In these diagrams,
h Is the vertical distance from the line of electrodes to
~he co?tact between the two beds. For a perfectly
Insulating bottom bed (fig. 120), the asymptotic value
for a horizontal bed (</>1 =0°) is (Pafp')atA=m=m; and,
as expected, the slope of this straight line going to

infinity is 1.386. At a dip angle 4>1 =90°---that is, for a
vertical fault-the value of Pal p' remains constant at
2 for all values of the electrode separation; in this case
the line of electrodes lies along the vertical fault trace
and the apparent resistivity remains independent of the
electrode separation. The fact that the apparentresistivity curves for different dip angles cross each
other at intermediate values of afh is explained qualitatively by Unz by the varying share of the p' and p"
areas in carrying the bulk of the current. The asymptotic values of the different curves are given in figure
120.
For a perfectly conducting bottom bed (fig. 120),
the apparent resistivity for all dip angles becomes zero
as the line of electrodes comes nearer to the trace of the
bed. Thus the asymptotic value is zero for all values
of dip angle. Crossing of the apparent-resistivity
curves occurs in this case, too, but not as pronouncedly
as in the previous case. The curves shown in figure 120
are for angles that are submultiples of r/2 only.
Figure 120 shows that for a Wenner profile parallel
to the strike and overlying the upper bed, the measurements are much more sensitive to changes in dip for a
bottom bed that is perfectly insulating than for one
that is perfectly conducting.
The vertical resistivity profiles for a perfectly insulating bed that dips at an angle different from a submultiple of r (for example, fig. 120) can be obtained
from figure 121, which shows a plot of apparent-resistivity values as a function of the dip angle q,1 for k=
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h

120'.-Vertical resistivity profiles over upper bed along traverses parallel to strike of
~ Wenner configuration. Reflection factor~ A:=:H.
Adapted from Unz (1953).
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+1. Unz obtained these curves by computing the
exact apparent-resistivity values, using different values
of the parameter afh, for angles that are submultiple of
...-for which the image theory, which he used, holdsand then connecting these exact points with a smooth
curve. Thus. he could take points off these curves and
use them as exact apparent-resistivity values to chart
the curves shown in figure 120 for angles that are
different from the submultiples of..-. In figure 121, all
curves converge toward a single point for which
p.fp'=2 and <t>t=90°-that is, for a vertical fault. The
points of crossing of apparent-resistivity curves in
figure 120 appear in figure 121 as points for which the
ordinates are equal for a given value of a/h.
For dipping beds in which the reflection factor is
different from either + 1 or -1, Unz computed some
approximate apparent-resistivity curves and tried to
analyze the degree of approximation that the image
theory affords toward the exact solution of the dippingbed problem. He reasoned that for intermediate positive reflection factors, the maximum error resulting
from the image theory occurs in the asymptotic values.
Figure 121 shows the asymptotic values of apparent
resistivity for different angles of dip for po,sitive values
of the reflection factor. The solid curves are exact
values and the dashed curves are values as obtained
from image theory. The errors for negative reflection
factors are oscillatory and more involved.
Because every calculated curve using image theory
for a dipping bed is exact for small values of a/h, and
because its true asymptotic value is known for large
values of afh, Unz found it convenient to correct the
apparent-resistivity curve obtained from image theory
by modifying its asymptote only. A corrected reflection factor lc' must be substituted in the equation to
adapt its asymptote to the true value (ptJfp')o.,.=O.
We will discuss in the next section the accuracy attained by Unz in one of his approximate curves for a
dipping bed with finite resistivity contrasts.
Sumi (1953), using elementary principles already
given in a previous theoretical section of this section,
computed and charted curves that can be used to obtain
the angle of dip of a dipping bed or fault when the line
of electrodes coincides with the outcrop of the horizontal
contact (fig. 122). If the· resistivities p' and p" are
known from other measurements in the region, a single
measurement of the apparent resistivity Po. with the line
of electrodes along the outcrop of the contact is theoretically sufficient to determine the angle of dip tl>t·
As plotted by Sumi (fig. 122), a known value of Po.! p"
(on the abscissa) and p4 fp' (on the ordinate) determines
the value of <f>t, which is plotted as parameter lines on
the chart.
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Figure 123 shows how the en·or of the determination
of the angle of dip 4>1 depends on different resistivity
contrasts and on the true anglEI of dip, when using the
Sumi method. The chart is calculated on the assumption that the apparent resistivity is known exactly
within ±5 percent.
Sumi's method is obviously ~one that can serve only
in detailed work after the tra~~ of the fault o.r dipping
bed has been mapped rather accurately. Effects of
the fault gouge, which is limited to a comparatively
narrow zone, will generally bEl negligible at the large
electrode separations used in this method.
TBBOUTICAL b11BVBS BAUD Olr HADOliiC AlULYSIS

Figure 124 shows the vertical resistivity profiles with
the Wenner configuration ovt~ the upper bed along
traverses parallel to the strik•~ of perfectly insulating
(lc= + 1) and conducting (lc= -1) lower beds dipping
at various angles (Maeda, 195lb).
Figures 125 and 126 show vertical profiles for the
Wenner configuration over th1e upper bed along traverses taken parallel' to the stlrike of beds of different
resistivity contrasts and dipping at angles of 45° and
60°, respectively (Maeda, 1955). The ratio of the
apparent resistivity to the tru1e resistivity of the upper
bed is plotted against a/h, -where ·a is the electrode
separation and h is the vertic:al distance from the line
of electrodes to the contact be~tween the two beds.
When the bottom bed is of lower resistivity than the
upper bed (negative reflectioitl factors), the apparent
resistivity for a vertical resistivity profile parallel to
the strike is rather insensitiv•~ to changes in dip; and
it would be very difficult, with field data for such a
profile, to distinguish between a dip of 60° and 45 °.
When the bottom bed is of higher resistivity than the
upper bed (positive reflectio](l factors), the apparent
resistivity for such a profile is rather insensitive to
changes in dip for small reflec.tion factors but sensitive
to changes in dip for large Jrefle~tion factors; a~~ it
would probably be possible under 1deal field condtttons
with large reflection factors to distinguish between a
dip of 60° and 45 °.
.
. . .
It should be emphasized that a vertical reststtvtty
profile taken parallel to the strike of dipping beds is a
weak field technique to determine the dip. 1\1ore
powerful techniques will be shown below.
.
Figure 127 shows vertical resistivity profiles wtth
the Wenner configuration along traverses parallel to
the strike of beds of finite resistivity contrasts (p" I p' =
10 and p"fp'=1/10) and dipping at various angles
(Huber, 1955). The graphs s.re plotted on logarithmic
paper. Curves are given for angles of dip both less
than and also greater than 90°; therefore, the curves
apply when the line of electrodes lie on both the upper
and lower beds.
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-~
p"

FJGt1RE 122.-Diagram for determination of angle of dip ~of dipping bed wben line of electrodes coincides with
outcrop of contact, Wenner con1lguratlon. Adapted from Sumi (1953).
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ANGLE OF DIP, 4> 1

showing the error in the determination of the angle of dip .P1 of dipping bed for d11ferent angles of true dip
and for different resistivit7 contrasts, when using the Sumi method. Apparent resistivity P• is assumed known exactly within
::C5 percent. Adapted from Sumi (1953).

FIGURE 123.-Diagram
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FIGURE 124.-Vertieal resistivity profiles over upper bed along traverses parallel to strike of perfectly insulating
(k=+1) and conducting (k--1) lower beds dipping at various angles •" Wenner configuration.

Adapted

from Maeda (1951b).

Figure 128 shows theoretical vertical resistivity profiles for the Schlumberger configuration over both the
upper and lower beds along traverses parallel to the
strike of a bed dipping 45° (Chastenet de Gery and
Kunetz, 1956). Various resistivity contrasts are assumed. The abscissa of the graphs is the distance
AB/2. Electrode separations are measured in units of
the distance from the outcrop of the dipping contact

to the line of electrodes. As would be expected, th
effect of the dip is considerably less when the line o
electrodes is on the updip side than when it is on the
downdip side of the dipping contact.
The apparent resistivity is plotted in both cases as
the ratio Pal p', where p' is the true resistivity of the
medium containing all the electrodes. If the resistivity
were plotted instead on an absolute scale, the asymp-
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FIGUBB 126.-Vertical reaistivity proftJes over upper bed along traveraea parallel to strike of bed dipping 45°, Wenner conflguratlon.
Reftectlon factor i-:S:-1.0, %0.8, ±0.6, :::1::0.4, and %0.3. Adapted from Maeda, 19M.

totic values for large electrode separations would be the
same, for a given resistivity contrast, regardless of
which side of the contact the electrodes are placed.
This statement is true only if the line of electrodes is
oriented parallel to the strike of the contact. The reason is that the parallel component of the electric field
must be continuous across the boundary. As the electrode separation increases, the configuration moves relatively closer to the boundary. Since Pa is here (for the
Schlumberger configuration) calculated from the electric field, it follows that Pa must be the same on both
sides of the fault when the configuration is parallel to
the strike and the electrode separation is large.

OOKPAB.tSOll

or APPAB.DT·USISTIVITY 011BVIS

Figure 129 shows a comparison of the approximate
apparent-resistivity profiles with the correct vertical
profile for beds dipping at an angle of 45° (Van Nostrand
and Cook, 1955). The resistivity contrast is 1 to 4;
the upper set of curve.." represent the case in which the
upper bed is more conducting, and the lower set the
case in which the lower bed is more conducting. The
Wenner configuration is alined parallel to the strike of
the beds. The apparent resistivity is plotted against
the electrode separation on logarithmic paper. The
exact curves are based on equation 186. The integral
was evaluated by Simpson's rule, dividing the intervals
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FIGURE 126.-Vertical resistivity

pro1iles over upper bed along traverses parallel to strike of bed dipping 60", Wenner configuration.
Reflection factor k=±l.O, ±0.8, ±0.6, ±0.4, and ±0.2. Adapted from Maeda (1955).

0 ~ 8 ~ 1 and 1 ~ 8 ~ 4 each into six parts. The remainder for· 8>4 is negligible, being less than 0.05 percent. Computations for the approximate curves are
based on equations given by the respective authors.
Fork= +0.6, we see that Unz was correct in assuming
that the maximum error in his raw curve was in its
asymptotic value. His modified curve very closely
approximates the true curve, displaying an error of only
3.5 percent at about a=2. Th:e Aldredge curve, which
is based on an unacceptable premise, is about as good
as the Unz corrected curve. Unz's modified curves for

k= -0.6 contains a maximum error of about 15 percen
at a=2. In: this ease Aldredge's approach leads to a
negative apparent resistivity, which is possible in some
cases of very complex geology but is impossible here.
We emphasize that this example, both with respect
to the resistivity contrast and to the angle of dip if that
angle is a submultiple of r, embodies about the maximum error possible in Unz's approximation (Unz,
written communication). Therefore, errors in approximations for other. angles or for other resistivity contrasts
would at worst be only slightly .larger than those shown
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FIGURE 127.-Vertical resistivity profiles along trs:verses parallel to strike of beds of finite resistivity contrasts (p" fp' = 10 and P" fp' =
l/10) and dipping at various angles q,1, Wenner configuration. Ada,pted from Huber (1955) by permission of Sprin8er-Verlag,

Vienna, Austria.

n thiS example and would probably be less. Of course,
there would be no error when k·= ± 1, when c/>1 =0°, or
when 4>1=90°.
General conclusions, especially those concerning- the
accuracy of approximations applied to exa1nples other
than the one chosen, must await a mor-e thorough study
that fucludee· variations of all the parameOOI's, such as

angle of dip, Tesistivity contrast, and orientation of the
electrode configuration. Without exact numerical computations the quantitative influence of the parameters
upon the character of the apparent-resistivity curves is
often unpredictable~ We emphasize that Unz's analysis is restricted to traverses lying the upper bed and
oriented parallel to the strike of .the dipping beds.
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His approximations seem to be adequate for positive
reflection factors but are borderline for negative reflection factors. For positive reflection factors, the
apparent-resistivity curves based on Aldredge's method
warrant checking to ascertain the limits of their reliability in the case of profiles taken both parallel and
perpendicular to the strike of the dipping beds.
BBS11LTS OF XODIL ST11DDS

The dashed curves in figure 117 show apparent-resistivity values for profiles taken with the line of electrodes
parallel to the strike of the dipping plane; the line of
electrodes is moved so that it is always parallel to the
strike as it crosses over and beyond the dipping plane.
Hubbert (1932, p. 12) designated this type of profiling
as a transverse traverse profile; it is not used commonly
in resisti-vity prospecting. This type of a profile, from
a strictly theoretical viewpoint, yields a theoretical
apparent-resistivity curve that is identical to a vertical
resistivity profile taken at a fixed distance from the
trace of the plane along a traverse parallel to the strike
of the plane. Although no theoretical curves for a
vertical profile over a dipping perfectly conducting
plane are available to us for comparison with the profiles obtained with the models, we can compare the
right-hand part of the profiles over the models with the
theoretical vertical profiles for the Wenner configuration along traverses parallel with the strike of the
dipping bed, which are now available for dips of 45°
and 60° (figs. 1~5 and 126). In this comparison, we
must use only those curves for a reflection factor of
-1.0; and our comparison will be 1imited to a study of
the downdip side of the fault only, because the profiles
over the bottom bed-which is of zero resistivity-are
indeterminate. Moreover, the comparison must be an
inverse one in which the large electrode separations in
vertical profiling correspond to points at which the
transverse traverse profile of Hubbert approaches the
conducting sheet.
For a dip of 90° (dashed curve, fig. 117D) the apparent resistivity is a minimum, as the line of electrodes is
vertically over the apex of the conducting sheet; the
apparent resistivity does not go to zero, which would
be so if the sheet were exposed, because the apex of the
sheet is kept slightly submerged in the tank experiment.
For a dip of 60° (dashed curve, fig. 1170), a minimum
in the apparent resistivity occurs as the configuration
crosses the apex of the conducting sheet. If the apex
of the sheet were at the water level in the tank, a minimum of zero resistivity would be obtained, as the line of
electrodes is positioned along this apex. For a dip of
30° {dashed curve, fig. 117B), the minimum is shifted
farther downdip, as would be expected.

PROFILES PERPENDICULAR TO THE STRIKE
VDTICAL PKOFILIS THAT DO liOT CROSS TBB COliTACT

Figure 130 shows vertical resistivity profiles with the
asymmetrical Wenner configuration over the upper bed
along a traverse perpendicular to the strike of both
perfectly insulating (k= 1) and conducting (k= -1)
lower beds dipping at various angles (Maeda, 1951b).
The current electrode is closer to the outcropping trace
of the contact than the potential electrodes. In each
case, the current electrode is fixed and the electrode
separation a is varied. All distances are with references
to h taken as unity, where h is the vertical distance
between the ·line of electrodes and the contact between
the two dipping beds. The ratio of the apparent
resistivity to the true resistivity p1 of the upper bed is
plotted on the ordinate.
Figure 131 shows the corresponding vertical resistivity profiles with the asymmetrical Wenner configuration
when the current electrode is farther from the outcropping trace of the contact than the potential electrodes. (Maeda, 1951).
Figure 132 shows the vertical resistivity profiles
with the asymmetrical Wenner configuration over the
upper bed along a traverse perpendicular to the strike
of beds dipping at 60°, 45°, and 30°; various values of
the reflection factor are used (Maeda, 1955).
Figure 133 shows the vertical resistivity profiles with
the Wenner configuration over the upper bed along a
traverse perpendicular to the strike of both perfectly
insulating and perfectly conducting lower beds (k=
± 1.0) dipping at various angles (Maeda, 1955). In
each case, the current electrode nearest the surface
trace is fixed and the electrode separation a is varied.
AU distances are with reference to the distance x taken
as unity.
Figure 134 shows vertical resistivity profiles with the
Wenner configuration along a traverse perpendicular
to the strike of beds of finite resistivity contrasts
(p" fp' = 10 and p" fp' = 1/10) and dipping at various
angles (Huber, 1955). The profiles do not cross the
contact. In figure 134 left, current electrode 02, which
is the electrode nearest the outcropping trace of the contact, remains fixed; and the expansion of the configuration is charted on the abscissa as the ratio L=3a/d,
where d, the distance from the outcropping trace to
0 2 , is unity. In figure 134 right, current electrode 01
remains fixed; and the expansion of the configuration
is charted on the abscissa as the ratio L/D=3a/D,
where D, the distance from the outcropping trace to
0 11 is unity.
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FIGUBB

PllOmBS THAT CltOSS 'I'D COBTACT
HORIZONTAL PROFILES

Figure 135 shows horizontal resistivity profiles with
both the Lee -and Wenner configurations along a traverse perpendicular to the strike of a fault dipping 45 °.
The profiles cross the contact. The resistivity of the
material on the left of the contact is four times that on
the right.
For the Lee configuration (fig. 135A) the general
appearance of the Pt and P2 curves is similar to that for

a vertical fault. For example, peaks A and A' lie
a distance of a/4 from the outcrop of the trace of the
inclined fault, as for the vertical fault. The important feature of great diagnostic value that distinguishes
the inclined fault from the vertical fault in the present
example is the high apparent-resistivity value of peak
A in the p2 curve. For a vertical fault, peak A theoretically has a value equal to that of the country
rock (4 units in this case); in the present dipping-fault
example, peak A has a value of about 4.5. (See pl. lF
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for comparison with vertical fault.) In addition,
peak A' on the p 1 curve has a value of about 2.85 for a
vertical fault with the same resistivity contrast and a
value of about 3.6 for the dipping fault. Similarly
the apparent-resistivity values of peaks B and B' in
the P2 and P1 curves, respectively, are much higher for
the dipping fault than the corresponding values for the
vertical. fault. Although this difference is not of great
diagnostic value on field curves because it cannot be
so readily recognized on this part of the curves, these

peaks at B and B' are of great academic importance
because they represent the converging-current effect
as current electrode 02 lies near the outcrop of the
fault plane. The same results would be obtained for
beds dipping 45° and having a contact located where
the fault plane is shown.
For the Wenner configuration (fig. 135B), peak A
lies a distance of a/2 from the outcrop of the inclined
fault trace, as for the vertical fault. Peak A is also
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of much higher value than for the vertical fault of the
same resistivity contrast.
Figure 136 shows horizontal resistivity profiles
across the conta.ct with the Wenner configuration
along a traverse perpendicular to the strike of beds of
finite-resistivity contnsts (p" 1p' = 10 and p"1p' = 1/10)
and dipping at vo.rious angles (Huber, 1955). The
distance L between the current electrodes is equal to
3a. For a bottom bed· of greater resistivity than the
upper bed, the current-converging effect when current
electrode 0 2 lies near the outcropping trace is pronounced for small and intermediate angles of dip.
VERTICAL PROFILES

Figure 137 shows· vertical resistivity profiles with
both the Lee and Wenner eonfigurations along a

traverse perpendicular to the strike of a bed or fault
dipping 45°. The profiles cross the contact. The
resistivity contrast is 1 to 4.
For a station one unit to the left of the outcrop of
the fault trace-that is, over the medium of higher
resistivity on the updip side-an abrupt decrease
in the apparent resistivity occurs for both the Lee
and Wenner configurations as current electrode Ot
crosses the fault plane; the minimum of the curve
occurs, however, as 0 1 lies a short distance to the right
of the outcrop of the fault tr.ace. As potential electrode
P 1 crosses the contact, a peak occurs in the Wenner
curve and in the Lee P1 curve.
For· a station one unit to the right of the outcrop
of the fault trace-that is, ever the medium of lower
resistivity on the downdip side--a current-converging
peak occurs on both the Lee and Wenner curves
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as current electrode 0 2 crosses the outcrop of the
fault plane. The discontinuity in slope, which occurs
as P 2 crosses the contact, is less pronounced than for
a vertical fault. The "plateau" in the apparent
resistivity curve in the intervals between the crossing
of the contact 0 2 and P 2 , for both the Lee and Wenner
configurations, occurs at a much higher value of
apparent resistivity for the inclined fault than for a
vertical fault. For the Lee configuration, the "spread"
between the PI and P2 curves in the plateau part of
the curves-that is, the difference between the average
value of P2 in the plateau area and the average value
of PI in the region beneath this plateau-is about

twice as great for a 45 °-dipping fault as for a vertical
fault, when the same resistivity contrasts are assumed.
(See fig. 59 for comparison with a vertical fault.)
For both the Lee and Wenner vertical profiles
the most diagnostic feature to differentiate an inclined fault or bed from a vertical fault or bed is the
current-converging peaks and the unusually high
values of the apparent-resistivity plateaus. When the
Lee configuration is used, the wide spread between the
P2 and p 1 curves in the plateau region is also of diagnostic value.
Figure 138 shows vertical resistivity profiles across
the contact with the Wenner configuration along a
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traverse perpendicular to the strike of beds of finiteresistivity contrasts (p" fp' = 10 and p" fp' = 1/10) and
dipping at various angles (Huber, 1955). The station
is taken a. unit distance from the outcropping trace of
the contact. The abscissa. is plotted in terms of the
distance L between the current electrodes (L=3a).

The curves show clearly the current-converging effects
for small and intermediate angles of dip.
Figure 139 shows vertical resistivity profiles with the
Schlumberger configuration along a. traverse perpendicular to the strike of a. bed or fault· dipping 45°
(Cha.stenet de Gery and Kunetz, 1956). The profiles
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137.-Vertical resistivity profiles with both the (A and B) Lee and (C and D) Wenner configurations along traverse perpendicular to strike of fault dipping
45°. Profiles cross contact. Reflection factor k=+0.6.

cross the contact. Various values of k are used. The
electrode separations are measured in units of the
distance from the surface trace to the center of the
configuration. Owing to the geometry of the Schlumberger electrode configuration itself, these curves are
paradoxical in that the apparent resistivity approaches
either infinity or zero, for large electrode separations,
in all of these curves. Let us consid·er only the case
for which p">p' (that is, k>O). As would be expected,
for small electrode separations the curves start out
with Pa= p'; and, as the electrode separation is increased,
the apparent resistivity increases until the right-hand

current electrode reaches the contact. At this electrode separation, the apparent resistivity is intermediate
between p' and p''. For increasingly larger electrode
separations, the apparent resistivity decreases asymptotically to zero.
TRAVERSES AT VARIOUS AZIMUTHS

Huber (1955) computed and plotted the apparent
resistivities that would be obtained with the Wenner
configuration at a station over the upper bed as the line
of electrodes is rotated with constant electrode separation about one of the current electrodes, which is kept
fixed. The azimuth angle w of the line of electrodes is
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measured relative to the direction of the horizontal
component of the dip vector. The distance between
the current electrode acting as the pivot point and the
outcropping trace is always made larger than L, the
distance between the two current electrodes, so that the
line of electrodes does not cross the contact of the beds.

Figure 140 shows the a.pparent-resistivity values for
finite-resistivity contrasts of p" / p' = 10 (fig. 1400) and
p"fp'=1/10 (fig. 1400) when d=1 and L=0.9 (Huber,
1955). Various discrete values of dip are taken, and
the curves are plotted for values of w ranging from 0°
to 180°.
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FILLED SINX8 AND CHANNELS

A

methods, as was shown in the Tri-State district as
early as 1929 (Maillet and Migaux, 1942, p. 73-75;
Jakosky and others., 19'42).
The objectives of the present section are to summarize the theoretical treatment used in solving the
ellipsoidal a.nd hemispherical sink problem; to show
how the theoretical results can be used to interpret
field data obtained with the Lee and Wenner configurations; and to devise field techniques to discover and
outline filled sinks in regions where they probably
exist. Although the data and curves shown are
specific, the conclusions probably have general utility.
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THEORY

To develop the equations on which the theoretical curves
in this section are based we divide the theory into two
parts, one which depends upon spheroidal coordinates
and the second which derives from cylindrical coordinates. The former is used for the filled-sink problem,
the latter for the filled-channel problem. Formulas and
theoretical curves are given for filled sinks; but only
the formulas, without accompanying theoretical curves,
are developed for filled cha.n,nels. If the resistivity
contrast is sufficient, shallow filled channels can be
detected in a regional survey. More information can
then be obtained by taking profiles across the channels
perpendicular to their trend. The theoretical curves
given in this section for profiles across the center of a
filled s1nk should serve adequately in the detailed work
so that the geophysicist can tell whether the linear
feature on his regional map is a filled channel or a
dikelike body extending infinitely downward. We
include the mathematics for the filled-channel problem
merely for completeness so that workers may investigate
this problem further if they so desire.
FILLED SINKS

1

---

The prolate spheroidal coordinate system (fig. 25),
with the z-e.xis oriented vertically, can be used to
"'' IN DEGREES
"'' IN DEGREES
investigate a sink that is circular in plan view and which
Flouu 140.-Apparent-resistivtty values over the upper bed for traverses oriented
has a depth greater than the radius of this circle. The
at various azimuths "'relative to the direction of dip of beds with finite resistivity
same coordinate system, with the z-axis oriented
contrasts (tl'/tl -10 and p''Ip' -1/10) and dipping at various ancles of dip ~~.Wenner
configuration. For all curves, d-1 and L-0.9. Adapted from Huber (1955) by
horizontally, can be used to approximate a sink that is
permlaslon of Springer-Verlag, Vienna, Austria.
elliptical in plan view and nearly circular in crosssection perpendicular to its major axis. The oblate
FILLED SINKS AND CHANNELS
spheroidal coordinate system (fig. 26), with the z-axis
An understanding of the interpretation of resistivity oriented vertically, can be used to approximate a filled
data over filled sinks and channels is useful in mining sink which is circular in plan and which has a depth less
geophysics. As an example, in the Tri-State lead-zinc than the radius of this circle. Oblate spheroidal
mining district of Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma, ore coordinates, with z-axis oriented horizontally, also can
bodies and mineralized zones are associated with filled be used to approximate a sink that is elliptical in plan
sinks, which are locally designated "shale sinks." view and approximately circular in a cross section taken
Under suitable conditions of resistivity contrast, filled perpendicular to its minor axis. Both prolate and
sinks lying at shallow depths can be found by resistivity oblate spheroidal coordinates degenerate into spherical
o
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(C) and (D), Cross seeti{)ns of hemispherical sink with eurrcnt source outside and inside sink, respectively. Adapted
from Cook and Van Nostrand (1954).

FIGURE

coordinates. This latter system can be used to approximate a sink which is nearly hemispherical in sha>pe.
In using any of the above coordinate systems, a
given plane is generally designated as the surface of the
earth. Usually the plane so chosen must be a plane of
symmetry. However, since we will use the solutions
developed in this section for another study, it is convenient first to solve the problem of the potential due
to a point source of current near a spheroid of one
resistivity embedded in an infinite medium of a second
resistivity.
Let us consider first a point source of current at a
point Oo(17o, ~o, 0) in an infinite medium near, and outside
of, a prolate spheroid whose surface is described by
71=111 (fig. 141A). The resistivity of the material
within the spheroid is p'' and that of the material
outside is p'. We require two forms for the potential
function, one outside the spheroid and the second

inside; from equation 85, these are, respectively,
UtA = I P
411'"

1

{1R+ ~"" ~
11

BQ,.m(11 ) P,."'(~) cos me/>}

n=O m=O

"{1 ""

I P -R+ ~ ~
n AP,."'(11)P,.m(~) cos me/>.
}
U2A=4r
n=O m=O
.

(207)

/

has been excluded from UlA because it becomes
infinite for large 17 and Qnm(,.,) is excluded from Uu
because it becomes infinite for 11= 1. The subscript
notation on U is the same as that used previously
(fig. 141).
From the condition that the potential is continuous
across the surface 7J= 1'11t we get
Pn•('IJ)

BQ,."'(m) = AP,."'(m).

(208)

We now substitute for 1/R the expansion given in
equation 123. We use the form applicable when
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<

11< 71o because

711 71o· Then, from the condition that
the normal component of the current density is continuous across the boundary 11=·111, we get
1_ ") (2-8Q,.)(2n+1)
"BQ ft1,.(7J1 ) - p1APR1"'(111 )-(
- p p
b( -1)"'

p

(n-m)!J
,
X [ (n+m)!
P,.m(~o)Q,.m(11o)P,.m(11t).

(209)

Solving equation 208 and 209 as a set of simultaneous
equations for A and B, and substituting them into
equations 207, we have for the potential functions:
U

1
1
=lp {_!_+(p"-p ) ~ ~ (2n+1)(2-o0,.) [(n-m)!J2
1A
411' R
b
~ ~0
(-1)"'
1n+m)!

ift,.m(111)1/t~m(71t)
p m(z) p m(z)Q m( )Q m( )
X 1./,1m
( ) _ p 11 .I,
,. (
)
n
~0
n
~
n
no n f1
p .,.. 171
.,.. '71
1
{l:..+ (p"-p
) ~ ~
b
~ ~

U =lp'
2A 411' · R

n=O m=O

COS

.~o}

m'f'

(2n+1)(2-o0,.) ·[(n-m)!J2
(-1)"'
(n+m)!

of rotation is horizontal, we let the plane,P=O, 1r represent the earth's surface. In such equations, caution
must be used in computing potentials for theoretical
profiles because f/10 is sometimes zero and sometimes
1r.
Since our equations are set up on the· hypothesis
that <J>0 =0, it is sometimes necessary to substitute
cos m(<Po-<P), or cos m (r-<P)= ( -l)m cos m<j>, for cos m<t>
in equations 210 and 212. If in the latter case, the
point source lies on the polar axis, the equations take
on a particularly simple form because the field becomes
independent of </>, and m is always zero.
The development in oblate spheroidal coordinates
follows the same line. However, we prefer to use the
substitutions given in equation 89 to transform equations 210 and 212 into similar equations applicable to
oblate spheroids. The substitution is straightforward
and we obtain

ij

1

U =]p {J:.+i(p"-p')
!A
4.- .R
b

±

(2n+l)(2-~o.n)
(-l)m

n=9m=O

(n- m) !] 2
if;,.m(itt) 1/l,.'m(itt)
X [ (n+m)! p'l/1,.1"'(itl) -p"!/l,.... (itt)

X P,.m(IJ.()) P,.m(I')Q,.m(ito)Q,.m(it) cos mcp}

where

if;,."'(x) = P,."'(x)/Q,.m(x)

and

(211)

The primes on \fl':(x), Pnm(x), andQnm(x) have the usual
meaning of differentiation.
When the source is located inside the prolate spheroid
of resistivity p" (fig. 141B), the same method is applicable and the following are obtained for the potential
functions
lp" { 1
UtB=4.,.. R

1

11

(p --p ) '"'
n
-+-~ ~
b
n=O m=O

X p 11/tlm(
"'):.(p ~11/1,.m(711 )
,. 711
111

u2 B=]p" {_!_+ (p"-p 1)
411'

R

b

(2n+ 1) (2-~) ·[(n-m)
(

-l)m

±±

(n-m)!J2

pll/l~m(11t) -p"l/1,. ... (11!)

if;,. 1 m(itt)

X P,.m(JAo) P,.m(I')Q,."'(ito) P(it)

ij

U _lp"{_!+i(p11 -p 1)
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411'

R
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±

n=O m=O

!]

;[(n-m)
(n+m)!

X

2

COS

mcp}

(2n+l)(2-8Q,.)
(-l)m
1/l,.•(itt)

p11/tn1m(itt) -p"iftnm(itt)

X P,."'(IJ.()) Pn"'(l') P!Am(iro)Q.m(it) cos mf/>}

mAP}

u28 = lp" {l+ i(p"- p
471'

R

1
)

b

±±

n=O m=O

(2n+ l) (2-ao..)
(-l)m

(n-m)!Jz
1
X [ (n+m)! p11/tn 1m(ift)-p"iftnm(itt)

(2n+1)(2-8Q,.) [(n-m)!J2
(-1)m
(n+m)!

X P,.m(~o) P,.m(~) P,.m(11o) P,.m('l)
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±

n=O m=O
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cos m'f'.
(212)

Whenever we apply these equations to surfaceprospecting problems-that is, when the current
electrode is on the surface of the earth, the factor
l/4r becomes l/2r. In order to apply these equations
to a sink which is circular in plan view and whose
semimajor axis is vertical, we choose the plane ~=0 as
the earth's surface. Then ~0 =0 and Pnm (~)=1 for all
values of m and n. When we apply the equations to
a sink which is elliptical in plan view and whose axis

We can obtain the appropriate equations for a hemispherical sink in one of two ways. The most obvious
and easiest way is to apply the above technique to the
solution of Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates
(equation 58). The second way is to examine equations 210 and 212 in the limit as b~o, because in that
limit the spheroids become spheres. We recall that
lim ~=cos fJ and lim 11=rjb. We combine with these
HO

lHO

limits the asymptotic forms of the Legendre functions
given in equation 120. The limits of the potential
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RESISTIVITY

TRAVERSE

FIGURE 142.-Plan view of hemispherical sink showing relationship with an arbitrary-resistivity traverse. The plane of this figure corresponds to:u-plane in figure 24.
Adapted from Cook and Van Nostrand (1964).

functions of equations 210 and 212, as b approaches zero,
are then the appropriate forms for the sphere. Either
by direct solutions of Laplace's equation or by the
limiting process described, we find the potential functions to be as given below, when the source lies on the
polar axis as shown in .figure 142.

lp' {1 +k ..,
(2n+ 1) ( r)"
}
Uu= 4r -,:;-- ~ (2n+1+k) To Pn (cos fJ)
lp" {1-k ..,
(2n+ 1) (ro)"
}
Uts=4;" -r- ~ (2 n+ 1 +k) r
Pn (cos 8)
I p 11

{

1

U2B=4;" R-2k

E
....,

(n+ 1) (ror)"
}
(2n+1+k)rt2n+l Pn (cos fJ) .

(214)

As in the previous cases, if the hemisphere is embedded in the surface of a semi-infinite space and the
current electrodes are on the surface of the ground,
the factor 4r becomes 2r. This is true for a hemispherical sink, such as those shown in .figures 1410 and
142. The line joining the current electrode I and the
center of the hemispherical sink (fig. 142) is taken as
the polar axis, which consequently rotates as the current
electrode moves along the traverse. r and r0 are the
distances from the center of the hemisphere to the potential electrode and current electrode, respectively;
r1 is the radius of the hemisphere; 8 is the angle subtended at the origin by the line drawn between the current and potential electrodes; and P,. (cos 8) is the
Legendre polynomial. All other symbols are identical
with those defined above for spheroids.

If we let p" =0, the solutions in equation 214 are
identical to the solutions obtained by the theory of
images. Let us consider the expression for U2A only.
When p"=O, then k=-1; and the expression for
u2A, when considered in the compact form shown, appears to vanish, because of the factor (1 +k), which
is multiplied by the summation. If we consider the
series term by term, however, we see that the zeroth
term is ]p' /2rr0 ; and, since it does not contain k, it
is not affected by letting p" =0. All the remaining
terms do vanish; and, therefore, the potential of a
perfectly conducting hemispherical sink is lp' /2rr0 ,
which is the same result as that obtained previously
from the theory of images. The same remarks apply to
Uu although the limiting process is somewhat more
complicated. Summations should be considered term
by term whenever a limiting case is being examined.
As r approaches r 0 in magnitude, equations 214 become increasingly unwieldy to use for computations.
As an example of how the exact value of the potential
in a limiting case may be used to guide the computer,
let us consider U2A for a sink of such high resistivity
that we can suppose k= 1. By performing one step of
division we find that the quotient is merely the expansion of the reciprocal distance (equation 103) plus a
remainder, so that we have
1

12

(r )

I p ---·~-1 ..,
1
Uu=2r R r 0 11 =O n + 1 ro

n

J

Pn(cosfJ)'

where the factor 4r has been changed to 2r to reflect
the fact that we are now considering a hemispherical
sink and not a sphere. For a traverse passing through
the center of the sink, a current electrode and a potential electrode may simultaneously fall ~t diametrically
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The r=r0 ,

opposing points on the edge of the sink.

where

8=r, Pn (cos 8)=(-1)", and
Uu=Ip'
2r

1/1 (t ) = K .. (tr)

"' r

f.!_.!"£ (-1)"1·
1R
n+l

and

ron=O

ljl,,.' (tr)

The summation is the Maclaurin expansion of In 2.
Therefore,
1

p
Uu= 2I ...

I

1

I

p J
1'J2R-;:;;1 In 2 = 2Irro
1-ln 2,

1

where R, being the distance between the electrodes, is
also the diameter of the sink. Likewise r0 is the radius
of the sink.
Whereas the points for which r is close to r0 in magnitude are difficult to compute because of poor convergence, we now have the limiting value of u2A in a
closed form. Thus, we are no longer obliged to calculate data for points for which r approaches r0 very
closely. Other similar computational aids can be
devised.
We restrict ourselves first to channels that can be
approximated by semicircular cylinders. For this
purpose we require solutions of Laplace's equation
given by equation 76 and an expansion of the reciprocal
distance given by equation 111.
Let us consider a point source of current located in
an infinite medium, whose resistivity is p', near a cylin'der of a second material with a different resistivity p".
The axis of the cylinder coincides with the axis of
cylindrical coordinates, and the surface of the cylinder
is described as r=r1• The origin is chosen such that
c/>o=O and z0 =0. In the region outside the cylinder,
we can discard I m(tr) from the general solution because
it becomes infinite as r approaches infinity. Inside the
cylinder, we eliminate Km(tr) because it becomes infinite on the cylindrical axis. Therefore, the two potential functions outside and inside the cylinder have the
forms, respectively,

I'llR+
4:I'llR+

Uu =

~cos me~>fu
CD

0

m=O

~cos mq,fc
CD

0

m=O

I
I

CD

AmKm(tr) cos tz dt

CD

Bmi m(tr) cos tz dt .

Uu=Ip'
4r

f_Rl-~ (p
1
r

11

p

11"

p

~

'-p 1 )

(2-8om) cos

m=O

f..,

me~>
K ... (tro) Km(tr) cos tz dtl

X Jo p"ljl,/(trl) -p'l/l(trl)
Uu=Ip'
4r

J_R1 -~(p11 -p;) ~ (2-~So..) cos me/>
1
r
m=O
X

f..,
Jo

K .. (tro) 1/l.. (trl)I .. (tr) cos tz dtl·
p" 1/1..' (tr1)- p' ljl(tr1)

(216)

In similar fashion, we can obtain the following
potential functions when the source is located within
the cylinder:
11

11R

Ip
2 (p 11 -p 1 ) ~
CD
U2B=--(2-ISo ..)
4r

r

m=O

X

u1B=Ip"
4r

fCD

Jo

COS

mcf>

I .. (tro)l/l ..'(trl)l/l .. (trl)I .. (tr) cos tz dtl
p11 1/1..' (tr1)- p' ljl(tr1)

I_!__ ~ (p"-p') ~
1R
r

(2-ao..> cos mq,

m=O

X

fCD

Jo

I .. (tro)l/l ..'(trl)Km(tr) cos tz dtl·
p"l/lm'(trl) -p'ljl(trl)

(217)

If these functions are to be used for a semicircular
channel, we let the plane cp=O, r represent the surfa~
of the earth and simply change the factor 4r to 2r In
the expressions.
Similar solutions for channels approximated by parabolic or ellipsoidal cross sections can be obtained with
appropriate types of cylindrical coordinate systems.
OPEN PITS AND DITCHES

(215)

From the conditions that the potential and the
normal component of the current density must be
continuous across the surface r=rtt we obtain the
following equations:

p" Aml/lm'(trl)-Bm=2 ( 1-~,
") (2-ISom)K.. (tro)
-;

C>K .. (tr)/C>I ..(tr).
C>r
C>r

From these equations, we are able to calculate the
arbitrary functions Am and Bm. Substituting the
results into equations 215, we obtain for the potential
functions:

FILLED CHANNELS

Uu = :
4

I .. (tr)

It is sometimes desirable to know the effect on the
electrical survey of a nearby open pit or some similar
natural feature. The mathematical tools necessary
for such a study are contained in the previous two
sections. The equations applicable to oblate spheroidal
boundaries are used to obtain the effects of shallow
depressions; the equations applicable to prolate spheroidal boundaries are used for deep depressions; and
the limiting forms for hemispherical boundaries are
useful for hemispherical depressions.
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Let us consider first the effect of an open pit that may
be assumed hemispherical. To ascertain how the pit
affects the potential measurements, the potential values
along theoretical profiles at various distances from the·
pit mus.t be determined. Since it is assumed that none
of the electrodes en-ters the pit, only an expression for
UtA is needed.
The desired· expression is obtained
from the first of equations 214 when we change 4r to
2r, let k=1, and make p' equal to the uniform resis.tivity
p of the country rock. That equation now becomes

of the hemisphere, and the resistivity of the material
in the sink is one-fifth the resistivity of the surrounding
medium. To facilitate the use oi the charts for general
values of resistivity, subject only to the constant
resistivity contrast of. l' to 5, the resistivity values are
plotted as ordinates in ter1ns of the ratio of the apparent
resistivity to the true resistivi~y of the medium outside
the sink. Because it is convenient to us~ dimensionless
quantities, distances along the traverses are plotted in
terms of the electrode separation a and in accordance
with the convention of fig. 143G.
1 p {-+1 r1 ~
~ ( 1 - -1-) -r12"
For traverse 1 (fig. l43A), which is taken over the
U=- P,. (cos 8) ·
(218)
2r R ror n.-o
n+ 1 ro"r"
center of the sink, each of the apparent-resistivity
curves along the horizontal profile displays eight
A comparis.on of this equation with equation 103 separate discontinuities in slope. Each discontinuity
reveals that the part involving only the "1" in paren- correlates exactly with a position at which either a
theses leads to the existence of an image of strength current electrode or a potential electrode crosses the
(rJ/r0 )l located at a distance of r12fr 0 from the origin along boundary of the sink. Two maxima and two minima
a line connecting the origin and the point source of lying on either side of the sink are important features
current. This. is analogous to the image formed in a that characterize the horizontal traverse over the
sink filled with a perfectly conducting material. How- filled sink. On the left side of the sink the pronounced
ever, in the present case, there remains a correction peak A and the accompanying lesser peak A' lying
term to the "image solution." Thus, equation 218 directly below it (fig. 143A) lie at a distance of a/4
becomes
outside of the boundary of the sink. Peak A occursas the potential electrode P 0 crosses the left edge of the
sink and peak A' occurs as the potential electrode Pt
crosses the same edge of the sink. These two maxima,
rt
m
rt2"
}
together with their maxima counterparts Band B' on
- - ~ ( +I)( ) P,. (cos 8) • (219)
ror n=O n
ror "
the right side of the sink, greatly facilitate the inter.,
pretation
of the location of the edges of the filled sink.
Although it appears simpler to compute the desired
The
minimum
at 0 lies at a distance of 7a/4 to the left
potentials from equation 218 rather than from equation
of
the
boundary,
and the minimum at 0' lies at a
219, the series in the.second equation generally converges
5a/4
to
the
left of the boundary. Thus, the
distance
of
more rapidly so that fewer terms need to be considered
0
and
0',
which occur as the current
two
minima
when equation 219 is. us.ed.
electrode 0 1 crosses the left edge of the sink, are
For a prolate spheroidal depression, the first of
separated by a distance of a/2. A corresponding
equations 210 can be similarly adapted to obtain
relationship exists between the two minima D and D'
lying on the east edge of the sink.
U=lp
j: (2n+1)(2-tSom) [(n-m)!]2
On traverse 1 (fig. 143A), the distance between
2r R bn=Om...O
(-1)•
(n+m)!
peaks A and B, or between peaks A! and B', is equal
X .Jr,.'"'('lt) P,.•(&) Pn"'(~)Q3m('lo)Qn"'('1) COS m<J>}· (220)
to the· sum of the diameter of the sink plus half the
electrode separation a.
For an oblate spheroidal depression, a similar
The deep-resistivity trough that lies over the central
equation ·can be obtained from the first of equations part of the sink is a very diagnostic feature. Here the
213. Also the corresponding equations for semicircular apparent:.resistivity values decrease to minima at E
ditches can be obtained by treating equation 216 in the and E' (fig. 143A). The gradient of the curve is
same way.
steep, the total change from the peak at A to the
minimum
at F occurring over a horizontal distance of
HORIZONTAL PROFILES OVBB
half
the
electrode
separation a. At the geometric
BB:MISPBBRICAL SINXS
center of the sink, the p1fp' and P2/ p' curves cross each
THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED CURVES
other symmetrically, and the point of symmetrical
Theoretieal horizontal profiles over a .filled hemispherical crossing is an important interpretative feature except
sink for the Lee configuration tt:e shown in figure 143. in those cases where field "noise" limits or vitiates its
The electrode separation, a, is taken as half the radius usefulness.
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FIGURE 143.-Theoretical horizontal resistivity profiles over hemispherical sink at different distances from

center of sink, Lee configuration
(offset plotting). Crosssectionstakenalongresistivitytraverses. Diameter ofhemisphere=4a (each sink size is the same). p"fp'=
1/5. Adapted from Cook and Van Nostrand ·(1954).
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Contrasting features exist between horizontal trav- specific differences exist. For traverse 1 (fig. 144),
erses that cross the sink at different distances from the each peak, A or B, for the Wenner configuration lies
center. Except for traverse 1, which crosses the at a distance of a/2, rather than a/4, outside of the
center of the sink, the peaks at A and B (fig. 143B-D) boundary of the sink; and the distance between the
display no discontinuity in slope. These peaks persist peaks is equal to the sum of the diameter of the sink
as maxima through traverse 4 (tangent), and influence plus the whole electrode separation a, rather than half
the shape of the curves even beyond, actually dis- the electrode separation as for the Lee configuration.
appearing only as the anomaly itself becomes very
The gradient of the curve at the edge of the resistivity
small. Successive traverses at increa..c;ing distances trough is less steep for the Wenner configuration than
from the center of the sink indicate that the distance for the Lee configuration, the total change from the
between peaks A and B diminishes as one goes farther peak at A to the minimum atE (fig. 144A) occurring
from the center. Minima comparable to those at 0, over a horizontal distance equal to the electrode separa0', D, and D' (fig. 143A) exist for other traverses that tion a, rather than a/2 as for the Lee configuration.
cross the sink (fig. 143B, 0) but disappear for traverses
The magnitude of the features for the Wenner conlying outside of the sink.
figuration is damped in comparison with the Lee conIn analysis of the theoretical resistivity data for the figuration. In contrast with the apparent resistivity
Lee configuration, the anomaly index as used by us as measured by the Lee configuration in this particular
is defined as the maximum value of ptf p' minus the example, none of the apparent-resistivity values measminimum value of PI! p'. For the Lee. field data, the ured by the Wenner configuration rises above the value
anomaly index is the ratio:
of the highest true resistivity represented. In a few
exceptional cases the Wenner resistivity does rise
slightly above the highest true resistivity. ConseSimilar indices apply to the values of P2· Also similar quently the anomaly index for the Wenner configuraindices apply for the Wenner configuration by replacing, tion is less than that for the Lee configuration. (See
in the definition, ptfp' by Pa!P' or Pt by Pa for theoretical table 4.) This fact is made clearer in the last column
in table 4, which gives the ratios of the anomaly indices
or field data, respectively.
This index number is comparable in some respects for the Lee configuration to those for the Wenner
to indices already suggested by Lee and Hemberger configuration. Apparently the ratio is always greater
(1946) and Guyod (1945) for resistivity anomalies. than one.
It is to be understood that the "maximum value" as
TABLE 4.-Comparison of anomaly indices for Lee and Wenner
used may sometimes be the regional value itself as,
configurations for horizontal profiles over hemispherical sink
for example, when the value of the peak at A (fig.
[Data from Cook and Van Nostrand (19M)]
1430) falls below the regional value.
Ratio
The anomaly index is introduced in order to facilitate
Wenner
(Lee/
Traverse
Lee
Wenner)
comparjson of curves. In general, the configuration
and the traverses chosen in an actual survey will be
1.28
0. 712
0.912
l_- ------------------------------1.14
. 792
.692
2.- ------------------------------such that the index will probably be a maximum.
1.05
.605
.637
3.- ------------------------------1.09
.M6
.597
4_------------------------------For traverse 1 (fig. 143A) the anomaly index, which
1.17
.261
.306
5.-------------------------------.044,
1.10
.048
6_------------------------------is the same for both PI and p2, is equal to 1.15-0.24
=0.91. The anomaly indices for all traverses across
the hemisphere in figure 143 are given in table 4.
Theoretical curves for sinks and channels that are of
Theoretical horizontal profiles over a filled hemi- higher resistivity than the surrounding country rock
spherical sink for the Wenner configuration are shown show characteristics that are analogous to those given
in .figure 144. The electrode separation a, locations here for sinks of low resistivity. In general, apparentof the traverses, dimensions of the sink, and resistivity resistivity highs would be obtained where we here obcontrast are all the same as in the example discussed tain apparent-resistivity lows. Abrupt discontinuities
above in which the Lee configuration was used. For in slope would be obtained as certain electrodes cross
the Wenner data, the apparent resistivities are plotted the contacts; and, as for sinks of low resistivity, the
against the station at which they are determined, that discontinuities in slope can be used to delineate the
is, at the center of the Wenner configuration used to limits of a sink of high resistivity. These statements
obtain each data point.
apply for both horizontal and vertical resistivity
Although the general features of the peaks and profiles.
troughs in the curves for the Wenner configuration are
In figure 145, a typical field horizontal profile obtained
similar to those for the Lee configuration, important with the Lee configuration over a known shale sink
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FIGURE

in Cherokee County, Kans., is compared with two
theoretical horizontal profiles over a hemispherical
sink. The electrode separation a is 100 feet, and the
spacing between successive stations is 50 feet. In all
the diagrams, the offset method of plotting is used and
the corresponding scales for resistivity and for horizontal distance are used. In order to show the geologic
details better, the vertical scale in the geologic cross
section in figure 145B is made three times the horizontal scale; in the geologic cross section in figures
145A, 0, the horizontal and vertical scales are equal.
Except for the easternmost part of the p2 curve, the
field horizontal profile shown in figure 145B is typical
of that for a filled sink.
It is shown above (fig. 143A) that, for a continuous
theoretical curve for a horizontal profile crossing the
center of the hemispherical sink, the west margin of the
sink lies at a distance of a/4, or 25 feet in this case, east
of peak A and similarly that the east margin lies 25
feet west of peak B. The peaks A and B on the field
horizontal profile (fig. 145B) lie 200 feet apart. Therefore, a filled sink with a diameter of 150 feet is postulated, with certain reservations that are discussed
below.
Measurements niade in adjacent areas, where excellent geologic control is available, indicate that a
resistivity contrast of about 1 to 5 exists between the
shale and limestone; and a similar ratio is therefore
assumed in computing the theoretical curves of figure
145.

Figure 145A shows a continuous theoretical curve
for a filled hemispherical sink with an assumed diameter
of 150 feet and a ratio of the resistivity of the material
inside the sink to that of the material outside the sink
taken as 1 to 5, respectively. The theoretical profile
crosses the center of the sink. A proportionality factor
of 50 ohm-meters is introduced in order to make the
theoretical resistivity values comparable in magnitude
to the observed field resistivity values, that is, so that
p"1p' = 50/250.
A theoretical field plot, or field plot of the theoretical
data, is shown in figure 1450. By definition, the
theoretical field plot is obtained from the continuous
theoretical curve (fig. 145A) by taking discrete points
from the continuous curve and connecting them with
straight lines. The spacing of the discrete points is
made to conform to the station interval along the horizontal resistivity traverse in the field. In the present
example the interval is a/2. In order to obtain the
closest correspondence between the theoretical field
plot and the actual field curve, a template with vertical
slits, separated by a scale distance equal to a/2 and
representing the plotted positions of P1 and P2, is moved
along the continuous theoretical profile. In the present
example the closest correspondence between the theoretical field plot and actual field plot is obtained in this
manner when the plotted points on the theoretical
field plot (fig. 1450) lie 5 feet to the east of the center
of the continuous theoretical curve (fig. 145A).
Greater shifts of the configuration in either direction
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from that chosen in figure 1450 result in theoretical
field plots that depart to a greater degree from the
observed field profile shown in figure 145B. For this
reason, the center of the hemisphere in figure 1450
is shifted 5 feet to the west of the point midway between peaks A and B.
It should be emphasized that any theoretical field
plot derived from the continuous theoretical curve in
figure 145A exhibits sharp peaks, corresponding to
peaks A and B (fig. 1450), which lie exactly 200 feet
apart. Moreover, for any Lee configuration traverse
crossing the center of a hemispherical sink whose diameter is an integral multiple of a/2, the distance
between the highest peaks on the theoretical field plot
(offset plotting) is equal to the diameter of the sink
plus half the electrode separation a. The same rule
would apply for all sinks if the points on the field
curve were infinitesimally close together. However,
for any sink of diameter differing from an integral
multiple of a/2, the distance between the peaks will
vary according to the station interval taken and the
locations of the· stations in relation to each edge of the
sink. Because the arnbiguity as to the exact location
of the margins of the sink lying between the peaks is
related to the spacing of the resistivity stations, the
precision of location of the margins of the sink can be
increased by taking the stations closer together in the
critical regions. Because the results of the horizontalprofile method are very sensitive to the location of the

edges of the sink, the additional information obtained
by smaller spacing of the stations is often worth the
extra time and trouble.
When the usual irregularities of the field data are
discounted, the correlation of the theoretical (fig. 1450)
and the field (fig. 145B) curves is considered to be excellent. The theoretical considerations a.nd interpretative rules outlined above greatly facilitate the testing
of shale sinks to obtain a maximum amount of information with a minimum amount of drilling.
In figure 146 the field horizontal profile that would
be obtained with the Wenner configuration over the
same known shale sink is compared with two theoretical
horizontal profiles over a hemispherical sink as before.
The Wenner apparent-resistivity values are plotted in
the usual maner at the station occupying the midpoint
between P 1 and P 2 • Although the spacing between
successive stations fot horizontal profiles with the
Wenner configurations is often taken as the whole
electrode separation a, the spacing is taken as aj2 in
the present example so that a fair comparison can be
made between the Lee and Wenner configurations.
In the field example just given, the size of the peaks
and the troughs is less pronounced for the Wenner configuration than for the Lee configuration. The anomaly
indices, given in table 5, indicate the differences quantitatively. It should be emphasized that, for either
the Lee or Wenner configuration, the anomaly indices
of both the theoretical field plot and also the actual
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TABLE

5.-CompariBon of anomaly indice8 for Lee and Wenner
conjiguration8 ouer filled Bink

[Theoretical continuous curve and theoretical field plot for hemisphere compwed
with actual field curve. Assumed regional value of appwent resistivity equals 2110
ohm-meters. Data from Cook and Van Nostrand (19M).]
Lee
configuration
Curve

Wenner
configuration

Ratio,
Lee/Wenner
PI

PI

PI

PI

WenAver- West East Aver- ner
age peak peak age west
peak

Wen-

1.13
1.05

1.44
1.43
1. 77

ner Aver-

east

age

peak

---- ---- - - -- ---- --

Theoretical
continuous
curve _________________
1.13
Theoretical field plot ____ 1.05
Actual field curve.----- .99

1.13
1.05

.92

.96

0. 79
• 76

.55

0. 79
• 74
.52

0. 79
• 75

.54

1.44
1.37
1.80

1.44
1.40
1. 79

field curve are dependent partly on the locations of the
stations in relation to the locations of the edges of the
sink. For this reason, the east and west values of the
anomaly index are generally unequal.
Because of the modification of peak B in the field
curve, it is difficult to assign a value for the probable
width of the sink from the Wenner curve alone. Thus
an inherent weakness in the Wenner configuration, as
used for making width determinations, arises from the
possibility that one (or both) of the two peaks may be
indefinite, in which case the width cannot be determined accurately. The analysis indicates further that
if the Wenner method is used, a spacing of a/2 or less
between successive stations is desirable for even approximately outlining a sink, rather than a spacing of
a. With the Lee configuration, on the other hand,
even though one of the two major peaks A and B (fig.
145B) were indefinite, there is still a high probability
that the subsidiary peaks A' and B' would be sufficiently pronounced to aid in the interpretation of both
the width of the sink and the location of the margins
of the sink.
The additional resolving power of the Lee configuration in comparison with the Wenner configuration
indicates that for the same number of stations taken
along the same horizontal profile, the Lee method can
give more detailed information than the Wenner
method. Moreover, in certain areas-especially where
the sinks are small-this additional information will
lead the interpreter to recognize sink features on the
Lee profiles that are not recognizable on the Wenner
profiles.
Although the mantle of soil and alluvium tempers the
resistivity anomalies to some degree, the peaks discussed above are still very pronounced in the observed
field curves, especially for the Lee configuration. In the
cross sections shown in figures 145B and 146B, the thickness of the alluvium averages about 12 feet and apparently attains a maximum thickness of about 17 feet
directly over the sink.

Figure 58 shows horizon tal profiles across two shale
sinks with the Lee configuration. The observed profiles are somewhat similar to the theoretical profiles,
although the silicified limestone complicates somewhat
the character of the curves.
Figure 147 shows an observed horizontal resistivity
profile with the Lee configuration ~cross. t~o se?ar~te
shale sinks in the Tri-State lead-zmc mmmg diStrict,
Cherokee County, Kans. The electrode separation is
100 feet and the station interval is 50 feet. The anomalies ar~ similar to the theoretical curves in figure 143.
Pronounced apparent-resistivity lows occur o':er. ~he
shale; and recognizable peaks with apparent-r~IStiVIty
values that are higher than those of the limestone
country rock occur on either side of each shale sink.
Examples of horizontal resistivity profiles with the
Wenner configuration over filled sinks and channels
associated with karst topography in Hardin County, Ill.,
and in the area of Chapayevka village, Saratov district,
U.S.S.R., are shown in figures 148 and 149, respectively.
In figure 148, low apparent-resistivi~y values are
obtained over the clay; whereas . high apparentresistivity values are obtained over the pinnacles and
isolated masses of undissolved limestone; apparentresistivity highs are obtained also o~er ~he si1_1~o~es
caverns that contain open air spaces of Infimte resistivity
(Hubbert, 1944). This example demonst:at?s that a
reconnaissance profile can be used to Indicate the
presence of the sinks and channels: An acc~ate
delineation of them can then be obtained by using a
smaller station interval and electrode separation and
referring to curves of the type shown in figure 144. In
figure 149 a pronounced apparent-re~istivity. low is
obtained over the material filling the sinkhole In comparison with the high resistivity of the surrounding
limestone when electrode separations of 30 meters, 50
meters and 100 meters are used (Khmelevskiy, 1936).
In this 'example the horizontal profiles, rather than b~ing
obtained in the conventional manner, are merely hnes
drawn between apparent-resistivity values obtained at
stations which are the same fixed distance apart.
Therefore, there is a coincidence of the horizontal position
of some of the peaks (fig. 149, at peaks A and 0) that
would not be so for conventional horizontal profiles
with different electrode separations. Th~ peaks closest
to the left edge of the sink (fig. 149, at peak B) show how
the character of the peak changes for different electrode
separations. The peaks and lows farthest to the left
of the diagram (fig. 149, near peak A) cannot be related
to the clay sink shown in the diagram; they are probably
caused by some other lateral resistivity changes in the
rock near the left part of the geologic section. The
higher peaks at the right part of the sink (~g. 149, ~t
peak 0) are possibly caused by the lower dip on this
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a=100 ft
Station interval= 100ft

3500

0

FEET

FIGURE 148.-0bserved horizontal resistivity proflle over karst topography, Hardin County, Til., Wenner configuration.

Electrode separation a-100 feet; station

interval= 100 feet. Adapted from Hubbert.(1944).

side of the sink; but the sudden decrease of the curve
for a= 100 meters to the right of the peak indicates
that other lateral resistivity changes occur in the linlestone on the right side of the sink. If our rules are used,
we would draw the edges of the sink farther apart than
shown in the diagram.
Figure 150 shows an observed horizontal resistivity
profile with the Wenner configuration across an artificially made "graben" (actually a cut that had been later
filled) of high-resistivity material on a terrace of Kainer
Bay, Germany (Stern, 1933a). The electrode separation
was 6 meters, and the width of the fill about 18 meters.
Thus, the current electrodes cross the edges of the sink
simultaneously. The station interval was usually taken
as 5 or 6 meters far from the fill; whereas smaller intervals were taken in the areas near and over the fill. A
resistivity high occurs over the high-resistivity material.

The lack of symmetry indicates nonuniform packing or
some other inhomogeneity of the model, or inhomogeneous surroundings. The apparent-resistivity low and
two small peaks obtained over the central part of the fill
may be effects as the current electrodes cross either edge
of the fill; this effect would be the counterpart of the
effect shown in the central part of figure 144B, for a sink
of low resistivity. The analogy is not clear cut,
however.
VALUE OF VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS

Filled sinks occur in the field with a wide range of
shapes, dimensions, and resistivity contrasts. One of
the problems in interpreting resistivity data over filled
sinks is to recognize what approximations can be made
in order to fit the theoretical data satisfactorily to the
field data. Computations of the theoretical resistivity
anomalies over hemispheroidal or hemispherical sinks
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FIGURE

149.-0bserved horizontal resistivity profiles over karst topography, area
of Chapayevka village, Saratov district, U.S.S.R., Wenner configuration. Various
electrode separations and station intervals. Adapted from Khmelevskiy (1936).

FIGURE

respective anomalies are merely moved into juxtapoare so tedious that shortcuts or reasonable approxima- sition so that they are separated by a distance of 3a/2
tions in interpretational procedures are highly desirable. and can be compared with the other bodies.
To give some notion of the types of approximations
The curves of figures 151 and 152 are similar in the
that can be made, a comparison of the theoretical following respects:
results of horizontal resistivity profiles using the Lee (1) The general appearance of all curves is the same.
and Wenner methods respectively, over an oblate
The discontinuities in slope of each curve of the
hemispheroidal sink, a hemispherical sink, a vertical
Lee set occur at identical points. The same is
dike, and a pair of faults without considering their
true within the Wenner set of curves, but the
mutual interaction is given in figures 151 and 152.
corresponding points in the two sets do not
Each resistivity contrast of the material inside the sink,
coincide.
dik~, or faults to the material outside is taken as 1: 5.
(2) Each curve shows a pronounced low-resistivity
The diameter of the hemisphere is taken as 3a/2, where
anomaly over the low-resistivity medium and
a is the electrode separation. The length of the major
approaches regional resistivity asymptotically at
axis of the oblate hemispheroid, which is circular in
great distances from the low-resistivity medium.
plan view at the surface, is 3a/2; and the length of the
semiminor axis, which is the vertical axis of rotation, (3) The Lee curves for ptfp' and P21P' cross at the center
of the low-resistivity medium.
is 3a/8. The width of the dike and the distance beThe
curves differ in the following respects:
tween the faults are taken as 3a/2. The dike and faults
are assumed to be of infinite length in the dire~tion of (1) In the central part of the low-resistivity medium
the slopes of the curves differ somewhat because
strike and of infinite depth extent.
of the different depths and shapes of the bottoms
The horizontal profile is taken along the major axis
of the low-resistivity media.
and diameter, respectively, for the oblate hemispheroid
and hemisphere, and along a line perpendicular to the (2) The magnitudes of the theoretical anomalies differ
with regard to maxima, minima, and hence
strike for the dike and the faults. Thus, each horizontal
anomaly indices. The maximum value of Pafp'
traverse crosses the same width (3a/2) of low-resistivity
is 1 for the faults and greater than 1 for the other
medium. It should be emphasized that the theoretical
bodies, except for the Wenner curves over. the
anomaly over each fault is for a single fault with no
dike. The minimum value of Pafp' for the vanous
other fault i& the vicinity. Two such faults and their
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FIGURE 152.-Comparison of theoretical horizontal resistivity profiles over (A) oblate hemispheroid, (B) hemisphere, (C) dike, and (D) pair of faults, Wenner configu·

ration. Width at surface=3a/2, p"/,'=1/5. Adapted from Cook and Van Nostrand (1954).

features decreases progressively in the following
order: hemispheroid, hemisphere, dike, pair of
faults. The anomaly indices are given in table 6.
The following generalizations can be made:
(1) The distance between peaks A and B is equal to the
width of the body plus half the electrode separa-

tion for the Lee configuration, or the full electrode
separation, for the Wenner configuration.
(2) Peaks A and B lie at a distance of a/4 outside the
margin of the body for the Lee curves and a distance of a/2 outside the margin of the body for
the Wenner curves.
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6.-Compari8on of anomaly indices for Lee and Wenner
configurations over oblate hemispheroid, hemisphere, dike, and pa.ir
of faults

TABLE

[Data from Cook and Van Nostrand (1954)1<

Figure

Oblate hemispheroid. ------------

~1~~~':~::::::::::::::::::::::
Pair of faults _________________ _

Lee
configu-

ration
0;00
1.13
.81

.80

Wenner

Ratio,

ration

Wenner

configu-

Lee/

. 79 '

1. 70
1.43

.16

1.05

0.53

.71

1.f4

The following approximations can be made for a
horizontal profile that crosses a sink near its center:
(1) If the width of the sinkis small in comparison with
its length and depth extent, the edge effects are
approximately those due to a vertical dike.
(2) If the sink is large in comparison with the electrode
separation, the edge effects of the sink are
approximately those due to a vertical fault.
VERTICAL PROFILES OVBB RE:MISPHEROIDAL
AND HEMISPHERICAL SINKS

CROSS SECTIONS

RATIO

2
4
OF ELECTRODE
SEPARATION

s
TO

a
RADIUS

ro

OF SPHERE

•

15!l.-Theoretical vertical resistivity profiles over bemispheroidal sinks.
Profiles taken along traverse TT' with center of configuration at center of hemispheroids. p"fp'=l/5. Adapted from Cook and Van Nostrand (1954).

FIGURE

current electrodes simultweously cross the boundary
Figure 153 shows the vertical profiles obtained al&ng of the sink. A sharp peak occurs at this point for the
a traverse TT' over the center of a set of filled sinks prolate hemispheroid only. As the electrode configurataking the forms of a prolate hemispheroid (fig. 153A), tion is expanded further, each curve tends to form a
a hemisphere (B), and an oblate hemispheroid (C), plateau. These anomalous features of the curves are
respectively. Since the traverse TT' coincides with the due to a converging current effect, which is best disaxis of revolution of each sink, the vertical cross section played by the prolate spheroid.
As the electrode configuration is expanded further,
of each sink along the line SS', which is perpendicular
to the traverse, is circular. The vertical cross sections abrupt changes in slope at A', B' and 0' (fig. 153) occur
of the sinks along traverse TT' are semielliptical for at the point where the potential electrodes simulsinks A and C and semicircular for sink B. For sink A taneously cross the boundary of the sink. This abrupt
the major axis of the ellipse is parallel to traverse TT' change is apparently one of the most reliable interand for sink C the major axis is perpendicular to trav- pretive features of the vertical profile; and it is very
erse TT'. If the radius of the hemisphere is taken similar to that obtained for a vertical profile over a
as unity, the proportion of the three radii of revolution vertical fault as a potential electrode crosses the fault
is rA : rB : ra=0.553 : 1.000 : 1.944. The correspond- (fig. 59B).
Finally, for large electrode separations, the curves
ing proportion of the volumes, which vary as the square
of the radii, is 0.306 : 1.000 : 3.779. The ratio of the approach asymptotically the true resistivity value of
resistivity of the material within the sink to the resistiv- the material surrounding the sink.
The vertical-profile curves show that the verticality of the surrounding material is I : 5.
For each vertical profile, the center of the electrode profile method is very sensitive to the margins of the
configuration is maintained over the· geometric center sinks over a wide range of radii of revolution and inof the theoretical sink. Because of symmetry, it dicate that the vertical-profile method should, therefore,
follows that both the Lee and Wenner configurations be a very valuable tool in outlining a fiHed sink: In
give the same theoretical vertical profile for a given spite of the large differences in volume of the theoretical
sinks considered in this example, the general shapes of
sink.
The vertical-profile curves display features that arc the curves are similar. For the dimensions and resishelpful guides in the interpretation of the geology. tivity contrast used, the vertical profile is rather sensiFor smaJl electrode separations, the apparent resistivity tive to variations in the depth of such sinks, that is,
is essentially equal to the resistivity of the material to the radii of revo]ution. The sensitivity manifests
within the sink. In the present example, as the elec:. itself principally in the plateau part of the apparenttrode configuration is expanded, the apparent resistivity resistivity curve.
Figure 154 shows an observed vertical resistivity
becomes larger. The first breaks in the curves, at
profile
with the Lee configuration at .a station approxiA", B", and 0" (fig. 153), occur at the point where the
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FIGUR:t lM.-Observed vertical

resistivity profile at station approximately over center of hemispheroidal filled sink, Tri-State lead-zinc mining district, Cherokee
County, Kan., Lee eonfignration. Resistivity data and interpretations by K. L. Cook, 1951-54, drill-hole data from Brichta and Ryan (1958).

mately over the center of a hemispheroidal filled s-ink
in the Tri-State lead-zinc mining district, Cherokee
County, K~nsas. The pronounced peaks A and A'
in the PI and P2 curves, respectively, at a=60 feet
occ_ur as the current electrodes 0 1 and 0 2 pass essentially
simultaneously over the rim of the alluvium bowl that
is found over this sink. At this position of the configuration, the .02 electrode is about 50 feet east of the
shale-limestone contact and the 0 1 electrode is about
60 feet west of the west edge of the main limestone
shelf on the east edge of the .sink. Apparently the
addjtional cm.-rent-converging effect of ,the aRuvium

bowl causes the peaks to occur at smaller values of a
than would have been the case in the absence of the
alluvium bowl. For large expansions of the configuration, an abrupt change in slope of the p1 curve at a=250·
feet (fig-. 154, -point B) occurs as potential electrode P1
crosses the "effective" east edge of the main shale sink,
which lies about 30 feet west of the west edge of the
limestone ridge. A change in slope in the P2 curve at
a=280 feet (fig. 154, point G), occurs as potential
electrode P 2 crosses the west limestone-shale· contact
as shown in the geologic cross section. Thus, the
observed profile·s are similar to the theoretical curve
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SURFACE

FIGURE

155.-0bserved vertical resistivity profile at station approximately over center of hemispheroidal clay-ftlled sinkhole, western Wisconsin, Wenner configuration. Adapted from Kurtenacker (19348). Copyright by Am. Inst. Mining Metall. Engineers.

A-A'-A" in figure 153 for a filled sink whose horizontal
dimension greatly exceeds its depth. With further
expansion of the configuration beyond a=280 feet, the
Pt and P2 curves cross at a=340 feet and essentially
parallel each other for the remaining values of a out to
a value of a=500 feet.
The term "effective" edge of the shale sink indicates
that point wh~re the resistivity effects of the edge of
the main filled sink manifest themselves most strongly
on the observed apparent-resistivity measurements
(Cook, unpublished data, 1954). The actual geologic
relationships in the field are often so complex that the
main resistivity effects do not manifest themselves
exactly at the limestone-shale contact, either because
of asymmetrical conditions of the filled sink or because
of the complexity of the rocks at the margins of the
sink. At the margin of a shale sink, the zone of contact
between the shale mass and the limestone-which is
often rough, ragged, or irregular, and hence rather illdefined-consists of limestone boulders, shale boulders,
and both large and small blocks of limestone and shale.
The blocks of boulders of limestone mixed with the
shale at the borders of shale sinks can often cause a

resistivity discontinuity, though geologically the margin
of the "shale" is placed at the point where solid limestone is encountered in the drill holes. Thus, the
location of the apparent-resistivity discontinuity, designated as the "effective" edge of the shale mass,
sometimes differs by as much as 10 to 20 feet or more
from the edge of the shale indicated in the geologic
cross section. This discrepancy is not considered serious when the heterogeneity of the material often found
at the margins of shale sinks is considered. No attempt
to sketch these hetereogenous conditions in the geologic
cross sections has been made, and a smooth shalelimestone contact is therefore always shown.
Figure 155 shows an observed vertical resistivity
profile with the Wenner configuration at a station
approximately over the center of a hemispheroidalshaped clay-filled sinkhole in western Wisconsin
(Kurtenacker, 1934a). Peak A, for an electrode
separation a=7 feet, is probably caused by the currentconverging effect as the current electrodes approach
the edges of the sinkhole. The "effective" width of
the sinkhole, which on the basis of peak A is indicated
as about 21 feet, is much less than the width of about
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50 feet shown by Kurtenacker. The curve is apparently complicated by the effect of the old quarry face,
which causes the apparent-resistivity curve to rise
sharply for electrode separations larger than 10 feet.
Figure 156 shows the apparent-resistivity values for
theoretical vertical profiles taken on a set of traverses
located at different distances from the center of a
hemispherical sink. The resistivity contrast is the
same as in the previous problem. For the single
vertical profile taken on each traverse, the center of
the configuration lies along a radial line perpendicular
to the traverse and remains fixed as the configuration
is. expanded. Because of symmetry, the apparentresistivity values shown apply equally well to both the
Lee and Wenner configurations. Except for the scale
of plotting, the vertical profile for traverse 1 is comparable to curve B given for the hemisphere in figure
153.

For vertical profiles taken along traverses that
intersect the sink, the apparent resistivity for small
electrode separations is essentially equal to the true
resistivity of the medium lying inside the sink. All
such profiles show discontinuities in slope, the most
pronounced discontinuity occurring at the point where
the potential electrodes cross the boundary. The
apparent-resistivity values in the area of the most
pronounced discontinuity in slope are nearly the same
as the resistivity value constituting the horizontal
plateau region A' A" of curve 1 (fig. 156).
For the traverse that is tangent to the hemispherical
sink (fig. 156, curve 4), the vertical profile starts for a
very small electrode separation with an apparentresistivity value that is intermediate between the true
resistivity of the material within the sink and that
of the surrounding material. Further, for an expanding configuration this curve shows a continuous slope,
a feature that characterizes the vertical profiles along
traverses that do not intersect the sink.
For all vertical profiles taken outside the hemispherical sink, the apparent-resistivity value for small electrode separations essentially equals the true resistivity
of the medium outside the sink. For greater electrode
separations, the apparent resistivity reaches a minimum
value (fig. 156, curve 5), the location of which shifts to
the right for succeeding traverses more removed from
the sink (fig. 156, curve 6). For very large electrode
separations, irrespective of whether the traverses transect the sink, the apparent resistivity approaches
asymptotically the true resistivity value of the medium
outside the sink. These features of the vertical profiles
that pass tangent to or outside of the hemispherical
sink can be explained qualitatively on the basis of the
ratio of sink material to the total volume of earth
within which the field of the current is appreciable.
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The corresponding vertical profiles for prolate and
oblate hemispheroids would not be identical with those
for the hemispherical sink shown in figure 156. However, the latter curves, together with those in figure
153, can be used to determine qualitatively the general
character of the former.
Figures 157 and 158 show theoretical vertical resistivity profiles with both the Lee and Wenner configurations at different stations along a traverse passing
through the center of a hemispherical sink. The radius
of the sink is designated r1. For all the curves, both
Lee and Wenner, the resistivity of the country rock is
five times that of the sink material. For both the Lee
and Wenner configurations the stations are taken at
the center of the sink and at distances of Tt/2, 3rt/4, Tt(that is, at the right edge of the sink)-and 3rtf2, 2ri,
and 3r1 from the center of the sink. The curves are
plotted as the ratio of the apparent resistivity to the
resistivity of the surrounding country rock. Distances
are plotted as the ratio of the electrode separation a
to the radius of the sink r1.
For a station at the center of the sink (figs. 157A and
158A), the theoretical curves for both the Lee and
Wenner configurations are identical; and this curve is
identical with curve B-B'-B" in figure 153 and curve
1 in figure 156.
For a station at a point lying between the center and
right edge of the sink (figs. 157B, 0, 158B, 0), the PI
and P2 curves for the Lee configuration diverge abruptly
after current electrode C2 crosses the left edge of the
sink. The apparent-resistivity values for the PI curve
rise abruptly after potential electrode PI crosses the
right edge to exceed a value of one. A minor currentconverging peak occurs in the P2 curve as current electrode 0 2 crosses the left edge of the sink; and an abrupt
discontinuity in the slope occurs in the P2 curve as
potential electrode P 2 crosses the left edge. For corresponding stations with the Wenner configuration, an
apparent-resistivity plateau lies at a point corresponding with the electrode separation at which potential
electrode P 2 crosses the left edge.
For a station at the right edge of the sink (figs. 157D
and 158D), the Lee curves for small electrode separations are separated far from each other; and a more
pronounced current-converging peak is obtained both
in the P2 and PI curves as current electrode 02 crosses
the left edge. The values of PI greatly exceed one.
The Wenner curve shows a current-converging peak
also, and the apparent-resistivity values slightly exceed
one.
For stations lying to the right of the right edge of the
sink (figs. 157E, F, G; 158E, F, G), the apparent resistivity of both the Lee and Wenner curves decreases
until current electrode 0 2 crosses the right edge; then
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the apparent-resistivity values increase rapidly to
attain high peaks when the current-converging effect
manifests itself most pronouncedly as current electrode
02 crosses the left edge of the sink. Although the
current-converging effect is great for stations lying at
distances of 3r./2 and 3r• from the center of the sink,
the maximum current-converging effect occurs for a
station lying at a distance of 2r 1 from the center.
When this maximum effect occurs, current electrode
02 crosses the left edge at the same time as potential
electrode P2 crosses the right edge of the sink (see figs.
157F and 158F); and, as a result, a high apparentresistivity peak is obtained in the P2 curve for the Lee
configuration and in the single curve for the Wenner
configuration. The values of the current-converging
peaks for these stations lying outside the sink at a
distance of 2r• from the center attain values of about
1.8 for the Lee configuration and 1.5 for the Wenner
configuration.
When vertical resistivity profiles are used to study
filled sinks, the apparent-resistivity peaks caused by
the current-converging effects are diagJ;Iostic features
that greatly assist in delineating the edge of the sinks.
As emphasized, these peaks occur as the current
electrode crosses the side of the sink farthest removed
from the station. In addition, the abrupt discontinuities in slope that occur as the potential electrode (or
electrodes) cross the edges of the sink are also helpful
in the interpretation; yet these discontinuities are
relatively minor, and are usually less well-defined in the
field data than the current-converging peaks.
Plate 5 shows observed vertical resistivity profiles
with the Lee configuration at 18 different stations over
and in the vicinity of a known shale sink in the TriState lead-zinc mining district, Cherokee County,
Kansas. Nine profiles were taken at stations A to I,
inclusive, along a traverse that crosses the shale sink
in an eastward direction; and nine profiles were taken
at stations J to R, inclusive, along a traverse that
crosses the shale sink in a northward direction at right
angles to the eastward-trending traverse. The two
traverses intersect at drill hole 71. The field data were
taken so that a comparison could be made between the
observed and theoretical curves; accordingly the configurations were expanded sufficiently at some stations
so that both potential electrodes P 1 and P 2 passed over
the edges of the shale and along the limestone shelves
for a distance of 50 feet or more.
The observed features in these profiles are similar in
many respects to those in the theoretical curves in
figure 157; the reader will find it helpful to refer to the
theoretical curves as he studies the observed curves.
Station A (pl. 5), the westernmost station lying over
the limestone shelf along the eastward-trending trav-
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erse, gives a "normal" vertical resistivity curve for the
area under study. With an electrode separation of as
much as 200 feet, the apparent resistivity increases
almost linearly with the electrode separation because
of the high resistivity of the limestone in comparison
with that of the alluvium overburden. The apparentresistivity values for the east side of the configuration,
which is the side nearer to the shale mass, are somewhat
lower than the values for the west side of the configuration, which is the side farther from the shale mass.
Stations B and 0, over the limestone shelf but
nearer the west edge of the shale than the previous
station, show values of p1 and P2 that are nearly equal
for any given value of the electrode separation. At
station 0, the marked divergence of values of P1 and
P2, which starts at a=100 feet approximately, is a.
manifestation of the west edge of the shale sink.
The abnormally high apparent resistivities for
small electrode separations that occur on some, but
not all, profiles in this area are caused by the dry,
caked, and hard condition of the near-surface materials
that existed locally in this region during the drought
season of 1953 when the measurements were taken.
The local high-resistivity layer was generally so thin
that its effect on the vertical resistivity profiles is
usually negligible for electrode separations exceeding
about 20 feet. In the discussion that follows, the
few high apparent-resistivity readings obtained at
small electrode separations in some of the vertical
resistivity profiles will usually not be mentioned
unless they appear to distort or change greatly the
shape of the apparent-resistivity curve at critical
points on the curves that are incident to the analysis
of the shale sinks.
Station D gives a fault-type resistivity curve (see
fig. 60), if the near-surface high-resistivity effects
at a=10 feet are neglected. The abrupt change
in slope of the p2 curve at a=50 feet occurs as potential electrode P 2 crosses the limestone-shale contact
as shown in the geologic cross section. The location
of the west edge of the shale, as inferred from this
vertical profile, agrees well with its location as obtained from. the horizontal resistivity profiles. The
cause of the second abrupt change in slope in the P2
curve at a==90 feet is not known. The persistent
low values of p 1 are noteworthy. The small, yet
recognizable, peak on the P1 curve at a=150 feet
occurs as current electrode 0 1 passes over the east
edge of the shale as shown in the geologic cross section.
At station E, the small yet recognizable peaks
on both the p1 and P2 curves at a=40 feet occur as
current electrode 0 2 crosses the effective west edge
of the shale, which in this case corresponds, within
about 15 feet, with the edge shown in the geologic
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cross section. The change in the slope of the P2
curve at a.=lOO feet occurs as potential electrode
P2 crosses the effective west edge of the shale, which
is about 15 feet from the edge shown in the geologic
cross section. The abrupt change in slope of the PI
curve at a=340 feet occurs as potential electrode
P1 crosses the east edge of the shale. The change
in slope is pronounced probably because of the relatively thin mantle of overburden on the east side of
the sink. The thicker the overburden the more the
changes in slope tend to be tempered.
At station F, the peaks on the PI and P2 curves at
a=70 feet occur as current electrodes OI and 0 2 pass
over the effective edges of the shale si:nk, which correspond, within about 20 feet, with the margins shown
in the geologic cross section. The change in slope in
the PI curve at a=230 feet occurs as potential electrode
Pt crosses the east edge of the shale as shown in the
cross section. The abrupt change in slope in the p 2
curve at a=260 feet occurs approximately (within 5
feet) as potential electrode P 2 crosses the west edge of
the shale as shown in the cross section.
At station G the peak on the PI curve at a=50 feet
occurs as current electrode OI passes approximately
(within about 15 feet) over the east edge of the sink,
and the peak in the p2 curve at a=100 feet occurs as
current electrode 0 2 passes over the effective west edge
of the sink, which is about 25 feet east of the west edge
shown in the geologic section. The abrupt change in
the slope of the p1 curve at a= 140 feet occurs as
potential electrode PI crosses the shale-limestone
contact at the east edge of the shale as shown in the
geologic cross sections. The change in slope of the
P2 curve, which is gradual and not pronounced, occurs
approximately at a=310 feet as potential electrode P 2
crosses the effective west edge of the shale, which is
about 20 feet east of the edge shown in the geologic
cross section.
At station H, the abrupt divergence of the PI and p2
curves at small values of a indicates that this station
lies near the shale-limestone contact. The peaks on
the PI and P2 curves at a= 130 feet and a= 140 feet,
respectively, occur approximately as current electrode
02 passes over the effective west edge of the sink,
which is about 15 to 30 feet east of the west edge shown
in the geologic cross section.
Station I is centered over the northward-trending
limestone barrier that separates the main shale mass
from another shale mass to the east. The PI and p2
curves differ considerably for small valueS' of a and
converge for larger values of a, only to cross and
diverge at a= 170 feet approximately, as the effect of
the main shale mass manifests itself, to give smaller
values for P2·

A comparison of the vertical profiles at the three
stations E, F, and G shows clearly the asymmetry of the
PI and P2 curves, which is caused by the different volumes
of shale occupying either side of the partitioning plane
when the station is on either side of the center of the
shale, rather than in the center of the shale. For
example, the vertical resistivity profile at station E
and that at G are approximate counterparts. At
station E, the fact that the values of the PI curve are
much less than those for the P2 curve, even for large
electrode separations, indicates that the station is
volumewise west of the center of the shale mass.
Similarly, at station G, the fact that the values of the
P2 curve are much less than those for the PI curve,
even for large electrode separations, indicates that the
station is volumewise east of the center of the shale
mass. At station F, on the other hand, the fact that
the values of the p 1 and P2 curves are nearly the same
for any given electrode separation, especially for the
larger electrode separations, indicates that the station
is volumewise at or near the center of the shale mass.
The fact that, for small and intermediate electrode
separations, the values of P2 are somewhat smaller than
those of PI, indicates that station Fprobably lies slightly
east of the center of the shale mass.
The asymmetrical form of the shale mass itself also
contributes to the asymmetrical resistivity pattern. In
any analysis to locate the center of the shale mass at
the surface, therefore, certain limitations are inherent,
and certain precautions are necessary. First, if the
shale mass is asymmetrical in cross section, as in the
present example, the near-surface shale will therefore
manifest itself disproportionately on the apparentresistivity values in comparison with the deeper shale.
Second, any asymmetry in the shale mass extending
horizontally, in plan view, to the north and south of the
eastward-trending geologic cross section in plate 5, will
manifest itself on the apparent-resistivity values on the
traverse. Thirdly, it is tacitly assumed that the true
resistivity of the limestone on one side of the shale is
identical with that on the other. This assumption is
apparently fulfilled for all practical purposes in the
present example along the eastward-trending traverse.
The vertical resistivity profiles at the stations along
the eastward-trending traverse provide good agreement
between the theoretical and field data. The excellent
correlation obtained in this field example is probably
attributable to the unusually thin alluvium cover on the
east margin of the sink, where the shale-limestone contact is gentle; the steep shale-limestone contact on the
west margin of the sink, where the alluvium is relatively
thick; and the relatively great thickness of the shale.
For the vertical resistivity profiles at stations along
the northward-trending traverse over the same shale
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sink, several of the profiles on the south side of the shale
have approximate counterparts on the north side. At
stations J and R, which are about 110 feet south and 80
feet north, respectively, of the inferred south and north
edges of the shale, the profiles are approximate counterparts; except for small values of a, the apparent resistivity generally increases with increasing values of a.
At stations K and Q, near the shale-limestone contact
at the south and north edges, respectively, of the shale,
the profiles are very similar for small values of a, and are
approximate counterparts for large values of a only.
At stations L and P, over and within the south and
north edges, respectively, of the shale, the profiles are
approximately counterparts. At station L, the abrupt
change in slope of the P2 curve at a=60 feet occurs as
potential electrode P2 crosses the south shale-limestone
contact as shown in the cross section. At stations M
and 0, over the interior of the shale, the curves are
approximate counterparts, even for large values of a..
The divergence of the PI and P2 curves for station M,
with P2 always greater than PI, indicates that the station
lies to the south of the center of the shale mass. The
divergence of the PI and P2 curves for station 0, with PI
greater than p2 (except for small values of a), indicates
that the station lies to the north of the center of the
shale mass. At station 0, a small current-converging
peak in the P2 curve at a=80 feet occurs approximately
(within 10 feet) as current electrode OI crosses the north
shale-limestone contact as shown in the cross section.
At station N the low apparent-resistivity values of the
order of 25 ohm-meters or less for small values of a, and
the close agreement of the PI and p2 values for any given
value of a either small or large, indicate that the station
is located over the central part of the shale. For large
values of a, the abrupt change in slope of the p2 curve at
a=300 feet occurs approximately (within 15 feet) as
potential electrode P 2 crosses the south shale-limestone
contact as shown in the geologic section, and the abrupt
change in slope of the PI curve at a=350 feet occurs as
potential electrode PI crosses the north shale-limestone
contact as shown in the geologic section.
The northward-trending traverse on plate 5 passes so
close to the western margin of the shale that some unusual lateral effects are produced along the traverse.
The effects are provisionally attributed to current-converging effects, although the relations are not entirely
clear, principally because insufficient theoretical work
has been done to date (1957) for vertical profiles that
pass nearly tangent to the edge of the sink. Rather
pronounced effects are observed: at station K, where
a maximum in the PI curve occurs at a= 160 feet; at
station L, where a maximum in the PI curve occurs at
a=120 feet; at station M, where a maximum in the PI
curve occurs at a=90 feet; and at station N, where
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maxima in both the PI and P2 curves occur at a=60 feet.
These effects occur approximately (within 5 feet) as
current electrode OI passes over the same point on the
surface during the expansion of each of these profiles.
This point, although lying about 85 feet south of the
north edge of the shale as shown in the geologic cross
section, apparently constitutes the effective north edge
of the shale, where the resistivity edge effects manifest
themselves most pronouncedly.
Other rather pronounced effects provisionally attributable to current-converging effects are observed: at
station 0, where a barely perceptible maximum occurs
in the p2 curve at a=80 feet; at station P, where a
maximum in the p2 curve occurs at a=120 feet; and at
station Q, where a maximum in the P2 curve occurs at
a= 150 feet. These effects similarly occur approximately (within 5 feet) as current electrode 02 passes over
the same point on the surface during the expansion of
each of these profiles. This point, although lying about
55 feet north of the south edge of the shale as shown in
the geologic cr~ss section, apparently constitutes the
effective south edge of the shale.
When explained provisionally as above on the basis
of current-converging effects, the fact that this effective edge of the sink lies so far from the edge shown in
the geologic section-which was inferred principally
from horizontal resistivity profiles-is explained possibly by the fact that this traverse passes near the edge
of the shale mass.
RESISTIVITY MAPS OVER HEMISPHERICAL SINK

Resistivity maps greatly facilitate the interpretation
of resistivity data over filled sinks. The resistivity map
is generally obtained by contouring in plan view the
values of apparent resistivity for a given electrode
separation over the area surveyed. The conventions
of contouring are similar to those used for topographic
maps. As hachured contours are very common on a
resistivity map, it is well to recall that hachured resistivity contours indicate that the apparent resistivity
decreases in the direction in which the hachures point.
Figure 159A shows a theoretical resistivity map obtained over a hemispherical sink for the Wenner configuration. The ratio of the resistivity of the material
filling the sink to that of the surrounding medium is
taken as 1 :5-actually 30 ohm-meters: 150 ohm-metersfor comparison with a field example later, and the
electrode separation a is equal to half the radius of the
sink. The contours are based on the same theoretical
data which were used to construct the horizontal
traverse curves in figure 144. It is to be noted that,
near the point of tangency, the traverses are spaced more
closely together to provide better definition of the
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resistivity anomaly in this area where the resistivity be approximately 30 ohm-meters to 150 ohm-meters,
changes rapidly.
or 1: 5. Although the shale sink beneath the anomaly
The theoretical resistivity map is characterized by a is known from drilling data, test pits, and shafts to be
large area of low resistivity lying inside the filled sink, somewhat elongate in a northerly direction, the general
and a crescent-shaped high that flanks both the right shape of the sink is sufficiently similar to a hemispherical
and left sides of the sink. The low-resistivity area as a sink that comparisons of the field data and the theowhole is elongated in the direction of the traverses and . retical data can be made.
manifests itself far beyond the margin of the hemiFor the Wenner configuration, the area A of low
spherical sink. In view of the symmetry of the sink resistivity within the interior of the sink is well shown
itself, the oval shape of the outer resistivity contours is in the central part of the diagram (fig. 159B). The
a rather striking feature, and is due to the direction in crescent-shaped resistivity highs B and 0 are well
which the profiles are taken.
displayed on the west and east margins, respectively,
Figure 160A shows a theoretical resistivity map that of the sink. The resistivity high D at the southeast
was obtained over the same hemispherical sink with the margin of the sink may be due in part to a manifestaLee configuration, using the same traverses and station tion of the edge of the sink, but it is probably caused
intervals as for the Wenner method. For the contour- largely by local silicification in the limestone or by
ing of this map, the arithmetic mean of the two offset- some other factor. The resistivity low outside the
plotted Lee partitioning values occupying the same crescent-shaped high and lying on the east and west
horizontal position for two overlapping stations is sides of the sink tends to be elongate in an east-west
computed and plotted at the same position as the two direction and to extend far beyond the margin of the
values-that is, midway between P 0 and P 1, or P 0 and sink.
P2. Although this method of averaging the Lee data
For the Lee configuration, the area A of low resistempers or vitiates the advantages of detail afforded tivity within the interior of the sink is well shown
by the original Lee data along a profile, it is nevertheless (fig. 160B). The gradient at the margins of the sink
the method still in common use today. Any average is greater than that for the Wenner configuration.
resistivity value plotted in this manner is generally The crescent-shaped highs B and 0 on the west and
different from that obtained by merely averaging the east margins, respectively, are well defined. The reapparent-resistivity values on the right- and left-hand sistivity high D at the southeast margin of the sink
sides of the Lee partitioning plane and plotting this may be in part a manifestation of the edge of the sink,
value at the position of P0 , which would then be identi- but it is probably due largely to local silicification in
cal to the Wenner plotting discussed above.
the limestone or to some other factor.
In the present theoretical and field examples, the
A1though similar to the map obtained with the
Wenner configuration, the theoretical map obtained difference between the Wenner and Lee resistivity
with the Lee configuration, in spite of the averaging maps is not as s~triking as in the corresponding theoprocesses discussed above, exhibits characteristics of retical horizontal profiles over a hemispherical sink.
refinement that are not shown on the corresponding In explanation, it should be remembered that the
Wenner map. The most striking features of the Lee Wenner method is inherently an averaging method
map in contrast with the Wenner map are: the much whereas the Lee method is inherently a more defining
steeper gradient (contours closer together) at the· right method. Thus, the advantages of the Lee partitioning
and left margins of the sink on the Lee map; a higher method are impaired by the necessity of averaging the
peak on the crescent-shaped high on the Lee map; and Lee values to obtain the resistivity maps shown. H.owthe tendency for the hachured 125-ohm-meter contour ever, if the averages are taken from the offset-plotted
on the Lee map to be shortened, so that it encloses a resistivity values in the manner previously described,
smaller area than the similar contour on the Wenner there still remains some vestige of advantage of the
map.
Lee map over the Wenner map.
To maintain on a resistivity map the advantage of
The Wenner and Lee field resistivity maps over a
known filled sink in the Tri-State lead-zinc mining greater definition afforded by the Lee partitioning
district, Cherokee County, Kans., are shown in figures method on profiles, it may be desirable in the future
159B and 160B, respectively. The resistivity data to contour the p1 or P2 apparent-resistivity value
were taken along eastward-trending horizontal profiles separately for the Lee partitioning method. This
spaced 100 feet apart with an electrode separation of method has apparently not been tried to date (1957).
In comparing the field resistivity maps shown in
100 feet and a station interval of 50 feet. The ratio
of the resistivity of the shale constituting the filled figures 159 and 160, one should not hastily conclude
sink to that of the surrounding limestone is known to that a contour map obtained by the Wenner method
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is almost as definitive as the map obtained by the Lee
method, if the data are averaged in the manner described above. It should be emphasized that the above
comparisons assume that the distance between stations
for both methods is taken as a/2, whereas the station
interval for horizontal profiling with the Wenner
method is often taken as equal to a. The spacing of
stations is an important factor in the comparison.
For detailed information over a hemispherical sink
the resistivity profiles using the Lee partitioning method
give more diagnostic information than any of the
r.esistivity maps shown. These maps involve methods
of averaging the Lee data that temper or vitiate the
advantages of detail and resolution afforded by the
original Lee data along the profiles.
The resistivity maps as shown help to indicate the
trends and general extent of the filled sink and therefore constitute an indispensable tool to the interpreter.
However, the details of the filled sink, such as the
width and the exact location of the margins of the
sink, are better shown in the resistivity profiles.
DETECTABILITY OF HEMISPHERICAL SINK

It can be shown from the basic equations that for
traverses outside the sink the value of the electrode
separation at the minimum of the curves in figure 156
(curves 5 and 6) is independent of the resistivity
contrast. On this basis an equation was established
to give the apparent ·resistivity for the electrode separation at which the minimum occurs in figure 156, curve 6.
It can be reasoned that the maximum :resistivity
anomaly for any Wenner horizontal traverse that passes
outside the hemisphere occurs when the center of the
configuration is closest to the center of the sink.
Therefore, since the curves in figure 156 represent the
apparent resistivity for the several values of a at this
point of closest approacht they can be used to determine
the anomaly index for Wenner horizontal profiles
taken at several distances from the center of the sink.
Table 7 gives the anomaly indices for several resistivity
contrasts when the value of the electrode separation
is such that these indices are maximum in absolute
value along a traverse that passes at a distance from
the center of the sink (fig. 156, traverse 6) that is equal
to the diameter of the sink. This electrode separation
is about equal to the diameter of the sink.
For t.he l . ee- configuration the maximum resistivity
anomaly is not found when the center of the configuration is closest to the center of the sink (see fig. 143).
However, since the Lee curves for horizontal traverses
removed somewhat from the sink have maximum
anomalies not. greatly different from the Wenner maximum anomalies, the following discussion applies
equal1y well to the Lee data.

7.-Anomaly indices of Wenner horizontal profiles at a
distance from the center equal to the diameter of the hemispherical
sink with optimum electrode separation

TABLE

[Sign added to differentiate between maxima and minima (Data from Cook and van
Nostrand, 1954)]
Anomaly
index 2

Sink

Perfect conductor----------------_-----------Better conductor than country rock __________ _

-1.0
-.8

-.667

Same conductivity as country rock ___________ _
Poorer conductor than country rock __________ _

Perfect insulator __ ---------------------------1

-.6
-.4:
-.2
0

+.2
+.4
+.6
+.8

+I.O

-0.055

-.040

•-.032
-.028
-.017

-.008

0
+.007
+.013
+.019
+.024

+.029

k=(p"-p')f(p"+p).

2 Percent anomaly for traverses outside of sink is obtained by multiplying index
number by 100.
a Corresponds to minimum in figure 156. curve 6.

For a given value of the electrode separation there is
a distance from the hemispherical sink beyond which
the sink cannot be detected. Also, in any specific
area, depending on the size of the sink and resistivity
contrasts involved, there is a most desirable electrode
separation as well as an optimum distance between
traverses. Both factors can best be determined by a
careful study of the curves in figure 156 or from a similar
set of curves corresponding to another known resistivity
contrast.
When the usual irregularities or noise level of the
resistivity readings in the field are taken into account,
the anomaly of curve 6 (fig. 156) can scarcely be found.
Thus, for the dimensions and resistivity contrast assumed, a traverse that passes a. hemispherical filled
sink at a distance from its center equal to or greater
than its diameter will probably not show a recognizable
anomaly. As resistivity contrasts above 5 to 1 fail to
make an appreciable increase in the anomaly in such
cases, this general rule is valid even for greater resistivity contrasts. Table 7 shows that for a traverse
taken at a distance from the center of the sink equal
to the diameter of the sink, -the anomaly is only 5.5
percent of the regional resistivity value for a perfect
conductor and 2.9 percent for a perfect insulator. If
the noise level is of this order of magnitude, a hemispherical sink could be missed, even where there are
large resistivity contrasts, when successive traverses
are spaced as far apart as a distance that equals twice
the diameter of the sink.
As a general rule the spacing of successive reconnaissance horizontal profiles should be made approximately
equal to the diameter of the expected sink-or the
average diameter if the plan of the sink is irregular.
This conservative rule can be relaxed in some areas so
that the traverses can be spaced with safety at a
distance that eauals approximately three times the
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radius of the sink. A traverse spacing of twice the
diameter is regarded as unsafe because a sink could be
missed. As implied above, for an anomaly to be
observed on at least two adjacent traverses in horizontal
profiling, the traverses must be spaced no farther apart
than the diameter of the expected sink.
In order to determine the optimum electrode separation to be used along reconnaissance horizontal profiles
in a given area, one must compromise between small
separations that give better definition across the
boundary of the sink and large separations that permit
detectability of the sink at greater distances from the
sink. As a general rule, the electrode separation a
should be made approximately equal to the radiusor one-half the average diameter if the plan of the sink
is irregular-of the expected sink. This conservative
rule can be relaxed in some areas so that a larger
electrode separation may be safely, and perhaps advantageously, used. However, it should be cautioned that
as the electrode separation is increased above an optimum amount, the value of the apparent resistivity
within the sink increases rapidly. When using this rule.
station intervals of a/2 or less are recommended for
either the Lee or Wenner configuration.
LOCAL INHO:MOGBNEITIBS

Most field men attribute to local inhomogeneities
their lack of success in the use of electrical prospecting
methods. Although we suspect that failure to differentiate horizontal beds is often due to lateral inhomogeneities not necessarily local, we will try to evaluate the
possible effects of literally local inhomogeneities.
Using the results of our studies of filled hemispherical
sinks, we can determine how large an inhomogeneity of
this shape must be to show an appreciable effect on the
apparent-resistivity data obtained by various techniques. It was found that the maximum anomalies
occur when one of the electrodes-either a current electrode or a potential electrode-falls on the edge of the
sink. The present study is therefore restricted to situations in which one of the electrodes is fixed on the edge
of the sink. In order to insure a maximum effect, only
inhomogeneities that are either perfectly conducting or
perfectly insulating are considered. The case of the
conducting inhomogeneity is probably somewhat academic. Nevertheless, the case of the insulating inhomogeneity is practical because it approximates conditions that prevail where there is a boulder near the
electrode, where large currents from the current electrode have abnormally dried out the soil surrounding
the elec.trode, or where similar conditions exist.
Five cases have been chosen for study, but only the
first of them is discussed in detail. For all, the radius
of the hemisphere is taken as the unit of distance.

Case I is designated for that in which current electrode
0 2 is fixed on the left edge of the sink (fig. 161). Starting with an electrode separation a equal to 2 units
data are computed for increasing values of the electrode
separation. As indicated above, the main purpose
is to determine how small the inhomogeneity must be
in comparison with the electrode separation in order
not to influence the resistivity data appreciably.
It is therefore convenient to compute the percentage
deviation of the apparent-resistivity values from the
regional value that is caused by the inhomogeneity.
The results are shown in table 8. The percentagedeviation values are listed under P1 and P2 for the Lee
configuration and Pa for the Wenner configuration.
It is noted that the values of P2 are influenced much
more than those of P1o because the inhomogeneity
is closer to potential electrode 'P2 than to the other
potential electrodes. It is surprising to find that the
electrode separation a must be nearly 15 times the
radius of an insulating hemisphere, or more than 20
times the radius of a conducting hemisphere, in order
for the effect on P2 to fall below 5 percent. If the
inhomogeneity is less than perfectly conducting or
less than perfectly insulating, it follows that the interference which it causes would lie between the values
given for the perfect insulator and perfect conductor.
A paramount question in the minds of many field
men is whether the greatest interference arises when
the current electrode is near the foreign body or when
the potential electrode is near the foreign body. In
most of our previous theoretical curves, the sharpest
anomalies occur when the potential electrodes cross the
boundaries. The present example affords an opportunity to study this effect when the dimensions of the
foreign body are larger than, comparable to, or smaller
than the electrode separation. For a body much smaller
than the electrode separation, the answer is obtained
immediately from the data in table 8 by comparing
cases I to V for an electrode separation of 100 (see also
fig. 161). For the Lee configuration, the effect on the
apparent resistivity when the small foreign body is
near a potential electrode is about twice the effect
when the same body is correspondingly near a current
electrode (see case III). For the Wenner configuration,
the effect on the apparent resistivity when the small
foreign body is near the potential electrode is only about
50 percent greater than t.he effect when the same body
is correspondingly near a current electrode.
It should be emphasized that the above rule may not
be generalized. The maximum effect is due to the
geometry of the electrode configuration and not to the
fact that the electrode affected is a potential electrode
or a current electrode. For example, if we were to
apply the principle of reciprocity and invert the con..
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161.-Eieetrode positions used in the preparation of table 8. Each electrode shown on the edge of the hemisphere is held fixed as the configuration is expanded.

figuration by interchanging all c1,1rrent and potential
electrodes, we would find that the greatest e1fect would
occur when the inhomogeneity falls near a current
electrode. A general rule to predict this behavior is as
follows: If the distance between the potential electrodes is greater than the distance between the current
electrodes, then local inhomogeneities will affect the
results more where the inhomogeneities are near the
current electrodes. If the distance between the current
electrodes is greater than that between the potential
electrodes, as it is in the usual configurations, the effect
on the potential electrodes will be greater. When the
rule is stated in this way, the reason becomes obvious:
the effect of a foreign body on the resistivity measurement is roughly proportional to the size of the body as
compared to the distance between the electrodes
through which the disturbing influence is exerted.
The answer to our original question is be8t found in
case III, which apparently yields the maxirnum effect
for all the larger electrode separations. To broaden
the meaning of case III, it should be noted that one of

the outside potential electrodes falls on the edge of the
inhomogeneity and that the inhomogeneity lies between
the potential electrodes and the nearest current electrode. Here, the effect on the Wenner apparent resistivity does not fall below 5 percent until the electrode
separation is more than 26 times the radius for a
perfectly conducting body or 13 times the radius for a
perfectly insulating body. The effect on the Lee
apparent resistivity P2 (considering that P 2 is touching
the foreign body) is more profound because the measuring electrodes are closer together. For the effect to
fall below 5 percent, the electrode separation must be
50 times the radius for a perfect conductor or 25 times
for a perfect insulator. For p 1, the effect is comparatively very small because none of the electrodes used
in this measurement is near the disturbance if the
electrode separation is large.
Table 8 also includes data that are valuable in evaluating potential-drop ratios. As previously pointed out,
the ratio P2/P1 serves this purpose. The inverse of this
ratio, namely, the ratio ptfp2 , is used in places to keep
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TABLE

8.-Data showing the effect of local inhomogeneities having the shape of a hemisphere

[The apparent resistivities are expressed as the percentage deviation from the regional value. The positive and negative columns indicate that the percentage deviation value
is either greater or less, respectively, than the regional value. The Lee configuration is inferred by PI and p 2 and the Wenner configuration by Pa· The ratio p 2/pt or Pt/pz is
comparable to a potential-drop ratio]
Case!

Case IV

Case III

Case II

Case V

a. Perfectly conducting inhomogeneity

Electrode
separation

PI

I l
P2

a

Pa

I

I

I

P2/PI

I I
PI

Positive

2 ___ ---- ------------ 35.9
3___ ---------------- 18.5
4 ___ ---------------- 12.4
5... ---------------- 9.4
fi ___ ---------------- 7.6
8.------------------ 5.4
10 ____ -- ------------ 4.2
15 ____ -------------- 2.8
2Q ____ -------------- 2.0
5Q ____ -- -----------.8
100... -------------.1

I

148.9
63.7
40.6
29.7
23.4
16.6
12.8
8.1
5.9
2.3
1.1

92.4
41.1
26.5
19.5
15.5
11.0
8.5
5.4
4.0
1.5
.81

P2

I

Pa

I

PIIP2

PI

I

Negative
1.831
1.381
1. 251
1.186
1.147
1.106
1.083
1.052
1.038
1. 015
1. 008

13.1
9.9
7.9
6.5
5.6
4.3
3.6
2.4
1.9
.7
.4

32.9
2!i.6
20.9
17.5
15.1
11.8
9.8
6.8
5.2
2.2
1.1

23.0
17.7
14.4
12.0
10.4
8.1
6. 7
4.6
3.5
1. 5
.7

P2

I

/Ya

I

I

PZIPt

Positive

1. 295
1.210
1.164
1.133
1.112
1.085
1.068
1. 047
1. 035
1. 014
1.007

35.9
13.0
6.3
3.'5
2.3
1.1
.6
.2
.1
0
0

148.9
92.2
67.7
53.7
44.8
33.1
26.2
17.3
12.9
5.1
2. 5

92.4
52.6
37.0
28.6
23.5
17.1
13.4
8. 7
6. 5
2.5
1.3

PI

P2

I I
Pa

PIIP2

tive

P2

PEI!Utive

Negative

Posi-

PI

1.831 ------ -------- ------ -------- -----1. 702 ------ --------------- -----1. 577 40.3
100.0 "29:8- -------- 40.4
61.4 23.4
1.485 14.5
2.966 33.1
1,415
45.8 19."9
1.959 28.1
6.1
31.8 14.0
1. 317
1. 500 21.6
2. 2
1.254
24.4 u.s
1.333 17.4
.8
1.170
16.3
8.0
1.198 u. 7
.3
6.1
1.127
12.2
1.140
8.8
.1
1.052
0
4.9
2.5
3.6
1.050
2.5
1.2
1.025
1.8
1.025
0

I I
Pa

PIIP2

Negative

-------- ------ --------------- ------ -------100.0 29.8 -------53.6
37.9
25.0
18.8
12.2
9.0
3.6
1.8

10.2
4.9
1.7
.7
.2
.1
0
0

2.868
2.063
1.-620
1. 445
1.271
1.183
1.073
1.035

I

b. Perfectly insulating inhomogeneity

I

Electrode
separation

PI

a

____ --- ------------- 15.2
32 _________________
8.2
4 ____ ----- ---------- 5. 7
5____ ----- ---------- 4.3
6.------------------ 3.5
g ____ ------- -------- 2.6
10 _____ ------------- 2.0
15_______ ----------- 1.4
20 ______ ------------ 1.0
50 _______ ----------.4
100 ______ ----------.2

I

P2

I I
Pa

PIIP2

PI

Negative

56.8
26.7
17.8
13.5
10.9
8.0
6.2
3.9
2. 9
1.1
.6

36.0
17.5
11.8
8.9
7. 2
5.3
4.1
2.6
1.9

.s
.4

I

P2

! I
Pa

psfpl

PI

7.4
5.4
4.2
3.5
2.9
2. 2
1.8
1. 2
.9
.4
.2

19.4
14.3
11.4
9. 5
8.1
6.1
5.0
3.5
2. 7
1.1
.5

13.4
9.8
7.8
6.5
5.5
4.2
3.4
2.4
1.8
.7
.3

.p2

l

Pa

I P!/P2

1.112
1.084

1.068
1.058
1.050
1. 037
1. 031
1.022
1. 017
1.007
1.00.'3

15.2
6.1
3.0
1. 7
1.1
.5
.2
.1
0
0
0

the value always greater than unity. For resistivity
ratios, case IV offers the greatest effect for a perfect
conductor and case III for a perfect insulator; the
variation between the two cases is not great for large
electrode separations. For the ratio of resistivities, it
is found that the disturbance imposes an error of 5
percent when the electrode separation is 50 times the
radius for a perfect conductor and 25 times the radius
for a perfect insulator.
The restriction on the ratio presentation of the data
is the same as the restriction on the most affected
potential measurement, or apparent resistivity, that
enters into the computation. It therefore follows that
the potential-drop-ratio techniques would be less desirable for such applications as vertical profiling for
horizontal beds than the corresponding resistivity
techniques using comparable electrode configurations.
For vertical profiling in horizontal-bed problems, the
above results indicate that the technique of using p 1
and P2 is preferable to using the ratio p2 jp 1 because it is
possible to distinguish which one of the resistivity
curves is affected by local disturbances, if one of the
curves is so affected. If the Wenner Pa curve is added
to the plot, the same statement is true when an inhomogeneity is affecting P 0 of the Lee configuration.

56.8
46.4
30.9
25.1
21.1
16.1
12.6
8.5
6.4
2.5
1.2

36.0
23.2
17.0
13.3
11.1
8.3
6.4
4.3
3. 2
1.3

.6

PI

P2

Negative

Negative

Positive
1.963
1. 252
1.148
1.106
1.083
1.059
1. 045
1. 027
1. 019
1.007
1.004

I

1. 961
1.576
1.403
1.312
1.254
1.186
1.142
1. 092
1. 067
1.025
1. 021

l

Pa

I PtfPI

PI

.P2

Negative

Positive

l

Pa

I

P2f.P1

Positive

------ -------- ------- -------- ------ --------- ------ ------------- -------- ------ ------------------ -------1.882
51.8 15.5 --i:9i4" 19.8
50.9 15.5
20.7
7.1
3.2
1.1
.2
.1
0
0
0

31.3
23.3
16.0
12.0
8.3
6.5
2.5
1.2

12.1
10.0
7.4
5.9
4.1
3.2
1.2
.6

1.413
1.274
1.173
1.122
1.084
1.005
1.025
1. 012

16.3
14.0
10.7
8.6
5.8
4.5
1.8
.9

26.6
18.8
12.2
9.0
fi.l
4.5
1.8
.9

5.1
2.4
.7
.2
.1
0
0
0

1. 512
1.382
1.256
1.192
1.126
1.094
1.035
1. 017

The resistivity effects of certain types of local inhomogeneities can be obtained by studying the results
based on logarithmic approximations given by Kiyono
(1950c). His results are applicable, for example, for
a horizontal profile that crosses a small local area which
is abnormally dry on the surface but which retains the
normal moisture at depth. A similar example would
be local areas or lenses of silicification in horizontal beds
of limestone. Such features can be represented by a
perfectly insulating plate of finite horizontal extent.
The horizontal resistivity profiles over such features
(figs. 162 and 163), especially the peaks associated with
each edge of the plate, show some of the same characteristics as those over vertical dikes of several widths and
resistivity contrasts. The difference between these
curves and the corresponding ones for vertical dikes
lies in the lack of secondary peaks, which appear and
disappear as th.e electrode separation is changed in
horizontal profiles over vertical dikes; the secondary
peaks do not occur in the curves shown for the local
inhomogeneity. A second difference, of course, is
found in studying the lateral extent of the features.
The plate of zero depth gives a trivial solution, and
therefore is not shown in figure 163. For a plate of
horizontal width equal to the electrode separation a a.nd
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FIGURE 162.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across buried perfectly insulating thin horizontal plates of
several widths b, Wenner configuration (two-dimensional approximation). For all curves, depth of
overburden d=0.25; a=unity. Adapted from Kiyono (1950c) by permission of Kyoto University.
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FIGURE 163.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across buried perfectly insulating thin horizontal plates
of several depths of overburden d, Wenner configuration (two-dimensional approximation). For all
curves, width b=2; a=unity. Adapted from Kiyono (1950c) by permission of Kyoto University.
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164.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across outcropping perfectly
insulating thin vertical plates or different depths t, Wenner configuration (twodimensional approximation); a=unity. Adapted from Kiyono (l950c) by
permission of Kyoto University.

FIGURE

with a depth of burial equal to a/4, the maximum value
of the apparent-resistivity anomaly is about 25 percent.
of the value of the true resistivity of the country rock.
Such a local inhomogeneity would therefore usually be
recognizable in the field resistivity measurements. In
order for the anomaly due to such a local inhomogeneity
to fall below the previously considered "noise" level of
10 percent and thus be unrecognizable, the width of the
plate would probably need to be much less than the
electrode separation a, provided that the depth of burial
remains the same.
Another type of local inhomogeneity, for which the
logarithmic approximation is also helpful, is the outcropping fissure of finite depth. The problem generally
concerns the depth of the fissure necessary to adversely
affect an electrical survey. Figure 164 shows the
approximate horizontal resistivity profiles for the Wenner configuration across outcropping perfectly insulating vertical fissures of several depths (Kiyono, 1950c).
It is instructive to compare these curves with the- corresponding curve over a vertical fissure of infinite depth
given in figure 54A.
The family of curves in figure 164· shows that the
interference caused by a surficial crack in the earth that
extends to a depth equal to only one-fourth of the
electrode separation, for example, is of the order of 20
percent. Since this anomaly is larger than the 10 percent level of noise adopted by us as an arbitrary stand-

ard, we conclude that the depth of cracks in the earth's
surface must be considerably less than one-quarter of
the electrode separation, or they will affect adversely
an electrical survey. The portion of any such cracks
that extend below the water table, however, would not
ordinarily affect the resistivity measurements adversely.
Another local inhomogeneity which affects results of
electrical surveys, especially in mining areas, is an open
pit which lies near a given traverse. The usual problem is how close the profile 1nay be to the pit before corrections must be applied; if corrections are necessary, it
is desirable to know how to make them readily. The apparent-resistivity curves in the upper part of figure 165
show the effects of such an open pit of hemispherical
shape and of infinite resistivity on vertical profiles
taken along traverses at different distances from the
pit. The curves in the lower part of the same figure
are for a corresponding local inhomogeneity of perfect
conductivity; but for problems involving disturbing
effects, the lower set of curves are not as useful as the
upper. Both sets of curves were obtained from equation 219. For profiles that lie completely outside the
1.6 -----r-----.,.----r-----r------r-----,

0.6

c2

I

a

.

p2

lJ

~

•

a

d

_L
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165.-Vertical resistivity profiles taken at several distances from a filled
hemispherical sink of radius "· Upper curves for perfectly insulating sink;
lower curves for perfectly conducting sink; d= perpendicular distance between
profile and centet of sink.
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BURIED MASSES AND STRUCTURES

pit, as in the present example, the maximum effect of
the pit occurs when the configuration .is symmetrically
placed with respect to the pit. Therefore, the curves
serve equally well to evaluate the maximum anomalies
-obtained with horizontal resistivity profiles along the
same given traverses.
As an example, suppose an electrode separation of
100 feet is being used in the vicinity ·Of .an open hemi·spherical pit having a radius of 200 feet. The .ratio
afr1 is then %·;therefore, attention is directed to points
on the upper set of curves Jor this value. If it is desired to keep the influence of the pit below a value
equal to 5 percent of the regional resistivity value of
the surrounding country rock (see fig. 165, point P),
the traverse must be taken at least 100 feet from the
edge of the pit.
BURIED MASSES 1\·ND STRUCTURES

The interpretation of resistivity data over buried
three-dimensional masses and structures is difficult.
Even for the simplest of buried bodies, the sphere, the
mathematics is complex. Only a few papers _are available that give an exact theoretical treatment of the
problem of buried masses and structures. The exact
solutions are limited to bodies of second-order surfaces,
such as the sphere, prolate spheroid, oblate spheroid,
and similar masses; solutions for these special problems
are available even for finite resistivity contrasts. The
remaining papers on the subject, also few in number,
are restricted to approximate solutions that generally
are based ·on ,two.. dimensienal or logarithmic approximations. Further, these solutions generally are limited
to buried bodies that are either perfectly conducting or
perfectly insulating.
THEOBY

In previous problems a single foreign body was assumed to exist within an otherwise infinite and homogeneous space. In the geophysical application of the
solution, the surface of the earth was considered as a
plane of symmetry passing through the foreign body.
Problems in the present section differ in that two identical foreign bodies must now be considered for each
case; one body is the mirror image of the other, as if
it were reflected from the surface of the earth, which
.acts as the mirror. The interaction between the original
body and its image causes the mathematics to be
complex.
As a first approximation, the potential anomaly due
to a buried ·foreign body in the field of a point electrode
on the surface of the earth can be considered equivalent
to twice the anomaly that would be observed if both
the point ;electrode and the same foreign body were
buried in an otherwise infinite and homogeneous,,earth.
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If the foreign body is close to the earth's surface, such
an approximation is crude because it does not take into·
account the interaction between the body and its image.
The approximation becomes increasingly valid, however, as the depth of the foreign body increases.
For spheres, Webb (1931a) showed that approximate
formulas of this type are sufficiently accurate for computing potentials where the depth of the center of the
sphere is greater than three times the radius of the
sphere. However, we wil1 show later that this depth
is well beyond that at which spheres can ordinarily be
detected by electrical methods. Therefore, such approximations are principally of academic interest only.
Another useful approximation to three-dimensional
problems is afforded by the logarithmic potential or
two-dimensional analysis (see fig. 14). One of the best
methods of solving two-dimensional problems is the
use of conformal mapping. Therefore, an example of
c0nformal mapping is given as applied to the solution
of the buried-vertical-fault ,problem. In addition, several examples of theoretical curves based on this type
of solution are shown.
These approximations for1n useful tools to study
qualitatively the characteristics of resistivity curves.
The normal noise level (random variation) in resistivity
work is often as high as 10 percent, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the error introduced by using
the approximations. For quantitative interpretation,
however, exact theoretical curves are usually necessary.
Proper instruments and field techniques may minimize
the random fluctuations in the field curve:;.
'Exu.ct solutions for buried..:structure problems usually
involve functions that as yet have not been thoroughly
in,restigated. ~1oreover, numerical tables for most
of these functions do not exist, and for many problems
the exact solutions themselves have not been worked
out. Therefore, we must confine our study of buriedstructure problems largely to inductive reasoning
bused on approximate solutions. There are amenable
to exnct solution, however, a series of buried-structure
problems that may be applied to geologie situations.
The exact solutions of these problems are so complicated that they offer little encouragement for largescale numerical computation. In this study, without
sample curves, they are little more than a series of
exercises in potential theory, and are included here
mainly to offer future workers one more stepping stone
toward the eventual realization of useful theoretical curves.
In the special case of the buried conducting sphere,
the mathematics is comparatively simple. Therefore,
the solution for this problem is developed in detail
so that it can be used to draw conclusions concerning
the capabilities of electrical prospecting methods in
general.
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BURIED SPHERES

The general problem of a buried mass involving
an arbitrary resistivity contrast between it and the
surrounding country rock is especially difficult, owing
to the double effect of the inhomogeneity and the
earth's surface. Webb (1931a, b) published complete
solutions not only to the problem of a buried sphere
with an arbitrary resistivity contrast, but also the
more general problem of a buried spheroid with a.rbitrary resistivity contrast. The solutions to the general
problem of the spheroid do not lend t.hemselves well
to large-scale numerical computations. The solutions
for the sphere of arbitrary resistivity nre only slightly
better in that respect. However, we now offer n, new
method for solving the special case of a perfectly
conducting sphere in order to illustrate a means of
circumventing the unique difficulties encountered in
this type of problem.
To solve the problem of a buried mass of foreign
material that can be approximated by a buried sphere
with perfect conductivity (fig. 166), we use bipolar

potential outside the sphere due to a point source of
current is, therefore,

{_!+ (1-cos

U=lp
2r R

To)~(cosh cr-cos T)~

b
oo

(n-m)!

n

X ~ ~ (2-8om) (n+m)!
n=O m=O

X An"' cosh (Ncr) Pn"' (cos To) Pn"' (cos T) cos

mq,},

(221)

where N=n+l. We have chosen the forn1 of the
expansion in equation 221 to conform to the known
expansion for 1/R. The potential within the sphere has
some unkrrown constant value U1• We thus have two
unknowns, Anm and U., which have to be determined
from the boundary conditions.
The .first boundary condition is obviously that the
potential must equal U1 at the surface of the sphere
where u=u1• If we substitute the expansion for 1/R
(equation 125), we can write
[p

oo

oo

(n-m)!

U1=2b (1-cosTo)~ (cosh cr.-cosT)~~~ (2-8om) (n+m)!
n=O m=O

1r

X[eN +An"' cosh NcrtlPn"' (cos To) P.,m (cos T) cos mcJ>.

(222)

We can expand (cosh u-cos r)-~ by converting the
hyperbolic cosine to its exponential form and by manipulating the expression so that it is analogous to the
development in equation 103. Thus we have

SURFACE

t
_]____

00

(cosh cr-cos T)-~ =v2 ~ e-<n+~>" Pn (cosT).

.

P(rr, T,c/>)

(223)

n=O

By differentiating both sides of this equation, we obtain
a second useful expansion
00

p'

(cosh cr-cos T)-~ sinh u=2v2 ~ (n+ ~)e-<n+%>" Pn (cos T).
n=O

(224)

+
FIGURE

166.-Cross section of a point source of current Con the surface of the earth
in the vicinity of a buried sphere of radius r1.

coordinates and require solutions of Laplace's equation
given by equation 96. The surface of the earth,
on which is placed the point electrode 0, is designated
as the xy-plane where u=O. The positive z-axis is
downward. The surface of the sphere "is described
as u=u1• The resistivity outside the sphere is p' =p
ohm-meters and that inside is p" = 0. ThE:' radius
of the sphere, r., and the depth of its center, d, can
be obtained from the equation for the sphere. given
immediately prior to equation 90.
In the region outside the sphere, u ranges only from
0 to <Tt so that both exponential terms may be retained
in the general equation 96. The coefficients of both
terms must be equal, however, in order that no current
crosses the earth's surface. The expression for the

Dividing both sides of equation 223 by (cosh u.cos r)% and using the first of the above expansions,
we obtain

u •..;2

±

e-NrtPn (cos T)=::b (1-cos

To)~

n=O

oo

n

(

)I

X ~ ~ (2-8om) n-m · [e-N" 1
n=O m=O

(n+m)!

+An"' cosh Nut]Pn"' (cos To) Pn"' (cos T) cos mq,.

(225)

As the left side of equation 225 contains no terms in
which m¢0, the terms on the right side of the equation
in which m¢0 must vanish if the equality is to hold for
all values of cp. This can happen only if the term in
brackets vanishes separately for each value of m. Thus
we find that

when m does not equal zero.
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We are able to determine the coefficients An which
remain by applying Gauss's theorem to the sphere.
Mathematically, this theorem is expressed as
;JcvU).ds.=O,

U=

where the integration is to be carried out over the entire
surface of the sphere. In physical terms, this integral
states that just as much current must flow out of the
sphere as flows in. We get (V U), and ds, from equations
93 and 92, respectively. Substituting for these expressions and canceling factors where possible, we get for the
integral:

Lr

~ n
~-~1£r
~ ~(2-8om) +(
);
cos m,Pd,P
sin TdT
n=O m=O
n m · 0
o
X[
+(

An easier form for computations, which is found by
using the addition theorem (equation 101) for Legendre
polynomials, is

sinh o-t
N
( h
) (e- ••+An"' cosh No- 1)
2 COS O"t- COS T 312

h N
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n=l

where, as in equation.99,
cos 'Y =cos To cos T +sin To sin T cos f/>.
VOLCANIC NECKS AND CONES

Let us assume that a volcanic neck may be approximated by a cone whose apex is at the earth's surface.
Obviously such an assumption is not valid in the immediate vicinity of the apex of the volcanic neck,
because the apex of an actual volcanic neck is not a
definite mathematical point; but the approximation
is adequate at short distances from the cone.
To describe ·the cone we use spherical coordinates
with the origin at the apex of the cone (.fig. 167). The

Integrating over </>, we .find that there persists only
the terms for which m=O, and we are left with
~
~ Pn (cos To)
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. [
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The second integration is easily carried out if we substitute the expressions given by equations 223 and 224.
After these substitutions are made, equation 226
becomes
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FIGURE

X (e-N••+An cosh No-t) +N( -e-N••+An sinh No-t)]e-<i+l/2>••=0.

In the integrationover T, we make use of the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials to eliminate all
terms for which n¢j. Therefore, we have
m

~

~An (cosh No-t +sinh No-t)e-N••Pn (cos To)= ~AnPn (cos To) =0,
n=O

n=O

which can be true for any value of To only if An is zero.
Therefore, we finally have for the potential due to a
point source outside a buried conducting sphere:
Jp{1 2
~ n (n-m)!
U=- - - - (1...:..cos To)1' 2 (cosh o--cos T)t/2 ~ ~ - - -1
21r R b
n=l m=l (n+m).
X

167.-Cross section of a cone-shaped volcanic neck.

J=O

e-N•• cosh No}
h N
Pn'" (cos To) Pn"' (cos T) cos m,P .
cos
O"t

(227)

surface of the cone is defined by the equation 8=8•.
The resistivity is p' outside the cone, and p" within the
cone. A current electrode is at point O(ro, r/2, 0).
We require solutions of Laplace's equation of the form
given in equation 63, which contains the cone functions.
In the region of resistivity p', which contains no part
of the polar axis, both of the Legendre functions must
be retained in the solution. The coefficients of both
of these Legendre functions must be equal; otherwise
there would be a potential gradient (current flow)
across the earth's surface. In the region of resistivity
p", where cos 8 becomes plus one, we must discard
P~-l-i (-cos 8) from the general solution in order to
keep the solution .finite in the region of interest.
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Therefore, the two potential functions are
Uu = lp'
211"

{1R+. ,-::-:
1 ~. . cos J:"" Am(p)[P,!;-u (cos 8)
vror

mrp

m=O

0

+Pi;-u(-cos 8)] cos (pIn r/r0) dp}
lp' { 1
U2A=2r R

1
...
-+~ eosmrp
..JToT m=O

X Jo"" Bm(P) P;;,_H (cos 8) cos (pIn r/r 0) dp}·

In arnVIng at the form of the solutions, we have
anticipated the dependence on r0 from our knowledge
of the expression for the reciprocal distance in te1"ms of
these functions (equation 129). The limits of integration have also been made to conform to that expansion.
Substituting the expansion for 1/R, applying the
boundary conditions that the potential and normal
component of the current density must be continuous
across the surface 8=8~, and solving the resulting simultaneous equations, we obtain the two arbitrary constants, Am(P) and Bm(p). Substituting these constants
in the original equations, we get the final solutions:

would probably converge faster if 1/R were removed
as it is in ulA.
A volcanic pipe· is.essentially a cylindrical mass of
igneous material standing vertically. A solution for
this problem is obtained simply by an adaptation of
equations 216 and 217. The xy-plane (z=O) is taken as
the surface of the earth, and the positive z-axis is downward (fig. 168).. The surface of the cylinder is the surface r=r1• The resistivity of the country rock is p' and
that of the pipe is p". The modifications necessary in
equations 216 and 217 for the present problem are to
change 411" to 21r and let z=O. The potential functions
are then
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r(!+ip-m)
cosh .,.pr(!+ip+m)
X cos (pIn r/ro) P:',.-u(O) PZ:-u (cos O)dp.

(229)

In the second of these equations, it is more convenient
to include the expansion for 1/R in the final form.
For computational purposes, however, the integral
I
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168.-Cross section of a volcanic pipe.
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COS

mrp

lm{tro) y,:,.(tr,)Km(tr) dt}·
p 11 Y,~(trt)-p'1/tm(tr,)

(231 )

Equations 230 and 231 are equally applicable to a
study of the effect of a perfectly conducting vertical
metallic pipe on a resistivity survey. The only modification is to set p" equal to zero. The effects of vertical
metallic pipes are sometimes observed in areas where
drill tests have been made previously and the drill casing has been left in the ground.
BURIED DOMES

We now study a buried' dome with the assumed shape
of an inverted hyperboloid of revolution. Mathematically, the relationship between such a dome and the cone
previously discussed is that the surface of the hyperboloid approaches asymptotically the surface of a cone·
at large distances from the origin. Geologically, this
means that the resistivity curves for a buried dome will
approach asymptotically the· corresponding curves for
a cone-shaped structure at large distances from the
origin for horizontal pro.files or at large electrode separations for vertical profiles. It is understandable that

BURIED

~SES

the solutions for the two problems parallel each other
closely.
For the dome problem, we use prolate spheroidal
coordinates with the positive polar z-axis oriented downward (fig. 169). The surface of the dome is the surface
~=~1 • The resistivity of the country rock is p', and that
within the dome is p". A current electrode is at point
O(fJo, 0, 0). We require solutions of Laplace's equation
of the form given in equation 88 which contains the
hyperboloidal functions as well as the cone functions.
In the country rock,~ ranges from 0 to ~1 • Therefore, Uu will contain both of the Legendre functions
that exist in the general solution. The coefficients of
both of the Legendre functions are equal in order to satisfy
the condition that no current flows across the earth's
surface. Within the dome, where ~ becomes plus one,
we must discard .P&-~( -~)from the general solution in
order to keep the solution finite in the region of interest.
Thus, the two potential functions are
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As in the solution for cones, it is more convenient to
express U2A with the expansion for 1/R included in the
integral. These solutions can be changed to the cone·
solutions by considering them in the limit as b---+0.
The analysis just used for the buried-dome problem
can be used also, with slight modification, for the
problem of certain topographic effects on electrical
surveys. The effects of hills and depressions, for
example, can be obtained by using prolate spheroidal
coordinates, provided that the shape of these features
approximates a hyperboloid of revolution. The surface
C('lo• 0, 0)

SURFACE

T

P'

l

+Z

Substituting the expansion for 1/R (equation 134),
applying the boundary conditions that the potential
and normal component of the current density must be
continuous across the surface ~=~~, and solving the
resulting simultaneous equations, we obtain the two
arbitrary constants Am(P) and B,.(p). Substituting
these constants in the original equations 232, we get
the following final solutions:

X f•p tanh rp rz(i+ip-m)
Jo cosh rp r2(!+ip+m)

X [

P,;_K(~)

+ P,;_K( -~)

p'- p" + p' ~ (~!) + p" !f;·(~t)

]

FIGURE

of the hill can be described by the surface ~=~t, in
prolate spheroidal coordinates (fig. 169), which are
oriented with the positive polar axis downward. As
usual, <Po=O, but now the point current electrode is
assumed to lie within the earth at the point 0'(7Jo, ~o, 0).
The resistivity of the earth (where ~>~1) is p. Only
one potential function is needed in this case, and it is
comparatively simple. Since the earth contains points
where ~= 1, the term containing ~11 - 11 2( -~) can be
discarded from the general solution (equation 88).
Therefore, we have
~
R+b.,. if.='o
(2-8om)

[p { 1

X PI::-u(O)Pr-u(7]o)P;'-u(7J)dp}

169.-Cross section of a buried dome structure.

U= 4r

cos m<P

fm A ( )P tanh rp r 2(!+ip-m)
X Jo m P cosh rp r 2(l+ip+m)

[p'(rp") ..

Uu=- -b ~(2-8om) cos m<jJ
21r
, , .... o

where the form has been chosen according to the
previous knowledge of the expansion for 1/R (equation
134). Substituting the expansion for 1/R and differentiating with respect to ~' we obtain the normal com-
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ponent of current on the boundary:

r· p tanh rp r
X Jo

2 (i+ip-m)
cosh rp r 2 (i+ip+m)

X [P~u(&) p~-_H (- ~t)

+Am(P) Pf:-u (~t)]
X Pr-u('lo) Pr-u('l)dp.

The primes indicate differentiation with respect to E.
The derivative of U is equated to zero, in order to
apply the boundary condition that no current crosses
the earth's surface; and the resulting equation is solved
for Am(p). By substituting the expression into equation 234 and by letting Eo approach Et, we obtain the
desired potential function on the surface of the hill:

]p{ 1

1f'

~

U=- -+-~(2-8om) cos mrJ>
4r R bm=O

A closer examination of the coordinate system reveals
that equation 235 serves two purposes. If E1 is positive,
the equation applies to a point current electrode near
the crest of a hill. If E1 is negative, the equation
applies in the same manner to a point current electrode
near the bottom of a bowl-shaped depression.
By analogy with the dome problem and its solution
it is seen that anticlinal structures can be studied by
using a cylindrical coordinate system in which the
cross section is similar to that in figure 169. Such
systems are called elliptical cylindrical coordinates.
Similarly, synclinal structures can be studied by using
the same elliptical cylindrical coordinate system when
the elliptical cylinders form the boundary surfaces.
BURIED VERTICAL FAULT

Several types of difficult two-dimensional problems,
such as the buried vertical fault, can be solved approximately by conformal mapping. The theory of conformal mapping is outlined here to show how it can be
used for the buried vertical fault. Specific apparentresistivity profiles, which are obtained from this type
of analysis for several two-dimensional features, will be
shown later (p. 268 to 27 4). Our development of the
subject follows that by Kunetz and Chastenet de Gery
(1956) in the.study of telluric currents over buried structures. For the details of the analysis the reader is
referred to any standard text on the subject (for example, Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 443-453).

A conformal transformation is an operation that establishes a relation between the points on two different
planes, and at the same time preserves the angles; in
other words, if two curves intersect at a. given angle in
one plane, the corresponding curves in the Second plane
will intersect at the same angle. Analytically, such a
transformation is expressed most easily by the aid of
complex numbers. The transformation from the coordinates E and ., in the r-plane to the coordinates X and
yin the z-plane is represented by a relation of the type
r j(z), wherej(z) must be an analytic function. It is
recalled that Z=x+iy and r=E+i.,, where i=R..
Also, where x and y are both considered to be functions
of ~ and 11 , the Cauchy equations have to be fulfilled;
that is,
03: = C>y and 03: = - C>y •
C>E .C>,.,

C>,.,

C>~

Since x andy, as functions of~ and .,, obey Cauchy's
equations, they also are harmonic and obey Laplace's
equation. Thus, we confirm that the potential at a.
m.ven point in one plane is also the valid potential at
the corresponding point in the second plane. This
principle will become increasingly clear in a simple
example that will be explained before beginning the
problem of the buried fault itself.
Several general methods exist for transforming a half
plane or the interior of a circle into the interior of an
area bounded by a series of curvilinear segments. Most
of these methods, however, do not lend themselves well
to practical problems. Swartz's method of representing
a polygon in a half plane is simple, useful, and usually
practical, and it is the most commonly used technique
for transformation. Specifically, Swartz's transformation consists of representing the differential of the function z J(t) in the form of a product
dz= (r-a1)-allw(r-02)-cralw(r-a3)-cralw •.• dr,

(236)

where the a's and a's are real numbers. The a's are
chosen so that a.>ll2>aa . . . ; thus,
s=ll2, . . .
represent successive points on 1the real axis. Similarly,
the a's are angles that lie between - r and r.
The meaning of these constants can be best realized
by examining this generalized transformation in detail
(fig. 170). If, for example, we start at positive infinity
on the ~-axis in the r-plane and proceed in the negative
direction, our path transforms into the z-plane as shown
in the diagram. As we pass each critical point in the
r-plane, our path in the z-plane turns through an angle
a that corresponds to the given point in equation 236.
The number and values of the angles are such that our
path brings us back to the starting point in the z-plane.
In practice the starting point is arbitrary, and for this
reason the point in the diagram is chosen off the real
axis.

r=a.,
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To illustrate the Swartz transformation, we use the
simple example of describing the potential due to two
parallel, infinitely long, grounded wires laid on the surface of the earth. The earth is considered to consist
of two layers, the lower of which is infinitely resistant
(see the left half of fig. 171). The strip in the z-plane
can be considered as a polygon with only two angles,
each of which equals 1r. Since there are only two turning points, both of which are found at infinity in the
z-plane, we can specify arbitrarily both of these points
in the t-plane. The most convenient points to choose
are a1 = 1 and fL2= -1. In this case, equation 236,
therefore, becomes
dt

<r-tHr+ I)

By simple integration it is found that
t+1

c

I

I
I
I
I

1

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

Z=2ln f - 1

= r/2

11

----------+-------------:~:

I

dz

'"*----Ac:::c

I

Or

f=tanh z.

(237)

positive half of the t-plane into a strip in the z-plane.

In order to examine the transformation in detail, it is
convenient to put the transformation function in the
form

which is valid for points along the real axis (7J=0) in
the t-plane only. From this relationship, it is noted
that the origin from the r-plane transforms into the
origin of the z-plane. To the right of the origin towards
the point t=1, z approaches positive infinity. Thus,
the part of the real axis between t=O and t= 1 transforms into the whole positive real axis in the z-plane.
Similarly, the part of the real axis between t=O and
r= -1 transforms into the whole negative real axis in
the z-plane. These relationships have been deduced
from the first form of the function in equation 238.
Outside the range -1<t<1, the second form of the
function in equation 238 must be used. In this case
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172.-Transformation of a buried fault with finite displacement and overburden of uniform resistivity in the z-plane, into half of the r-plane.

all the corresponding points of the z-plane lie along a
line parallel to the real axis and are defined by y=r/2.
The points for which t= ± oo are seen to transform into
the intersection of this line with the imaginary axis in
the z-plane.
To solve the two-layer problem with this transformation, as we set out to do, the current electrode is merely
placed as shown in figure 171. In order that the upper
surface in the z-plane may be used to represent the
surface of the earth, the current electrodes in the t-plane
must be placed outside of the region -1 <t<1; their
exact position depends upon their positions in the
z-plane. The thickness of the bed can be changed
arbitrarily by changing the scale in the t-plane.
The problem of determining the potential distribution
in the t-plane is a simple one (see equation 20). In
order to find the potential at a given point in the z-plane,
which is considerably more complicated if attacked
directly, we need only find the potential at the corresponding point in the t-plane. It should be noted that
equation 20 must be used with caution. Because of
the unusual characteristics of the logarithmic potential
for two or more line electrodes, the same zero for the
expressions of potential must be chosen for the separate
electrodes. This problem does not exist in threedimensional problems because zero potential is by
convention always set at infinity.
If the potential at the origin is arbitrarily assigned
as zero, the potential at point P due to the line electrode
0 in the t-plane along the real axis is (see equation 20)
either

The .first of these forms is valid for

~o>~

and the second

for ~>~o· Since the potentials are desired along the
surface of the earth (y=r/2) in the z-plane only, this
expression is sufficient. In order to obtain the potentials at corresponding points in the z-plane-that is,
at points along the surface of the earth-the appropriate
expression from equation 237 is substituted into equation 239 to obtain
U- I p l
tanh (Xo+ir/2)
--;- n tanh (Xo + ir /2) -tanh (x + ir /2)
= Ip
r

ln

coth xo
coth Xo- coth x

(240)

for ~o>~.

This expression can be used to determine the potential
distribution about a long current electrode laid on the
surface of a two-layer earth when the lower layer has a
very high resistivity. It can also be used to make a
two-dimensional (logarithmic) approximation to the
normal three-dimensional Wenner vertical profiles and
thus to ascertain in yet another case the value of such
approximations. There are a certain number of paradoxes, such as infinite potential at x=O, but these
vanish in practical cases where two parallel current
electrodes are considered.
Having established the principles of conformal
transformation involved with a simple problem, we
next consider the buried-fault problem. This problem
is similar to that given above except that the lower
bed has been broken by a vertical fault with finite
displacement (fig. 172). The turning points referred
to above are chosen tO be s= ± 1 and s= ± T/2 On the
real axis in the t-plane. Thus, the differential form of
the transformation is
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which by integration can be shown to be

z=! ffH2}n ..J(l +-r/2){f-T/2) +.J(l-T/2){f+T/2)
2"Vr::::;J2 ..J(l +T/2){f-T/2) -.,f(l-T/2) (f+T/2)
~In ..J(l +T/2Hr+.,./2) +..J(l-.,./2}(f-.,./2) (241 )
2"V ~ ..J (t +.,./2) <r+.,./2) -..J (t-.,./2) <r-.,./2) ·

_!

The transformation can be followed from the s-pls.ne
to the z-plane in about the same way as in the previous
case; but there are some important irregularities that
should be noted. For example, the point at real
infinity in the s-plane no longer transforms into a
point on the imaginary axis in the z-plane as it did
previously. Moreover, no part of the real ~xis in the
range -1 <~< 1 transforms into the real axis of the
z-plane. The details of the transformation are given
in figure 172. Whereas the reverse transformation
function in the previous case-that is, s as a funct.ion
of z-was sufficiently simple that the expression could
be substituted in the potential function itself, the
reverse transformation function in the present case
is not conveniently simple. Consequently, a different
approach must be used.
Because the potential remains constant during the
transformation, the potential at a given point in the
z-plane is t.he same as that at the corresponding point
in the s-plane. It is, therefore, convenient to determine
numerically the corresponding points using equation
241. This process is comparatively simple because
all points of interest lie on the earth's surface
(y= (11"/2)[(1 +T/2)/(1-T/2)]1' 2), which in turn is derived from that part of the ~-axis outside the range
-1
Continuous coverage can be obtained
by drawing a graph. Once the graph is drawn, the
points in the s-plane corresponding to the electrode
positions in the z-plane can be easily determined;
and the desired potential differences can then be
calculated.
Thus, we have shown how to compute the logarithmic
approximations for resistivity profiles over a buried
fault with finite displacement when the faulted bed
has a much higher resistivity than the overlying bed.
Obviously, an infinite displacement of the fault is
obtained by letting T/2 approach 1. Because the
exact three-dimensional solution to this problem is
prohibitively difficult, the logarithmic approximation
serves a very useful purpose.
To solve a problem involving a finite resistivity
contrast, the same approach can be used. The details
a:e much more complicated, however, because essentially three regions must be considered instead of the
two regions involved in the example given~

<E<L

liURIED POCXBTS

By buried pockets we mean three-dimensional bodies
of finite dimensions in all three directions; these are in
contrast with two-dimensional bodies, which are considered of infinite dimension in one or more directions
'
as, for example, in a buried stream channel or a dike.
The mathematics for three-dimensional bodies is
exceedingly difficult for all but the simplest problems,
and most of our study of such bodies is therefore restricted to those which can be satisfactorily approximated by a sphere.
The location of buried masses and structures was the
first object of electrical prospecting, although the subject of horizontal bedding has long since taken the lead
with respect to theoretical treatment and publications.
Early workers (Sundberg and others, 1923) showed that
the homogeneous electrical field due to' parallel line
electrodes is disturbed proportionally more by buried
bodies than the spherical field due to point electrodes.
The greater flexibility and convenience in fieldwork
with point electrodes, however, is great enough to
compensate for the difference. We restrict our discussions to the disturbance of the fields of point electrodes except insofar as logarithmic (two-dimensional)
approximations can be used to attain the same end.
The capabilities of electrical methods in general can
be roughly appraised by examining the classic problem
of a spherical inhomogeneity in a uniform field. Using
spherical coordinates (fig. 24) and assuming that uniform current density i is flowing parallel to the polar
axis in an infinite and uniform space of resistivity p1 , it
can be shown from elementary considerations that the
potential is given by ip'r cos 8, where r is the distance
from the center of the sphere to the potential electrode
and 8 is the polar angle.
If, within the material of resistivity p', there is now
placed a sphere whose center is at the origin, whose
radius is r1, and whose resistivity is p", the potential
in the original uniform field will now be disturbed by a
perturbation which can be described in terms of equation 58 when m=O. The potentials outside and inside
the sphere are therefore given, respectively, by

...

U1 =ip'r cos 8+ ~ a,.r-•- 1 Pn (cos 8}
n=O

""

U2=ip'r cos B+ ~ Anr"Pn (cos 8).
n=O

The application of the boundary conditions is
straightforward. All of the coefficients are zero
except when n=l. After determining At and B1 and
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substituting them into the original expressions, we
obtain
. cos fJ [
U1 =tp'r

-p' )(,•)']
I+ ( 2p''
P"+p'
r

The perturbation in each of these equations is such
that the effect of the sphere on the potential is constant
within the sphere, whereas the effect of the sphere on
the potential external to the sphere diminishes as the
inverse cube of the distance from the center of the
sphere. The inverse-cube law implies that the detection of buried pockets that are removed even relatively
short distances from the electrode configuration will be
difficult. This fact is paramount even though strictly
uniform fields are ordinarily not attained with
point-electrode configurations.
It has been pointed out (Sundberg and others, 1923)
that the anomaly is independent of the scale of the
problem. Although this fact is true with respect to
the sphere in a. homogeneous field, it is scarcely true in
real problems because the finite dimensions of the
electrode separation, depth, and size of the buried bodies
complicate the problem.
The above analysis can probably be applied exactly
if the sphere•-or a. hemispherical sink on the earth's
surface as discussed in an earlier section-exists at
moderate depth and approximately midway between
two widely spaced point electrodes. In general these
principles can be used only as a. guide, however, because
our problems will not ordinarily satisfy these conditions
of symmetry and large electrode separations.
POTENTIAL AND RESISTIVITY OVER BURIED SPHERES

Although relatively few theoretical potential and
resistivity curves over buried spheres are available,
we have selected for study several typical curves that
show diagnostic characteristics for the detection and
delineation of buried spheres.
Hummel (1929c, d), by using potential expressions
used in hydrodynamics and aerodynamics, developed
in simple terms the potential functions for a. buried
egg-shaped body of "very good conductivity" in an
otherwise homogeneous country rock (fig. 173). The
shape of this body closely approximates a. sphere.
The potential V, at any point P2 on the surface of the
ground over the "sphere" whose center lies a. distanced
vertically below the midpoint of two fixed current
electrodes 0 1 and 0 2 (fig. 173c) is given by Hummel as

v ,=lp
[(.!..-!.)+
0.1Lz2],
2...
r r
ra
1

where

p

2

1

is the resistivity of the country rock; L is the

distance between Ot and 02; r1 is the horizontal distance
between 0 2 and P2; r2 is the horizontal distance between
P 2 and 0 1 ; r3 is the distance between P2 and the center
of the sphere; and xis the horizontal projection of ra.
Points Ot, 02, Pt, and P2 lie along a. straight line over
the center of the sphere.
By taking the potential difference between two
movable potential electrodes P2 and P~, the apparent
resistivity can be computed for several positions of the
potential electrodes as they are moved across the
sphere, keeping 0 1 and 0 2 fixed. In thi~ technique as
used by Hummel, the electrode separatiOn a between
P 1 and P2 is kept equal to the distance between 02 and
P 2 as the· potential electrodes are moved over the
sphere. Hummel computed the theoretical profile
with this technique across the "sphere" shown in
.6gure 1730. The sphere is approximately 0.8d in
radius and its top is about 0.2d below the surface.
The distance L is taken as four times the depth to the
center of the sphere. Hummel plotted the ratio of
the apparent resistivity p(J to the resistivity of the
country rock versus the ratio a/L (fig. 173A). The
smallest value of this ratio is 0.57, which means that
the smallest value of the apparent resistivity is 57
percent of the true resistivity of the country rock
surrounding the conducting Ill;&SS.
The equipotential-line pattern that would be obtained
at the surface over this "sphere", with two point-current
electrodes located symmetrically in relation to its
center, identically as described above, is shown in
figure 1738 (Hummel, 1929c, d). The departure of
the equipotential lines from straight lines in the region
above the center of the sphere is surprisingly small.
To study the effects observed at the earth's surface
over a. buried perfectly conducting sphere, it is convenient to chart potential anomalies or anomalous
potentials along surface traverses that pass over or
near the buried sphere. Figure 174 is one of a. set of
such profiles prepared by Lipska.ya (1949b). Three
quantities are represented in these curves: the normal
potential UN, which is the potential produced on the
earth's surface by the point-current source for homogeneous ground in the absence of the buried sphere;
the total potential UT, which is the potential actually
observed on the earth's surface in the presence of the
sphere; and the anomalous potential t:.U, which is the
difference between the total potential and the normal
potential-that is, UT - U~and which is due to the
sphere alone. For convenience in plotting, the negative of the quantity t:.U is plotted in figure 174. In
studying the profiles, it is convenient to recall that the
radius r 1 of the sphere is the unit distance to which
all other distances are referred.
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For a buried sphere ·whose center lies vertically
beneath the point-current source (fig. 174H), aU is
less than zero---+that 'is,. -flU is positive-for alL points
on the ,profile (fig. 174D). For a sphere removed from
the point-current source (figs. 174 B, 0), positive
values of llU appear. For a sphere removed sufficiently far from the source 'ffig. 174A), the exterior
potentials become more and more homogeneous, and
the llU maximum and minimum become almost equal,
making the ~U curve nearly symmetrical about a
vertical axis passing through the center of the sphere;
in this ,respect the AU anomaly is analogous to that for
a ~phere in a constant current.
·The negative maximum of AU is very large over the
sphere when the ,current electrode is placed at or near
the epicenter (fig. 174D). The negative maximum of
llU increases sharply with the decrease of the depth of
the spbere. When the ·current electrode is removed a
short distance from the sphere (figs. 17:4
0), the
negative maximum of AU lies approximately at the
midpoint between the epicenter of the sphere and the
current source. The rectilinear portion of the graph
·With the greatest steepness on the AU curve occurs
over the sphere.
Graphs of the total potential U T are obtained by
algebraic addition of the normal potential UN and the
anomalous potential llU; For a sphere lying vertically beneath the point-current source, the U T curve
is symmetrical about the vertical axis passing though
the center of the sphere; and the UT curve is entirely
below the UN curve. When the current source lies
removed from the epicenter of the sphere, the symmetry
of the UT curve is disturbed, and a characteristic
flexure appears on one side; the UT curve descends on
the right side of the sphere, crosses the UN curve, and
then surpasses it. The degree of this flexure is dependent upon the depth of the sphere and the distance
between the conductive body and the current source.
When the current source is near the body, the value
of llU can sometimes become very important, but its
influence is not very noticeable because of the great
steepness of the UN curve. As the current source
moves away from the sphere, the UN curve becomes
flatter, but at the same time the intensity of the
anomalous potential decreases. There is a cer,tain
optimum distance between the current source and the
body at which the distortion of the curves is the
greatest.
Figures 175 and 176 show horizontal resistivity
profiles with a "two-electrode" configuration taken
along the surface of the earth across a buried perfectly
conducting sphere (Lipskaya, 1949b). This configuration is comparable to the normal device used in welllogging; it employs t.he usual single-probe configuration
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center of sphere d=l.ln. Adapted from Lipskaya (1949b).

FmURE

with one current electrode and one potential electrode
infinitely remote. The profiles for the shallow sphere
with depth of center d= 1.1r1 are shown in figure 17 5,
and those for the same sphere with depth of center
d= l.5r1 are shown in figure 176. The profiles over
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FIGURE

each of the two spheres are taken along traverses at
distances of zero, rt/2, and r 1 from the epicenter of the
sphere. In addition, different electrode spacings are
used on individual traverses. As usual, the quantity
Pa/P is plotted on the ordinate, and the distances are
measured along the ground from the epicenter of the
sphere to the midpoint of the two electrodes.
For a given electrode separation, the computed
curves for a traverse over and somewhat removed
from the epicenter of the sphere are similar in shape,
but the extreme values decrease as the traverses are
taken farther from the epicenter. The extreme values
also are much less for the deeper sphere than for the
shallow sphere. The sharpness of the apparent-

resistivity anomalies is greatly influenced by the
appropriate choice of the electrode separation a.
For large values of a, W-shaped apparent-resistivity
curves are obtained.
Lipskaya (1949b) pointed out that the apparentresistivity curves snown in figures 175 and 176 compare
favorably with the results of model studies by Semenov
and Malchevski (1939), who analyzed experimentally
the apparent-resistivity effects obtained with a. pointcurrent source by a conducting sphere buried near
a drill hole.
Figure 177 shows horizontal resistivity profiles
with both the Lee and Wenner configurations across
a buried perfectly conducting sphere whose depth
of center is 1.1559a and whose -Tadius is 0.9247a. 8
For the Lee configuration (fig. 177A), both the Pt and
P2 curves show slightly asymmetrical inverted Wshaped curves; the major P2 minimum occurs to the
left of the epicenter of the sphere, and the major
p1 minimum occurs to the right of the epicenter.
The point of symmetrical crossing of the Pt and P2
curves occurs vertically over the center of the sphere.
For the Wenner configuration (fig. 177B), a symmetrical inverted W-shaped curve is obtained. The
minimum lies vertically above the center of the sphere.
The values of the apparent-resistivity peaks occurring
on either side of the sphere greatly exceed one. A
curve for the Wenner configuration similar to the one
given here was published by Jakosky (1940), apparently
on the basis of qualitative reasoning.
Figures 178 and 179 show profiles with the constantspacing system of the potential-drop-ratio method
across a buried sphere of .finite resistivity contrasts
with the country rock. The diagram in .figure 178
shows curves over spheres that are more conducting
than the country rock, whereas the diagram in figure
179 is for spheres that are less conducting than the
country rock. It should be emphasized that the
potential-drop-ratio anomalies over the conducting
sphere are greater than those over the insulating
sphere of identical size and depth. This property
is of fundamental importance in prospecting.
DETECTABILITY OF BURIED SPHERES

Figure 180 shows vertical resistivity profiles with the
Wenner configuration over perfectly conducting spheres
buried at different depths (Van Nostrand, 1953). The
curves are plotted as the ratio of the apparent resistivity to the true resistivity of the country rock versus
the ratio of the electrode separation to the radius of
the sphere. Each curve represents data for a given
s The irrational values of the depth of center and radius resulted from the choice
or rational values of the coordinates that were chosen to facilitate computations.
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trends upward to approO;Ch one asymptotically at large
electrode separations.
On the other hand·, if the· sphere is truncated at &ll
by the earth's surface, the corresponding curve starts
at zero at the electrode separation equal to the diameter
of the circle of truncation, and then rises continuously
to approach one asymptotically. The curve for the
hemispherical case is one limiting example of this type.
The curve representing the other limiting case, that
in-which the sphere is tangent to the surface of the earth,
starts at the origin.
It can be shown that the first five curves in the diagram actually cross the hemisphere" curve· in the· range·
of the electrode separation between 3.5 and 6, but do
not cross each other. This fact implies that the buried
spheres have a greater effect at large electrode separations than does th.e hemis]j.)here, which phenomenon is
related to the volume of foreign material which is
present in the field and to the ratio of this volume to
the volume of space in which the current density is
arbitrarily appreciable.
The maximum depth at which a spherical mass can
be detected by direct-current methods at the surface is
implied in the vertical profile curves in figure 180.

---------~:::.U~RF:....!.A.:.:.G:.=E'-r-----r.L...---+--a-&...-._~~.;;..,

P'

P'

FIGURE 178.-Profiles with constant-spacing system of potential-drop~ratiO
method across buried spheres of different finite resistivity contrasts with
surrounding country rock; spheres more conducting than country rock. Data
are normalized. For all curves, c=lO; d=1.25rt=l.25a; a=unity. Adapted
from Kiyono (1950c) by permission of Kyoto University.

buried sphere; the depth to the center of the sphere d
is also expressed in terms of the radius of the sphere.
Thus, the graph is dimensionless and may be applied
to any specific case- if the correct scale is introduced.
Two curves of the set are not based on equation 228.
That for the hemisphere (d=O) is based on the electrostatic analogy which may. be found in any intermediate
text on electricity (for exa.mple, Slater and Frank,
1947); that for the buried sphere which is tangent to
the earth's surface (d=rt) has been estimated from the
shapes of the other curves shown.
When the sphere is definitely buried, the· curve starts
for small electrode separation with Pal p equal to one.
Each curve displays a minimum, which represents the
electrode separation at which the sphere produces a
maximum effect on the results; and then each curve

C!__ ~~~F~A~C~E--,.--~-r~~~~~-~--~
c=lOa

P'

Fwt:RE 179.-Profiles. with constant-spacing system of potential-drop-ratio
method aeross buried spheres of different, finite resistivity contrasts with
surrounding country.rock; spheres less conducting than country rock. Data
are normalized. For all curves, c=lO; d•l:Ziri=L25a; a=unity. Adapted
from Kiyono (1950c) by permission ofi{yoto University.
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Figure 180.-Vertical resistivity profiles over buried perfectly conducting spheres
buried at different depths, Wenner configuration. Adapted from Van
Nostrand (1953).

The principal goophysia.l value of these curves stems
from the fact that the disturbing body of zero resistivity has a maximum effect on the measurement of
the apparent resistivity for a given geometrical relationship. This fact has been verified, for the case in
which the electrodes do not· actually fall within the
disturbing material, even when comparison is made
with a body of infinite resistivity. Of course, the
assumption is always valid, even if the electrodes do
fall within the disturbing body, when the resistivity of
the disturbing body is less than that of the surrounding
material.
The curve for which the depth to the center of the
sphere is twice the radius of the sphere, has a minimum
for which the apparent resistivity varies only 10 percent
from the regional value of the true resistivity. Therefore, one is led to the assumption that it would :mot be
safe to depend on finding such a feature when its depth
is greater than this value. This :result, being in .the
nature of a guiding principle rather -than·· a fact, may
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safely be extended to bodies of arbitrary shape provided that the variation between the maximum and
minimum dimensions is not too extreme; a factor of
two might well be permissible. In such a case, a
maximum depth to the center of the body equal to the
mean linear dimension of the body would appear to be
in order. As this rule has been based on t.he limiting
case of a conducting sphere, t_he ability of resistivity
methods to locate bodies presenting less than' extreme
resistivity contrasts would be considerably reduced
below the standard set above.
It is recognized that the limits discussed are based
only on the direot effects of the disturbing body. It
may happen that certain near-surface structural features exist over the disturbing body, and that the
detection of such features through electrical means
could yield information concerning the presence of a
body buried deeper than the above rule permits. A
typical associated structure might be a system of
fractures due to differential compaction of overlying
beds.
We note from figures 175 and 176 that Lipskaya's
data are consistent with our own. For example, when
the center of the sphere is buried to a depth d= 1.5rt
(fig. 176), Lipskayazs anomaly is of the order of 25
percent when the configuration is directly over the
sphere. Only for an electrode separation of 0.5 does
she get an anomaly (25 percent) essentially different
from our own (15 percent). This difference can
probably be explained on the basis of the geometries
of the two configurations.
The vertical-profile curves in figure 180 can be used
also to help establish the proper field techniques for
the discovery of a buried sphere. For horizontalprofiling techniques, for example, the curves help in
making a choice of the proper electrode separation in a
given geologic situation. When one enters a region
to pederm a survey, he is generally- advised, by geologists
as to the approximate depth at which he should find a
certain geologic condition. Suppose, for example, that
ore is known to be associated with shale-filled sinks
about 200 feet in diameter and 130 feet in vertical
dimension, located in an ancient limestone surface
which has later been overlain with shale to a depth of
40 feet (fig. 181). Suppose further that the resistivity
of the shale is normally much less than· on~-fifth· that
of the other materials present.
If this filled sink be approximated by a spherical
solid, the .mean ·rad~us may be thought to be about
82.5 feet and the depth to the .center ~bout 105 feet.
In the set of curves·in figure 180·, we imagine the curve
for which the depth is about J..27 times the radius
and note that the minimum oecurs at .an electrode
separation about .equal tG 0.9· tim.es the; ·radius. On
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the basis of this information alone, it would be concluded that an electrode separation of about 75 feet
would be most useful. However, because a traverse
will rarely pass directly over the center of the body,
the traverse will normally be farther from the center
than the 82.5 feet quoted above. Therefore, an optimum electrode separation is probably larger than 75
feet-perhaps as much as 85 or 90 feet.
In deciding on the appropriate spacing between traverses, one concludes that the rule of permissible depth
can be generalized to state that, if an anomaly is to
be found along a given traverse, the traverse must
pass within a distance from the center of the disturbing
body roughly equal to the average dimension of the
body. In the above example, this means 165 feet.
Therefore, in order for the anomaly in the above example to appear on at least two adjacent traverses, a
traverse separation of no more than 127.5 feet could be
tolerated.
If the disturbing mass actually crops out, the above
discussion must be altered accordingly.

The mathematics already given is equally applicable
to the studies of buried ore deposits where the electrodes are sufficiently removed from the surface of the
earth. Examples of such studies include the electrical
diamond-drill holes and electrical surveys in the underground workings of a mine. Space does not permit
giving theoretical curves or practical .results of such
examples in this report. The potential functions for
spherically and sph~roidally shaped bodies (see, for
example, equations 207 to 214) are especially useful
in this respect. Seigel (1952), Clark (1956), and others,
show how -electrical results from a diamond-drill hole
can be used to determine the size and disposition of an
ore body. Similarly, the mathematics and results from
the sections on vertical faults, fissures, and dikes are
by analogy useful in electrical well logging where the
holes cut horizontally bedded strata.
In electrical well logging, the electrode separation is
usually sufficiently large that the effect of the hole is
negligible; if not, the effect of the hole on any given
log is constant because the electrode separation is not
changed during the run. In electrical surveying in
mine workings the same type of problem regarding
openings exists; except that this problem is different
because the electrode separation is usually changed
during the survey in order to study the distance of
the ore from the workings, the size of the ore body,
and similar problems. In such surveys it is necessary
to know the effect of the mine openings themselves,
where no ore is present.
Assuming that the same formula for the apparent
resistivity is used for all the resistivity data taken in a
mine drif~, for example, we can readily predict the
principal behavior of the apparent resistivity as the
electrode separation is expanded. For electrode separations that are small in comparison with the lateral
dimensions of the drift, the current behaves as it does in
a survey on the surface of the earth. However, for
electrode separations that are very large in comparison
with the lateral dimensions of the drift-that is, when
the potential electrodes are well removed from the current electrodes-the potential at each of the potential
electrodes is the same as though the current electrodes
were embedded in an infinite earth. Thus, for large
electrode separations the potentials and the apparent
resistivity will be one-half their value for small separations. This conclusion is based on the assumption that
the drift (or shaft) occurs in homogeneous earth;
obviously if there is ore nearby, the apparent resistivity
will be altered accordingly.
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182.-Plots or actual potential U, normal potential UN, and anomalous potentialli.U- U- UN due to point-current electrode Con surface of a perfectly insulating cylinder or inOnite length. Potentials
are for points also on surface or cylinder, (A) along a ciro1e 0' for ditferent values or angle 41 and (B) along straight line OP for ditferent values or'· Adapted from Huber (1963).
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Equation 216 can be used effectively to appr-oximate
the manner in which the apparent-resistivity changes
from its initial value to its final value as the electrode
separation is expanded. We adapt the equation by
placing the electrodes on the surface of the cylinder
along a directrix (4>=0) and by letting the material
within the cylinder assume infinite resistivity in order
to represent air. The equation then becomes
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where p is the resistivity of the homogeneous material
~
surrounding the cylinder and r 1 is the radius of the
~
cylinder. We note also that the interelectrode distance
0
0:::
u..
R is now simply equal to z.
Huber (1953) gave curves applicable to this analysis,
and we reproduce two of his curves here. Figure 182
shows the potentials at various points P, P', and P"
~
along the surface of an infinite cylindrical-shaped open
<
0:::
tunnel deep within the ground; the point-current
~
electrode is embedded in the rock at the top of the
...
IJ.J
tunnel.
u
z
The graphs show the plQts oi the actual potential U
~ 11----+'
en
due to the cylinder; the normal potential UN, which is
25
the potential that would exist if the cylinder were
absent; and the anomalous potential AU=U-UN.
AU is always negative because the actual potential is
always less than the normal potential; accordingly it is
o~~uuu30~0L_L-~wL-oL--L~90~o~_L~~---1~5~00~~~1800
plotted actually as a uminus" AU. Figure 182A shows
Point
the potentials for points on circle 0' for different values
current
cfJ, IN DEGREES
electrode
of 4>; the plane of this circle passes through the pointFIGURE 183.-Plot of the values of the actual potential at cylindrical coordicurrent electrode 0 and is perpendicular to the axis of
nate pomts z and¢ on the surface of a perfectly insulating cylinder of inftn.tte
the cylinder. Figure 182B shows the potentials for
leng\h due to point-current electrode C also on the surface of the cylinder
at the origin z=O; .P=O; radius of cylinder is unity. (See fig. 182.) Adapted
points along straight line OP, which is the line of interfrom Huber (1953).
section of the cylindrical surface r= 1 and a plane
GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OP' BURIED DOME
that includes the point-current electrode 0 and the axis
STRUCTURE
of the cylinder; distances along z are measured in
terms of the radius of the cylinder taken as unity.
The buried dome structure problem is amen8ible to an
Figure 183 shows a plot of the values of the actuaJ approximate· graphical solution, when the boundary of
potential as functions of z and cf> at points P" on the dome can be approximated by hyperboloids of
the surface of the same perfectly insulating cylinder revoJ.ution. 9 The problem is included here to illustrate
due to a point-current electrode 0, also on the surface the technique used in compiling an approximate curve
of the cylinder at the origin z=O, c/>=0 (Huber, 1953). for a problem which is extremely difficult and apparently
Although the equipotential lines have been drawn by still unsolved in an exact mathematical form; the final
Huber onto the coordinate system on a plane sheet, it curve obtained actually has little practical utility. As
should b~ emphasized that the plane sheet on which the an example, the approximate apparent-resistivity
equipotential lines are drawn is in reality coiled into a curves for a vertical resistivity profile symmetrically
semicylindrical surface for the problem at hand; more- over the center of a buried perfectly conducting dome
over, figure 183 shows only the projection of one of the
9 van Nostrand, R. G., 1952, The the6ry of direct current-prospecting in the presfour semicylindrical quadrant surfaces that actually ence
of curved boundary surface's: Univ. North Carolina [Chapel Hill], unpublished
exist about the point electrode.
Ph. D. thesis, 107 p.
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structure can be obtained (see fig. 184). Before discussing the profile we will review the reasoning used in
obtaining the approximate curve.
For very large or small electrode separations the
behavior of the apparent-resistivity curves can be
understood by examining qualitatively the limiting
cases of the geometric form of a hyperboloid of revolution. For very large electrode separations the behavior
is dictated by the asymptotic behavior of the hyperboloid, and the surface of the hyperboloid approaches
asymptotically the surface of a cone whose apex is at
the origin. Therefore, the apparent-resistivity curve
should behave for large electrode separations like the
corresponding curve for a conal boundary·-which is
amenable to solution. For small electrode separations
the behavior of the curv:.e is understood by reasoning
that the effect of the dome on the apparent· resistivity

would always be less than the effect of a horizontal bed
of infinite depth, whose upper boundary is a horizontal
plane tangent to the dmne at its apex.
Besides showing the desired vertical profile over the
buried dome structure, figure 184 shows an auxiliary
set of vertical-profile curves and the corresponding
cross sections used to facilitate the construction of the
desired profile. The depth to the top of each auxiliary
feature is the same in all cases and is arbitrarily chosen
to be a unit distance. The solid line represents a
hyperbolic surface, whose flanks dip at an angle of 30 °
in the one case and the vertical profile over that surface
in the other case. The surface labeled "1" is a plane,
horizontal boundary; "2" labels the conal asymptote;
and "3" and "4" indicate spheres of radii 8 and 5,
respectively. The corresponding apparent-resistivity
profiles bear the same numbers.
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The data for curve 1 are taken from tables published
by Roman (1934). Curves 3 and 4 are based on equation 228 and may be thought of as belonging to the set
of curves presented in figure 180; the difference between
them and those in figure 180 lies in the scale. The unit
of distance in figure 180 is the radius of the sphere and
in figure 184 is the depth to the top of the dome.
The computations for curve 2, based on equation
229, are more complicated. Making p" equal to zero,
and manipulating the potential functions as was done
to obtain equation 229, it can be shown that:
~=1+ 32_ ~
P

r.V3 m=l
odd

f""
P::.- 11 2 (cos 81) P."~-112(0) cos (p In 3)
J o [P~- 112 (cos 81) + P~-112( -cos BI)]Pi";-1/:(0)

d
p.

The electrode separation "a" is eliminated from this
expression so that the resulting curve is a horizontal
line. This property is correct, because the changing
of the electrode separation serves only to change the
scale of the experimental situation.
Since no tables of cone functions exist, the definitions
given by equations 55 and 62 were substituted into
equation 229 and as many simplifications as possible
were effected before computations were commenced.
Fortunately, it was found that only m = 1 made any
appreciable contribution; and values of p, in steps of
l to as much as 6 were more than adequate.
The results are best appreciated by an examination
of the curves themselves. Surface 4 follows the hyperboloid closely until they cross a horizontal distance of
3 from the center. Therefore, curve 4 is used as a
basis for the initial behavior of the hyperboloid curve,
making allowance for the inexact coincidence of the
two surfaces. The next controlling point is furnished
by curve 3. Note that surface 2 intersects surface 3
only slightly before surface 3 crosses the hyperboloid.
Therefore, it is reasoned that curve 3 intersects the
hyperboloid curve at a slightly larger electrode separation than it does in curve 2. This fact is used to
estimate how rapidly the hyperboloid curve approaches
the cone curve. The results are shown in the diagram.
A natural ambiguity exists in these curves. The
hyperboloid curve is very similar to the corresponding
curve that represents a horizontal bed with the same
boundary as surface 1, but with a resistivity of about
one-sixth that of the overlying material; and the two
curves approach the same asymptote for large electrode
separations. Of course, this ambiguity is removed if
the electrode configuration is moved appreciably from
its position of symmetry.

MISCELLANEOUS LOOAB.ITHXIC APPBOXIM:ATIONS

Because of the difficulty in solving exactly problems
involving buried three-dimensional bodies, Kiyono
(1950c) developed logarithmic approximations to many
of these problems with two-dimensional analysis. In
developing the apparent-resistivity curves for the Wenner configuration, Kiyono assumed that all the electrodes are horizontal line electrodes of infinite length
and oriented parallel to the strike of his infinitely long
structures. All electrodes are assumed to lie on the
earth's surface. Because of the symmetry in the
problem, point potential electrodes will yield the same
results as the infinitely long potential electrodes; this
does not apply, however, to the line current electrodes.
The reader is referred to figure 14 to ascertain the
validity of the two-dimensional logarithmic approximation. Kiyono made model experiments which proved
that such approximations are sufficiently accurate to
make them worth while as a guide in the qualitative
interpretation of two-dimensional features-that is,
infinitely long in the direction of the strike-when point
current electrodes are used with the Wenner configuration. It should be emphasized, however, that the
method of conformal transformation, which is used to
obtain the logarithmic approximations, is valid only
for two-dimensional bodies; and that unfortunately it
is useful only for obtaining profiles perpendicular to
the strike of the geologic structures. (See p. 252-255.)
Two-dimensional approximations for horizontal resistivity profiles with the Wenner configuration across
buried semi-infinite horizontal plates of different thicknesses and depths of overburden are given in figures
185, 186, and 187. These curves are most useful when
compared to the curves given in the section on vertical
faults.
The distinct peaks and troughs on the previous
curves are still recognizable in part (figs. 185 and 187
for perfect conductors), but the sharp discontinuities
in slope are now subdued by the overburden. The
effect of overburden on horizontal resistivity profiles
over vertical faults is best depicted in figure 187. For
an outcropping vertical fault (d=O), the curve obviously falls to zero as soon as both potential electrodes are
in contact with the low-resistivity material; and the
sharp peaks are similar to those found on all of the
previous curves for vertical faults. With only a small
amount of overburden, however, the peaks are rounded.
Figure 187 indicates that when the depth of the overburden equals half the electrode separation, the limiting case has been reached. For additional thickness
of overburden, the position of the fault could not be
readily detected unless a larger electrode separation
were used.
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The overburden over a highly insulating bed (fig.
186) completely subdues the peaks that occur with no
overburden; and the effect of the bed is much less pronounced on the downthrown side of the fault than the
corresponding effect of the highly conducting material.
The curve for infinite thickness in figure 186 can be
computed from equation 241.
The horizontal resistivity profiles (two-dimensional
approximations) with the Wenner configuration across
buried semi-infinite vertical plates of different widths
and depths of overburden are given in figures 188, 189,
and 190. These curves are most useful when compared
to the corresponding curves given in the sections on
fissures and dikes.
Figures 189 and 190 show that the effect of overburden
is much more for the highly resistant fissure or thin
1

dike than for the corresponding highly conducting feature. In both figures, however, the size of the anomalies
indicate that if the overburden thickness is equal to
the electrode separation, the fissure would be barely
detectable under ordinary field conditions; and this
rule may serve as a criterion of the limit of detectability
for buried fissures. The secondary peaks and troughs
observed in figure 54 have been completely masked by
the overburden in figure 190.
Figure 188 illustrates the transition from a paradoxical situation to an intuitively normal situation. The
central peak in the curve for zero width corresponds to
the same peak in figure 54 which is identical_in turn to
the curve for zero depth in figure 189. As the width
of the dike increases (fig. 188), the central peak is subdued. For a width equal to half the electrode separa-
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tion, the curve oscillates for the most part about a
medium-low value. This thickness is apparently
critical, for with greater thicknesses the curve assumes
a distinctly low trough directly over the center of the
dike. For thicknesses greater than the electrode
separation the curve assumes the aspect of the composite two faultlike curves (in juxtaposition), each of
which corresponds to one edge of the dike.
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The extent to which a perfectly conducting fissure
may be considered to be infinite in vertical extent is
illustrated in figure 191. It should be remembered
that the fissure extends infinitely in a horizontal
direction. The rule indicated by the curves is that a
fissure which extends downward a distance four or five
times the electrode separation can be considered as
infinite in vertical extent. Unfortunately, this rule
is subject to radical changes depending on the resistivity contrast and the amount of overburden.
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Horizontal resistivity profiles (two-dimensional
approximations) with the Wenner configuration across
buried circular cylinders of different depths and various
resistivity contrasts are shown in figures 192 to 195,
inclusive. Geologically, this geometry may be thought
to approximate buried stream channels and caverns.
The radius of each cylinder is half the electrode separation. The relationships shown among the various
families of curves should be compared with those given
for the burled-sphere problem.
For perfectly conducting and insulating cylinders
(figs. 192 and 193, respectively), the apparent-resistivity
anomalies diminish rapidly with increasing depth of
burial of the cylinder. In general, the shape of the
curves is the same as that for the corresponding profiles
over buried spheres. The cylinder is detectable at
slightly greater depths than the sphere, however,
provided the same criterion of detectability fo:r the
cylinder is used as that for the sphere-that is to say,
a 10 percent anomaly. Although the curve is not
shown in this set, it can be reasoned that the limiting
depth is of the order of twice that of the sphere. At
the limiting depth for the sphere (equal to the radius
of the sphere from the surface of the earth to the top of
the sphere), the anomaly over the cylinder has fallen to
only about 30 percent.
The curves for cylinders of various resistivity contrasts (figs. 194 and 195) indicate that for lower resistivity contrasts the detectability of the cylinder is
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considerably reduced. These same results may also be
extended to apply to the buried sphere.
The buried anticline or syncline was approximated by
IGyono by using two inclined planes that intersect
each other at a right angle. Figures 196 and 197 show
horizontal resistivity profiles (logarithmic approximations) with the Wenner configuration across buried
anticlines for different sizes and depths of burial.
Following the pattern set previously in this section, the
curves for the perfect conductor are W-shaped, whereas
those of the perfectly insulating bed are simple symmetrical curves.
Figures 198 and 199 show horizontal profiles across
buried synclines. Whereas for the anticlines the ratio
of the depth to the width was kept constant, this ratio
is varied for buried synclines. As ususal, the curves
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Fiouu 196.-Horizontal resistivity profiles across buried perfectly conducting symmetrical anticlines of different sizes and depths of burial, Wenner conflguratfon
(two-dimensional approximation); a=unfty. Adapted from Kfyono (1950c) by
permission of KyotO University.

over the insulating medium are regular. Over the
conducting n1edium a paradox arises in that the secondary peaks are more pronounced at the intermediate
case of b=2 and less pronounced for the larger and
smaller synclines.
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The comprehensive bibliography given below includes
most of the important papers on the subject of resistivity methods of prospecting that use steady or commutated direct current. The subject matter is thus
restricted to potential mapping, apparent resistivity,
potential-drop ratio, spontaneous polarization, telluric
currents, and their various modifications. Selected
references are included on natural earth currents and
potentials as well as on related subjects, because of
their direct bearing on the phenomenon of current flow
in the ground. All alternating-current techniques that
distinctly depend on inductive effects are excluded.

Also excluded are radio techniques and the various
pulse and transient methods. Certain key references
to electrical well logging are included because of the
similarity of basic principles and theory of surface and
well-logging electrical measurements, but the reader is
referred to such works as Guyod (1945), Rothe and
Rothe (1952, p. 483), and "Geophysical Abstracts" for
exhaustive lists of titles on the subject of well logging.
In this bibliography we have tried to include many
papers of historical importance, even though they fail
to give facts of great scientific importance, in order that
students and investigators can refer to original source
material not ordinarily available in texts.
No attempt has been made to include all references
on the subject matter. The literature bearing on
electrical methods is now so extensive t~at the compilation of all papers would be a prohibitive task. For an
almost complete list of papers on electrical prospecting
published prior to 1926, the reader is referred to
Ambronn (1926; also to the English translation by
Ambronn and Cobb, 1928), which contains about 400
separate papers on the subject, many, but far from all,
of which are included here. In the choice of papers
covering the period since the advent of the Wenner
method in 1915, an attempt was made to include only
those papers which make definite contributions to the
art or which give critical-as opposed to descriptivereviews of the subject matter. There is a preponderance of papers in the English language principally
because of their availability to the authors as compared
with the availability of many foreign papers .. Many
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foreign papers whose abstracts are not in "Geophysical
Abstracts" are omitted from the bibliography because
the substance of the paper is not clear from the title
alone and the original papers were not available to us.
For more exhaustive bibliographies of foreign material,
the reader is referred to the three major foreign texts on
electrical prospecting by Rothe and Rothe (1952) ;
Krayev (1951), and Fritsch (1949b).
REFERENCES TO "GEOPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS"

Some of· the references in the bibliography are
annotated to indicate the principal subject matter.
The abstract number in "Geophysical Abstracts"
(abbreviated "GA" in the bibliography) is given for
those papers that have been abstracted. Table 9 is
given to help in finding any given abstract. Abstracts
published prior to 1931 were not numbered and are
given by the proper volume number and pagination in
the U.S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular, as for
example "GA No. 20, p. 14." Abstracts published
during 1931 to 1953, inclusive, are given by a single
abstract number only, witho-ut reference to volume
number, as for example "GA 13950." Abstracts published during 1954 and thereafter are given by two
numbers separated by a hyphen, as for example "GA
161-220"; the first number indicates the abstract
volume number, the second number is the individual
abstract number within the specific volume.
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